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Catalog submenu pages
The following table describes each of the submenu items of the Data Catalog application.

Page Description

Data Catalog
Home

The landing page when you click the Data Catalog tab. This page is
designed to help you quickly and easily find Data Catalog-related
assets.

Reports All report assets.

Data Sets All data sets shown as a set of tiles or as a table, with their name,
description and, if there are any, connections to existing assets in Col-
libra.

Data Sources Data sources that are used for data source registrations.

Data Dictionary All data assets in Collibra.

Technology
Assets

All technology assets in Collibra.

Metrics Contains a variety of statistics related to how the assets of the Catalog
are used.

Access
Requests

The history of your access requests and their status.

Advanced Data
Types

All advanced data types, which are used during a data source regis-
tration.
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Data Catalog asset pages
The asset pages in Data Catalog provide information about assets. The information
depends on the asset type and the asset type's assignment.

Catalog experience setting
Catalog experience is a setting that improves the user experience of the Data Catalog
asset pages. The improvements include:

l Custom tabs that correspond to the page you are working on.
l A streamlined title bar showing general information.
l Quicker and easier navigation that requires less scrolling.

The Catalog experience setting is enabled by default. If required, you can disable it.

Note When you use Edge, Catalog experience has to be enabled.

Page layout
For more information on the Data Catalog asset pages, see the online version of this
guide.

Data Catalog Home
The Collibra Data Catalog Home is the landing page when you click the Data Catalog tab.
This page is designed to help you quickly and easily find Data Catalog-related assets.

Note You need the Data Catalog global role or Data Catalog Author role to view
Data Catalog Home.

The page is organized into five groupings, or sections, of assets and a Data Catalog-
specific search field, as described in the following image and table.
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Note The Data sets you might like section is enabled and disabled via Collibra
Console. By default, it is enabled (shown) on the page. The other four sections are
always shown and cannot be disabled. However, for any of the five sections, if there
is no relevant data, nothing is shown on the page, including the section header.

Element name Description

Search field A Data Catalog-specific search field that you can use to find any
asset in CollibraData Catalog, for example assets of asset types
Data Set, Schema, Table, Column, Tableau Workbook and
Tableau View.

This search field works in the same manner as does the global
search field, but it uses a default 'Data Catalog' filter.

Chapter 1
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Element name Description

Data Catalog
Data Sets you
might like

Shows up to four data sets you might be interested in, as determined
by the recommender, which takes into account your data sets and the
data sets of similar users.

The Show more button enables you to view up to eight data sets on
this page.

Recently viewed Shows the four most recently viewed Data Catalog-related assets.

This section uses the Recent widget functionality.

The Show more button enables you to view the eight most recently
viewed assets.

Reports Shows the four most recently created assets of asset type Report
and its child asset types.

Clicking the asset name takes you to the asset page.

Clicking View all reports takes you to the Catalog reports page.

Data sources Shows the four most recently created assets of asset type Table.

Clicking the asset name takes you to the asset page.

Clicking View all data sources takes you to the Data Sources page.

Data sets Shows the four most recently created assets of asset type Data Set.

Clicking the asset name takes you to the asset page.

Clicking View all data sets takes you to the Data Sets overview
page.

Recommenders
The recommenders aim to suggest relevant business assets and data sets.
Recommenders have to train regularly to update the recommendations. By default, this is
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done every night. Recommendations can be calculated on the basis of several algorithms.
These algorithms also calculate an error margin for each recommendation, and eventually
only the algorithm with the lowest error margin provides the recommendations.

You can edit the settings of the recommenders and matchers to optimize the
recommendations.

Note The recommender uses statistical information. Therefore, your
recommendations will be empty or less useful if your company just started using
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Recommendation of data sets to users

Description

The data set recommender recommends data sets to users, based on the data sets of
similar users.

If you use some of the same data sets as some other users, you are probably also
interested in data sets that they use but you don't. The recommendations are shown on
Data Catalog Home.

Example

Chapter 1
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Strategy

The data set recommender compares the data sets used by the users to find relevant data
sets. It roughly follows these steps:

1. See which data sets you are currently using.
2. Look for other users that also use your data sets.
3. See which data sets those users use, but you don't.
4. Recommend up to 9 of those data sets to you.

Note
If the recommender does not have enough data, for example if you just started using
Collibra, it only considers 3 parameters:

l Certified
l Quality
l Popularity (number of views of the data set asset page)

Recommendation of business assets to data sets

Description

The asset recommender recommends business assets to data sets, based on business
assets it is related to.

If two data sets have relations to the same business assets, business assets related to
only one of the two data sets may be relevant to the other data set as well.

Example
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Strategy

The asset recommender uses the relation data set related to business asset set to find
relevant assets. It roughly follows these steps:

1. See which business assets are related to the current data set.
2. Look for other data sets related to those business assets.
3. See whether those data sets are also related to other business assets.

Chapter 1
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4. Recommend those business assets on the data set page and in the Add related to
dialog box.

Note If the recommender does not have enough data, for example if you just
started using Collibra, it does not give you any recommendations.

Recommendation of business assets to column assets
Business assets are recommended to column assets based on the search engine in
Collibra. The recommendations are shown in the section of data asset represented by
business asset relation.

Example
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Recommendation of business assets to Tableau workbook
assets and Tableau view assets
Business assets are recommended to Tableau workbook assets and Tableau view assets
based on the search engine in Collibra. The recommendations are shown in the section of
report related to business asset relation.

Matchers
The matchers aim to suggest assets and data sets that might be interesting for you.

Matchers find similar data sets and schemas based on the name and the attributes.

You can edit the settings of the recommenders and matchers to optimize the
recommendations.

Note The matcher uses statistical information. Therefore, your recommendations
will be empty or less useful if your company just started using Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud.

Data set matcher
The data set matcher looks at the names and attributes of the column assets that a data
set contains. It shows similar data sets on the data set asset page.

Chapter 1
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Schema matcher
The schema matcher is currently not used in Collibra.

Data Catalog Search
The Data Catalog Home page has a Data Catalog-specific search field that you can use to
find assets in Data Catalog. When you launch a search from Data Catalog, the search
page is the regular Collibra search page, but with the Catalog search filter applied.

Note You need the Data Catalog global role or Data Catalog Author role to view the
Data Catalog search page and use the Data Catalog Search.
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In the search input field, you can type any text and press Enter or click Search to launch
the search.

The search finds resources that contain a word that begins with your search text. For
example, if you type ca, the search results could contain 'California' and 'Lewis Carroll', but
not 'Meercat'.

You can also use wildcards and symbols to search, see Wildcards and symbols for
searching.

Catalog reports
The Reports page is a view that shows:

l All Report assets.
l All packaged or manually created child asset types of Report, for example BI Report,
Tableau View, and Looker Query.

Report views
You can view the assets in table or tile display mode, and can perform all the same actions
you can for any other table or set of tiles.

Reports in tile display mode
In tile display mode, you can do the following:

l Click an asset name to open the relevant asset page.
l Click anywhere else in the tile to select one or more assets. The list of available
actions appears in the action toolbar.

Chapter 1
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Reports in table display mode
In table display mode, you can do the following:

l Click an asset name to open the relevant asset page.
l Click anywhere else in the tile to select one or more assets. The list of available
actions appears in the action toolbar.

l Edit cells in the table.

Filters
The default All reports view does not contain a filter, so it shows all Report assets. Some
of the other packaged views do contain a filter. For example the Certified reports view
only shows reports that are certified.

You can also create your own filter and, if necessary, save the filtered view as a new view.
For example, you can create separate views for Report assets belonging to a specific
source, for example Tableau, Looker or Power BI.
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Data Catalog Data Sets
A data set is a logical, handpicked collection of data elements that can come from multiple
data sources. For example, Customer Contact information. Data sets allow users to
quickly know which data to use for a specific purpose and request access to it.

The Catalog Data Sets overview page displays existing data sets in a table or as tiles. The
page displays the name of the data set, its description, its certification status, and, if there
are any, connections to existing business assets in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Data Sets overview page
The Data Sets overview page contains the data sets that are available in Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud. You can view the data sets in table display mode or tile display mode.

Tile display mode
l Click a data set title to open its details.

Chapter 1
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l Click anywhere in the tile except for the title to select the data set. The list of actions
that you can perform is displayed.

Table display mode
l Click a name of the data set to open its details.

l Select one or more data sets. The list of actions that you can perform is displayed.

Note The Sample Data tab shows the first 100 columns of data. If you have more
than 100 columns, they are not shown.
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Data Set asset page
The Data Set asset page is basically the same as any asset page in Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud with the following differences:

l The Data Set asset page has a special attribute, namely Certified. That attribute
indicates whether a data set is certified or not. There are no restrictions for certifying
a data set, except the ones your organization chooses. You decide when a data set
can or has to be certified. For more information about how to do this, see Certify a
data set.

l It contains suggestions for related Business Assets, based on the asset recom-
mender.

l It contains a Data Profiling and Sample data section which contains respectively a
data profile and sample data, if available.

You can perform the following actions on this page:

l Create a view
l Filter data
l Sort Catalog submenu pages
l Request access to data sets and reports
l Delete data sets

Creating data sets
In this section you can learn how to create a data set and how to add data to it.

Create a data set
You create data sets to add data to them.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

» The Create dialog box appears.
2. In the Create dialog box, click the Asset tab.
3. Click Data Set.

Chapter 1
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4. In the Domain field, select the domain to which you want to add one or more data
sets.

5. In the Name field, type the name of the data set, press Enter to add other data set
names.

6. Click Create.

Add data to a data set from an asset page
When you come across an asset that you want to add to a data set, you can add that asset
from that asset page.

Prerequisites

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Attribute > Add resource permission.

Steps

1. Navigate to an asset page of a schema, table or column asset.
2. In the upper-right corner, click Add to Data Set.
3. Enter the required information in the Add data to data set dialog box.

o Existing data set:
a. Select the data set.
b. Click Add to data set.

o New data set:
a. Type a name in the Data set name field.
b. Type a description in the Data set description field.
c. Click Create & Add data.

Add data to a data set from the Data Sources or Data
Dictionary page
You can add data to a data set from the Data Sources or Data Dictionary page.
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Prerequisites

l For Data Dictionary: You have a global role with the Data Dictionary global per-
mission, for example Data Dictionary.

l You have a resource role with the Attribute > Add resource permission.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the submenu, click Data Sources or Data Dictionary.

If necessary, filter the list of data assets.
3. Select the check boxes of the data assets you want to add to a specific data set.

Note
o Some data assets are nested. If you select the top one, all its children
are added as well.

o Keep in mind that you can only add schemas, tables and columns.

4. Above the table, click Add to Data Set.
5. Enter the required information in the Add data to data set dialog box.
6. Click Add to data set.

» A notification in the upper-right corner lets you know how many assets you have
added to the data set.

Certify a data set
You can approve, endorse or guarantee the contents of a data set.

Steps

1. Navigate to the asset page of a data set that you want to certify.
2. Find the Certified characteristic and double-click the line of text below it.
3. Click in the field that is displayed.
4. Click True.
5. Click Save.

Chapter 1
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Tip You can design a workflow to take care of the certification of a data set.

Delete data sets
If you no longer need a certain data set, you can delete it from the repository.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the submenu, click Data Sets
3. Search for the data sets that you want to delete.

You can use the Filter pane or sort your data sets.
4. In table mode, select the check boxes of the data sets that you want to delete.

In tile mode, hold the SHIFT key to select multiple data sets.
5. Click Delete.
6. Click Yes to confirm.

Requesting access to data
You can request access to data by adding the relevant data sets or reports to your Data
Basket and checking out your Data Basket.

Adding data sets or reports to the Data Basket
You can add data sets or reports to the Data Basket by clicking Add to Data Basket. This
button appears:

l When you've selected one or more data sets or reports in Catalog.
l On Data Set asset pages and Report asset pages.

When you click Add to Data Basket:

l A Data Usage asset is created.
l All of the data sets and reports you selected are shown in the Data Basket.
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Data Usage asset

The Data Usage asset is created in the Data Usages domain. The name of the Data Usage
asset is "USER_BASKET_" followed by the UUID of the user.

Tip The Data Usages domain is a "hidden" domain in the Business Analysts
Community. This means it doesn't appear in the Collibra Browser, which helps to
avoid it being inadvertently deleted. To view the Data Usages domain, go to the
Access Requests page and click the name of a Data Usage asset. The Data Usages
domain appears in the breadcrumb, on the Data Usage asset page.

The Data Usage asset page shows all of the important information related to the access
request, including:

l The data sets or reports to which access is requested.
l The purpose for requesting access to the data.
l The access start date and end date.

Data Basket

The Data Basket is a view that shows all of the data sets or reports you've selected and to
which you want access.

To access the Data Basket, click .

You can remove data sets and reports from the Data Basket by clicking on the relevant
tiles, and then clicking Remove from data basket.

Chapter 1
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Checking out your Data Basket
When you're ready to check out, click Checkout Data Basket. This starts the packaged
Request Data Sets Access workflow, by which your request is approved or rejected.

When you check out the Data Basket, the Data Usage asset is renamed in the format
YYYY-MM-DD #X, where X is a sequential number, for example 2019-12-16 #3.

All your access requests are shown in Catalog, on the Access Requests page.

Request access to data sets and reports
To use the data referred to in data sets or reports, you need to request access to it.
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Steps

1. Add assets to your basket by doing one of the following:

Searching a. In Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, search for the data set or
report you need and click its name.
» The asset page of the data set or report opens.

b. Click Add to Data Basket.

Navigating a. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
b. In the submenu, click Data Sets or Reports.
c. If necessary, search for the data sets or reports that you want

to access.
d. Select the check boxes of the data sets or reports that you

want to access.
e. Above the tiles, click Add to Data Basket

» A message at the upper-right indicates that the assets have been added to your
basket.

2. Open your basket by clicking on the main menu bar.

3. Review your basket.
To remove unnecessary assets, select them and click Remove from data basket.

4. Click Checkout Data Basket.
» A dialog box appears.

5. Enter the required information and click Submit.
6. If the Add Purpose to the Data Usage dialog box appears, start typing and select

the Purpose asset that describes the business use for which you are requesting
access to the data sets or reports, and then click Submit.

Note This dialog box only appears if Collibra Data Privacy is installed.

Chapter 1
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What's next?

l A workflow starts to approve the request and to grant you access to the data.
l A Data Usage asset is created in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. You can view all
your requests and their current status on the Access Requests page. For more
information, see Requesting access to data.

Data Sources page
The Data Sources page is a view that shows all the data sources (in other words, all
assets of asset type Data Assets) that were used in the creation of Data Catalog Data
Sets.

You can view the assets in table display mode or tile display mode.

Data sources in table display mode
With hierarchies enabled, you can expand the assets to consult the structure of the data
sources.
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l Click an asset name to open the relevant asset page.

l Select one or more assets. The list of actions that you can perform is then displayed.

Chapter 1
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Data sources in tile display mode
l Click an asset name to open the relevant asset page.

l Click anywhere else in the tile to select the asset. The list of actions that you can per-
form is then displayed.

Data Dictionary page
The Data Dictionary page is a view that shows all assets of every data asset type in
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

You can view the assets in table display mode or tile display mode.
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On this page, you can perform the following actions:

l Create a view
l Filter assets
l Sort assets by name, description and asset type
l Delete assets
l Move assets
l Add assets to a data set
l Start an asset workflow from an asset table, for assets

Technology Assets page
The Technology Assets page is a view that shows all assets of every technology asset
type in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

You can view the assets in table display mode or tile display mode.

On this page, you can perform the following actions:

l Create views.
l Filter assets.
l Sort assets by name, description and asset type.
l Delete assets.
l Move assets to another domain.

Access Requests page
If you have requested access to one or more data sets, the Access Requests page allows
you to view the status of your requests.

When you request access to a data set:

l an asset of the Data Usage type is created in the Data Usages domain in your com-
munity.

l the request Assets Access workflow is started.

Chapter 1
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The names of your requests are automatically generated with the date of your request.
You can click the request name to open the asset page, which shows all the information
relative to your request.

If you've requested access to many data sets, you can sort on any of the columns on the
Access Requests page, to help you find a specific access request.

Advanced data types
When you profile data when registering a data source, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud
can detect some basic data types, such as numbers and text. Besides these basic data
types, you can create your own advanced data types.

In this section, you learn how to work with advanced data types.

Data type detection
When you run a data profiling when registering a data source, Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud tries to detect the data type of each column.

1. Collibra tries to match the fields of each column with every data type.
2. Collibra remembers the matches for each field, also if a field has multiple matches.
3. Collibra calculates the matching percentage of how many fields of the column match

the same data type.
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4. Collibra verifies the matching percentage against the data type detection threshold.

Tip You can define the data type detection threshold in Collibra Console, see
the Collibra Installation and Configuration Guide.

5. Collibra assigns the data type with the highest matching percentage to the source
column, provided that the matching percentage exceeds the threshold.

Out of the box, there are several base data types such as integer, text and boolean. With
each data profiling, these base data types are evaluated. If your data source contains
special data types such as social security numbers or international bank account numbers,
you can define them as advanced data types. In the data source registration wizard, you
can then choose to also evaluate the data on these advanced data types.

Keep in mind that detecting advanced data types significantly increases the data profiling
job execution time.

Advanced data type management prerequisites
To manage advanced data types, you need the following prerequisites:

l Catalog role
l Advanced Data Type global permission

Create an advanced data type
If the basic data types, such as numbers and text, are not specific enough, you can create
your own advanced data types.

Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a global role with the Advanced Data Type > Add global permission.

Chapter 1
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Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the submenu, click Advanced Data Types.
3. Above the table, to the right, click Add Advanced Data Type.
4. In the Add Advanced Data Type dialog box, fill in the new data type properties.

Option Description

Name The name of the advanced data type. The name has to be
unique, including the basic data types.

Description The description of the advanced data type.

28



Option Description

Base data
type

The data type used as basis for the advanced data type:

o Text
o Geographical
o True/False
o Date
o Time
o Date and Time
o Whole Number
o Decimal Number
o Array
o N/A
Examples

Base data
type

Field name Patterns

Text Email address [a-z0-9]+[_a-z0-

9\.-]*[a-z0-9]+@[a-

z0-9-]+(\.[a-z0-

9-]+)*(\.[a-z]{2,4})

Text IP address \b(?:(?:2(?:[0-4][0-

9]|5[0-5])|[0-1]?[0-

9]?[0-9])\.){3}(?:

(?:2([0-4][0-9]|5[0-

5])|[0-1]?[0-9]?[0-

9]))\b

Date Custom Date yyyy-MM-dd

Time Custom Time HH mm

Chapter 1
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Option Description

Base data
type

Field name Patterns

Date and
Time

Custom Date
and Time

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss

True/False Boolean
(French)

o true: vrai, v
o false: faux, f
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Option Description

Advanced
data type (vari-
able field
name)

The field name depends on the selected base data type.

Base data type Field name Description

Text Regular expres-
sions

List of regular
expressions.

For more information
about regular
expressions, see regular-
expressions.info.

Geographical Regular expres-
sions

List of regular
expressions.

For more information
about regular
expressions, see regular-
expressions.info.

Date Date pattern List of date patterns using
the DateTimeFormatter
format. See the official
Java documentation.

Time Time pattern List of time patterns using
the DateTimeFormatter
format. See the official
Java documentation.

Chapter 1
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Option Description

Base data type Field name Description

Date and Time Date and Time
pattern

List of date and time pat-
terns using the
DateTimeFormatter
format. See the official
Java documentation.

Whole Number Numeric format Locale for the format of
whole numbers.

Decimal Num-
ber

Numeric format Locale for the format of
decimal numbers.

True/False o True values
o False values

o List of values that are
accepted as True
value.

o List of values that are
accepted as False
value.

Array or N/A Not applicable for
advanced data type detec-
tion.

5. Click Save.

Edit an advanced data type
If an existing advanced data type is incorrect, you can edit it.
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Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a global role with the Advanced Data Type > Update global permission.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the submenu, click Advanced Data Types.
3. In the row of the data type that you want to edit, click .

The Edit Advanced Data Type dialog box appears.
4. Enter the required information.

Option Description

Name The name of the advanced data type. The name has to be
unique, including the basic data types.

Description The description of the advanced data type.
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Option Description

Base data
type

The data type used as basis for the advanced data type:

o Text
o Geographical
o True/False
o Date
o Time
o Date and Time
o Whole Number
o Decimal Number
o Array
o N/A
Examples

Base data
type

Field name Patterns

Text Email address [a-z0-9]+[_a-z0-

9\.-]*[a-z0-9]+@[a-

z0-9-]+(\.[a-z0-

9-]+)*(\.[a-z]{2,4})

Text IP address \b(?:(?:2(?:[0-4][0-

9]|5[0-5])|[0-1]?[0-

9]?[0-9])\.){3}(?:

(?:2([0-4][0-9]|5[0-

5])|[0-1]?[0-9]?[0-

9]))\b

Date Custom Date yyyy-MM-dd

Time Custom Time HH mm
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Option Description

Base data
type

Field name Patterns

Date and
Time

Custom Date
and Time

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss

True/False Boolean
(French)

o true: vrai, v
o false: faux, f
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Option Description

Advanced
data type (vari-
able field
name)

The field name depends on the selected base data type.

Base data type Field name Description

Text Regular expres-
sions

List of regular
expressions.

For more information
about regular
expressions, see regular-
expressions.info.

Geographical Regular expres-
sions

List of regular
expressions.

For more information
about regular
expressions, see regular-
expressions.info.

Date Date pattern List of date patterns using
the DateTimeFormatter
format. See the official
Java documentation.

Time Time pattern List of time patterns using
the DateTimeFormatter
format. See the official
Java documentation.
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Option Description

Base data type Field name Description

Date and Time Date and Time
pattern

List of date and time pat-
terns using the
DateTimeFormatter
format. See the official
Java documentation.

Whole Number Numeric format Locale for the format of
whole numbers.

Decimal Num-
ber

Numeric format Locale for the format of
decimal numbers.

True/False o True values
o False values

o List of values that are
accepted as True
value.

o List of values that are
accepted as False
value.

Array or N/A Not applicable for
advanced data type detec-
tion.

You cannot change the base data type.
5. Click Save.

Delete one or more advanced data types
If you no longer use an advanced data type, you can delete it.
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Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a global role with the Advanced Data Type > Remove global permission.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the submenu, click Advanced Data Types.
3.

Single
advanced
data type

a. In the row of the data type that you want to delete, click .

b. In the Delete advanced data type dialog box, click Delete
advanced data type.

Multiple
advanced
data types

a. Select the check boxes in front of the advanced data types that
you want to delete.

b. In the action toolbar, click Delete.

Tip You can select all the visible assets at once by
clicking the check box next to the Name column header.

c. In the Delete (x) advanced data type(s) dialog box, click
Delete (x) advanced data type(s).

The data type attributes that contain the deleted advanced data type are reset to the base
data type that was used for the advanced data type.

Sort Catalog submenu pages
You can reorder the data on Catalog pages, such as Reports, Data Sets, Data Sources
and so on.
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Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. Click any of the items in the submenu, for example Data Sets.
3. Sort your data:

Table display mode Tile display mode (if available)

Click any column header
to sort the data based on
that column.
Click again to toggle
between ascending and
descending order.

Click the Sort by arrow to sort ascending or
descending, and click the drop-down list to select on
which field you want to sort.
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Register a data source
Registering a data source makes metadata from that source available in Collibra to create
data sets that can then be used for creating reports and analyzing data. Optionally,
Collibra can perform data profilingdata profiling on the registered data and extract sample
datasample data from it.

Note If you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-
premises Jobserver, they must have the same installer version. You can find the
installer version of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom
of the sign-in window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0

About registering a data source 40

Registering a data source via Jobserver 53

Registering a data source via Edge 101

About registering a data source
By registering a data source, you connect a data source to Collibra. With this, you can
make metadata of the data source available in Collibra.

You can register a data source via Jobserver or via Edge.
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Note
When you enable registering a data source via Edge, you can choose to register a
data source using Edge or using Jobserver.

Differences between registering a data source
via Jobserver or via Edge
The following table shows the differences between registering a data source via Jobserver
or via Edge.

Part of process Register a data source via Jobserver Register a data source via Edge

Permissions The required permissions to register a
data source via Jobserver or via Edge are
the same except for the following
permission:

You need a resource role with the
following resource permissions on the
Schema community:

l Asset > add
l Attribute > add
l Domain > add
l Attachment > add

The required permissions to register a
data source via Edge or via Jobserver are
the same except for the following
permission:

You need a global role with the View Edge
connections and capabilities global
permission.
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Part of process Register a data source via Jobserver Register a data source via Edge

Registering a data
source

When you register a data source via
Jobserver, you have to enter all database
connection properties in the Register
data source dialog box.

Before you register a data source via
Edge, you have to enable data source
registration via Edge. You also create
JDBC connections to your data source
and Edge capabilities with a JDBC
Catalog JDBC ingestion capability
template. When you register a data source
in Data Catalog, you can then select
which database you want to add to the
JDBC connection.

Refreshing or
synchronizing

After registering a data source, a Schema
asset is created. On the Configuration tab
page of the Schema asset page, you can
refresh a data source.

After registering a data source, a
Database asset is created. The Database
asset has a relation of the type
"Technology asset groups / is grouped by
Technology asset" to the System asset
that was selected when registering the
data source. On the Configuration tab
page of the Database asset page, you can
synchronize one or many schemas.

Profiling options At the end of the registering process, you
can select profiling options to create
profiling and sample data. The profiling
data is automatically created after the
refresh process.

You have to enable profiling and
classification via Edge. After registering a
data source, you can select profiling
options to create profiling data and data
classes on a Database asset page. The
metadata is profiled and classified
automatically or manually after
synchronizing a schema.

Difference between registering a data source
and importing data
When you register a data source, Data Catalog reads and processes metadata of data
sources that are not governed in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. Collibra will create
assets of the relevant types, such as Database, Table and Column.
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Example You register a data source that contains your financial data in a SAP
HANA database. Afterwards, you can use the Collibra to manage the data, for
example manage access control through data sets and use traceability to see your
data lineage.

When you import data, you create or edit assets or complex relations, with their
characteristics, from a view. Collibra will create assets of the type specified in the imported
XLSX or CSV file.

Example You import an XLSX file containing the most common business terms of
your company. You can use Collibra to approve the terms and link them to more
technical assets.

Naming convention
When you register a data source, Collibra follows a strict naming convention for the names
of the new assets. Each asset has a display name and full name. You can freely edit the
display name. However, you should never edit the full name, because Data Catalog may
need it to refresh data sources. Editing the full name may cause unexpected results and
break the synchronization process.

Warning Editing the full name of the Database and Schema assets may lead to
errors during the refresh process.

Supported data sources for data source
registration
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud supports several databases to register as a data source.
Depending on your data source, you can use Collibra-provided Catalog connector, or your
own JDBC driver.
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Your own JDBC drivers
For certain data sources, you can use your own JDBC driver. The following table contains
the packaged data sources and versions that have been tested.

Data source Tested versions Support for
profiling and
sample data

JDBC driver
version

Amazon Redshift 1.0 Yes v. 1.1.13.1013

Cloudera Hive 5.10 - 5.14 No Apache driver v.
1.2.1

Hortonworks Hive 2.5, 2.6 No Apache driver v.
1.2.1

HP Vertica 7.0 Yes v. 07.01.0200

IBM DB2 10.5 Yes v. 4.9.78

MySQL 5.6, 5.7 Yes v. 5.1.38

Oracle 11g, 12c Yes v. 12c

PostgreSQL 9.4, 9.5 Yes v. 9.4.1207

Microsoft SQL
Server

2014, 2016 Yes v. 5.1.38

Note Only
Microsoft
drivers and
drivers
available via
Collibra
Marketplace
are
supported.
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Data source Tested versions Support for
profiling and
sample data

JDBC driver
version

Teradata 15.0, 16.20.07.01 Yes No driver tested

Snowflake

Note We cannot guarantee that other data sources or driver versions work
correctly. If you use a generic JDBC driver or an unsupported version, data
ingestion, data profiling and sample data may not work as expected.

Authentication and permissions

Both ingestion and profiling (including sampling and advanced data type detection) rely on
JDBC drivers to operate. Those drivers authenticate to the data sources as a user
registered in that data source with specific permissions attached to the user profile in the
data source.

To ingest a database without profiling, Data Catalog requires read access to the database
metadata: description of schema, tables, columns, including some more complex
properties such as the primary and foreign keys.

However, if you enable one or more profiling options, Data Catalog also requires the
permission to read the full table. Which permissions are required exactly depends on the
data source type, version and configuration. Additionally, they can also differ according to
the provider and version of the JDBC driver. Most of the queries required to retrieve the
information above are hidden by the driver. As a consequence, Collibra cannot give a
exhaustive list.

Note Collibrasupports several authentication methods, including credentials,
NTLM, CyberArk and Kerberos. If you are using a certified Collibra-provided driver
on the Collibra Marketplace, you can also authenticate using Windows
Authentication.
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Tip If you need more detailed information, we recommend to contact your JDBC
driver provider.

Configuration assets
When you register a database or system as a data source, you enter connection properties
and other options. To store the configuration and connection properties, Data Catalog
creates a special kind of asset, often called the configuration asset. Some of these assets
show parts of the configuration on a dedicated Configuration tab page.

This list contains the most widely used configuration assets:

l Schema assets, if you register a data source using Jobserver
l Database assets, if you register a data source using Edge.
l S3 File System assets
l Tableau Server assets

Working with configuration assets
Even though you can import or export configuration assets with the import functionality or
create them via the global create button, they would not contain any configuration. This
means that, if you create a configuration asset in that way, you must also create the
configuration and add it to the configuration asset. However, this is not possible for all
configuration assets. For example, you cannot configure an S3 File System asset after
creation. The only way to configure an S3 File System asset is by connecting to Amazon
S3 and synchronizing its content. We highly recommend that you do not create
configuration assets by importing them or via the global create button. Instead, use the
appropriate procedure, such as registering a data source or registering a system.

Warning If you delete a configuration asset, you also delete its configuration.
Register your data source or system again to create a new configuration asset or
contact support for more information.
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Quartz Cron syntax
Cron is a software utility that specifies commands to run on a given schedule. This
schedule is defined by a Cron pattern, which has a specific syntax that will be described in
this section.

For example, you can refresh the schema of a data source or synchronize Tableau or
Amazon S3 metadata outside office hours to reduce the impact of these actions on the
performance of your environment.

Note By default, you use Spring Cron expressions to schedule Collibra Console
back-ups.

Warning If you create an invalid Cron pattern, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud
stops responding.

The Cron pattern consists of six or seven space-separated fields:

<second> <minute> <hour> <day of the month> <month> <day of the

week> <year>

Position Field Mandatory Allowed
values

Allowed spe-
cial char-
acters

Examples

1 second Yes 0-59 , - * / l 10: at the 10th second.
l */10: every 10 seconds.

2 minute Yes 0-59 , - * / l 30: at the 30th minute.
l */15: every 15 minutes.
l 5/10: every 10 minutes start-
ing at the 5th minute after the
hour

3 hour Yes 0-23 , - * / l 10: at 10 o'clock.
l 8-10: at 8,9 and 10 AM.
l 6,18: at 6 AM and at 6 PM.
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Position Field Mandatory Allowed
values

Allowed spe-
cial char-
acters

Examples

4 day of
the
month

Yes 1-31 , - * ? / L W l 3: on the 3rd day of the month.
l 1-4: every first four days of the
month.

l 1,15: the first day of the month
and the 15th day of the month.

l L: on the last day of the
month.

l L-3: on the third-to-last day of
the month.

l 15W: on the nearest weekday
to the 15th of the month. If the
15th is a Saturday, then the
trigger will be on the 14th, if
the 15th is a Sunday, then the
trigger will be on the 16th.

Note If the 1st day of
the month is a
Saturday, then 1W
corresponds to the 3rd
day of the month, since
the month is specified
in the 5th value of the
Cron expression.

LW: on the last weekday of
the month.

5 month Yes 1-12 or
JAN-DEC

, - * / l 12: in December.
l 1-3: every first three months of
the year.

l JUL,AUG: every July and
August.

Tip The names of the
months are not case-
sensitive.
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Position Field Mandatory Allowed
values

Allowed spe-
cial char-
acters

Examples

6 day of
the week

Yes 1-7 or
SUN-SAT

, - * ? / L # l TUE: every Tuesday.
l 2-6: every weekday, Monday
to Friday.

l MON,WED,FRI: every
Monday, Wednesday and Fri-
day.

l L: on Saturday, the 7th day of
the week.

l 2L: at the last Monday of the
month.

l 6#3: on the 3rd Friday of the
month.

Tip The names of the days
are not case-sensitive.

7 year No empty,
1970-
2099

, - * / l <empty>: if your schedule
doesn't require a year, you
can leave this value empty.

l 2021: in 2021.
l 2021-2025: in the years 2021,
2022, 2023, 2024 and 2025.

l 2021,2022,2025: in the years
2021, 2022 and 2025.

Special characters

Character Description

* Used to select all values within a field.

Example * in the minute field corresponds with every minute.
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Character Description

? Used to specify something in one of the two fields in which the character is allowed, but
not the other, mainly used for days of the week.

Example If you want your trigger to fire on a particular day of the month, for
example the 10th, but don't care what day of the week that happens to be, you
could put "10" in the day-of-month field, and "?" in the day of the week field.

- Used to specify ranges.

Example 10-12 in the hour field means “the hours 10, 11 and 12”.

, Used to specify additional values.

Example MON,WED,FRI in the day-of-week field means “the days Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday”.

/ Used to specify increments.

Example 0/15 in the seconds field means “the seconds 0, 15, 30, and 45”.
And 5/15 in the seconds field means “the seconds 5, 20, 35, and 50".
You can also leave out the number before /, which is equivalent to having 0
before / .
1/3 in the day-of-month field means “fire every 3 days starting on the first day
of the month”.
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Character Description

L Has different meaning in each of the two fields in which it is allowed.

Example The value L in the day-of-month field means “the last day of
the month” - day 31 for January, day 28 for February on non-leap
years. You can also specify an offset from the last day of the month,
such as “L-3” which would mean the third-to-last day of the calendar
month.

If you use L in the day-of-week field by itself, it means “7” or “SAT”. But if used in the

day-of-week field after another value, it means “the last xxx day of the month” - for
example “6L” means “the last Friday of the month”.

When using the L option, it is important not to specify lists, or ranges of values,

because you may get unexpected results.

W Used to specify the weekday (Monday-Friday) nearest the given day.

Example 15W in the value for the day-of-month field, means the nearest
weekday to the 15th of the month:

l If the 15th is a Saturday, the trigger will fire on Friday the 14th.
l If the 15th is a Sunday, the trigger will fire on Monday the 16th.
l If the 15th is a Tuesday, then it will fire on Tuesday the 15th.

However if you specify 1W as the value for day-of-month, and the 1st is a Saturday, the

trigger will fire on Monday the 3rd, as it will not ‘jump’ over the boundary of a month’s
days. The ‘W’ character can only be specified when the value in the day-of-month field
specifies a single day, not a range or list of days.

Tip The 'L' and 'W' characters can also be combined in the day-of-month field
to yield 'LW', which translates to *"last weekday of the month"*.

# Used to specify “the nth” XXX day of the month.

Example 6#3 in the day-of-week field means “the third Friday of the month”
(day 6 = Friday and “#3” = the 3rd one in the month).
Other examples: 2#1 is the first Monday of the month and 4#5 is the fifth
Wednesday of the month. Note that if you specify #5 and there is not 5 of the
given day-of-week in the month, then no firing will occur that month.
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Example
l 0 0 * ? * * * = the top of every hour of every day.
l */10 * * * * ? = every ten seconds.
l 0 0 8-10 * * ? 2020 = 8, 9 and 10 o'clock of every day during the year
2020.

l 0 0 6,19 ? * * = 6:00 AM and 7:00 PM every day.
l 0 0/30 8-10 ? * * = 8:00, 8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00 and 10:30 every day.
l 0 0 9-17 * * MON-FRI = on the hour nine-to-five weekdays.
l 0 0 0 25 12 ? = every Christmas Day at midnight, no matter what day of
the week it is.

l 0 15 10 ? * 6L 2022-2025 = 10:15 AM on every Friday of every month
during the years 2022, 2023, 2024 and 2025.

l 0 30 11 ? * 6#2 = 11:30 AM on the second Friday of every month.

Warning Quartz Cron only supports a value in either the 4th or the 6th position, but
not in both. At the same time, both positions cannot be empty.

Foreign key ingestion
A foreign key, in relational databases, is a field in one table that refers to the primary key of
another table. A primary key is a column or combination of columns, to uniquely identify
table records.

l The table with the primary key is referred to as the referenced table or parent table.
l The table with the foreign key is referred to as the child table.

Ingesting foreign keys
In Data Catalog, a foreign key is ingested as an asset of the Foreign key type. See Foreign
Key asset page.
The Foreign key asset creates relations between columns of different tables. It consists of
foreign key mappings between the parent and child table.
In the following example, you see an overview of the tables, columns and a foreign key:
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l food: Schema that consists of two tables:
o food_types: Table with the columns food_name, food_
code and food_type.

o fastfood: Table with the columns main_food_code,
company_name and main_food_type.

l fastfood_fk: Foreign key asset consists of one or more for-
eign key mappings.
o mapping 1 (marked with blue arrows):
n Constrains the column main_food_code from the
child table.

n References the column food_code from the parent
table.

o mapping 2:
n Constrains the column main_food_type from the
child table.

n References the column food_type from the parent
table.

Registering a data source via Jobserver
By registering a data source via Jobserver, you connect a data source to Collibra. With
this, you can make metadata of the data source available in Collibra.

During the data source registration process, you create a Schema asset. Via this asset,
you can refresh the metadata of the data source.

Tip You can also register a data source via Edge.

Data source ingestion steps
The following table shows the steps required for data source ingestion.
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Step What? Description

1 Register a data
source

Registering a data source creates a connection between
your data source and Collibra. It makes metadata of the
data source available in Collibra.

Note You can register a data source using a
Collibra-provided driver or your own driver.

2 Ingestion After registering a data source, Collibra creates a
Physical Data Dictionary domain and new assets of the
type Schema, Table and Column, corresponding to the
data in your data source.

3 Refresh a data
source

Refreshing the schema of a registered data source
updates the metadata of the data source in Collibra. You
typically do this when the data in a registered data
source has been updated.

Tip You can do this manually or automatically at
fixed intervals.

Profiling data options
When you register your data source, you can choose profiling options for the registered
data.

Option Description

Store Data Profile Option to perform data profiling on the registered data.

Detect advanced
data types

Option to detect advanced data types in the data source.

Store Sample Data Option to extract sample data from the registered data.
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Option Description

Tables excluded
from registration

Database tables that will not be ingested.

Note
l If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press Enter
after typing a value and then type the next.

l You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple tables.
For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all start with
act_, you can enter act_*.

l The table names are case sensitive.
l You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the
schema.

l The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an attribute
typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table that is declared
in the data source. For example, TABLE, VIEW,...

After registering a data source
When the registration is complete:

l A message at the top right tells you that data source registration is complete. A
domain and Schema asset are immediately created and an ingestion job is started.

l You can immediately add the registered data source to a data set by clicking the cor-
responding link in the confirmation message.

l The ingestion job creates assets that represent the metadata of the data source.

Note Table assets that are created after ingestion have an attribute type
called Table Type that defines the type of table that is declared in the data
source. For example, TABLE, VIEW,...

l A workflow to assign a technical steward to the new domain is started. This is a
simple packaged workflow that you can edit to fit your organization's needs. When
you have assigned a technical steward, that technical steward has to set the security
classification and indicate whether the data elements contain personally identifiable
information (PII).
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Register a data source using a Collibra-provided
driver
You can register a database as a data source using one of the JDBC drivers provided by
Collibra Marketplace.

Tip You can also do this with your own JDBC driver.

Warning
l This operation should only be executed by your database administrator.
l The Collibra-provided drivers have been tested with Collibra Data
Governance Center version 5.7.5. In older versions, you might encounter
unexpected behavior.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

» The Create dialog box appears.
3. In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use a Collibra provided

driver).
4. If there is no JDBC driver available, add and configure the driver of your preference.
5. In the Register data source dialog box, enter the required information.

Field Description

Process on The jobserver used for ingesting.

Schema name This name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.

Schema descrip-
tion

The description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema
asset.

Data owner The owner of the registered data in Collibra.

6. Click Next.
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7. Enter the database connection properties.

Option Description

JDBC driver
version

The JDBC driver to connect to your database.

Connect via The jobserver used for ingesting.

<Configuration
properties>

The connection properties as defined in your JDBC driver.

Note For more information on the connection details of supported data
sources, see JDBC connection details.

Store credentials Select this option to store the credentials to access the database. With a schema
refresh, you can clear this option again.

Username Username to access the database.

Note This field is ignored if your data source uses Cyberark,
Kerberos or NTLM.

Password Corresponding password to access the database.

Note This field is ignored if your data source uses Cyberark,
Kerberos or NTLM.

Schedule data
refresh

Enable or disable a schedule to automatically refresh the data regis-
tration.

Cron pattern Schedule of the data refresh as a Cron pattern.

If you create an invalid Cron pattern, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud stops
responding.

Time zone The time zone of the database.

Note If Collibra DGC cannot connect to the database, you cannot continue
the data source registration wizard.
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8. Click Next.
9. Select the data profiling options.

Option Description

Store Data Profile Option to perform data profiling on the registered data.

Detect
advanced data
types

Option to detect advanced data types in the data source.

Store Sample
Data

Option to extract sample data from the registered data.

Tables excluded
from registration

Database tables that will not be ingested.

Note
o If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press
Enter after typing a value and then type the next.

o You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple
tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all
start with act_, you can enter act_*.

o The table names are case sensitive.
o You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the
schema.

o The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an
attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table
that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE,
VIEW,...

10. Click Create.

What's next?
The data source is registered and the data is automatically ingested. The ingestion of data
is executed in a job. You can see this job in the list of activities.
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Click the Result button to open the data profiling results.

Tip
l If the database contains foreign keys, they will be registered as new assets of
the Foreign Key asset type. Assets of this type contain the complex relation,
which is the link between all column assets that are part of the foreign key
definition.
However, the complex relation is not created if a column is part of a table that
is added to the list of Tables excluded from registration.

l If you exclude a table during the schema refresh, the corresponding table,
column assets and foreign key mapping will be deleted.

Manage Collibra-provided JDBC drivers
To register a database as a data source you need a JDBC driver. You can use one of the
JDBC drivers provided by Collibra Marketplace.

This allows you to do the following:

l Edit an existing JDBC driver.
l Install a new JDBC driver for a data source type that has an existing JDBC driver, for
example Oracle12c.

l Install a new JDBC driver for a data source type that doesn't have a JDBC driver yet,
for example Amazon EMR.

Tip You can also do this with your own JDBC drivers.
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Warning
l This operation should only be executed by your database administrator.
l The Collibra-provided drivers have been tested with Collibra Data
Governance Center version 5.7.5. In older versions, you might encounter
unexpected behavior.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

» The Create dialog box appears.
3. In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use a Collibra provided

driver).
4. If a JDBC driver is already installed for your data source, do the following:

a. Enter the schema properties.

Field Description

Schema name This name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be
unique.

Schema
description

The description of the schema. This is used as description of the
schema asset.

Data owner The owner of the registered data in Collibra.

b. Click Next.
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c. In the JDBC driver version field, click manage drivers....

5. Do one of the following:
o Click Add JDBC Driver if you want to create a new JDBC driver.
o Click if you want to edit an existing JDBC driver.

6. Enter the required information.

Field Description

JDBC Driver
Version Name

The name of the JDBC driver.

Upload Button to upload the relevant files for the data source.

Note If you downloaded the JDBC driver from Collibra
Marketplace, make sure to unzip the downloaded ZIP file before
uploading it to Collibra Data Governance Center.

Note The JDBC driver has to be in JAR format.

Driver files This table contains a list of uploaded files.

You can remove a driver file by clicking .

7. Click Next.
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8. Configure the JDBC connection.

Note For more information on the connection details of supported data
sources, see JDBC connection details.

9. Click Create.

What's next?
You can now complete the data source registration wizard for Collibra-provided JDBC
drivers.

Register a data source using your own driver
You can register a database as a data source using one of your own drivers.

Tip You can also do this with a Collibra-provided JDBC driver.

This operation should only be executed by your database administrator.

Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have set up the JDBC driver of your source data, for example MySQL.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l If you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-premises
Jobserver, both must have the same installer version. You can find the installer ver-
sion of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom of the sign-in
window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0

l You have a resource role with the following resource permissions on the Schema
community:

o Asset > add
o Attribute > add
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o Domain > add
o Attachment > add

l You have the permissions to retrieve the metadata of the following database com-
ponents through the JDBC Driver Database Metadata methods:

o Schemas
o Tables
o Columns
o Primary keys
o Foreign keys

Note
l For the list of supported databases and versions, consult the Databases
supported versions section.

l For the JDBC connection details of the various databases, consult the JDBC
connection details section.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

» The Create dialog box appears.
3. In the Register data source dialog box, click the type of your data source.
4. If there is no JDBC driver available, add and configure the driver of your preference.
5. In the Register data source dialog box, enter the required information.

Field Description

Process on The jobserver used for ingesting.

Schema name This name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.

Schema descrip-
tion

The description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema
asset.

Data owner The owner of the registered data in Collibra.
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6. Click Next.
7. Enter the database connection properties.

Option Description

JDBC driver version The JDBC driver to connect to your database.

Connect via The jobserver used for ingesting.

Database Name of the database. This field is not available for all data
sources.

Host Hostname to access the database.

Port Port to access the database.
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Option Description

<Configuration properties> The connection properties as defined in your JDBC driver.

Note For more information on the connection details
of supported data sources, see JDBC connection
details.

If you want to use Kerberos authentication, you also need the
following connection properties.

Label Description

Principal The Kerberos principal identity.

Kerberos
realm

The Kerberos realm name.

Login context
name

The login context name that is used as
the index to the configuration.

Jaas file name The name of the Jaas file.

Kerberos
configuration
file

The configuration file containing specific
properties for Kerberos authentication.

If you want to use NTLM authentication, you also need the
following connection properties.

Label Description

Security The security that enables the
authentication

Authentication
scheme

The used authentication scheme, which
is NTLM.

If you want to use CyberArk authentication, you need the
following connection properties.
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Option Description

Label Description

Keystore
file

The name of the keystore file. The keystore
must contain the client key and client
certificate or certificate chain.

If defaultTruststore is set to

false, the keystore has to contain the

trusted CA certificate needed to validate
the server certificate offered by CyberArk.

The value must have the following format:

file://<keystore-file

name.jks>.

Example
file://cyberark-
keystore.jks

Keystore
password

The password required to open the
keystore.

Default
truststore

The indication of the default truststore. The

default value is set to False.

o False: The certificate is validated

through the keystoreFile property.
o True: The certificate is validated

through the default truststore from
the Java JRE. This is
recommended when CyberArk is
set up to offer a server certificate
that can be validated by a public
CA (certification authority).
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Option Description

Label Description

CyberArk
address

The host and port number through which
the CyberArk server is accessible. The
format of the address is

hostname:port.

Example
my.cyberark.com:5502

CyberArk
application ID

The application ID as defined in CyberArk.

This ID should be provided by your
network or system administrator.

CyberArk
query

The CyberArk query.

This query should be provided by your
network or system administrator.

Store credentials Select this option to store the credentials to access the
database. With a schema refresh, you can clear this option
again.

Username Username to access the database.

Note This field is ignored if your data source
uses any authentication method other than
credentials.

Password Corresponding password to access the database.

Note This field is ignored if your data source
uses any authentication method other than
credentials.
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Option Description

Schedule data refresh Enable or disable a schedule to automatically refresh
the data registration.

Cron pattern Schedule of the data refresh as a Quartz Cron pattern.

Warning If you create an invalid Cron pattern,
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud stops responding.

Time zone The time zone of the database.

Note If Collibra cannot connect to the database, you cannot continue the data
source registration wizard.

8. Click Next.
9. Select the data profiling options.

Option Description

Store Data Profile Option to perform data profiling on the registered data.

Detect
advanced data
types

Option to detect advanced data types in the data source.

Store Sample
Data

Option to extract sample data from the registered data.
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Option Description

Tables excluded
from registration

Database tables that will not be ingested.

Note
o If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press
Enter after typing a value and then type the next.

o You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple
tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all
start with act_, you can enter act_*.

o The table names are case sensitive.
o You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the
schema.

o The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an
attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table
that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE,
VIEW,...

10. Click Create.

What's next?
The data source is registered and the data is automatically ingested. The ingestion of data
is executed in a job. You can see this job in the list of activities.

Click the Result button to open the data profiling results.
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Tip
l If the database contains foreign keys, they will be registered as new assets of
the Foreign Key asset type. Assets of this type contain the complex relation,
which is the link between all column assets that are part of the foreign key
definition.
However, the complex relation is not created if a column is part of a table that
is added to the list of Tables excluded from registration.

l If you exclude a table during the schema refresh, the corresponding table,
column assets and foreign key mapping will be deleted.

Register an Excel file as data source

Note If you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-
premises Jobserver, they must have the same installer version. You can find the
installer version of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom
of the sign-in window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0

Prerequisites

l You have downloaded an Excel file.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have a resource role with the following resource permissions:
o Asset > add
o Attribute > add
o Domain > add
o Attachment > add

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
Or open any asset of the type Schema, Data Set, Table, Column or Tableau Server.

2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

» The Create dialog box appears.
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3. In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use your own driver).
» The Register data source (use your own driver) dialog box appears.

4. In the Register data source dialog box, click Excel.
5. Enter the data source configuration.

Field Description

Process on The jobserver used for ingesting.

Schema name This name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.

Schema descrip-
tion

The description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema
asset.

Data owner The owner of the registered data in Collibra.

6. Click Next.
7. Select the data profiling options.

Option Description

Store Data Profile Option to perform data profiling on the registered data.

Detect
advanced data
types

Option to detect advanced data types in the data source.

Store Sample
Data

Option to extract sample data from the registered data.
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Option Description

Tables excluded
from registration

Database tables that will not be ingested.

Note
o If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press
Enter after typing a value and then type the next.

o You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple
tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all
start with act_, you can enter act_*.

o The table names are case sensitive.
o You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the
schema.

o The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an
attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table
that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE,
VIEW,...

8. Click Create.

What's next?

The data source is registered and the data is automatically ingested. The ingestion of data
is executed in a job. You can see this job in the list of activities.

Click the Result button to open the data profiling results.

If you have selected the option to perform data profiling and/or extract sample data, you
can go to the schema page to verify if this process has completed in the Synchronization
Status field. Refresh the schema page until the Synchronization Status field has
disappeared.

Note that there Collibra may have resolved some small issues:
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Use case Behavior

Missing column name If the file is missing a column name, a default name will be given, _c + index.

The index is the column position in the file starting with 0.

For example, _c4 corresponds with the fifth column in the file.

Duplicate column
name

If the file has duplicate column names, the column names will be appended with
an index.

The index is the column position in the file, starting with 0.

For example, mycol1 and mycol3 are columns 2 and 4 in the file, each with the
column name mycol.

Empty sheet If the Excel file has empty sheets, they are not registered.

Register a CSV file as data source

Note If you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-
premises Jobserver, they must have the same installer version. You can find the
installer version of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom
of the sign-in window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0

Prerequisites

l You have downloaded a CSV file.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have a resource role with the following resource permissions:
o Asset > add
o Attribute > add
o Domain > add
o Attachment > add
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Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
Or open any asset of the type Schema, Data Set, Table, Column or Tableau Server.

2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

» The Create dialog box appears.
3. In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use your own driver).

» The Register data source (use your own driver) dialog box appears.
4. In the Register data source dialog box, click Csv.
5. Enter the data source configuration.

Field Description

Process on The jobserver used for ingesting.

Schema name This name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.

Schema descrip-
tion

The description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema
asset.

Data owner The owner of the registered data in Collibra.

6. Click Next.
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7. Select the data profiling options.

Option Description

Store Data Profile Option to perform data profiling on the registered data.

Detect
advanced data
types

Option to detect advanced data types in the data source.

Store Sample
Data

Option to extract sample data from the registered data.

Tables excluded
from registration

Database tables that will not be ingested.

Note
o If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press
Enter after typing a value and then type the next.

o You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple
tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all
start with act_, you can enter act_*.

o The table names are case sensitive.
o You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the
schema.

o The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an
attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table
that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE,
VIEW,...

8. Click Create.

What's next?

The data source is registered and the data is automatically ingested. The ingestion of data
is executed in a job. You can see this job in the list of activities.
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Click the Result button to open the data profiling results.

Note
l Empty rows in the CSV file are ignored. As a consequence, they do not count
towards the row count or missing value count.

l You can define the format of empty values by configuring the data profiling
behavior. However, if a field is empty in the CSV file, it will be considered
empty even if it does not match the format defined in the configuration.

If you selected the option to perform data profiling and/or extract sample data, you can
verify that the process was completed in the Synchronization Status field on the schema
asset page. Refresh the schema page until the Synchronization Status field disappears.

Note that there Collibra may have resolved some small issues:

Use case Behavior

Missing column name If the file is missing a column name, a default name will be given, _c + index.

The index is the column position in the file starting with 0.

For example, _c4 corresponds with the fifth column in the file.

Duplicate column
name

If the file has duplicate column names, the column names will be appended with
an index.

The index is the column position in the file, starting with 0.

For example, mycol1 and mycol3 are columns 2 and 4 in the file, each with the
column name mycol.

Empty sheet If the Excel file has empty sheets, they are not registered.
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Manage your own JDBC drivers
To register a database as a data source you need a JDBC driver. You can use one of your
own JDBC drivers.

For more information, see Supported data sources for data source registration.

This allows you to do the following:

l Edit an existing JDBC driver.
l Install a new JDBC driver for a data source type that has an existing JDBC driver, for
example Oracle12c.

l Install a new JDBC driver for a data source type that doesn't have a JDBC driver yet,
for example Amazon EMR.

Tip You can also do this with a Collibra-provided JDBC driver that you download
from Collibra Marketplace.

This operation should only be executed by your database administrator.

Prerequisites

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have downloaded the JDBC driver of your choice as an archive file (for example,
ZIP or JAR).

l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have a resource role with the following resource permissions on the Schema
community:

o Asset > add
o Attribute > add
o Domain > add
o Attachment > add
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Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

» The Create dialog box appears.
3. In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use your own driver).
4. In the Register data source dialog box, click the type of your data source.

5. If a JDBC driver is already installed for your data source:
a. Enter the schema properties.

Field Description

Schema name This name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be
unique.

Schema
description

The description of the schema. This is used as description of the
schema asset.

Data owner The owner of the registered data in Collibra.

b. Click Next.
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c. In the JDBC driver version field, click manage drivers....

6. Do one of the following:
o Click Add JDBC Driver if you want to create a new JDBC driver.
o Click if you want to edit an existing JDBC driver.

7. Enter the required information.

Field Description

JDBC Driver
Version Name

The name of the JDBC driver.

Upload Button to upload the relevant files for the data source.

The JDBC driver should be in JAR or ZIP format with a valid Java archive
structure.

For authentication with CyberArk, you also need to upload a keystore file in JKS
format.

Note When you click the button, an Open dialog box appears. By
default, the dialog box filters on JAR, ZIP and CONF files. However, you
can change the filter to show all files.

For Hortonworks Hive with Kerberos authentication, you need two files: jaas.conf
and krb5.conf.

Driver files This table contains a list of uploaded files.

You can remove a driver file by clicking .

8. Click Next.
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9. Configure the JDBC connection.

Note For more information on the connection details of supported data
sources, see JDBC connection details of your own drivers.

10. Click Create.

What's next?

You can now complete the data source registration wizard.

JDBC connection details of your own drivers

In this section, you will see the connection details needed to register a data source or
manage your own JDBC driver.

Note About the Connection properties table:

l The Label column is the value that will appear in the connection details dialog
box of the Data Source Registration wizard.

l The Property column contains the parameters in which the user input will be
saved.

Amazon Redshift

Label Property Mandatory

Hostname host Yes

Port port Yes

Database database Yes

Schema schema Yes
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Cloudera Hive

Label Property Mandatory

URL (hostname:port) host Yes

Principal principal Yes

Schema schema Yes

Hortonworks Hive

Label Property Mandatory

URL
(hostname:port)

host Yes

Schema schema Yes

HP Vertica

Label Property Mandatory

Hostname host Yes

Port port Yes

Database database Yes

Schema schema Yes
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IBM DB2

Label Property Mandatory

Hostname host Yes

Port port Yes

Database database Yes

Schema schema Yes

MapR Hive

Label Property Mandatory

URL (hostname:port) host Yes

Schema schema Yes

Microsoft SQL Server

Label Property Mandatory

Hostname host Yes

Port port Yes

Database databaseName Yes

Schema schema Yes
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MySQL

Label Property Mandatory

Hostname host Yes

Port port Yes

Database database Yes

Oracle DB

Label Property Mandatory

Hostname host Yes

Port port Yes

SID sid Yes

Schema schema Yes

PostgreSQL

Label Property Mandatory

Hostname host Yes

Port port Yes

Database database Yes

Schema schema Yes
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Teradata

Label Property Mandatory

Hostname host Yes

Port port Yes

Database database Yes

Schema schema Yes

Authentication methods

Certain authentication methods require additional connection properties.

NTLM
If you want to use NTLM authentication, you also need the following connection properties.

Label Property Mandatory

Security integratedSecurity must be value True. Yes

Authentication
scheme

authenticationScheme must be value NTLM. Yes

Kerberos
If you want to use Kerberos authentication, you also need the following connection
properties.
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Label Property Mandatory

Principal principal Yes

Kerberos
realm

realm Yes

Login context
name

loginContextName

You can find the value for this property in the jaas.conf file.

Yes

Jaas file
name

com.collibra.jobserver.dto.catalog.JdbcConnection.jaasC
onfig

Yes

Kerberos
configuration
file

com.collibra.jobserver.dto.catalog.JdbcConnection.krbCo
nfig

Yes

Cyberark
If you want to use CyberArk authentication, you need the following connection properties.
If you use one of the CyberArk connection properties, Data Catalog automatically uses
CyberArk authentication.

Label Property Mandatory

Keystore file keystoreFile Yes

Keystore password keystorePass Yes

Default truststore defaultTruststore No

CyberArk address cyberarkAddress Yes

CyberArk application ID cyberarkAppId Yes
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Label Property Mandatory

CyberArk query cyberarkQuery Yes

Authentication
If you register a database as data source or manage a JDBC driver, you can use various
authentication methods to access your data source.

CyberArk authentication
CyberArk is middleware to manage authentication and is used to provide access to
various data sources. You can use CyberArk to let Data Catalog access and ingest data
sources with username and password authentication.

Note You can only authenticate to data sources using username and password
authentication.

Setting up CyberArk authentication

You set up CyberArk authentication when you register your data source or manage your
JDBC driver. When you register your data source or manage your JDBC driver, you only
provide the username, the password you need to authenticate to the data source is stored
in CyberArk and is retrieved by the Jobserver. When you ingest a data source using
CyberArk authentication, the Jobserver uses certificate-based mutual authentication to
authenticate to CyberArk.

Note The connection to CyberArk is only supported over HTTPS.

To authenticate via CyberArk, you have to enable CCPWebService in CyberArk and keep
the default name AIMWebService unchanged. You also have to provide your own
CyberArk certificates via a JKS keystore that you upload to Collibra when you register your
data source or manage your JDBC driver. The JKS keystore contains the CyberArk client
certificates, the private key and, if required, a server certificate.
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Authentication workflow

Step Action

1 The Jobserver requests credentials from CyberArk through a certificate-based
mutual authentication.

2 CyberArk provides the Jobserver with a username and password.

3 The Jobserver uses these credentials to authenticate to a data source.

Configuration

If you want to use CyberArk authentication, you need the following connection properties.
If you use one of the CyberArk connection properties, Data Catalog automatically uses
CyberArk authentication.
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Label Property Description Mandatory

Keystore file keystoreFile The name of the keystore file. The
keystore must contain the client
key and client certificate or
certificate chain.

If defaultTruststore is set to
false, the keystore has to
contain the trusted CA certificate
needed to validate the server
certificate offered by CyberArk.

The value must have the following
format: file://<keystore-
file name.jks>.

Example
file://cyberark-
keystore.jks

Yes

Keystore
password

keystorePass The password required to open
the keystore.

Yes
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Label Property Description Mandatory

Default
truststore

defaultTruststore The indication of the default
truststore. The default value is set
to False.

l False: The certificate is val-
idated through the keystoreFile
property.

l True: The certificate is val-
idated through the default trust-
store from the Java JRE. This
is recommended when Cyber-
Ark is set up to offer a server
certificate that can be validated
by a public CA (certification
authority).

No

CyberArk
address

cyberarkAddress The host and port number through
which the CyberArk server is
accessible. The format of the
address is hostname:port.

Example
my.cyberark.com:5502

Yes

CyberArk
application ID

cyberarkAppId The application ID as defined in
CyberArk.

This ID should be provided by
your network or system
administrator.

Yes
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Label Property Description Mandatory

CyberArk
query

cyberarkQuery The CyberArk query.

This query should be provided by
your network or system
administrator.

Yes

NTLM authentication
NTLM is an authentication protocol used on networks that include systems running the
Windows operating system and on stand-alone systems. It uses a challenge-response
authentication to connect to the Microsoft SQL Server data source. For more information,
see the Microsoft NTLM user guide.

If you have a Microsoft SQL Server data source that uses NTLM authentication, you have
to set up specific connection properties when you register the data source or manage the
JDBC driver.

Authentication workflow

When you ingest a Microsoft SQL Server data source using NTLM authentication, the
Jobserver connects to the server to request access. The server then sends a challenge for
the Jobserver to encrypt and send back. The domain controller validates that response
and gives the Jobserver access to the data source.
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Step Action

1 The Jobserver requests access to the Microsoft SQL Server data source.

2 The server sends a challenge message to the Jobserver to identify the Job-
server.

3 The Jobserver sends a response back to the server.

4 The server sends the challenge and response message to the domain
controller.

5 The active directory on the domain controller validates the challenge and
response message and sends the result to the server.

6 The server gives the Jobserver permission to access the data source.
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Configuration

If you want to use NTLM authentication, you also need the following connection properties.

Label Property Description Mandatory

Security integratedSecurity must
be value True.

The security that enables
the authentication

Yes

Authentication
scheme

authenticationScheme
must be value NTLM.

The used authentication
scheme, which is NTLM.

Yes

Kerberos authentication
You can use Kerberos authentication for registering a Hive data source, for example
Cloudera Hive, Hortonworks Hive or MapR Hive.

Authentication type

We only support Kerberos username and password authentication, not keytab. Ensure
that you configure this in the jaas.conf file by setting the useKeyTab option to false.

In the following jaas.conf example, Client is the value of the loginContextName field when
you configure the Kerberos connection configuration.

Example

Client {
com.sun.security.auth.module.Krb5LoginModule required
useKeyTab=false
useTicketCache=true;
};

If there are multiple entries in this configuration file, ask the database administrator or
network administrator which one to use. For more information about the Jaas login
configuration file, see the Java documentation.
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Example krb5.conf

The following is an example configuration file of Kerberos.

[libdefaults]
renew_lifetime = 7d
forwardable = true
default_realm = MY.REALM
ticket_lifetime = 24h
dns_lookup_realm = false
dns_lookup_kdc = false
default_ccache_name = /tmp/krb5cc_%{uid}

[logging]
default = FILE:/var/log/krb5kdc.log
admin_server = FILE:/var/log/kadmind.log
kdc = FILE:/var/log/krb5kdc.log

[realms]
MY.REALM = {

kdc = <kdc.my.realm>
admin_server = <kadmin.my.realm>

}

Enable debug for Kerberos authentication issues
If an error occurs during the Kerberos authentication, you can enable debugging to track
the root cause of the error.

To enable debugging for the Kerberos authentication:

1. On the server that hosts the Jobserver service, open the file context_jvm.conf in
<drive>/collibra/spark-jobserver/conf for editing.

2. Is the following parameter present in the file: -Dsun.security.krb5.debug
o Yes: Set its value to true.
o No: Add the following line to the file: -Dsun.security.krb5.debug=true

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the Jobserver service.

The default log file in which to look for Kerberos authentication issues is <drive>/collibra_
data/logs/context_<context-name>/spark-job-server.log.
In general, you list the context_<context-name> directories and pick the most recent one.
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Tip After resolving the authentication issues, set the parameter to false.

Cancel a data ingestion job
If you are the one that started the data ingestion job, you can cancel it while the data
ingestion job is still running.

Prerequisites
l You have registered a data source.
l You have started the ingestion job.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Show more.

» Your profile page opens on the Activities tab page.
2. Click next to the ingestion job to cancel it.

Note When the job is finished, the icon changes into a icon. You can't
cancel the ingestion job anymore.

» The data ingestion job is canceled.

About refreshing a schema
Refreshing a schema is the process of updating the metadata of a registered data source
in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

You can refresh a schema manually or automatically at fixed intervals. This is particularly
useful if the content of the data source changes regularly.

In this section, you can find the relevant actions to successfully refresh a schema.
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Refresh the schema of a registered data source
You can refresh a schema of registered data to update the data and the profiling. It can
also be useful to do this to change data types to force the profiling to use the correct type.

Tip You can also refresh the schema automatically via a schedule.

Prerequisites

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have set up the JDBC driver of your source data, for example MySQL.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l If you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-premises
Jobserver, both must have the same installer version. You can find the installer ver-
sion of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom of the sign-in
window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0

l You have a resource role with the following resource permissions on the Schema
community:

o Asset > add
o Attribute > add
o Domain > add
o Attachment > add

l You have the permissions to retrieve the metadata of the following database com-
ponents through the JDBC Driver Database Metadata methods:

o Schemas
o Tables
o Columns
o Primary keys
o Foreign keys
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Note
l For the list of supported databases and versions, see Databases supported
versions.

l For the JDBC connection details of the various databases, see JDBC
connection details.

Steps

1. Open the Schema asset.
a. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
b. In the submenu, click Data Dictionary and select the All Schemas view.
c. Click the schema that you want to refresh.

Tip You can also use the Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud search function to
look up your schema.

2. In the view bar, to the right, click Actions → Refresh.
» The Refresh Schema dialog box appears.

Tip If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of
Actions.

3. Enter the required information.
This dialog box varies with the data source:

o Relational database

Note
n If you exclude a table during the schema refresh, you will delete
the corresponding table, column assets and the foreign key
mapping (complex relation).

n If you clear the Store credentials option, the credentials are no
longer stored.

o CSV file
o Excel file

This step may take some time.
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4. Click Save & Refresh.
» The refresh of the schema starts, you can follow the refresh job in the list of activ-
ities.

What's next?

l The representation of the schema is updated: Data Catalog creates, edits and
deletes assets as needed.

o This can lead to refresh conflicts. See Resolve schema refresh conflicts via
Jobserver.

o If you had deleted assets manually, Data Catalog usually doesn’t create them
again if you refresh the schema. However, if the assets are required to rep-
resent the schema structure, Data Catalog can create them again.

Example
You ingested a schema that contains a table and three columns. In Data
Catalog, this is represented by a Schema asset, a Table asset and three
Column assets.

Additionally, the following relations are created between the relevant
assets:

n Schema contains/is part of Table
n Table contains/is part of Column

In the actual data source, the columns are physically inside the table.
However, in Data Catalog, they are separate assets linked by relations.
As a consequence, you can delete the Table asset without deleting the
Column assets. If you did that, Data Catalog creates the Table asset
again if you refresh the schema, because the Table asset is needed for
the relations to the Column assets.

l If the data source has new values and you selected the checkboxes to store sample
data and data profile information, new sample data is generated and all profiling
information is updated.
If you did not select the Store Sample Data checkbox, any previously gathered
sample data is removed. If you did not select the Store Data Profile checkbox, any
previously gathered data profiling information is removed.
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l Data types or categorical attributes that you changed manually are not updated
when you refresh the schema.

Note If you change the data type back to the original value assigned by the
profiler, Data Catalog can update it if you refresh the schema.

l If you use this schema of the data source for Tableau stitching, you have to restitch
after each schema refresh to make sure that all relations are up to date.

Schedule a schema refresh
You can refresh a schema manually, but you can also create a schedule to refresh a
schema on a regular basis.

You can only create a refresh schedule for schemas of databases that are registered as a
data source, not from CSV or Excel files.

Tip You can schedule the refresh during the data source registration process or
afterwards via the Schema asset.

Note
l To enable a scheduled schema refresh, you have to save the credentials in
the configuration of a data source registration.

l The refresh schedule uses Quartz Cron expressions.
l If you use the schema for Tableau stitching, you have to restitch after each
schema refresh to make sure that all relations are up-to-date.

Prerequisites

l You have registered a data source.
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Schema community:
o Asset: add
o Attribute: add
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o Domain: add
o Attachment: add

Note These permissions are always necessary when registering a data
source.

Schedule the refresh during the data source registration process

You can create the refresh schedule when you register a data source.

Example
When you register a Snowflake data source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, you
can create a refresh schedule by selecting Schedule data refresh. You can then
enter the CRON pattern 0 0 12?*WED to refresh every Wednesday at 12:00:00 PM.

Schedule the refresh via the Schema asset

You can create the refresh schedule when you refresh the schema of a registered data
source via the Schema asset.

1. Open the Schema asset.
a. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
b. In the submenu, click Data Dictionary and select the All Schemas view.
c. Click the schema that you want to refresh.
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Tip You can also use the Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud search function to
look up your schema.

2. In the view bar, to the right, click Actions → Refresh.
» The Refresh Schema dialog box appears.

Tip If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of
Actions.

3. In the Login information section, check Store credentials and enter the username
and password you use to access your data source.
» Your credentials are used to automatically connect to your data source and
refresh the metadata in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

4. Select Schedule data refresh.
5. Enter the required information.

Option Description

Cron pattern Schedule of the data refresh as a Quartz Cron pattern.

Warning If you create an invalid Cron pattern, Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud stops responding.

Time zone The time zone of the database.

6. Click Save.
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Example
When you refresh a schema of a registered data source, you can create a refresh
schedule by selecting Schedule data refresh. You can then enter the CRON
pattern 0 0 12?*WED to refresh every Wednesday at 12:00:00 PM.

Registering a data source via Edge
Registering a data source via Edge makes metadata from the data source available in
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Tip You can also register a data source via Jobserver.

Steps
The following table shows the steps required for registering a data source via Edge.
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Step What? Description Results

0 Prerequisites l Ensure the following settings
are enabled:
o Database registration via
Edge to allow registering a
data source via Edge.

o Database profiling via
Edge to allow profiling and
classification via Edge.

o Catalog experience to
have access to the Con-
figuration tab page in the
Database asset.

l You must have created and
installed an Edge site with
JDBC connections and cap-
abilities.
If the JDBC connections and
capabilities are not con-
figured yet, a message on the
Register content page
shows "No data available"
and you cannot continue
registering a data source.

When you create a
data source, the
Register content
page shows a list of
available JDBC
connections that you
can use to register
your database.
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Step What? Description Results

1 Register a data
source

Registering a data source
creates the structure for the
metadata in Collibra.

l A Physical Data
Dictionary domain
containing a Data-
base asset is cre-
ated.

l A list of available
schemas is cre-
ated on the Con-
figuration tab
page of the Data-
base asset.

2 Configure the
synchronization of
your data source

Making a selection of schemas
and tables that you want to
ingest.
When you select a schema to
ingest, you can set the table
rules to:

l Include and exclude tables of
the schema.

l Specify the target domain in
which to create assets.

l Exclude database views.

The information on
the Configuration tab
page of the Database
asset is filled in.

3 l Synchronize one
or more schemas
manually

l Add a syn-
chronization
schedule to syn-
chronize auto-
matically

Synchronizing the schema of a
registered data source to make
the metadata available in
Collibra.

Schema, Table,
Column and Foreign
Keys assets are
created in the
specified domain.
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Step What? Description Results

4 If needed, profile
and classify the syn-
chronized data.

Data profiling creates a
summary of a data source that
is registered with Data Catalog
and determines the data type of
columns in the data source. The
summary mainly contains
statistics and graphics to give
the user an idea what the
registered data is about.

Classification analyzes and
predicts the content of
registered data sources based
on a subset of the data itself,
helping you to easily gain
insights on what kinds of data
you have and where it resides.

The Table and
Column assets con-
tain profiling inform-
ation and the
Columns are clas-
sified.

After registering a data source via Edge
When the registration is complete:

l A message at the top right tells you that the database registration is complete. A
domain and a Database asset are immediately created.

l A workflow to assign a technical steward to the new domain is started. This is a
simple out-of-the-box workflow that you can edit to fit your organization's needs.
When you have assigned a technical steward, that technical steward has to set the
security classification and indicate whether the data elements contain personally
identifiable information (PII).

l If you registered a database without schemas, a new Schema asset is automatically
created with the same name as the database or with a name as defined in the Edge
capability.

l You can synchronize schemas in the database, including all tables, columns, views
and foreign keys. Collibra creates assets in the selected target domains.
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o The synchronization jobs of all schemas run in parallel.
o Collibra creates reports:

n during the synchronization, to show the progress of the synchronization
job.

n after synchronizing, to show the synchronization logs for each syn-
chronized schema.

o The created assets receive a unique full name based on the following naming
convention: [asset parent full name]>[asset name]

Ass-
et
type

Naming convention Example

Data-
base

edgeConnectionName>jdbccatalog
where jdbccatalog is the name retrieved
from the JDBC "catalog" property.

Posgresql xs-gxsQ>-
posgresqlsmall

Sch-
ema

edgeCon-
nec-
tionName>jdbccatalog>schemaName

Posgresql xs-gxsQ>-
posgresqlsmall>public

Tabl-
e

edgeCon-
nec-
tionName>jd-
bccatalog>schemaName>tableName

Posgresql xs-gxsQ>-
pos-
gresqls-
mall>public>Condition

Data-
base
view

edgeCon-
nec-
tionName>jd-
bccatalog>schemaName>viewName

Posgresql xs-gxsQ>-
pos-
gresqls-
mall>pub-
lic>PriorConditions
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Ass-
et
type

Naming convention Example

Colu-
mn

edgeCon-
nec-
tionName>jd-
bccata-
log>s-
chemaName>tableName>columnName
(column)
edgeCon-
nec-
tionName>jd-
bccata-
log>s-
chemaName>viewName>columnName
(column)

Posgresql xs-gxsQ>-
pos-
gresqls-
mall>pub-
lic>Condition>period.end
(column)

For-
eign
key

edgeCon-
nec-
tionName>jd-
bccata-
log>schemaName>foreignKeyName
(foreign key)

Posgresql xs-gxsQ>-
pos-
gresqlsmall>public>con.id
(foreign key)

You can view the full name of an asset by editing the asset.

Register a data source via Edge
Before you can synchronize your data source, you have to register the data source to
create an initial structure in a selected community in Data Catalog.
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Prerequisites
l You have enabled data source registration via Edge.
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global per-
mission.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have set up the required capability and JDBC connections in Edge.
l You made sure that the Catalog experience setting is enabled.
l You have created a System asset.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

3. In the Register with Edge section of the Create dialog box, click Register a data
source.
» The Register content page opens.

Note You can register multiple databases via the same JDBC connection. If a
database is already registered, the name of the Database asset is shown in
the Data sources column.

4. In the row of the data source that you want to register, click Add.
» The Add Database page opens.

5. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Community The name of the parent community in which the assets will be created.
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Field Description

System The name of the System asset.

After you registered the database, a relation of the type Technology Asset groups
/ is grouped by technology Asset is created between the System asset and the
Database asset.

Database name The name of the database in the data source to which you created a JDBC
connection. The drop-down menu automatically shows which databases exist in

your data source. You can refresh the list by clicking next to the drop-down

menu.

The name will also be the name of the Database asset that is created as result of
registering a data source via Edge.

Description A description of the data source.

Owner The owner of the data in the created community.

By default, the current user is selected.

6. Click Register.
» A Physical Data Dictionary domain containing a Database asset is created.
» A relation of the type "Technology asset groups / is grouped by Technology asset
" is created between the Database asset and the System asset.
» The Database asset page opens.
» A list of available schemas in the database is generated.

Note We highly recommend to not remove the relation between the Database
asset and the System asset.

What's next?
You can now configure the synchronization of your data source then synchronize the
metadata.
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Register content and Add Database pages
When you register a data source via Edge, you first choose the JDBC connection, and
then add a database. You perform these steps on different pages:

l a Register content page
l a Add Database page

Register content page
The Register content page shows the data sources that are connected to Data Catalog
via Edge. From this page, you can register the data sources to create assets that represent
the content of these data sources.

Column Description

Connection name The name of the connection to the data source.

Description The description of the connection to the data source.

Type The type of connection. For example, JDBC

Data sources The name of the database that is already registered in Data Catalog. If the column is
empty, the connection doesn't have a database yet.

Tip If you click the name of the asset, you are automatically redirected to the
Database asset page. If the name of the asset is grayed out, you don't have
permission to go to the asset's page.
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Column Description

<Action button> An Add button. Click this button to add a connection to a database and register the
data source.

All added databases are listed in the data sources column.

Add Database page
In the Add Database page you can select a community, a System asset, the database
from your data source that you want to register and the owner of the data.
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Field Description

Community The name of the parent community in which the assets will be created.

System The name of the System asset.

After you registered the database, a relation of the type Technology Asset groups / is
grouped by technology Asset is created between the System asset and the Database
asset.

Database name The name of the database in the data source to which you created a JDBC connection.
The drop-down menu automatically shows which databases exist in your data source.

You can refresh the list by clicking next to the drop-down menu.

The name will also be the name of the Database asset that is created as result of
registering a data source via Edge.

Description A description of the data source.

Owner The owner of the data in the created community.

By default, the current user is selected.

Synchronizing a schema
Synchronizing schemas is the process of updating the metadata of a registered data
source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

You can synchronize a schema manually or automatically at fixed intervals:

l Synchronize manually if you want to test the synchronization of your data source or if
you want to synchronize immediately.

l Synchronize automatically if the content of the data source changes regularly.

In this section, you can find the relevant actions to successfully synchronize a schema in a
registered database.
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About synchronizing schemas
Synchronizing schemas is the process of updating the metadata of a registered data
source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

You can synchronize a schema manually or automatically at fixed intervals:

l Synchronize manually if you want to test the synchronization of your data source or if
you want to synchronize immediately.

l Synchronize automatically if the content of the data source changes regularly.

Synchronization process

l After you registered a data source via Edge, Data Catalog connects to your Edge site
to create a list of schemas from the registered database.
You can see the schema list on the Configuration tab page of the Database asset
page.

l You can synchronize all schemas that have a table rule.
l During the synchronization process, the Edge site connects to your data source
again and ingests all schemas, tables and columns according to the table rules. Col-
libra Data Intelligence Cloud also detects whether there are changes since the last
synchronization of a schema. Edge resolves the possible conflicts in the following
way:

Change in data
source

Result in Collibra Required action

A table, column or
foreign key has been
added to the schema.

Collibra creates the
assets.

No action is required of you.
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Change in data
source

Result in Collibra Required action

A table, column or
foreign key has been
removed from the
schema.

The existing asset
receives the Missing
from source status.
If it concerns a table,
also the related
Column assets receive
the Missing from
source status.

If needed, you can manually
delete the assets.

A column or foreign
key has been
renamed.

o Collibra creates an
asset with the new
name.

o The existing asset
receives the
Missing from
source status.

If needed, you can apply any
manual changes you made to
the original asset, to the new
asset. And then remove the
assets that are no longer
applicable.

A table has been
renamed.

o Collibra creates a
Table asset with the
new name. Collibra
also creates new
Column assets for
the new Table
asset.

o The existing Table
and related Column
assets receive the
Missing from
source status.

If needed, you can apply any
manual changes you made to
the original assets, to the new
assets. And then remove the
assets that are no longer
applicable.

Assets with the Missing from source status don't block the synchronization process.
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Note In the asset diagram, assets with the Missing from source status are
shown by default. If you don't want to see these assets, apply a filter to the
diagram view to only display assets with valid statuses.

l If a schema is synchronized, you can see a check symbol ( ) beside the schema

name. If the synchronization of a schema failed, an exclamation mark ( ) is shown

instead.
You can also see the synchronization status in the Activities list.

Table rules

The table rule determines which tables of a schema you synchronize in Data Catalog. Only
schemas that have a table rule can be synchronized. If a schema has a table rule, you can
see a table icon ( ) beside the schema name.
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The following table shows fields of table rules:

Table rule field Description

Include A comma-separated list of the names of the tables you want to synchronize. You can

use * as a wildcard.

The default value is *.

Example Out of all tables in a schema, you only want to synchronize a table
with the name "CUSTOMERS" and all tables with a name that start with
"ORDER". In the Include field, you enter the following: CUSTOMERS,
ORDER*.
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Table rule field Description

Exclude A comma-separated list of the names of the tables you do not want to synchronize. You
can use this table rule to do the following:

l Synchronize all tables in a schema except the ones defined in the Exclude
field.

l Synchronize only tables as defined in the Include field, with the exception
of tables that are listed in the Exclude field.

Example You want to synchronize all tables in a schema, except a table with
the name "ADDRESS" and all tables with a name that start with "PHONE". In
the Include field, you enter the following: *, and in the Exclude field, you enter
the following: ADDRESS, PHONE*.

Target domain The Physical Data Dictionary domain in which the schema is synchronized.

The default value is Schema domain: the metadata is placed in a domain located in
the same community as the domain of your Database asset. If that domain doesn't
exist yet, Data Catalog creates it.

You can select any other Physical Data Dictionary domain for which you have a
resource role with the Configure external system resource permission.

Options Additional options to specify which type of tables you want to synchronize.

Skip database
views

A checkbox to exclude database views from the synchronization process. If selected,
no assets of the type Database view are created.

Tip You can also use the table rules to include or exclude specific database
views.

Configure the synchronization of a data source
After you registered your data source via Edge, you configure the synchronization of your
data source by means of table rules to determine which schemas and tables are ingested
and how they are ingested. After this, you can synchronize them.
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Prerequisites

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global per-
mission.

l You have registered your database via Edge.

Steps

1. Open a Database asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Metadata extraction tab page, select a schema.

Tip You can search for a schema in the drop-down list or use the filter to
show only schemas with or without table rules.

4. If required, create or edit the table rule:
a. Do one of the following:

n To create a new table rule, click Add table rule.
n To edit an existing table rule, click Edit in the upper right corner.

b. Enter the required information.

Table rule
field

Description

Include A comma-separated list of the names of the tables you want to synchronize.

You can use * as a wildcard.

The default value is *.

Example Out of all tables in a schema, you only want to
synchronize a table with the name "CUSTOMERS" and all tables
with a name that start with "ORDER". In the Include field, you enter
the following: CUSTOMERS, ORDER*.
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Table rule
field

Description

Exclude A comma-separated list of the names of the tables you do not want to
synchronize. You can use this table rule to do the following:

n Synchronize all tables in a schema except the ones defined in
the Exclude field.

n Synchronize only tables as defined in the Include field, with the
exception of tables that are listed in the Exclude field.

Example You want to synchronize all tables in a schema, except a
table with the name "ADDRESS" and all tables with a name that
start with "PHONE". In the Include field, you enter the following: *,
and in the Exclude field, you enter the following: ADDRESS,
PHONE*.

Target domain The Physical Data Dictionary domain in which the schema is synchronized.

The default value is Schema domain: the metadata is placed in a domain
located in the same community as the domain of your Database asset. If
that domain doesn't exist yet, Data Catalog creates it.

You can select any other Physical Data Dictionary domain for which you
have a resource role with the Configure external system resource
permission.

Options Additional options to specify which type of tables you want to synchronize.

Skip
database
views

A checkbox to exclude database views from the synchronization process. If
selected, no assets of the type Database view are created.

Tip You can also use the table rules to include or exclude specific
database views.

c. Click Save.
» A table icon ( ) appears next to the schema name in the schema list.

5. If required, delete a table rule:
a. Click Edit in the upper right corner.
b. In the upper-right corner, click → Delete.
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Note You can only synchronize schemas that have table rules.

What's next?

You can now synchronize the schemas to ingest the metadata into Collibra.

Manually synchronize metadata
To keep the content of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud synchronized with the schemas in
the registered data source, you can synchronize manually or create a synchronization
schedule to automatically do this with a fixed interval. Synchronizing manually can be
useful if you want to test your data source, or if you want to synchronize immediately.

Prerequisites

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global per-
mission.

l You have the permissions to retrieve the metadata of the following database com-
ponents through the JDBC Driver Database Metadata methods:

o Schemas
o Tables
o Columns
o Primary keys
o Foreign keys

l You have registered your data source via Edge.
l You have configured the synchronization of your data source.
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Steps

1. Open a Database asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Metadata extraction tab page, do one of the following:
o To synchronize all schemas with a table rule, click Synchronize metadata.
o To synchronize a specific schema in the database:

i. Select the schema.
ii. At the right of the schema name, click → Synchronize.

» The synchronization job starts.
» The tables, columns, foreign keys and optionally views from the relevant schemas
are ingested based on the configured table rules. See About synchronizing
schemas.

What's next

If required, you can profile and classify the synchronized data..

Add or edit a synchronization schedule
To keep the content of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud synchronized with the schemas in
the registered data source, you can synchronize manually or add a schedule to
automatically do this at fixed intervals.

Note You can only add one synchronization schedule for all schemas of a
datasource. All schemas with table rules will be synchronized at the specified
intervals.

Prerequisites

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.
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l You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global per-
mission.

l You have the permissions to retrieve the metadata of the following database com-
ponents through the JDBC Driver Database Metadata methods:

o Schemas
o Tables
o Columns
o Primary keys
o Foreign keys

l You have registered your database.
l You have configured the synchronization of your data source.

Steps

1. Open a Database asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Synchronization schedule section of the Metadata extraction tab page, click
Add schedule to add a new schedule, or to edit an existing schedule.

4. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Repeat The interval when you want to synchronize the schemas automatically,
for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expression.

Cron The Quartz Cron expression that determines when the synchronization takes
place.

This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the Repeat field.

Every The day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for example Sunday.

This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.

Every first The day of the month on which you want to synchronize the schemas , for
example Tuesday.

This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.
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Field Description

At The time at which you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for
example 14:00.

This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly in the

Repeat field.

Time zone The time zone for the schedule.

5. Click Save.
» All schemas with table rules are synchronized according to the synchronization
schedule.

Remove a synchronization schedule
You can remove a synchronization schedule from a Database asset to stop automatically
synchronizing the schemas.

Prerequisites

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global per-
mission.

l You have registered your database.
l You have configured the synchronization of your data source.

Steps

1. Open a Database asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Synchronization schedule section of the Metadata extraction tab page, click
.

» The Remove scheduling dialog box appears.
4. Click Remove.
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Sample data
Sample data is a set of representative, random data collected from a registered data
source and shown in Data Catalog. This sample data is also used for data classification via
the Data Classification Platform.

Sample data when using Jobserver
When working via Jobserver, you can create sample data by:

l registering a data source and choosing to store sample data.
l importing sample data via the Catalog API.

You can find the sample data by opening a table of the registered data source and clicking
Sample data in the tab pane.

To delete sample data, refresh the related schema without storing the sample data. This
action will remove all previously stored sample data of all tables in the schema.

Sample data when using Edge
When working via Edge, sample data isn't stored in Data Catalog and isn't visible.
Edge doesn’t send any samples to Collibra. Edge capabilities such as profiling and
classification, collect sample data on the Edge site itself, which is installed in your
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environment, and only send the results to Data Catalog. For more information, see
Configure the profiling and classification options via Edge.
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Quality extraction
The quality extraction functionality allows you to ingest Data Quality user-defined rules,
metrics, and dimensions into Collibra Data Catalog for registered data sources by using
the DQ Connector Edge capability.

Warning You can use this functionality only if you have the same data sources
registered in Collibra Data Quality and you have Edge enabled in your Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud.

About DQ Connector
The native DQ Connector brings Data Quality into your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.
The DQ Connector is an Edge capability template that helps you integrate your Data
Quality user-defined rules, metrics, and dimensions into Collibra Data Catalog.

Note To extract data quality statistics from CollibraData Quality both Data Catalog
and Data Quality must ingest the same data source.

DQ Connector requirements
l Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud 2021.07 or newer.

o Edge
l Collibra Data Quality 2.15 or newer.

o Existent data quality statistics for the selected data source.
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DQ Connector configuration
1. Connect to a Data Quality source:

a. Create a Data Quality Edge site.
b. Connect to your Data Quality source.
c. Add ingestion capabilities to your Data Quality connection.
d. Configure destinations for Data Quality assets.
e. Add Data Quality characteristics to assets.
f. Add a DQ Connector capability.

2. Register Data Quality Edge connections in Data Catalog:
a. Create a Data Catalog System Asset.
b. Register the Data Quality data source in Data Catalog.

Connect to a Data Quality source
Because the DQ Connector is an Edge capability, you must be able to ingest data via
Edge. For information about enabling and configuring Edge, see the Edge Configuration
guide.

Create a Data Quality Edge site
Create an Edge site with the following properties:

Field Description

Name The name of the Edge site, for example Collibra-DQ-Edge. Do not
use spaces or special characters.

This field is mandatory and the name must be globally unique.

Description The description of the Edge site. We recommend to put at least basic
location information of the Edge site.

This field is mandatory.
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Install the Data Quality Edge site
Follow the instructions for your environment to Install an Edge site.

Note This process automatically creates an Edge user, which you use later in the
setup process.

Connect to your Data Quality source
Create a connection for each CollibraData Quality data source you want to synchronize.

Section Property Value

Connection set-
tings

Name The same name as the Collibra Data Quality con-
nection name.

Description The description of the JDBC connection. This field
is also visible when you register content.

Connection pro-
vider

The connection provider, which determines the
available connection parameters. Same as Collibra
Data Quality.
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Section Property Value

Connection
parameters

Example for
Username /
Password
JDBC drive

Username The same username as the Collibra Data Quality
connection username.

Password The same password as the Collibra Data Quality
connection password.

Driver class
name

The same driver name as the Collibra Data Quality
connection driver name.

Driver Jar The same driver JAR file as from Collibra Data Qual-
ity.

Connection
string

The same URL as the Collibra Data Quality con-
nection URL.

Add ingestion capabilities to your Data Quality connection
You must add a Catalog JDBC ingestion Edge capability template for each connection you
have created to extract and process data for your data source.

Field Description Requir-
ed

Capability This section contains the general information about the capability.

Name The name of the Edge capability. Yes

Descrip
tion

The description of the Edge capability. No
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Field Description Requir-
ed

Capabil
ity
templat
e

The capability template, which determines the next available
sections.

Select the Catalog JDBC ingestion capability template to
register a data source.

Yes

Connectio
n

This section contains information to connect to the data source.

JDBC
connect
ion

The connection to the data source. Yes

JDBC
data
source
type

The data source type of the data source that you want to ingest. Yes

Support
s
schema
s

A text field where you have to enter True to enable database
registration of data sources that have no schema. If the data
source has schemas, you can ignore this field.

Tip If the data source does not have a schema, Data
Catalog creates a Schema asset with the same name as
the full name of the database.

No
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Field Description Requir-
ed

Others This section can contain additional capability properties.

Warning Adding additional properties can have a
significant impact on your Edge site. Only add or update
them together with Collibra Support.

Click Add property to add a property.
The possible properties are: Show properties

Name Description Typ-
e

Encryp-
tion

Value

ingest-
schem-
a-
garbag-
e-
col-
lector

The garbage col-
lector that is
used by the cap-
ability.
The default
garbage col-
lector is -
XX:+UsePar-
allelGC.
For information
about other pos-
sibilities, see
AZUL doc-
umentation.

Text Not
encryp-
ted (plain
text)

For example:
-XX:+UseSeri-
alGC

ingest-
schem-
a-
request-
s-cpu

The minimum
amount of CPU
computing
power reques-
ted by the cap-
ability.
The amount is
expressed in mil-
liCPU.

Text Not
encryp-
ted (plain
text)

For example:
100

ingest-
schem-
a-limits-
cpu

The maximum
amount of CPU
computing
power reques-
ted by the cap-
ability.
The amount is
expressed in mil-
liCPU.

Text Not
encryp-
ted (plain
text)

For example:
950

ingest-
schem-
a-
request-
s-
memor-
y

The minimum
amount of
memory
requested by
the capability.
The amount is
expressed in
mebibytes (Mi).

Important
If you
add this
property,
you also
need to
add the
propertie
s: ingest-
schema-
limits-
memory
and
ingest-
schema-
jvm-max-
memory.

Text Not
encryp-
ted (plain
text)

For example:
128

ingest-
schem-
a-limits-
memor-
y

The maximum
amount of
memory
requested by
the capability.
The amount is
expressed in
mebibytes (Mi).

Important
If you
add this
property,
you also
need to
add the
propertie
s: ingest-
schema-
requests-
memory
and
ingest-
schema-
jvm-max-
memory.

Text Not
encryp-
ted (plain
text)

For example:
384

ingest-
schem-
a-jvm-
max-
memor-
y

The maximum
amount of
memory that
can be used by
the Java virtual
machine (jvm).
The amount is
expressed in
mebibytes (Mi).

Warning
Make
sure this
amount is
lower
than the
ingest-
schema.li
mits-
memory
amount.

Important
If you
add this
property,
you also
need to
add the
propertie
s: ingest-
schema-
requests-
memory
and
ingest-
schema-
limits-
memory.

Text Not
encryp-
ted (plain
text)

For example:
256

No
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Field Description Requir-
ed

General This section contains general information about logging.

Note This section only applies to JDBC capabilities.

Debug An option to automatically send Edge infrastructure log files to
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. By default, this option is set to
false.

Note We highly recommend to only send Edge
infrastructure log files to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud
when you have issues with Edge. If you set it to true, it will
automatically revert to false after 24h.

No

Log
level

An option to determine the verbosity level of Catalog connector
log files. By default, this option is set to No logging.

No

Configure destinations for Data Quality assets
Data Quality rules, metrics and dimensions require their own domains in Data Catalog. If
you don't have existing domains for data quality or wish to use new ones for the quality
extraction purpose, create a domain for each type of data quality asset:

l Rules: Rulebook Domain
l Metrics: Business Asset Domain
l Dimensions: Business Asset Domain

Assign permissions for Data Quality domains

Edge must have the correct resource permissions to manage assets inside the dedicated
Data Quality domains. For each dedicated domain, assign the Technical Steward role to
the Edge user.
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Note The Edge user is automatically created when you install the Edge site.

Add Data Quality characteristics to assets
To show Data Quality statistics for your data source, assign the following characteristic
types to the Table and Column asset types:

Asset type Characteristic type

Table governed by Governance Asset

Column is governed by Data Quality Rule

Add a DQ Connector capability
The DQ Connector facilitates the communication with Collibra Data Quality. Add a DQ
Connector capability to your Data Quality Edge site:

Field Description Required

Capability This section contains the general information about the capability.

Name The name of the Edge capability. Yes

Description The description of the Edge capability. No
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Field Description Required

Capability
template

The capability template, which determines the next
available sections.

Select the DQ Connector capability template to
ingest Data Quality user-defined rules, metrics, and
dimensions into Collibra Data Catalog.

Important Data Quality is only available in
beta. Please create a support ticket to get
access.

Yes

DQ This section contains information about the Collibra Data Quality
connection.

Base URL Your Collibra Data Quality URL Yes

Username The Collibra Data Quality username for this con-
nection.

Yes

Password The Collibra Data Quality password for this con-
nection.

Yes

Encryption
options

Select the type of encryption to use.

Default: To be encrypted by Edge management server.

Issuer of the
JWT

If you have selected Encrypted with public key, enter
your JWT issuer.

No

Collibra metadata
model

This section contains information about where to ingest Data Qual-
ity assets.

DQ Rules
domain id

The UUID of the Rulebook Domain for the ingested
Data Quality rules.

Yes
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Field Description Required

DQMetrics
domain id

The UUID of the Business Asset Domain for the
ingested Data Quality metrics.

Yes

DQ Dimensions
domain id

The UUID of the Business Asset Domain for the
ingested Data Quality dimensions.

Yes

Default DQ
Dimension
name

The default Data Quality Dimension, for example
Accuracy, Completeness, Consistency and so on.

Default: Completeness.

Yes

DQMetric
classified by
DQ Dimension
relation type id

The UUID of the Data Quality Metric classified by /
classifies Data Quality Dimension relation. If left
unspecified, this relation will not be added.

No

Assets are
imported in
batches of this
size

The batch size of the ingestion.

Default: 5000.

Yes

General This section contains general information about logging.

Note This section only applies to JDBC capabilities.

Debug An option to automatically send Edge infrastructure
log files to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. By
default, this option is set to false.

Note We highly recommend to only send
Edge infrastructure log files to Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud when you have issues with
Edge. If you set it to true, it will automatically
revert to false after 24h.

No
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Field Description Required

Log level An option to determine the verbosity level of Catalog
connector log files. By default, this option is set to
No logging.

No

Next steps
l Register a Data Quality source in Data Catalog.

Register a Data Quality source in Data Catalog
To make the Data Quality metadata available in Collibra Data Catalog, you must register
the data source for each Collibra Data Quality data source you want to synchronize.

Create a Data Catalog System Asset
As a prerequisite to registering a data source in Data Catalog, you must create a System
asset for each connected data source with the following properties:

Field Value

Type System

Domain The domain to which the new assets will belong. You can only create
a asset type in any domain of a domain type that is assigned to a
selected asset type.

Name The same name as the CollibraData Quality connection name.

Register the Data Quality data source in Data Catalog
Register each Data Quality source in Data Catalog.
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Next steps
l Extract Data Quality metadata.

Extract Data Quality metadata
After you completed the DQ Connector configuration, you can start ingesting Data Quality
metadata.

Prerequisites
l You have configured the metadata extraction properties for the data source.

Steps
1. Open a Database asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Quality extraction section, do one of the following:
o To select schemas for data quality synchronization:

i. Click Edit.
» The Data quality column becomes editable.

ii. Select whether to synchronize the available schemas.

iii. Click Save.

o To synchronize the selected schemas:
i. Select the schema name to see its configuration.
ii. Click Synchronize.

» The synchronization job is started for the selected schemas.
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About data profiling
Data profiling creates a summary of a data source that is registered with Data Catalog and
determines the data type of columns in the data source. The summary mainly contains
statistics and graphics to give the user an idea what the registered data is about.

You can create profiling data by:

l Registering a data source and choosing to create profiling data.
l Importing profiling data via the Catalog API.

You can find the profiling information on the asset page of a table or a column, by clicking
Data Profiling.

Profiling process
You can profile data via Edge or via Jobserver.

Profiling via Jobserver
When you register a data source via Jobserver, Data Catalog triggers the ingestion
process. By default, the complete data set is transferred to the Jobserver, which then
creates sample data based on your data source. Jobserver then profiles the sample data
and sends the result to Data Catalog.

You can enable the Anonymize data option to hash or remove profiling information that
can be considered sensitive.
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Profiling via Edge
When you registered a data source via Edge and you have created a profiling capability,
you can profile and classify the metadata via the Database asset page of the registered
data source.

l You install an Edge site close to your data source and create the necessary JDBC
connections and capabilities to ingest the data source and to profile and classify its
metadata.

l After synchronizing the schemas of the registered database, you can profile and
classify the data. The profiling results are automatically anonymized.
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Differences between profiling via Jobserver or via Edge
The following table shows the differences between profiling via Jobserver or via Edge.

Part of process Profiling via Jobserver Profiling via Edge

Data size There is a limit on the size of the
data that is used to calculate pro-
filing statistics. By default, this is
10 GB.

There is no data size limit. The
Edge site calculates the profiling
statistics while reading the data.

Connectivity Jobserver requires an HTTP
proxy to support reverse con-
nectivity.

Collibra connects to an Edge site.
The Edge site is installed in the
customer's environment, close to
the data source. The Edge site
communicates to Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud and other 3rd
party systems using an HTTPS
connection.

Register a data
source

When registering a data source
via Jobserver, options are avail-
able to profile the data and create
sample data.

You can only profile the data after
you registered a data source and
synchronized one or more
schemas. You can start the pro-
filing process via the Con-
figuration tab page on a
Database asset page.

Deleting data
profiling inform-
ation

To delete data profiling inform-
ation for a schema, refresh the
schema without storing the data
profile. See Refresh the schema
of a registered data source.

Once data profiling information is
available, you can only delete it
by deleting the assets.

Profiling sample
To create a data profile, Data Catalog uses a representative sample of the data.
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Note This profiling sample data is not the same as the sample data available in
Sample data.

Creating a profiling sample via Jobserver
If you register a data source via Jobserver, the profiling sample is created when you
register the data source.

l If you use Jobserver without push down sampling, the complete data set is trans-
ferred to the Jobserver, which then creates the profiling sample based on your data
source. The sample size is determined by the Table profiling data size setting in Col-
libra Console or the Services Configuration section of the Collibra settings. By
default, the size is 10 GB.

l If you use Jobserver with push down sampling (also called partial scan), the data
source itself creates the profiling sample and sends it to Data Catalog.
The data source creates the sample from randomly selected data and transfers it to
the Jobserver. If the cache storage is reached, the process stops. Because the data
source already created the sample randomly, the omitted data can be ignored
without lowering the representativeness of the sample.

Warning Push down sampling is only available for some data sources. To
verify if your data source allows push down sampling, see Collibra-provided
JDBC drivers.

Creating a profiling sample via Edge
Edge profiles and classifies the data on the Edge site itself and only sends the profiling
results and classification suggestions to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l If you use full scan via Edge, all the rows in a table are scanned for profiling, without
limit.

l If you use partial scan, the data source itself creates the profiling sample from
randomly selected data and sends it to Data Catalog.
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Warning Partial scan is only available for some data sources. To verify if your
data source allows partial scan, see Collibra-provided JDBC drivers.

For more information, see Configure the profiling and classification options via Edge.
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Profiling and classification via Edge

About profiling and classification via Edge
Profiling and classification via Edge is a functionality offered by Collibra for Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud users. The functionality combines both data profiling and data
classification in one process.

l Data profiling creates a summary of a data source that is registered with Data
Catalog and determines the data type of columns in the data source. The summary
mainly contains statistics and graphics to give the user an idea what the registered
data is about.

l Automatic Data Classification tries to define the data class of a column. You can
accept or reject the suggested data class of each column or add your own new
classes.
Automatic Data Classification can suggest multiple data classes for a column. If the
suggestion is accurate, you can accept multiple data classes for the column.

Edge profiles and classifies the data on the Edge site itself and only sends the profiling
results and classification suggestions to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. As a result, Data
Catalog has access to synchronized metadata, profiling results (that are automatically
anonymized for columns of type Text and Geo), and classification suggestions, and does
not have access to the actual data from your data source.
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Profiling and classification flow in Edge

Step Description

Create an Edge site with a JDBC connection, a JDBC ingestion capability and a JDBC
profiling capability.

Note Ensure you have defined the profiling and classification settings.

Register a data source via Edge.

Synchronize one or more schemas.
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Step Description

Configure the profiling and classification options for the synchronized schemas.

Profile and classify.
The Edge site will initiate the profiling and classification process and send the results to
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Tip You can trigger the profiling and classification job manually, based on a schedule or
trigger it after synchronizing a schema.

Limitations
Profiling via Edge has the following limitations:

l Advanced data types are not supported.
l Not all data sources are certified for Edge.

Automatic Data Classification via Edge has the following limitations:

l Automatic Data Classification via Edge is only available for customers using Collibra
Data Intelligence Cloud.

l Currently, data classification on Edge does not retrain the classification model to
improve future classification predictions.

l Out-of-the-box, automatic data classification can predict several data classes. You
can also create user-defined data classes. Currently, these user-defined data
classes are not taken into account by the automatic classification process. You need
to assign user-defined data classes manually.

l English is the only supported language, but Automatic Data Classification can run on
data in other Latin alphabet-based languages as well.

l Automatic Data Classification needs profiling data to predict the data classes. Data
classification is performed automatically after the profiling process on an Edge site.
That means that you can only classify columns of data sources registered in Data
Catalog via an Edge site that has the JDBC profiling capability.
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Profiling and classification settings
The following settings in the Services Configuration section of the Collibra settings or in
Collibra Console are relevant when you want to profile and classify via Edge.

Setting Section Description

Database regis-
tration via Edge

Register data
source

An option to enable database registration via Edge.

l True: Register a data source via Edge.
l False: Register a data source via Jobserver only.

Note Enabling data source registration via Edge does
not prevent you from registering a data source via
Jobserver as well.

Anonymize data Data profiling This setting is not relevant. In Edge, data on Edge is auto-
matically anonymized for columns of data type Text and
Geo.

Database pro-
filing via Edge

Data profiling An option to enable profiling and classifying synchronized
metadata via Edge instead of Jobserver.

l True: Profiling and classify via Edge.
l False: Profile via Jobserver and classify via the

Data Classification Platform.

Note You can only enable Database profiling via Edge
if you also enabled Database registration via Edge.

Enable Data Clas-
sification

Cloud Data Clas-
sification con-
figuration

Ensure the Enable data classification option in Cloud
Data Classification configuration is set to false.

If the Enable data classification option in Cloud Data
Classification Configuration is set to true, the Classify

button is available on Column and Table asset pages.
This button allows you to classify data via the Data Clas-
sification Platform, However, when using profiling and
classification via Edge, you no longer need the Data Clas-
sification Platform.
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Configure the profiling and classification options
via Edge
Through the profiling and classification options, you can determine:

l whether you want to start the profiling and classification process automatically after
each synchronization.

l the default profiling behavior for the schemas, such as whether the profiling is based
on all data or on a random subset of the data.

l whether specific schemas do not use the default behavior but instead have their own
behavior .

l which schemas you want to profile and classify.

Prerequisites
l You have created a support ticket to request access to Edge and have created and
installed an Edge site.

l Your Edge site has a global role with the following global permissions: Data Catalog
and Register Profiling Information.

l Your Edge site has a JDBC profiling capability.
l You have enabled data source registration via Edge.
l You have enabled profiling and classification via Edge.
l You have registered a data source via Edge.
l You have synchronized one or more schemas of the registered database.

Steps

1. Open a Database asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. Click the Profiling and classification tab.
» The Profiling and classification options open.

Tip Only the synchronized schemas are available in the list.

4. In the Default profiling and classification rule section, click Edit.
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5. Enter the required information.

Option Description

Automatically
run when a
metadata extrac-
tion is syn-
chronized

Enable to automatically create a data profile and classify columns every time the
synchronization process of one or more schemas finishes.

This may take a long time. You can also add a schedule to profile and classify at
regular intervals.

Don't profile
unless specified
in the schema-
specific rules

Select if you don't want to define a default profiling behavior for the schemas.

Important Use this option if you only want to profile and classify some of
the schemas.
If you select this option, Collibra only profiles and classifies the schemas
for which a specific profiling and classification rule has been defined.

Full scan Select to, by default, profile the schemas based on all data.

Partial scan Select to, by default, profile schemas based on a subset of the data.
If you select this option, the Maximum number of rows field becomes available.
You can enter the maximum number of rows that you want to use for profiling. By
default, the maximum number of rows is 20 000.

Note This option is only available for some data sources.

6. Click Save.
7. If you want to define a specific profiling and classification rule for a schema:

a. In the Schema profiling and classification rules section, select the schema.
» The schema-specific information opens.

b. Do one of the following:
n To create a new table rule, click Add table rule.
n To edit an existing table rule, click Edit .
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c. Enter the required information.

Option Description

Full scan Select to profile the schema based on all data.

Partial scan Select to profile the schema based on a subset of the data.
If you select this option, the Number of rows scanned (max) field
becomes available. You can enter the maximum number of rows
that you want to use for profiling and classification. By default, the
maximum number of rows is 20 000.

Note This option is only available for some data sources.

d. Click Save.

What's next?
You can now profile and classify the data manually, automatically or add a schedule.

Profile and classify data via Edge
After you have configured the profiling and classification options, you can start the profiling
and classification process for the schemas in the data source.

Tip Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud only has access to synchronized metadata,
profiling results (that are automatically anonymized for columns with data type Text
or Geo), and classification suggestions, not to the actual data from your data
source.

Prerequisites
l You have created a support ticket to request access to Edge and have created and
installed an Edge site.

l Your Edge site has a global role with the following global permissions: Data Catalog
and Register Profiling Information.

l Your Edge site has a JDBC profiling capability.
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l You have enabled data source registration via Edge.
l You have enabled profiling and classification via Edge.
l You have registered a data source via Edge.
l You have synchronized one or more schemas of a registered database.
l You have configured the profiling and classification options.

Manually profile and classify

1. Open the Database asset page of a registered database.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. Click the Profiling and classification tab.
» The Profiling and classification options open.

Tip Only the synchronized schemas are available in the list.

Important If you only want to profile and classify one or more schemas,
ensure the default profiling and classification option is set to Don't profile
unless specified in the schema-specific rules, and that you have only
defined a specific rule for the relevant schemas.

4. On the Profiling and classification tab page, click Run profiling and classification.
» Data Catalog triggers the Edge site to start a profiling and classification job.
» Depending on your profiling and classification options, the Edge site profiles and
classifies all or some schemas, based on all synchronized metadata or on a sample.

Automatically profile and classify after each synchronization

1. Open the Database asset page of a registered database.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. Click the Profiling and classification tab.
» The Profiling and classification options open.

Tip Only the synchronized schemas are available in the list.
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4. In the Default profiling and classification rule section, click Edit.
5. Select Automatically run when a metadata extraction is synchronized.
6. Synchronize one or more schemas.

» When the schemas are synchronized, Data Catalog automatically triggers the
Edge site to start a profiling and classification job.
» Depending on your profiling and classification options, the Edge site profiles and
classifies all or some schemas, based on all synchronized metadata or on a sample.

Profile and classify based on a schedule

1. Open the Database asset page of a registered database.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. Click the Profiling and classification tab.
» The Profiling and classification options open.

Tip Only the synchronized schemas are available in the list.

4. In Synchronization schedule, click Add Schedule to add a new schedule, or to

edit an existing schedule.
» The Edit schedule dialog box appears.

5. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Repeat The interval when you want to synchronize the schemas automatically,
for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expression.

Cron The Quartz Cron expression that determines when the synchronization takes
place.

This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the Repeat field.

Every The day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for example Sunday.

This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.
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Field Description

Every first The day of the month on which you want to synchronize the schemas , for
example Tuesday.

This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.

At The time at which you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for
example 14:00.

This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly in the

Repeat field.

Time zone The time zone for the schedule.

6. Click Save.
» The profiling and classification job starts according to the schedule.
» Depending on your profiling and classification options, the Edge site profiles and
classifies all or some schemas, based on all synchronized metadata or on a sample.

What's next?
The Edge site completes the profiling and classification process and sends the results to
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You can see the profiling and classification job in the list of activities.
l You can find the profiling information and charts on the Data Profiling tab page of
Table and Column asset pages.

l You can find the suggested data classes and provide feedback on them via the Data-
base, Schema and Table asset pages.

l In the Configuration of the Database asset page, if a schema is profiled and clas-
sified, you see a check symbol ( ) next to the schema name. If the profiling or clas-
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sification of a schema failed, an exclamation mark ( ) is shown.
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Using push down sampling or partial scan
Push down sampling means that the task of creating the data sample is delegated to the
data source itself. In Edge, push down sampling is called partial scan.

l The data source creates the sample from randomly selected data and transfers it to
the Jobserver or the Edge site in one fetching process.
If the cache storage is reached nonetheless, the fetching process can be stopped.
Because the data source already created the sample randomly, the omitted data can
be ignored without lowering the representativeness of the sample.

l Push down sampling can be done using dynamic SQL query, if the data source sup-
ports data sampling. For an overview, see Overview of Collibra-provided JDBC
drivers.

Push down sampling drastically increases the performance of sampling.

Enable push down sampling
Push down sampling is not used by default. To use push down sampling, do the following:

Step When Description

1 Manage the driver Add the pushDownSampling connection property.
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Step When Description

2 Register your data
source

Follow the usual steps to register a data source, but
include the following options:

1. Enter a value for the pushDownSampling connection
property.

Note
o The value must be between 100 and 1 000
000. Your data source creates the sample of
that amount of rows.

o If the size of the amount of rows exceeds the
limit of the cache storage (Collibra
recommends 10 to 20 GB), the amount of
rows is reduced.

o If you typed a value that is bigger than the
amount of rows in the data source, the entire
data source is used as a sample.

2.  Select Store Data Profile and, optionally, Store
Sample Data to profile via Jobserver.

Push down sampling is performed via the Partial scan option. To use partial scan, do the
following:

Step When Description

1 Register and
synchronize a data
source via Edge.

Follow the usual steps to register and synchronize a data
source via Edge.
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Step When Description

2 Profile and classify
synchronized
metadata.

Click the Profiling and classification tab in a Database
asset's Configuration tab page, and do one of the
following:

l To use partial scan for all schemas:
a. In the Default profiling and classification rule

section, click Edit.
b. Select Partial scan.
c. Enter the maximum number of rows that you want to

use for profiling.
d. Click Save.
e. Profile and classify.

l To use partial scan for a specific schema only:
a. In the Schema profiling and classification rules

section, select the schema.
b. Do one of the following:

n To create a new table rule, click Add table rule.
n To edit an existing table rule, click Edit .

c. Select Partial scan.
d. Enter the maximum number of rows that you want to

use for profiling.
e. Click Save.
f. Profile and classify.

Data anonymization via Jobserver

Tip If you profile and classify via Edge,data in columns with data type Text or Geo
is automatically anonymized before it is sent to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

To ensure that sensitive data is not stored in the cloud, you can enable the Anonymize
data option in Collibra Console.
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With this option enabled, Collibra anonymizes the content of columns with data of the type
Text and Geo immediately at the end of the profiling process. As a result, data samples
and the values that are shown in the data distribution charts are replaced by a random
hash value for columns that contain these data types. Attributes that could contain
sensitive data, like attributes of the type Mode or Percentiles, are no longer calculated for
columns with data type Text or Geo.

Identical values in a column get the same hash value so that you can still recognize the
values as identical.

Collibra detects the data type of a column during profiling and only anonymizes the data if
the data type attribute is Text or Geo. However, if Collibra detects a data type that does not
correctly correspond with the actual data type, some data may not have been anonymized
or has been wrongfully anonymized. To solve this, you can manually modify the column's
data type and profile again.

Example You enabled the Anonymize data option in Collibra Console and profiled
a column that has data type Text. If you go to the Summary or Data Profiling tab, all
textual and geographical data has been removed or replaced by hashed values:
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Note Jobserver does not automatically anonymize your data. To ensure that your
sensitive data is not stored in the cloud, you must enable the Anonymize data option
in Collibra Console. This option is by default disabled.

Warning Currently, if you enable the data anonymization process you can no
longer use automatic data classification via the Data Classification platform.
However, you can still classify and anonymize profiling results if you use Edge.

Data profiling of a table
The Data Profiling section of a registered table displays the properties of each registered
column.

The following list contains the default displayed columns in this table:

l Name
l Data Type
l Row Count
l Empty Values Count
l Number of distinct values
l Chart

For more information about these columns and columns that you can add, see Data
profiling information.

You can customize the table by clicking on the Display options icon ( ). For example, to

add more columns, click → Fields and then click Select fields.

Data profiling of a column
In the Data Profiling tab of a Column asset, you can see the details of the column.

The details are grouped in some fixed sections:
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Section Content

Metadata Contains the metadata of the column, such as data type, column name and so on.

Counts Contains basic content information, such as number of rows and number of distinct
values.

Basic Statistics Contains the basic statistics of the data, such as minimum and maximum value.

Depending on the column's data type, you can find extra sections:

Section Content

Quantiles Contains the descriptive statistics of the data.

This section is only available if the data type is numerical.

Categorical Data Contains the values of the different categories.

If there are too many values, only the first 50 and last 50 values are displayed.

Chart Displays the statistics in a graphical way. The chart type varies per data type:

l bar chart: textual data
l data distribution: numerical data and date and time data

See also Data profiling charts.

Note
You can anonymize columns with data type Text or Geo.

l If you use Jobserver to register a data source, you can enable the Anonymize
data feature in Collibra Console.

l If you use Edge to register a data source, these columns are automatically
anonymized.

Data profiling charts
The data profiling process provides a view on the registered data by means of bar charts,
distribution data and histograms.
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Tip In each chart, you can zoom in by selecting the area of your preference. Click
the Reset zoom button to return to the original chart view.

Bar chart
A bar chart is created when the data type is text. It displays the most and least frequent
values of a column along with their number of occurrences.

Data distribution
The data distribution chart is created when the data type is numerical. It displays how the
data is distributed.

In this chart, you can add extra information such as the mean, standard deviation and so
on, by selecting the option at the right of the graph.

Data profiling information
If you create a data profile of registered data, data profiling information is generated.

The shown information depends on the profile options that you selected when you
registered the data source and the profiling method, either via Jobserver or via Edge, that
you used.
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Column Profiling
option (Job-
server)

Supported
by Edge

Statistics Description

Original Name No No N/A Column name of the
registered table.
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Column Profiling
option (Job-
server)

Supported
by Edge

Statistics Description

Data Type Store Data
Profile

If you want to
have
Advanced
Data Type
detected,
select Detect
advanced
data types

Yes N/A Data type of the
column. This type is
detected by the
profiling process.
This can differ from
the Technical Data
Type value.

For example, if a
database has a
column with text as
data type, and the
column contains
only integer values,
the profiling process
will set the Whole
Number data type
instead of text.

If you enable the
Anonymize data
option in Collibra
Console, Collibra
anonymizes data in
Column assets that
have data type Text
and Geo.

If the profiling
process has
detected a wrong
data type, you can
update it afterwards.
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Column Profiling
option (Job-
server)

Supported
by Edge

Statistics Description

Row Count Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The number of rows
in the source.

Empty Values
Count

Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The number of rows
that are empty.

Number of dis-
tinct values

Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact or
approximate
depending on
column
cardinality

The number of
unique values in the
column.

Chart Store Data
Profile

Yes Depending on
chart type

This column
displays whether a
chart was generated
( )or not (no icon

available). If you
hover over the icon,
you see a preview of
the chart.

The chart type
varies per data type.
There are three
charts available:

l Frequency chart
l Histogram that
shows dis-
tribution

l Probability dis-
tribution curve
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Column Profiling
option (Job-
server)

Supported
by Edge

Statistics Description

Frequency Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact or
approximate
depending on
column
cardinality

A bar chart showing
frequency data.

Distribution -
Histogram

Store Data
Profile

Yes Approximate A histogram
showing the
representation of
the distribution of
numerical data.

Distribution -
Probability
distribution
curve

Store Data
Profile

Yes Approximate A curve showing the
representation of
the probability
distribution of
numerical data.

Technical Data
Type

No No N/A Data type of the
column as defined in
the source. This
value can differ from
the Data Type
value.

Descriptive stat-
istics (decile, per-
centile,
quartiles)

Store Data
Profile

Yes Approximate The value of the cal-
culated statistic of
the registered data.
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Column Profiling
option (Job-
server)

Supported
by Edge

Statistics Description

Categorical Data Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact or
approximate
depending on
column
cardinality

Indication whether
the data in the
column is
categorical or not.

For example, if 100
000 rows are
registered and there
are only five distinct
values, then the
data is considered
to be categorical.

Categories Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact or
approximate
depending on
column
cardinality

List of detected cat-
egories. This
column has only val-
ues if the data is cat-
egorical.

Char octet
Length

No No N/A Maximum number of
bytes in a character
type's column.

Column Position No No N/A The index of the
column in the
source table.

Is Auto Incre-
mented

No No N/A Indication whether
the data in the
column is auto-incre-
mented or not.
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Column Profiling
option (Job-
server)

Supported
by Edge

Statistics Description

Is Generated No No N/A Indication whether
the data in the
column is generated
or not.

Is Nullable No No N/A Indication whether
the column can
store NULL values
or not.

Is Primary Key No No N/A Indication whether
the column is a
primary key or not.

Maximum Text
Length

Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The length of the
longest text value in
the column, includ-
ing white spaces.

Maximum Value Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The maximum value
in the column.

Mean Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The mean of all the
values in the
column, excluding
empty rows.

Median Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The median value of
the column.

Minimum Text
Length

Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The length of the
shortest text value in
the column.
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Column Profiling
option (Job-
server)

Supported
by Edge

Statistics Description

Minimum Value Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The minimum value
in the column.

Mode Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact or
approximate
depending on
column
cardinality

The value with the
highest frequency
for categorical data.

Number Of Frac-
tional Digits

No No N/A The number of frac-
tional digits.

Original Column
Name

No No N/A The column name
as defined in the
source.

Primary Key
Name

No No N/A The name of the
primary key com-
posed by the
column.

Size No No N/A The size of the
column in the table.

Standard Devi-
ation

Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The statistical stand-
ard deviation of
numeric values.

Variance Store Data
Profile

Yes Exact The statistical vari-
ance of numeric val-
ues.
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Column Profiling
option (Job-
server)

Supported
by Edge

Statistics Description

Sample Store Sample
Data

No N/A A random sample of
the data set that
represents the
entire data set.

Data profiling results
When you registered a data source via Jobserver, and you click the Result button of a data
source registration activity, the Data Profiling Results dialog box opens.
A data source registration activity can be:

l Creating schema from JDBC
l Creating schema from file
l Updating JDBC schema
l Updating Excel schema
l Updating CSV schema

The Data Profiling Results dialog box contains the following information:

Item Description

Schema Name of the schema as added to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Status Status of the data source registration job.

Start time Date and time when the data source registration job has started.

End time Date and time when the data source registration job has completed.

Duration Elapsed time of the data source registration job.

Ingestion Details Summary of the job, including error messages and the list of tables and
columns that have been ingested.

Profiling Details The number of tables that have been correctly profiled.
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Modify the column data type of registered
data
When Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud creates a data profile of registered data, it detects
the data type of each column. It's possible that Collibra detects a data type that does not
correctly correspond with the actual data type, for example the Text data type is detected
for a column, but the actual data in the column are dates.

For more information about the data type detection, see Data type detection.

You can update the data type of each column to ensure that the data is properly managed
in Collibra.

Note If you use the Jobserver to register a data source and you have enabled the
Anonymize data option in Collibra Console, Collibra detects the data type of a
column during profiling and only anonymizes the data if the data type attribute is
Text or Geo. Other data types are not anonymized. If you use Edge to register a
data source, your data is automatically anonymized.

Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Attribute > Update resource permission.

Steps
There are two ways to modify a column's data type:

l In the data sources table.
l On the Column's asset page.

In the data sources table

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
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2. In the submenu, click Data Sources.
3. Add the Data Type column to the table.
4. Expand the schema and table to see the columns.
5. Double-click in the Data Type column and choose the correct data type.
6. Click to apply the change.

On the Column asset page

1. Look up the column via the Search function.

Tip If you don't know the exact name of the column name, you can find it via
Data Catalog → Data Dictionary and select the All Schemas view. Then click
the schema that contains the column and click the column whose data type
you want to update.

2. In the tab pane, click Data Profiling.
3. In the Metadata section, double-click the value of the Data Type parameter.
4. Select the correct type from the list.
5. Click Save.

When you refresh the schema, this change is not overridden.

Chapter 5
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Automatic Data Classification
When you register a data source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, the process doesn’t
stop at ingestion. In order to unlock the full potential of Collibra, the data needs to be
contextualized: it needs to be classified and connected to other nodes in the Data
Intelligence knowledge graph. Automatic Data Classification adds context to your data.

In the following sections, you will learn more about Collibra's Automatic Data Classification
feature.

About Automatic Data Classification 172

Required permissions for Automatic Data Classification 174

Packaged data classes for Automatic Data Classification 176

Calculation components for Automatic Data Classification 185

Automatic Data Classification via the Data Classification Platform 187

Feedback on Automatic Data Classification 193

Create a user-defined data class 194

About Automatic Data Classification
In Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, Automatic Data Classification is a feature that
analyzes and predicts the content of registered data sources based on a subset of the data
itself, helping you to easily gain insights on what kinds of data you have and where it
resides. In other words, data classification automatically (with no human input) assigns
“class” values to individual columns of data to identify what kind of data is contained in that
column. Examples of different data classes are “name”, “address”, “phone number” and
“web browser”.
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Why automatic data classification?
When you have ingested data in Data Catalog, the data classification process
automatically identifies data structures within the data. As such, it takes less time to learn
what kind of data you have ingested.

You can provide feedback by accepting or rejecting the suggested data classes. As a self-
learning platform, the Data Classification Platform learns from the feedback, to improve
the quality of future predictions.

Data classification via the Data Classification
Platform versus via Edge
The following table shows the differences between classification via the Data
Classification Platform or via Edge.

Part of process Classification via the Data
Classification Platform

Classification via Edge

Availability You have enabled Data Clas-
sification in Collibra Console.

Data classification is a part of the
profiling capability of an Edge
site. If you have access to Edge,
profiling and classification are
available.

Sample data The Data Classification platform
requires sample data that needs
to be stored in your Collibra envir-
onment.

Data classification via Edge clas-
sifies data on the Edge site.
Sample data is no longer stored
in Collibra cloud.
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Part of process Classification via the Data
Classification Platform

Classification via Edge

Anonymization The Data Classification platform
uses profiling and sample data to
classify. As a result, you cannot
classify your data when it is
anonymized.

Profiling and classification are
performed via an Edge site in the
customer's environment. The
data is anonymized before it is
sent to Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud.

Automatic or
manual start of
the data clas-
sification

Data classification must be manu-
ally triggered from every table,
schema or database.

Data classification is auto-
matically triggered after the pro-
filing process on an Edge site.

Retraining The Data Classification Platform
stores your classification selec-
tions, along with the associated
sample data. This allows to
retrain the classification model to
improve future classification pre-
dictions.

Currently, data classification via
Edge does not retrain the clas-
sification model.
This means that:

l Your feedback is only stored
and is not used for improving
classification.

l The classification process
does not take user-defined
classes into account.
However, you can create them
and assign them manually.

Required permissions for Automatic Data
Classification
The following table shows the required roles and permissions to use the Automatic Data
Classification feature.
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Action Global
Role

Global
Permission

Resource
Permission (*)

Required for
classification
via

Classify column Catalog Catalog Column asset type's
attributes (Asset
> Attribute):

l Add
l Remove
l Update
Column asset type's
data (Asset > Data):

l View Samples

Data Clas-
sification Plat-
form

Classify table Catalog Catalog Table asset type's
attributes (Asset
> Attribute):

l Add
l Remove
l Update

And the resource
permissions to
classify a column.

Data Clas-
sification Plat-
form

Accept or reject
a classification

Catalog Catalog Column asset type's
attributes (Asset
> Attribute):

l Update

Column asset type's
data (Asset > Data):

l View Samples

Data Clas-
sification Plat-
form
and
Edge
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Action Global
Role

Global
Permission

Resource
Permission (*)

Required for
classification
via

Add a user-
defined clas-
sification

Catalog Catalog
> Advanced
Data Type:

l Add

Column asset type's
attributes (Asset >
Attribute):

l Add
l Update

Data Clas-
sification Plat-
form
and
Edge

(*) As a user, you need a role that has the resource permission.

Packaged data classes for Automatic Data
Classification
The following table shows the data classes that can be detected for columns by the
Automatic Data Classification feature.

Note This list can evolve over time. When you create a user-defined data class and
the number of data samples exceeds a certain threshold, we will add this data class
to our system.

Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

City Cities l New York
l Los Angeles
l Chicago
l Houston
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

Country Countries l Belgium
l Lesotho
l Dominica
l Nigeria

Country code Countries (short/-
code)

l USA
l ws
l CAF
l GIN

Credit card
number

Credit card num-
ber

l 5602223068893246
l 1234-1234-1234-1234
l 3711-123456-12345
l 4123 5123 6123 7123

Currency
code

Currency code l zar
l ARS
l GBP
l kes

Date Date (only) l 24 January 2004
l 11/21/1974
l 07-Nov-1982
l 11-08-22

Date time Datetime l 2018-08-29 20:25:25.0
l 2018-02-05 11:27:10.562
l 2017-10-10 05:34:16.216
l 2017-07-20 09:03:24.0
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

Education
level

Education (level) l Doctorate
l post-secondary
l Doctoral
l Upper Secondary School

Email Email l pdawidas@storify.com
l bmcentagartcf@china.com.cn
l vgooms6x@barnesandnoble.com
l dclatworthy9e@prweb.com

Employment
status

Employment
status

l Freelance
l employed part time
l office holder
l Homemaker

Ethnicity Race l Hispanic
l Latino
l White
l Asian

Filepath Filepath l E:\x9xOL\VB2ER_2E\
l F:LI\r_dWjux_\
l /u_2/tIk4q2/TwaYgn08A/GU/d-
fp/z2vHk5iOW/Ael/M_

l wUmxr/
l BaG_8xxK_m/o1dq4luQ7A/z/kCQXGu.bin

First name First Name l Natasha
l Manan
l Rob
l Wojciech
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

Full name Full name (name
+ last name)

l lukas yang
l Lukas, Yang
l Amelia, Dalton
l Dickens, Charles

Gender Gender l M
l Male
l woman
l F

IBAN IBAN - Inter-
national Bank
Account Number

l FO07 4910 6564 9863 03
l FR29 5218 3745 58B7 GH7N FYGZ Q50
l PS74 TSHR P22C D1DE 5OEB CRUG JRFWW
l MK66 115I FYVV SOVS Y00

Internet
domain

Web/internet
domain

l slashdot.org
l usa.gov
l time.com
l illinois.edu

IP address IP address l 80.206.17.108
l 3a6c:bb28:701a:5aaa:825c:4112:51ea:fadf
l 255.139.66.168
l 241.65.195.63
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

ISBN ISBN - Inter-
national Stand-
ard Book
Number
(numeric com-
mercial book
identifier)

l 717393709-4
l 106115687-7
l 740540459-6
l 839089904-3

Language Language l Deccan
l Kazakh
l Zulu
l Greek

Language
code

Language code l yor
l HAU
l CE
l PS

Last name Surnames / last
name

l Burke
l Lenaghan
l Balmori
l Balog

MAC Address MAC address l 4E-A0-23-78-53-50
l DE:D3:44:A7:7E:13
l a4-53-08-93-70-a4
l 83:4f-ca:43:93:32
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

Marital status Marital status l unmarried
l Married
l not-in-family
l other-relative

Month Month l Mar
l September
l January
l December

NDC Code FDA NDC code -
Food and Drug
Administration's
National Drug
Code

l 55154-5876
l 68927-3491
l 58118-0623
l 55154-3939

Occupation Occupation l proofer
l transit coach operator
l forging machine tender
l sports worker

Personal
Email

Email l f0ETKExihcHK@comcast.fr,
l Ffz0Asl0To@comcast.com.br
l jVgNF9v.ranIu@msn.com
l u.L79@verizon.net

Phone num-
ber

Phone number l 532-555-0185
l +1 212 555 3000
l 829-394-8017
l 973-491-8723
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

Religion Religion l Buddhist
l Confucian
l Protestant Anabaptist
l Protestant Adventist

Routing
Number
(ABA)

Routing Number l 058327451
l 675702815
l 805759224
l 305532637

SSN SSN - Social
security number

l 559-03-4491
l 284-34-1408
l 499-81-8467
l 576-17-9443

Street
address

Address (first
line)
Street + number

l 4 Orinda Way
l 61 Broadway

Time Time l 8:52 AM
l 7:36 PM
l 06:52
l 17:08:15

Title Honorific l Honorable
l Rev.
l Mr
l Ms
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

UK Drivers
License
Number

Drivers License l ENArq262033Xj32333
l ABzPt058106IA18871
l wklrS604032zb31785
l smeeI761300Rc02703

UK National
Health
Service
(NHS)
Number

Health Service l 375 251 3810
l 537 649 5407
l 784 382 2399
l 534 293 9797

URL URL l www.sohu.com
l http://www.googleweblight.com
l https://twitter.com
l ftp://mydomena.org/folder1
l http://www.-
goolgle.com/search?query=my+query

US Adoption
Taxpayer
Identification
Number
(ATIN)

Tax Identifier l 944-93-7219
l 930-93-3562
l 942-93-6471
l 932-93-3182

US Drivers
License
Number

Drivers License l QP080580F
l W5060999229
l Xm939887D
l 70kQF62641
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

US Employer
ID

Employer l 41-0506939
l 91-0675223
l 43-2942382
l 77-4827140

US Individual
Taxpayer
Identification
Number
(ITIN)

Tax Identifier l 915-78-5757
l 937-83-1696
l 929-75-9337
l 966-88-3886

US License
Plate Number

License Plate l 0HB8609
l 0qM6428
l 0VS0864
l 0lq7470

US State US States l Illinois
l Indiana
l Iowa
l Kansas

US State
code

US state code l il
l WI
l ut
l MT

UUID GUID/UUID l 0ee585a5-6bd3-4fde-9383-827095ed08f3
l 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000031108
l 0a4281c9-0b6c-4095-b1b6-d8b417cfa952
l ffe27556-7c0d-4007-95c4-306633af3f14
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Data Class
shown in
Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloud

Content Examples

Vehicle
Identification
Number (VIN)

Vehicle l 4JGDF7DE1EA269698
l WDAPF3CC1B9465179
l WDBAB33A8EA076439

Web browser Web browser l Mozilla
l Netscape
l Chrome

Weekday Weekday l Wednesday
l Fri
l Wed
l Tue

Calculation components for Automatic Data
Classification
The following components are used to calculate data classes via Data Classification
Platform or Edge:

Component Purpose

Neural network A machine learning tool that is continuously trained to identify
linguistic patterns. Training data has been collected to have an initial
set of patterns.

Regex matcher A wide range of regular expressions to identify matching patterns.
When the matched types in a column exceeds a certain threshold, the
result is used in the final calculation of the data class.
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Component Purpose

Dictionary
search

The classification is based on a dictionary attack. Multiple data
classes only have a limited number of possible values, for example
countries, country codes, currencies and days of week. These are all
stored in a dictionary.
The sample data is matched against these dictionaries.

Aggregator The aggregator gathers the responses from the neural network, regex
matcher and dictionary search and creates a final response based on
underlying algorithms.

How does retraining work?
Currently, data classification on Edge does not retrain the classification model to improve
future classification predictions.

In Data Classification Platform, the calculations are all based on the data samples
received by the Data Classification Platform. Every time you accept a predicted data class,
the sample data used to calculate that data class is added to the Data Classification
Platform, to improve future data class predictions. See also Feedback on Automatic Data
Classification.

Example
Assume you have a single column, C, containing sample data [a,b,c,d]. You classify
this column, and the classification algorithm returns class x with confidence 70%.
If you accept this class, then future columns containing the values [a,b,c,d] will be
slightly more likely to be classified as x. In the future, a column with the same
sample data may be classified as x with confidence 71%. The same can be said for
a rejection of the above classification, with future results returning a confidence of,
for example, 65%.

Note In reality, changes will be more discrete and take more than one accepted or
rejected data class to become effective.
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Automatic Data Classification via the Data
Classification Platform
When you register a data source, you can store a data profile and sample data. This is
required if you want to classify columns in the data set. The Data Classification Platform
predicts the data classes of selected columns and sends them back to Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud, where you confirm or reject the suggested data classes. The Data
Classification Platform uses your feedback to retrain the platform and improve future data
classifications.

Warning If you want to use the Data Classification Platform, request it via your
Collibra contact or create a support ticket. See also Data Classification Platform set-
up.

Limitations
l Automatic data classification via the Data Classification Platform is a cloud service.
Only if your on-premises environment can reach the cloud service, you can use data
classification.

l Out-of-the-box, automatic data classification can predict several data classes.
However, you can also create user-defined data classes to increase its prediction
quality.

l The only supported language for data classes is English.
l Automatic Data Classification needs sample data and profiling data to be able to pre-
dict the data classes.

Note You can create sample data and profiling data by registering a data
source and choosing to create sample data and profiling data or by importing
the data via the Catalog API.

l Automatic Data Classification only works for columns of data sources that are
registered in Data Catalog with sample data and profiling data.
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Automatic data classification flow via Data
Classification Platform
In the following schema, you can see the different steps of an automatic data classification
flow.

Step Description

You select the columns that you want to classify and send their
sample and profiling data to the Data Classification Platform. See
Classify columns in a table

The Data Classification Platform predicts the data classes of the
columns.

The Data Classification Platform sends the data classes to Collibra.

You provide feedback by accepting or rejecting the predicted data
class of each column or by adding your own new classes.
The Data Classification Platform can predict multiple data classes for
one column. If the prediction is accurate, you can accept multiple data
classes for one column.
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Step Description

Your data class selections are sent to the Data Classification Platform
.
The Data Classification Platform stores your selections, along with the
associated sample data, to retrain the classification model and
improve future classification predictions.

Data Classification Platform set-up
If you want to start using the Data Classification Platform, request it via your Collibra
contact or create a support ticket.

Requirements
You can only use automatic data classification if you comply with the following
requirements.

l Data Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.
» This will give you access to the improved Schema asset page.

l You are using profiling data within Data Catalog.

Note Be aware that after you accept the predicted data classes, all sample data
and profiling data is stored on the Data Classification Platform.

Location
We highly recommend to use a Data Classification Platform running in the same region as
your Collibra environment.

Currently, Collibra can provide Collibra Data Governance Center environments in Amazon
AWS® regions in the following locations:

l United States
l European Union
l United Kingdom
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l Canada
l Australia

Classify columns in a table
By classifying columns in a table, Collibra's Automatic Data Classification platform predicts
their data structures, after which, you can accept or reject the prediction.

You can classify columns via a:

l Database asset page
l Schema asset page
l Table asset page

Tip You can also use the physical data connector to manually select a data class
for individual columns.

Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have created a support ticket via Zendesk to access to the Automatic Data Clas-
sification platform.

l You have configured Automatic Data Classification for the DGC service.
l You have the correct permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source, including these options:

o Store Data Profile
o Store Sample Data

l Data Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.
» This will give you access to the improved Schema asset page.

l Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.

Via the Database asset page

1. Open the Database asset that contains the tables and columns in the schema you
want to classify.
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a. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
b. In the subpages, click Technology Assets.
c. Filter on the Database asset type.

2. Open the relevant database, and then click Actions → Classify.
» You can follow the status of the classification in Activities.

3. Open the database asset with the classified columns.
4. Add the Data Classification column to the table.

» In the Data Classification column, you find the suggested data classes.

5. Hover over the classification percentages and accept ( ) or reject ( ) the sug-

gested data class.

l Accepting the classification leaves the classification in the list.
l Rejecting the classification removes the result from the data classification list.

Via the Schema asset page

1. Open the Schema asset that contains the tables and columns that you want to clas-
sify.
a. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
b. In the subpages, click Data Sources.
c. Click the relevant schema.
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2. Click the Tables tab.
3. Select one or more tables from the schema.
4. To classify all columns in the table, click Actions → Classify.

Tip To classify one or more specific columns, select the columns, then click
Actions → Classify.

» You can follow the status of the classification job in Activities.
5. Open the Table asset with the classified columns.
6. Add the Data Classification column to the table.

» In the Data Classification column, you find the suggested data classes.

7. Hover over the classification percentages and accept ( ) or reject ( ) the sug-

gested data class.

Via the Table asset page

1. Open a Table asset that has columns you want to classify.
2. On the Table asset page, do one of the following:

a. To classify all columns in the table, click Actions → Classify in the upper right
corner.

b. To classify specific columns in the table, select the columns and click Actions
→ Classify in the upper right corner.
» You can follow the status of the classification job in Activities.
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3. Open the relevant table, and then add the Data Classification column to the table.
» In the Data Classification column, you find the suggested data classes.

4. Hover over the classification percentages and accept ( ) or reject ( ) the sug-

gested data class.

Feedback on Automatic Data Classification
Each time Collibra predicts data classes for a column, you get the opportunity to send
feedback by accepting or rejecting the data class, or by adding a user-defined data class.

To improve future predictions, it is really important to send this feedback.

Note When using Edge, the feedback and user-defined classes are only stored,
and not used to retrain the classification model.

Sending feedback
Sending feedback is the act of accepting or rejecting the data classes that are predicted.

l Reject data class: The data class is removed from the column.
The Data Classification Platform classification model no longer uses the sample
data.
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l Accept data class: The data class is added to the column.
The sample data is permanently added to the Data Classification Platform clas-
sification model to improve future data class predictions.

For the Data Classification Platform, accepting a data class is more valuable than
rejecting, but in general, we recommend that you always send feedback for every
prediction. Without your feedback, the classification model cannot be retrained.

Creating user-defined classes
When columns cannot be classified, you can create your own data classes.

l Avoid duplications. Always check the list of proposed classes before creating a new
data class.

l Avoid vague data classes.
l Avoid mixed data classes and accept the best applicable one.

The Data Classification Platform uses this new information to retrain the platform and
improve the predictions in the future.

Create a user-defined data class
If the Automatic Data Classification process cannot detect a data class for a column, you
can classify the column yourself.

l If you are using the Data Classification Platform, your new data class will be sent to
the Data Classification Platform to improve its future predictive capabilities.

l If you are using Edge, the user-defined classes are only stored. You can use them to
manually assign the data class to a column. The user-defined classes are not used
to retrain the classification model. See About profiling and classification via Edge.

Prerequisites
l You have configured Automatic Data Classification for the DGC service.
l You have the correct permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source via Jobserver or via Edge.
When you use Jobserver, ensure to:
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o Store Data Profile.
o Store Sample Data. The more sample data, the better the data class pre-
dictions.

Note For Jobserver to improve Automatic Data Classification, all sample data
and profiling data is stored in the Collibra cloud repository.

l Data Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.
» This will give you access to the improved Schema asset page.

Create a user-defined data class via the Table
asset page
1. Find the table that contains the columns to classify.
2. At the bottom of the Columns section, click See all.
3. If not yet available, add the Data Classification column to the table.
4. In the Data Classification column of the row that you want to classify, click .

5. Click the Select field.
The list with existing data classes appears.

6. In the Select field, enter the new data class name and press Enter.

Note
o Data classes are case-sensitive and can contain spaces.
o You can add more data classes if applicable but avoid it as much as
possible.

7. Press Escape and click .

» The new data class is automatically accepted.

Create a user-defined data class via the Column
asset page
1. Find the column you want to classify.
2. In the tab pane, click Data Profiling.
3. In the Data classification section, click .
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4. Enter the new data class name and press Enter.

Note
o Data classes are case-sensitive and can contain spaces.
o You can add more data classes if applicable but avoid it as much as
possible.

5. Click Save.
» The new data class is automatically accepted.

Create a user-defined data class via Guided
Stewardship
See Add data classes.
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Data Classification Dashboard
The Data Classification Dashboard shows all of the data classes available in your
environment.

You can use the Data Classification Dashboard to:

l See information about data classes.
l Add, merge, and delete data classes.
l Link data classes to data concepts and data attributes.

About the Data Classification dashboard 197

View data class information 200

Data Class side pane 200

Add data classes 201

Merge data classes 202

Edit data classes 203

Delete a data class 204

Connect data classes to data layers 205

About the Data Classification dashboard
The Data Classification Dashboard shows the list of data classes in your Collibra
environment and gives you more control and visibility on them. When you make changes
via the Data Classification Dashboard, feedback is automatically sent to the Data
Classification platform.

You access the dashboard via the Data Classification subpage in the Stewardship
application.
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No. Name Description

Merge button A button to merge multiple data classes.

Delete button A button to delete one or more data classes.

Add button A button to manually add a new data class.

Table menu ( ) The table menu contains buttons to manage the
columns shown.
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No. Name Description

Table with packaged
and manually created
data classes

A table that shows all the data classes that exist in
your environment. You can also view details about
each data class.

Data Classification The data class name.

You can manually add, merge, edit or remove the
data classes

Column Count The number of columns classified as the associated
data class.

Data Concept The name of the associated Data Concept assets.

It connects the data class to your business asset
model.

Data Attribute The name of the associated Data Attribute assets.

It connects the data class to your logical data
model.

Created By The name of the user who created the class. If the
data class is a packaged data class, the user is the
System User.

Created On The date the data class was created.

Last Modified By The name of the user who made the last change.

Last Modified On The date the data class was last changed.

User Defined Indicates if the data class was automatically or
manually created.

Side pane A side pane that gives you a clear overview of the
data class information of the selected data class.
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View data class information
You can view data class information on the Classification Dashboard

Prerequisites
l You have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.
l You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source.

Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Stewardship.

2. In the submenu, click Data Classification.
3. Click on a row.

» The data class information appears in the side pane.

Data Class side pane
The Data Class side pane gives you a clear overview of related data class information.

When you click the row of a data class in the Data Classification Dashboard, the data class
information appears in the side pane.

In the side pane, you find the following information:

Attribute Description

Data class name The name of the selected data class. You can edit the name by click-
ing .
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Attribute Description

Data Concepts The list of data concepts that are associated with the data class.

This section is only shown if there are associated data concepts.

Data Attributes The list of data attributes that are associated with the data class.

This section is only shown if there are associated data attributes.

<Data
class> Columns

The list of columns that are classified with the selected data class.
When there are too many columns to show, you can follow a See all
link. This opens a search results page with all corresponding
columns.

This section is only shown if there are columns with the selected
data class.

Add data classes
Collibra contains a large number of packaged data classes, but if a certain data class is not
available, you can add your own. Data classes that were defined manually are user-
defined data classes.

Tip You can also create new data classes from a Table or Column asset.

Prerequisites
l You have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.
l You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source.
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Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Stewardship.

2. In the submenu, click Data Classification.
» The table with all data classes is shown.

3. Above the table to the right, click Add.
4. Enter the name of a data class and press Enter.

The name of the data class is case-sensitive and it can contain spaces.
You can enter multiple data classes.

5. Click Create.
» The classes are added.
If you are using Jobserver, the classes are automatically sent to the Data Clas-
sification Platform.

6. Optionally you can link the new classes to a Data Concept or Data Attribute asset.
a. In the Data Concept column, click .

b. Click in the Select field.
» The list with existing Data Concept assets appears.

c. Select one or more Data Concept assets from the drop-down list and click .

d. Do the same in the Data Attribute column.

Merge data classes
You can merge two or more data classes via the Data Classification Dashboard. For
example, if you have the data classes Email, E-mail and email address, then it is
recommended to merge them into the packaged data class Email.

Not only will it keep your data classes list clean, but it will give better results when Collibra
performs data classification on ingested data.

Note You cannot merge two or more packaged data classes, but you can merge
user-defined data classes in a packaged data class. Packaged data classes appear
in the Created By column as System User.
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Prerequisites
l You have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.
l You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source.

Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Stewardship.

2. In the submenu, click Data Classification.
3. Select the checkboxes next to the data classes you want to merge.
4. Above the table, click Merge.
5. Select the data class you want to merge the selected data classes into.

Note
o You cannot merge packaged data classes and you can also not merge a
packaged data class into a user-defined data class.

o The data class attributes Columns Count, Data Concept and Data
Attributes are also merged. You can update the list of Data Concepts
and Data Attributes after the merge.

6. Click Merge.

Edit data classes
You can edit the name of a data class via the Data Classification Dashboard side pane.

Prerequisites
l You have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.
l You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source.
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Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Stewardship.

2. In the submenu, click Data Classification.
» The table with all data classes is shown.

3. Click in the row of the data class that you want to edit.
» The data class information appears in the side pane.

4. In the side pane, click next to the data class name.

5. Enter a new name.
6. Click Save.

» The name of the data class is updated.

Delete a data class
You can delete a data class from the Data Classification Dashboard if it has become
obsolete. Note that this is an irreversible action.

Prerequisites
l You have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.
l You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source.

Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Stewardship.

2. In the submenu, click Data Classification.
3. Select the checkboxes next to the data classes you want to delete.

You cannot delete packaged data classes. These data classes appear in the
Created By column as System User or in the User Defined column with .

4. Above the table, click Delete.
5. Click Delete Data Classification.
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Connect data classes to data layers
You can use the Classification Dashboard to connect data classes to the logical and
conceptual data layers.

Prerequisites
l You have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.
l You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source.

Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Stewardship.

2. In the submenu, click Data Classification.
3. In the Data Concept or Data Attribute column, click .

4. Click in the Select field.
» The list with existing Data Concept or Data Attribute assets is shown.

5. Click .

» The Classification Dashboard creates a relationship between the data class and
the logical and conceptual data layers. Column assets that have this data class will
be connected to these data layers via their mutual relationship to the data class.
Direct relationships between physical and logical information can then be created via
Collibra workflows or other methods.
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Guided Stewardship
Guided Stewardship is a set of features designed to help Data Stewards simplify the
process of creating connections between physical data assets and their associated logical
and conceptual assets. By establishing reliable and fully-connected data structures within
your Collibra environment, you can trace relationships across all layers of representation
and understand your data in a more complete way.

Guided Data Stewardship operating model 206

Guided Data Stewardship diagram views 222

Guided Data Stewardship operating model
The Guided Data Stewardship operating model defines the structure of the information in
Catalog. For this reason, the Guided Data Stewardship operating model is sometimes also
referred to as the Data Catalog operating model.

Three data layers
The operating model consists of three data layers, representing the three different
structural data layers that exist in typical organizations:

l The conceptual data layer represents the overarching structure of objects and ele-
ments in your data landscape.

l The logical data layer represents the context-dependent data structures in your
organization.

l The physical data layer represents the actual data in your data environment.

The following image shows a complete view of the Data Catalog operating model. It
identifies all of the relevant asset types, per data layer, and the relationships that bind
them together in the Collibra Data Governance Center.
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Note Database and System assets are Technology assets that represent the
highest level over physical data and logical data organization.

Conceptual data layer
The conceptual data layer is the highest level of organization in the Data Catalog operating
model. It represents the overarching structure of objects and elements within an
organization’s data landscape. It is where you define concepts, such as Customer and
Product and their component fields, without direct reference to system-specific
implementations.

Organization of the conceptual data layer is based on many-to-many relationships, which
makes the conceptual data layer more concise and flexible than tree-like arrangements
that rely strictly on one-to-one and one-to-many relationships.

The conceptual data layer consists of the following asset types:
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l Line of Business
l Data Domain
l Data Concept

Line of Business asset type
The Line of Business asset type is the highest level of abstraction in the conceptual data
layer. Also known as business unit or business area, it represents a specific area of
business in an organization.

Example Finance, Sales, Retail, Investment Management

Key relation type

Line of Business assets are:

Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Data
Domain
assets

Line of Business
groups / is grouped
by Data Domain

Many-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Line of Business asset can group many Data
Domain assets.

l A Data Domain asset can be grouped by many
Line of Business assets.

Data Domain asset type
Data domains, also known as data categories or subject areas, are high-level, theoretical
representations of your data. They represent the structure of concepts in data
environments and contain all the different nuances of corresponding business terms.

Example Customer, Employee, User, Order, Product
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Key relation types

Data Domain assets are:

Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Line of
Business
assets

Business Asset
groups / is grouped
by Business Asset

Many-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Line of Business asset can group many Data
Domain assets.

l A Data Domain asset can be grouped by many
Line of Business assets.

Data
Concept
assets

Business Asset
groups / is grouped
by Business Asset

Many-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Domain asset can group many Data
Concept assets.

l A Data Concept asset can be grouped by many
Data Domain assets.

Other Data
Domain
assets

Data Domain has
subtype / is subtype
of Data Domain

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Domain asset can have many subtype
Data Domain assets.

l A Data Domain asset can be the subtype of only
one Data Domain asset.

Data Concept asset type
A Data Concept asset is a high-level theoretical representation of your data and describes
one aspect of one or more Data Domains. These assets represent the most common
concepts that are used to organize database content. They allow users to define a context-
independent representation of the structure of an organization's data.

They are the most granular level of context-independent structure users can establish
within the conceptual data layer, and are comparable to Columns in the physical data
layer.
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Example Address, Name, ID number, Phone number, Price, Year

Key relation types

Data Concept assets are:

Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Data
Domain
assets

Business Asset
groups / grouped by
Business Asset

Many-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Concept asset can be grouped by many
Data Domain assets.

l A Data Domain asset can group many Data
Concept assets.

Other Data
Concept
assets

Business Asset
groups / grouped by
Business Asset

Many-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Concept asset can group, or be grouped
by, many Data Concept assets.

Data Attrib-
ute assets

Business Dimen-
sion classifies / is
classified by Asset

Many-to-one relation, whereby:

l A Data Concept asset can classify many Data
Attribute assets.

l A Data Attribute asset can be classified by only
one Data Concept asset.

Organization based on many-to-many relations
The conceptual data layer is organized such that the relationships between Lines of
Business and Data Domain assets, and between Data Domain and Data Concept assets,
are many-to-many relationships.

This graph-based approach, based on many-to-many relationships, makes the conceptual
data layer more concise and flexible.
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Example

In this example, we've identified three lines of business, each of which groups both
the Customer data domain and Product data domain. In turn, each data domain
groups several data concepts, some of which are grouped by both data domains.

Both data domains group the Name and ID Number data concepts. This is
conceivable because Name and ID Number, as Data Concept assets, are abstract
representations of these two concepts, rather than specific implementations of
them, which are described in the logical data layer and implemented by System
assets.

In this way, information stored in the conceptual data layer is kept to a minimum and
the Data Domain and Data Concept assets are referred to as often as necessary.

In summary, Line of Business, Data Concept and Data Domain assets are
independent assets that do not, by nature, encapsulate or organize the structure of
other assets. The Name and ID Number Data Concept assets exist independently of
the Data Domain assets that group them. A Customer can have a Name and a
Product can have a Name, but you need only one Data Concept asset to
encapsulate the idea of “name”.
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Conceptual data layer versus the Business Glossary
This section examines the differences and relation between the conceptual data layer and
the Collibra Business Glossary.

Business terms: context-dependent representations of business
concepts

In short, the Business Glossary is a system that helps organizations govern their business
terms.

Example Let's consider the business term Customer, within a multinational
consumer goods organization that deals with different consumer groups in different
cultural contexts. This organization uses business terms to create a shared
understanding of Customer, across different geographical regions. Its offices
around the world create their own business terms to encapsulate the specific
cultural complexity of a customer, in their own way. Its various business units also
have their own definitions, to address different operational, legal and compliance
demands.

Business terms are a flexible tool that account for complex business and organizational
structures. Anything can be represented by a business term, including the nuanced
representations specific to different languages, cultures and branches of business.

Data, on the other hand, can be more explicitly defined and grouped. While there may be
several ways to describe Customer, based on cultural and geographic nuance, when we
consider data, a customer can be uniquely identified, defined and grouped. This is where
the conceptual data layer comes in.

The conceptual data layer: context-independent representation of
the structure of data

A data domain is a container for other data domains and data concepts that encompass
associated terminology and definitions that an organization intends to govern.

Example Customer Master Data, Product Master Data, Reference Data
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While business terms represent Customer in the context of a specific language, culture or
branch of business, a customer data domain represents the structure of Customer in a
data environment, and encapsulates all of the different nuances of the business term. By
abstracting the idea of Customer in a data domain, one can start to consider how
customers can be represented by physical data.

The same applies to data concepts, such as Year, Date, Address, and Name. While there
may be many business terms that represent Year, across different teams and
geographies, the data concept encapsulates all of them and creates a layer of abstraction
that allows you to define high-level data structures.

Logical data layer
The logical data layer defines data structures within an organization's systems, whereas
the conceptual data layer represents context-independent data structures within an
organization.

The Data Entity-Data Attribute structure is closely related to the Data Domain-Data
Concept structure of the conceptual data layer. The main difference between the two is
that the conceptual data layer is context-independent, whereas the logical data layer
describes the structure in an individual System.

The logical data layer consists of the following asset types:

l Data Model
l Data Entity
l Data Attribute

The logical data layer can be visualized as a tree-like structure, starting with a high-level
System and Data Model assets, and branching out with implementation-specific Data
Entity and Data Attribute assets.
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Note Although the System asset type is a Technology Asset, it adds higher-level
structure to the logical data layer and is considered part of the logical data layer.

Data Model asset type
The Data Model asset is the highest level of organizational structure in the logical data
layer, and defines the specific structure of data in a System.

Key relation types

Data Model assets are:
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Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

System
assets

System implements
/ is implemented in
Data Model

One-to-one relation, whereby:

l A System asset can implement only one Data
Model asset.

l A Data Model asset can be implemented in only
one System asset.

Note The one-to-one nature of this
relationship is what makes Data Models –
and, therefore, the entire logical data layer –
context-dependent, as opposed to the
context-independent conceptual data layer.

Data Entity
assets

Data Model con-
tains / is contained
in Data Entity

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Model asset can contain many Data
Entity assets.

l A Data Entity asset can be contained in only one
Data Model asset.

Data Entity asset type
Data Entity assets are the logical data layer and correlate to Data Domain assets of the
conceptual data layer. Data Entity assets can be thought of as system-specific
implementations of Data Domain assets.

Key relation types

Data Entity assets are:
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Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Data
Model
assets

Data Entity is part of
/ contains Data
Model

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Entity asset can be contained in only one
Data Model asset.

l A Data Model asset can contain multiple Data
Entity assets.

Data
Domain
assets

Data Domain (Busi-
ness Dimension)
classifies / is clas-
sified by Data Entity
(Asset)

Many-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Domain asset can classify many Data
Entity assets.

l A Data Entity asset can be classified by many
Data Domain assets.

Data Attrib-
ute assets

Data Entity contains
/ is part of Data
Attribute

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Entity asset can contain many Data Attrib-
ute assets.

l A Data Attribute asset can be contained in only
one Data Entity asset.

Data Attribute asset type
Data Attribute assets are the logical data layer and correlate to Data Concept assets of the
conceptual data layer. They can be thought of as system-specific implementations of Data
Concept assets.

Key relation types

Data Attribute assets are:
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Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Data Entity
assets

Data Entity contains
/ is part of Data
Attribute

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Entity asset can contain many Data Attrib-
ute assets.

l A Data Attribute asset can be contained by only
one Data Entity asset.

Data
Concept
assets

Data Concept clas-
sifies / is classified
by Data Attribute

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Concept asset can classify many Data
Attribute assets.

l A Data Attribute asset can be classified by only
one Data Concept asset.

Physical data layer
The physical data layer represents the actual data – the schemas, tables and columns – in
an organization's systems.

The physical data layer consists of the following asset types:

l Schema
l Table
l Column

Note
l Although the Database asset type is a Technology Asset, it is considered part
of the physical data layer.

l The Schema, Table and Column assets in a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud
environment are almost never created manually; rather, they are automatically
created via the Data Catalog ingestion process, when registering a data
source.
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Schema asset type
A Schema is the highest level of physical structure in a Database. It defines, in a formal
language, the structure of the tables and columns in the database.

Key relation types

Schema assets are:

Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Database
assets

Database has /
belongs to Schema

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Database asset can have many Schema
assets.

l A Schema asset can belong to only one Data-
base asset.

Table
assets

Schema contains /
is part of Table

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Schema assert can contain many Table
assets.

l A Table asset can be part of only one Schema
asset.

Table asset type
Table assets represent the physical tables in a data environment.

Key relation types

Tables assets are:
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Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Schema
assets

Table is part of / con-
tains Schema

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Table asset can be a part of only one Schema
asset.

l A Schema asset can contain many Table assets.

Column
assets

Table contains / is
part of Column

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Table asset can contain many Column assets.
l A Column asset can be a part of only one Table
asset.

Column asset type
Column assets represent the physical columns in a data environment. It is the lowest level
of definition in the physical data layer.

Key relation types

Column assets are:

Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Table
assets

Column is part of /
contains Table

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Column asset can be a part of only one Table
asset.

l A Table asset can contain many Column assets.
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Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Data Attrib-
ute assets

Data Attribute rep-
resents / rep-
resented by Column

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Data Attribute asset can represent many
Column assets.

l A Column asset can be represented by only one
Data Attribute asset.

Technology Assets
Two Technology Assets are included in the Data Catalog operating system:

l System, which is part of the logical data layer.
l Database, which is part of the physical data layer.

Database asset type
Database assets represent the physical databases in your data environment. They are the
highest level of physical data organization in a data environment. Database assets should
have specific names, and implement specific technologies, such as PostgreSQL.

Key relation types

Database assets are:

Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

System
assets

System groups / is
grouped by Data-
base

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A System asset can group many Database
assets.

l A Database asset can be grouped by only one
System asset.
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Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Schema
assets

Database has /
belongs to Schema

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A Database asset can have many Schema
assets.

l A Schema asset can belong to only one Data-
base asset.

System asset type
System assets represent executable software that an organization uses to automate
business functions that help run the business smoothly and efficiently. Systems can be
any commercially available or privately developed software that is running in your
environment.

Example CRM, ERP and EDW software

Key relation types

System assets are:

Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Data Model
assets

System implements
/ is implemented in
Data Model

One-to-one relation, whereby:

l A System asset can implement only one Data
Model asset.

l A Data Model asset can be implemented by only
one System asset.
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Related
to...

Via the relation
type...

Description

Database
assets

System groups / is
grouped by Data-
base

One-to-many relation, whereby:

l A System asset can group many Database
assets.

l A Database asset can be grouped by only one
System asset.

Guided Data Stewardship diagram views
For assets in the Guided Data Stewardship operating model, there are two packaged
diagram views: Guided Data Stewardship and Guided Data Stewardship - Data Concept.
These diagram views show the relation types that bind assets, as established through the
Physical Data Connector.

Guided Data Stewardship view
The Guided Data Stewardship view is the default diagram view designed to help you
visualize direct and indirect relations across the entire data environment. For the logical
data layer, this view shows the relation types that bind the Data Model, Data Entity, and
Data Attribute assets. For the conceptual data layer, it shows the Line of Business and
Data Domain assets.
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Guided Data Stewardship- Data Concept view
The Guided Data Stewardship - Data Concept view is the default diagram view for Data
Concept assets only. This diagram view shows the logical and physical data associated
with a Data Concept.
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For more information, see Diagram views.
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Physical Data Connector
The Physical Data Connector shows a high-level overview of database information on
which you can filter.

You can use the Physical Data Connector to:

l Connect the Data Catalog physical data layer to the logical data layer.
l Manually classify columns.

About the Physical Data Connector 225

Manually classify columns 229

Connect physical data to logical data 230

About the Physical Data Connector
The Physical Data Connector shows a table with a high-level overview of database
information. The table has a tree-like structure that enables you to drill down to the column
level of a database. It shows the connection between the physical data layer and the
logical data layer and enables you to find Data Attribute assets that relate to individual
Column assets.

You access the Physical Data Connector via the Physical Data Connector subpage on the
Stewardship tab.
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No. Name Description

1 Drop-down A drop-down list to filter on a specific database.

2 Table menu The table menu contains buttons for actions you
can perform on the table.

A button to manage the columns shown.
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No. Name Description

3 Table with database
information

A table that shows the content of the registered
database and the connections between the physical
data layer and logical data layer.

Name The name of the asset and the icon of the asset
type.

If you click on the asset, the asset page opens. To
sort assets alphabetically, click on the column
header.

Data Classification The data class of an asset.

You can manually add, edit or remove the data
class of a Column asset. You can also approve or
reject suggested classes
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No. Name Description

Data Attribute The Data Attribute asset linked to the Column asset
via relation type "Data Attribute represents /
represented by Column".

When you filter on a Data Domain or Data Entity,
the other drop-down lists dynamically update to only
show content that relates to your filter. You can
select the Apply filter to all columns in the same
table checkbox to use the same filters to link a Data
Attribute to other Column assets in the same table.

Tip The physical data connector enables
you to quickly connect Data Attribute assets
to Column assets. However, you can also
connect the physical data layer to the logical
data layer via Data Catalog's asset pages by
adding a relation of the type Data Attribute
represents / represented by Column.

Context The context of the data.

This field is read-only and is filled with the Data
Domain asset and Data Entity asset related to the
Data Attribute asset, if a relation exists.

Physical Data Connector relation types
The Physical Data Connector enables you to easily connect the physical data layer to the
logical data layer by filtering on the conceptual data layer.
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The Physical Data Connector uses the following relation types to connect assets from the
different data layers:

l Business Dimension (Data Domain) classifies / is classified by Asset (Data Entity)
l Business Asset (Data Domain) groups / grouped by Business Asset (Data Concept)
l Data Domain has subtype / is subtype of Data Domain
l Business Dimension (Data Concept) classifies Asset (Data Attribute)
l Data Entity contains Data Attribute
l Data Attribute represents Column

Manually classify columns
The Physical Data Connector enables you to manually add, edit or remove a data class of
a Column asset. This is useful, for example, if Automatic Data Classification missed some
data classes.

Tip You can also automatically classify all columns in a table using Automatic Data
Classification.
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Prerequisites
l You have configured Automatic Data Classification for the DGC service.
l You have the correct permissions to classify tables and columns.
l You have registered a data source.
l Data Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.

Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Stewardship.

2. In the submenu, click Physical Data Connector.
3. In the drop-down list, filter on a database.

» The table shows all ingested schemas in the database. You can use the asset
tree to drill down to the column level of the database.

4. In the asset tree, find the Column asset that you want to classify.
5. In the Data Classification column, click .

6. Click in the Select field.
» The list with existing data classes appears.

7. In the Select field, use the drop-down list to find a data class or enter a new data
class name and press Enter.

Note
o Data classes are case-sensitive.
o You can add more data classes if applicable, but avoid it as much as
possible.

o If you created a new data class, it is automatically sent to the Data
Classification Platform.

o We recommend that you only add one data class to a column.

8. Click .
» The data class is automatically accepted ( ).

Connect physical data to logical data
You can use the Physical Data Connector to easily connect a Column asset to a Data
Attribute asset via the relation type Data Attribute represents / represented by Column.
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A Column asset represents the lowest level of the physical data layer, while a Data
Attribute asset represents the lowest level of the logical data layer.

Tip You can also add a relation of the type Data Attribute represents / represented
by Column via a Data Attribute's or Column's asset page.

Prerequisites
l You have registered a data source.

Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Stewardship.

2. In the submenu, click Physical Data Connector.
3. In the drop-down list, filter on a database.

» The table shows all ingested schemas in the database. You can use the asset
tree to drill down to the column level of the database.

4. In the asset tree, find the Column asset that you want to link to a Data Attribute asset.
5. In the Data Attribute column, click .

» A Data Attribute drop-down list with two filters appears.
6. Link a Data Attribute asset to the Column asset based on the Data Domain and Data

Entity filter.
a. Optionally, select a Data Domain asset and Data Entity asset that are related to

the Data Attribute.
» When you filter on a Data Domain asset or Data Entity asset, the other drop-
down lists are dynamically updated to only show content related to your filter.

b. If you want to use the same filters to find Data Attribute assets for other Column
assets in the same table, select the Apply filter to all columns in the same
table checkbox.

c. Select the correct Data Attribute asset in the drop-down list.

Note You can only select one Data Attribute asset. The Data Attribute
asset must exist in your Collibra environment.

d. Click to accept the Data Attribute asset.
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» The Data Attribute asset is now linked to the Column asset via the relation type
"Data Attribute represents / represented by Column". This relation is also shown on
the asset pages of the Column and Data Attribute assets.
» If there is a Data Domain asset and Data Entity asset that is related to the Data
Attribute asset, they are shown in the Context column. If you used the filters in the
Data Attribute column, the same assets as your filters are shown in the Context
column.

Warning If you click to delete a Data Attribute asset in the physical data
connector overview, you also delete the relation between the Column asset and the
Data Attribute asset from the respective asset pages.
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Working with Amazon S3
Amazon S3 is an online object storage service hosted by Amazon. For more information
about Amazon S3, see the Amazon S3 documentation.

In Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, you can synchronize with Amazon S3 in multiple ways.

Synchronization
method

Advantages and dis-
advantages

More information

S3 file system
integration

The resulting assets
represent the folder
structure by means of
S3 Bucket, Directory,
File, Table and Column
assets.

You can’t profile and
classify columns and
tables.

Amazon S3 file system integration

Catalog connector You can profile and
classify the columns
and tables in your S3
buckets.

The folder structure of
your S3 bucket isn't
represented in Data
Catalog.

Jobserver Edge

Register an
Amazon S3 data
source using the
AWS Glue Catalog
connector

See Register and
Synchronze an
Amazon S3 file
system via Edge
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About the Amazon S3 file system integration
The Amazon S3 file system integration allows registration of Amazon S3 as a data source
in Collibra and synchronization of data in Amazon S3.
After synchronization, the files and directories of Amazon S3 are represented in Collibra
by specific asset types, retaining the original names.

Note
l Only some file types are fully supported.
l You can restrict the AWS regions to which CollibraData Catalog is allowed to
connect. This step is recommended for efficient synchronization.

l When you use this method, you cannot profile or classify data. See Working
with Amazon S3.

Amazon S3 integration workflow

Step What? Description

1 Register an
Amazon S3 file
system as a data
source

Creates an initial structure of a Storage Catalog domain
and S3 File System asset in the selected parent com-
munity.

2 Connect to
Amazon S3

Sets up the connection to Amazon S3.

3 Create crawlers Creates crawlers to find and ingest the data of Amazon
S3.

4 Synchronize
Amazon S3

Runs the crawlers to ingest the data of Amazon S3.
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Password encryption
Collibra's integration of Amazon S3 does not use a separate encryption services, but
reuses the Collibra DGC core service encryption method. This method uses the
AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding transformation to encrypt your passwords when you connect to
Amazon S3.

Required Amazon Web Services
Collibra relies on AWS Glue and AWS Identity and Access Management to ingest and
synchronize data.

AWS Glue
AWS Glue is an Amazon cloud service to perform extract-transform-load (ETL) processes
on data, stored in data sources such as Amazon S3. AWS Glue has the following
components:

l Glue crawlers: Glue crawlers analyze and describe a wide range of data sources
such as Amazon S3 or MySQL. However, Data Catalog only uses them for the
Amazon S3 file system integration.

l Glue database: Glue crawlers store their results in a database in the form of tables
and columns. Both the tables and columns in the Glue database contain metadata
that describes the content of Amazon S3. Data Catalog reads those databases for
data ingestion. The name of the created Glue database is collibra_catalog_<S3 File
System-ID>_<Domain-ID>.

l ETL processes: The ETL processes can extract data from a data source, process
that data, for example, categorize and clean it and produce output. This component
is currently not used by Data Catalog.

Though you need an AWS account, you do not have to work in AWS Glue
directly, because Collibra does everything for you. For more information about AWS Glue,
see the AWS Glue documentation.

Note Collibra only uses AWS Glue to ingest data from Amazon S3. All other
features, such as crawling other data sources or ETL processes are not integrated.
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AWS Identity and Access Management
Collibra uses the AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) service to manage access
to Amazon S3 and AWS Glue. Similar to AWS Glue, you need an AWS account to use the
IAM service, but after setting up the required users and roles, you do not have to work
directly with IAM. For more information about IAM, see the IAM documentation.

You need two things in IAM:

l An AWS programmatic user to access Amazon S3 and AWS Glue.
l An IAM role for the crawlers.

Programmatic user

Collibra needs programmatic access to Amazon S3 and AWS Glue by means of a user.
The following policies and permissions are required:

l Policies:

o AWSGlueServiceRole (AWSmanaged policy)
o pass_role (inline policy)
You can use the following JSON content:

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement":
[

{
"Sid": "VisualEditor0",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": "iam:PassRole",
"Resource": "*"

}
]

}

l Permissions:
o In Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud 2020.11 and newer and Collibra Data
Governance Center 5.7.7 and newer, the programmatic user needs the fol-
lowing permissions:
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{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [

{
"Sid": "VisualEditor0",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [

"glue:GetCrawler",
"glue:GetCrawlers",
"glue:DeleteDatabase",
"glue:GetTables",
"glue:DeleteCrawler",
"glue:StopCrawler",
"s3:ListBucket",
"glue:GetDatabases",
"glue:CreateCrawler",
"glue:GetDatabase",
"iam:PassRole",
"glue:StartCrawler",
"glue:BatchDeleteTable",
"s3:GetBucketLocation"

],
"Resource": "*"

}
]

}

For more information about creating a user with programmatic access, see the
IAM documentation.

IAM role

AWS Glue Crawlers need an IAM role, to allow the crawlers to execute an operation on
your behalf. The "pass_role" permission policy of the programmatic user is used to assign
this role to the crawler.

You need at least the following parameters:

l Trusted entities: glue.amazonaws.com
l Policies:

o AmazonS3ReadOnlyAccess (AWSmanaged policy, required when you need
to access a private S3 bucket.)

o AWSGlueServiceRole (AWSmanaged policy)
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Note You can provide more restrictive permissions to the IAM role, if dictated by
your security requirements. Your AWS subject matter expert can create the
appropriate permission set using the steps in the IAM documentation. We
recommend that you test a crawler with an IAM role that has these permissions in
the AWS console, to ensure that it is successful before you use the IAM role in
Collibra.

You can also use the IAM role for role-based access control, to authenticate to Amazon
AWS without manually entering a user ID and secret access key.

Amazon S3 asset and domain types
The Amazon S3 file system integration of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud uses a specific
subset of asset types. All of these come out of the box with your software.

Asset type Description Domain type

Data Asset 
Data Element 
Column

An atomic unit of data that can be stored in a
database table.

Examples: FST_NM, EMPID

l Physical Data
Dictionary

l Storage Cata-
log

Data Asset 
Data Structure 
Table

An implementation of data entities in
columns and rows, in a given database
system. It is the basic structure of a relational
database.

Examples: Account_tbl, CUST_ADDR

l Physical Data
Dictionary

l Storage Cata-
log

Data Asset 
Data Structure 
Table 
Database View

A Database View is a virtual table based on
the result-set of an SQL statement.

l Physical Data
Dictionary

l Storage Cata-
log
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Asset type Description Domain type

Technology
Asset 
File Container

An asset type that represents Cloud File
Container.

l Storage Cata-
log

l Technology
Asset
Domain

Technology
Asset  File
Container
Directory

A collection of data that is treated by a
computer as a unit, for the purposes of input
and output.

Examples: businessGlossary.xls,
dataDictionary05220.csv, datacatalogv25.txt

l Storage Cata-
log

l Technology
Asset
Domain

Technology
Asset  File
Container
S3 Bucket

An asset type that represents an Amazon S3
Bucket, which is a logical unit of storage
containing Amazon S3 Objects.

Storage Catalog

Technology
Asset 
File Group

A collection of physical files which together
represent a single logical file.

Storage Catalog

Technology
Asset  System 
File Storage

An asset type that represents a Cloud File
Storage bucket.

Storage Catalog

Technology
Asset  System
File Storage
S3 File System

Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service) file
system abstraction.

Storage Catalog
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Amazon S3 supported file types
Amazon S3 can contain a wide range of objects in different file types. However, not all file
types are fully supported due to limitations of AWS Glue.

The following list shows the file types that are supported by Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud. Note that other file types may work properly as well. For an exhaustive list of
supported file types, see the AWS Glue documentation.

l AVRO
l ORC
l PARQUET
l JSON
l BSON
l XML
l ION
l COMBINED_APPACHE
l APACHE
l LINUX_KERNEL
l RUBY_LOGGER
l SQUID
l REDISMONLOG
l REDISLOG
l CSV
l ZIP
l TAR
l RAR
l GZ
l JAR

Register an Amazon S3 file system
You can register an Amazon S3 file system in Data Catalog.

The newly created S3 file system does not automatically connect to Amazon S3. You
connect manually in the S3 File System asset that is created during the registration of the
S3 file system.
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Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a role with the following resource permissions on the S3 community you
create when you registered an Amazon S3 file system:

o Asset: add
o Attribute: add
o Domain: add
o Attachment: add

Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

» The Create dialog box appears.
3. In the Create dialog box, click Register system.

» The Register system page appears.
4. In the Register system page, click Amazon S3.

» The Register Amazon S3 file system dialog box appears.
5. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Community The parent community in which the initial Amazon S3 structure
will be created.

File system
name

The name for the S3 file system asset.
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Field Description

Description The description to provide extra information about the file system.

This is used as the Description attribute of the S3 File System
asset.

Owner The owner name of the data in the created community.

6. Click Register.
» An S3 File System asset is created.
» An Storage Catalog domain is created with the same name as the S3 File System
asset.
» The configuration page of the S3 File System asset is automatically opened.

What's next?
You can now connect to Amazon S3.

Connect to Amazon S3
To retrieve data from Amazon S3, you have to connect via an S3 File System asset. You
always have to do that after registering a new Amazon S3 File System. You can also edit
the settings afterwards, for example, if you want to use another Jobserver than the one you
originally selected.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
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ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.
l You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.

Steps
1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Connection details section, click Edit connection details.
4. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Connect via The Jobserver used for synchronizing.

Access key ID The access key ID of the programmatic AWS user.

Secret access
key

The secret access key of the programmatic AWS user.

IAM role The IAM role to be assigned to the crawlers.

5. Click Save.

What's next?
You can now create crawlers.

Connect a file system asset to Amazon S3 via
Edge
To retrieve data from Amazon S3, you have to connect via an S3 File System asset. You
always have to do that after registering a new Amazon S3 File System. You can also edit
the settings, for example, if you want to use another capability than the one you originally
selected or if you want to switch to Jobserver.
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Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have an Edge capability with the S3 synchronization capability template.
l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global per-
mission.

l You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.

Steps

1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Connection details section, click Edit connection details.
4. In the right corner, select Edge.
5. Select an Edge capability.
6. Click Save.

What's next?
You can now create crawlers.

Configure role-based Amazon S3 access control
When you register an Amazon S3 file system, you can authenticate to Amazon S3 based
on an IAM role. As a result, you can connect to Amazon S3 without an access key ID and
secret access key.

Prerequisites
l You have access to the AWS IAM console.
l You have access to the Amazon EC2 console.
l You have an Amazon EC2 instance.
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Steps

1. In AWS Identity and Access Management, do the following:
a. Create a new IAM role or select an existing IAM role.
b. Attach the following policies to the IAM role:

o AWSGlueServiceRole (AWSmanaged policy)
o pass_role (inline policy)
You can use the following JSON content:

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement":
[
{
"Sid": "VisualEditor0",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": "iam:PassRole",
"Resource": "*"

}
]

}

2. In the Amazon EC2 console, attach the IAM role to the Amazon EC2 instance.
3. Install the Jobserver service on the Amazon EC2 instance node.

More information
If the credentials in the Amazon EC2 instance can't be used to authenticate, you can
create a credentials file and save it in the user_home/.aws/ folder. The credentials file
should look like this:

[default]
aws_access_key_id = <access key ID>
aws_secret_access_key = <secret access key>

For more information, see the AWS developer guide.

Warning Do not use a credentials file unless absolutely necessary.
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What's next?
You can now connect to Amazon S3 via the jobserver service on the Amazon EC2
instance node.

Restrict AWS regions
You can restrict the AWS regions to which CollibraData Catalog is allowed to connect to
synchronize Amazon S3.

Note When there is no restriction, the S3 integration will make requests to all
possible AWS regions, which could result in long synchronization times.

Note Depending on your environment, you have to follow this procedure either in
the Services Configuration section of the Collibra settings or in Collibra Console.
This topic shows the procedure in Collibra Console. If your Settings page has a
Configuration tab, you can follow this procedure in that tab page. For more
information, see the online documentation.

Prerequisites
l You have the ADMIN or SUPER role in Collibra Console.
l You have the SUPER role in Collibra Console.

l You have the ADMIN or SUPER role in Collibra Console.

Steps

1. Open the DGC service settings for editing:
a. Open Collibra Console.

» Collibra Console opens with the Infrastructure page.
b. In the tab pane, expand an environment to show its services.
c. In the tab pane, click the Data Governance Center service of that environment.
d. Click Configuration.
e. Click Edit configuration.
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2. Open the DGC service settings for editing:
a. Open Collibra Console.

» Collibra Console opens with the Infrastructure page.
b. In the tab pane, expand an environment to show its services.
c. In the tab pane, click the Data Governance Center service of that environment.
d. Click Configuration.
e. Click Edit configuration.

3. In the Register data source section, enter the required information:
4.

Setting Description

AWS regions
restriction

A list of AWS regions Data Catalog is allowed to connect to. For
example, eu-west-3 and us-east-2. For a list of all AWS locations,
see the AWS documentation.

If you want to allow Collibra to make a connection to any AWS
region, leave the field empty.

5. Click the green Save all button.

Crawlers
A crawler is an automated script that ingests data from Amazon S3 to Data Catalog.

You can create, edit and delete crawlers in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. When you
synchronize Amazon S3, the crawlers are created in AWS Glue and executed. Each
crawler crawls a location in Amazon S3 based on its include path. You can make an S3
bucket accessible for crawlers from the same or other AWS accounts than the account in
which the S3 bucket is located. The results are stored in one AWS Glue database per
domain assigned to one or more crawlers. Those databases are ingested in Data Catalog
in the form of assets, attributes and relations. The databases are stored in AWS Glue until
the next synchronization. At that moment, they are deleted and re-created. The crawlers in
AWS Glue are deleted immediately after as the synchronization is finished.
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Note
l By default, AWS Glue allows up to 25 crawlers per account. For more
information, see the AWS Glue documentation. This has consequences for
Collibra:

o If you created crawlers in AWS Glue directly, Collibra can create less
crawlers for synchronization.

o Because Collibra creates the crawlers in AWS Glue during
synchronization, you should avoid having 25 or more crawlers in one
S3 File System asset.

o You can synchronize several S3 File System assets simultaneously, but
if the total number of crawlers exceeds the maximum amount in
AWS Glue, synchronization will fail. Since Collibra deletes the crawlers
from AWS Glue after synchronization, it is safer to synchronize each
S3 File System asset at a unique time.

l Crawlers in AWS Glue can crawl multiple buckets, but in Collibra, each
crawler can only crawl a single bucket.

Create a crawler
You can create a crawler for an S3 File System asset in Data Catalog.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.
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Steps

1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Crawlers section, click Create crawler.
» The Create crawler dialog box appears.

4. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Domain The domain in which the assets of the S3 file system are created.

More information about linking domains to crawlers:
o A specific Storage Catalog domain is created automatically
when the S3 File System asset is created. That domain is
selected by default. However, you can manually create a new
Storage Catalog domain and select it.

o If multiple crawlers point to the same domain, then all assets
are created in the same domain.

o If multiple crawlers point to different domains, then all assets
are created in their respective domains.

o If multiple crawlers from the same S3 File System asset over-
lap and point to different domains, then overlapping assets are
created in each domain.

o If multiple crawlers from the same S3 File System asset over-
lap and point to the same domain, then overlapping assets are
created once in that domain.

o If crawlers from multiple S3 File System assets overlap and
point to different domains, then overlapping assets are created
in each domain.

o If crawlers from multiple S3 File System assets overlap and
point to the same domain, then overlapping assets are created
once in the domain and the S3 Bucket asset has a relation to
both S3 File System assets.
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Field Description

Name The name of the crawler in Collibra.

More information about crawler names:
o You cannot use the same name for two crawlers in the same
S3 File System asset.

o The name of the corresponding crawler in AWS Glue will con-
tain this name. Its name will follow the following convention:
collibra_catalog_<s3fs asset id>_<name_of_the_

crawler_in_Collibra>.
o The crawler name must be compliant with the AWS Glue lim-
itations:
n It has to match the single-line string pattern: [\u0020-
\uD7FF\uE000-\uFFFD\uD800\uDC00-

\uDBFF\uDFFF\t]*.
n The length should be between 1 and 255 bytes long, includ-
ing the fixed prefix that Collibra adds. That means that you
can use roughly 65 characters, depending on the char-
acters that were used.

Warning This restriction is imposed by Amazon S3,
which allows up to 255 bytes, including the prefix
added by Collibra. If you enter too many characters
and exceed the byte limit, synchronization fails.

Include path The case-sensitive path to a directory of a bucket in Amazon S3.
All objects and subdirectories of this path are crawled.

For more information and examples, see the AWS Glue
documentation.
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Field Description

Exclude pat-
terns

Glob pattern that represents the objects that are in the include
path, but that you want to exclude.

For more information and examples, see the AWS Glue
documentation.

Add pattern Button to add additional exclude patterns.

5. Click Create.

What's next?
You can now synchronize Amazon S3 manually or define a synchronization schedule.

Edit a crawler
You can edit a crawler of an S3 File System asset in Data Catalog. For example, you can
do this if you want to edit the exclude pattern.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.
l You have created one or more crawlers.
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Steps

1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Crawlers section, in the row of the crawler that you want to edit, click .

» The Edit crawler window appears.
4. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Domain The domain in which the assets of the S3 file system are created.

More information about linking domains to crawlers:
o A specific Storage Catalog domain is created automatically
when the S3 File System asset is created. That domain is
selected by default. However, you can manually create a new
Storage Catalog domain and select it.

o If multiple crawlers point to the same domain, then all assets
are created in the same domain.

o If multiple crawlers point to different domains, then all assets
are created in their respective domains.

o If multiple crawlers from the same S3 File System asset over-
lap and point to different domains, then overlapping assets are
created in each domain.

o If multiple crawlers from the same S3 File System asset over-
lap and point to the same domain, then overlapping assets are
created once in that domain.

o If crawlers from multiple S3 File System assets overlap and
point to different domains, then overlapping assets are created
in each domain.

o If crawlers from multiple S3 File System assets overlap and
point to the same domain, then overlapping assets are created
once in the domain and the S3 Bucket asset has a relation to
both S3 File System assets.
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Field Description

Name The name of the crawler in Collibra.

More information about crawler names:
o You cannot use the same name for two crawlers in the same
S3 File System asset.

o The name of the corresponding crawler in AWS Glue will con-
tain this name. Its name will follow the following convention:
collibra_catalog_<s3fs asset id>_<name_of_the_

crawler_in_Collibra>.
o The crawler name must be compliant with the AWS Glue lim-
itations:
n It has to match the single-line string pattern: [\u0020-
\uD7FF\uE000-\uFFFD\uD800\uDC00-

\uDBFF\uDFFF\t]*.
n The length should be between 1 and 255 bytes long, includ-
ing the fixed prefix that Collibra adds. That means that you
can use roughly 65 characters, depending on the char-
acters that were used.

Warning This restriction is imposed by Amazon S3,
which allows up to 255 bytes, including the prefix
added by Collibra. If you enter too many characters
and exceed the byte limit, synchronization fails.

Include path The case-sensitive path to a directory of a bucket in Amazon S3.
All objects and subdirectories of this path are crawled.

For more information and examples, see the AWS Glue
documentation.
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Field Description

Exclude pat-
terns

Glob pattern that represents the objects that are in the include
path, but that you want to exclude.

For more information and examples, see the AWS Glue
documentation.

Add pattern Button to add additional exclude patterns.

5. Click Save.

Delete a crawler
You can delete a crawler from an S3 File System asset.

Note If you delete an S3 File System asset that contains one or more crawlers, the
crawlers are also deleted.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.
l You have created one or more crawlers.

Steps

1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.
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3. In the Crawlers section, in the row of the crawler that you want to delete, click .

» The Delete Crawler confirmation message appears.
4. Click Delete crawler.

Cross-account crawling
You can make an S3 bucket accessible for crawlers from other AWS accounts than the
account in which the S3 bucket is located. To access the external S3 bucket, the
programmatic user and the IAM crawling role must be defined in the AWSmain account.

Policy
A policy must be attached to the external S3 bucket to allow:

l the AWS Glue crawler to access and perform S3 actions on an external S3 bucket
from another AWS account.

l Data Catalogto execute the S3 GetBucketLocation API on an external S3 bucket via
the programmatic user.

You can use the following JSON content:

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [

{
"Sid": "collibra-jobserver-access",
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"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {

"AWS": "arn:aws:iam::<enter_id>:role/collibra-job-
server-s3-role"

},
"Action": "s3:*",
"Resource": [

"arn:aws:s3:::crawler-name",
"arn:aws:s3:::crawler-name/*"

]
},
{

"Sid": "collibra-jobserver-access",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Principal": {

"AWS": "arn:aws:iam::<enter_id>:user/collibra-job-
server"

},
"Action": "s3:getBucketLocation",
"Resource": [

"arn:aws:s3:::*"
]

}
]

}

About synchronizing Amazon S3
Synchronizing Amazon S3 is the process of ingesting metadata from a selected Amazon
S3 repository and making the data available in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

When you synchronize Amazon S3, the content of your Amazon S3 repository is analyzed
and represented in Collibra by means of assets and their characteristics.
Technically, the synchronization happens in several steps:

1. Collibra creates crawlers in AWS Glue, based on the crawlers defined in Collibra.
2. If AWS Glue contains databases with metadata from a previous synchronization, the

databases are deleted.
3. Each AWS Glue crawler crawls a location in Amazon S3 based on its include path.

For each domain assigned to one or more crawlers, AWS Glue creates a database
with the crawling results.

4. Collibra ingests those databases and creates assets, attributes and relations as
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required to match the metadata.
5. The AWS Glue crawlers are deleted.

Starting the synchronization
You can synchronize manually, or you can automate it by adding a synchronization
schedule by means of a cron expression.

You can only synchronize one S3 File System at a time. If a synchronization job is in
progress and a second one is triggered, manually or automatically, it will be queued.

If a synchronization job is still running and a new synchronization of the same S3 File
System is triggered (manually or automatically), the running synchronization will continue
and the new synchronization request is ignored.

Synchronization results
After synchronization, the resulting assets are in the domain that was specified in the
crawler.

Warning Do not move the assets to another domain. Doing so may lead to errors
during future synchronizations. This is a known limitation.

By default, the assets are shown in a plain list, but you can enable a multi-path hierarchy to
show it in a tree structure. For the best result, we recommend that you use the following
relations:

1. S3 Bucket contains Directory
2. Directory contains Directory
3. Directory contains File
4. Directory contains File Group
5. File contains Table
6. File Group contains Table
7. Table contains Column

The following images shows the resulting hierarchical table.
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Note In case of a partial synchronization caused by a temporary communication
issue, the status of the assets that cannot be synchronized is set to Missing from
source. During the next fully successful synchronization, the assets are removed or
their previous status is restored, depending on their actual status in the source
system.

Naming convention
Synchronizing Amazon S3 relies on a naming convention to match assets during the
synchronization process. We highly recommend that you not change the S3 File System
asset's full name.

Warning Editing full name of the S3 File System assets may lead to errors during
the synchronization process.

Synchronize Amazon S3 manually
You can manually start a synchronization job of an S3 File System asset. This can be
useful if you want to test your crawlers, or if you want to synchronize immediately.

Tip You can also add a synchronization schedule to synchronize automatically.
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Prerequisites
l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.
l You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.
l You have created one or more crawlers.
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission on
the community or domain that contains the S3 File System, for example Owner.

l You have a role with the following resource permissions on the S3 community you
created when you registered an Amazon S3 file system:

o Asset: add
o Attribute: add
o Domain: add
o Attachment: add

Steps

1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Crawlers section, click Synchronize now.
» A notification indicates synchronization has started.

» The synchronization job appears in the Activities list as a bulk synchronization.
When the synchronization finishes, the resulting assets, including their attributes
and relations, are created, edited or deleted in the selected domain(s) and in the
Data Sources page of Data Catalog.
» The Synchronization schedule section displays the time of the last
synchronization.
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Note In case of a partial synchronization caused by a temporary communication
issue, the status of the assets that cannot be synchronized is set to Missing from
source. During the next fully successful synchronization, the assets are removed or
their previous status is restored, depending on their actual status in the source
system.

What's next?
You can view a summary of the results from the Activities list.

You can view the assets in their domain.

Add an S3 synchronization schedule
To keep the content of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud synchronized with your Amazon
S3 File System, you can synchronize manually or create a schedule to automatically do
this with a fixed interval.

Note You can only create one synchronization schedule.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission on
the community or domain that contains the S3 File System, for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.
l You have created one or more crawlers.
l You have a role with the following resource permissions on the S3 community you
created when you registered an Amazon S3 file system:
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o Asset: add
o Attribute: add
o Domain: add
o Attachment: add

Steps

1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Synchronization schedule section, click Add Schedule.
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4. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Repeat The interval when you want to synchronize the schemas auto-
matically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expres-
sion.

Cron The Quartz Cron expression that determines when the
synchronization takes place.

This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the
Repeat field.

Every The day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for
example Sunday.

This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.

Every first The day of the month on which you want to synchronize the
schemas , for example Tuesday.

This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.

At The time at which you want to synchronize the schemas
automatically, for example 14:00.

This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly
in the Repeat field.

Time zone The time zone for the schedule.

5. Click Save.

Edit an S3 synchronization schedule
You can edit the synchronization schedule of an Amazon S3 File System asset. For
example, you can do this if you think the synchronization job runs too often or not often
enough.
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Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission on
the community or domain that contains the S3 File System, for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.
l You have created one or more crawlers.
l You have added a synchronization schedule.

Steps

1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Synchronization schedule section, click Edit Schedule.
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4. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Repeat The interval when you want to synchronize the schemas auto-
matically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expres-
sion.

Cron The Quartz Cron expression that determines when the
synchronization takes place.

This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the
Repeat field.

Every The day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for
example Sunday.

This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.

Every first The day of the month on which you want to synchronize the
schemas , for example Tuesday.

This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.

At The time at which you want to synchronize the schemas
automatically, for example 14:00.

This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly
in the Repeat field.

Time zone The time zone for the schedule.

5. Click Save.

Remove an S3 synchronization schedule
You can remove a synchronization schedule from an Amazon S3 File System asset to stop
automatically synchronizing Amazon S3.
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Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission on
the community or domain that contains the S3 File System, for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.
l You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no avail-
able Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global cre-
ate menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

l You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.
l You have created one or more crawlers.
l You have added a synchronization schedule.

Steps

1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Synchronization schedule section, click Remove Schedule.

View the summary of an Amazon S3
synchronization
After you synchronized Amazon S3, you can view the summary of the results. This shows
the impact of the synchronization on the assets in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud

Steps
1. Open the Activities list.
2. In the row containing the S3 synchronization job, click Result.

» The S3 synchronization results dialog box appears.
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Note
o The Ingestion Details section contains information about the total
number of resources that were added, modified or removed as a result
of the synchronization.

o In case of an error, the Ingestion Details section contains additional
information about the error.

Tip The Job ID is useful when troubleshooting your synchronization process with
Collibra Support.

Delete an S3 File System asset from Collibra
You can delete an S3 File System asset from Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Note
l The crawlers of the S3 File System asset are deleted.
l The assets that were created by synchronizing are not deleted.

Prerequisites
l You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
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Author.
l You have a resource role with the Asset > Remove resource permission.

Steps
1. Open an S3 File System asset page.
2. In the view toolbar, click Actions → Delete.

» The Delete Confirmation dialog box appears.

Tip If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of
Actions.

3. Click Delete S3 File System.

Troubleshooting for the S3 file system
integration

Message Could not add/change/delete crawler
'<crawler name>' for S3 File System '<asset
name>'.
You can find more information about the actual problem in the Jobserver logs. The
problem is usually described in the AWS SDK error message.
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Cause Description Solution

Incorrect or too
limited IAM per-
missions for the
programmatic
user defined in
the connection
details.

While connecting, the verification
process only checks that the user
can log in, but it doesn't verify
permissions. Any further
operation may therefore fail if the
IAM permissions are wrong or too
limited.

This also applies to the
AWS regions. Collibra checks the
credentials in the default region,
based on the region AWS SDK.
Because the IAM service is
global, that is sufficient in most
cases. However, it is possible to
put constraints on specific
regions, including the
AWS SDK default region.

Edit the IAM permissions or con-
nect to Amazon S3 with another
IAM user or role.
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Cause Description Solution

Maximum num-
ber of crawlers
in AWS Glue
reached.

When you synchronize Amazon
S3, Collibra creates crawlers in
AWS Glue and executes them.
After synchronization, they are
deleted.

By default, each AWS Glue
account can only store 25
crawlers. This number can be
reached easily, especially if the
customer uses AWS Glue apart
from Collibra.

l Delete one or more crawlers.
l Create an advanced crawler
by tweaking the include path
and the exclude patterns.

l Create additional S3 File Sys-
tem assets and divide the
required crawlers between the
assets. Then synchronize
them at different times.

l Synchronize different S3 File
Systems at different times.

l Ask Amazon support to
increase that number.

For more information, see the
AWS Glue documentation.

Bucket does
not exist

Typo in a bucket name - bucket
doesn't exist.

Edit the crawler's include path to
correct the bucket name.

No permission
to access the
bucket in
Amazon S3.

This includes buckets that exist
but belong to different accounts.

Request permission or delete the
relevant crawler.

Unsupported
AWS region.

S3 ingestion in Collibra Data Cata-
log relies on AWS Glue to ana-
lyze S3 buckets. However, AWS
Glue is currently not supported in
all AWS regions, which may lead
to failing crawling creation. The
log will display an
UnknownHostException.

This is a built-in limitation of
AWS Glue. For the list of sup-
ported regions for AWS Glue, see
the AWS documentation.
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Cause Description Solution

Incorrect
AWS region.

AWS regions can be restricted so
that S3 ingestion and
synchronization in Collibra Data
Catalog can only be performed in
the regions your AWS account
has access to.

Example You will get an
error message when:

l A user with a European
account tries to perform
S3 ingestion in AWS
region Canada.

l A user with a European
account tries to
synchronize S3 buckets
for AWS regions Europe
and Canada.

l A user with a Chinese
and Canadian account
tries to synchronize
buckets for AWS
regions Ireland and
Canada.

This is a security measure. The
AWS regions to which Collibra
Data Catalog is allowed to
connect can be restricted via
Collibra Console.

Example [2018-08-03 13:50:38,347] INFO
.agent.SprayRoutesProvider [] [] - output: (500 Internal Server
Error,{"messageCode":"s3_bucketDoesntExist","messageArguments":
["qsdgqsbqfdscs"]})
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Message Value not allowed. The connection
details of the S3 File System are incorrect.

Cause Description Solution

The credentials
for the AWS
user are incor-
rect.

This message appears when the
credentials for the AWS user are
incorrect. The access key ID
and/or secret access key are
wrong.

Pay attention that they do not con-
tain trailing spaces.

Your AWS
account doesn't
have access to
an AWS region
where the S3
bucket is loc-
ated.

This message appears when you
add an AWS region in Collibra
Console to which your
AWS account doesn't have
access and then try to ingest an
S3 file system.

Make sure that you have access
to the AWS region where the S3
bucket is located.

Glue Crawler failed and AWS logs show an
Internal server error
When checking the logs in Jobserver you may notice that one or more crawlers failed in
AWS Glue. In that case, you need to open the AWS console and check the crawlers list in
AWS Glue. Because crawlers are deleted from AWS Glue after ingestion, you will have to
manually re-create the crawlers and run them again before proceeding. The failing crawler
has a red exclamation mark and the Failed status. You can check the logs for more
information.

Sometimes, the logged message just shows an "Internal server error". The only way to get
more information is to contact the Amazon helpdesk. However, we noticed such errors
often happen in the following situations
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l The number of files to crawl is very large (> 100k)
l There is a series of very small files to crawl (>100).

In both cases, the problem is caused by AWS Glue. All Amazon services are protected
against DDoS attacks and they throw throttling exceptions when too many operations are
done in a specific time frame. Unfortunately this limit also applies between Amazon
services. In this specific case, the AWS Glue database service is denying requests from
the AWS Glue crawler service, which causes the crawling process to abort. Because this
is an inherent Amazon limitation, Collibra cannot fix this problem. A possible work-around
is to use more S3 File System assets with more restricted include paths.

No assets created after synchronization job is
completed
This is usually because AWS Glue didn't find any suitable files to process. A typical
problem is a typo in the include path or exclude patterns. AWS Glue does not fail when an
include path points to a directory that doesn't exist. Also, always verify there are no leading
or trailing spaces in those fields.

Only part of the expected files or file groups were
ingested
Jobs in Collibra can only succeed or fail. It's possible that some of the crawlers are
correctly defined while others contain errors, such as a typo in an include path or an
unsupported AWS region. In that case, the activity is marked as successful, though part of
it didn't succeed. Currently, the only way to confirm this is to read the log files of Collibra
and the Jobserver.

Note When you start synchronization, the crawlers are created in AWS Glue. Once
the crawlers are created, they are executed. If Collibra cannot create one or more
crawlers, synchronization fails immediately. If the crawlers are created successfully,
but fail later, synchronization only fails if all crawlers fail.
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File size (or other property) is not filled for file
xxx.yyy
AWS Glue only provides the file size for known file types (called "classifiers" in the AWS
Glue terminology). Files that are classified as Unknown are registered but won't have any
property associated. For the list of built-in classifiers, see the AWS Glue documentation.

A file is wrongly considered as a File Group
AWS Glue preferably considers a directory as a data set when possible. This leads to a
File Group being created in Data Catalog. There are multiple cases where it considers
(possibly wrongly) one or more files as a File Group. Unfortunately, those rules are not
clearly defined in AWS Glue documentation. Collibra noticed that AWS Glue considers a
directory as a data set in the following cases:

l A directory only contains one file that belongs to a known classifier (file type).
l All files contained in a directory (including sub-directories) expose a similar schema
(for example, all CSV files with columns of text type)

The only work-around that Collibra found, is to experiment with include paths and exclude
patterns of the crawlers. For example, if a crawler wrongly takes a directory with
subdirectories as a single File Group, the official work-around is to add crawlers with the
subdirectories as include paths. Unfortunately, this work-around requires a lot of manual
work and is limited by the number of crawlers in AWS Glue (25 by default - can be
expanded on request).

My table name has a strange hash-code at the
end
AWS Glue appends a hash code to differentiate two different files of the same name but
different directories, for example, csv_boolean_csv_
fe8de80c6f9a2b31463801aa2778a427. This name, including the hash code, is actually
transferred to Data Catalog.
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Synchronizing an S3 File System fails with a
relationMaxLimitReachedTarget message in
logs
This error comes from a broken relation in the assets tree. An asset created by S3
ingestion gets more than one parent asset. For example, a File asset has more thanone
parent directory or a Directory asset has more than one parent directory.

This typically happens when a user moves S3 assets to a different domain and then starts
a synchronization. In that case, the ingestion jobs try to recreate the missing assets in the
original domain while old relations are still present. This can lead to an inconsistency in the
relation tree.

We strongly recommend that you never move assets created by S3 ingestion to another
domain.

Example
You work in domain called Amazon, which contains a Directory asset called Main.
The Main Directory asset has a child asset of the File type, called Names.

You move the Main Directory asset to another domain called Local.

When you synchronize again, Data Catalog first recreates the Main Directory asset
in the Amazon domain and then it updates the Names File asset.

As a consequence, the Names File has 2 parent directories, which is a relation
cardinality error.

Partial ingestion or update of assets
It is possible to store a very large number of files in S3 buckets, hence leading to a large
number of assets, attributes and relations to ingest into Data Catalog. To optimize memory
and speed, the ingestion process is not transactional as a whole. It works with small
transactional batches. If ingestion fails and aborts after some batches are already
executed, it is possible that the ingested data is incomplete (if it is the first synchronization)
or only partly updated (if it is not the first synchronization). In this case, it's advised to fix
the problem and re-synchronise as soon as possible.
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Synchronization fails when a directory contains a
file and a directory with the same name (known
issue)
In Amazon S3, you can use periods (.) in the name of a directory. As a consequence, you
can give the directory a name that is identical to a file name, for example, Collibra.txt.
However, if this happens, ingestion fails. This is a known issue.
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JSON ingestion shows partial value in technical
data type attributes (known issue)
For security reasons, all values that contain information between < and > characters are
automatically trimmed by Collibra. However, if JSON is ingested by AWS Glue, the
technical data type attribute contains those characters to represent the JSON structure. As
a consequence, the value is trimmed and thus invalid. In future releases of Collibra,
several attribute types will be changed to the plain text kind to avoid this issue.

Error message The AWS Access Key Id you
provided does not exist in our records though
credentials are accepted
A user may be able to store S3 credentials in the S3 File System asset, though he cannot
synchronize Amazon S3, create, edit or delete crawlers. The following message appears:

The AWS Access Key Id you provided does not exist in our
records.
(Service: Amazon S3; Status Code: 403; Error Code: Inval-
idAccessKeyId; ...

This may be caused by insufficient permissions on AWS Glue services. For more
information, see About the Amazon S3 file system integration.

Some of the folders and files in Amazon S3 are
not visible in Collibra
You may notice that the content of your Amazon S3 does not always match the content in
Collibra. Some folders from Amazon S3 may not appear in Collibra and some files are
merged or split into different assets. This is not a bug in Collibra. When you synchronize
Amazon S3, you create and execute crawlers in AWS Glue. Those crawlers create a table
with metadata. That table is ingested in Collibra and is the basis for the relevant assets.
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However, the crawlers in AWS Glue have some specific behavior to deal with partitioned
tables. When the majority of schemas at a folder level are similar, the AWS Glue crawler
creates partitions of a table instead of separate tables. Based on that information, the
assets in Collibra are created.

See the AWS Glue documentation for more information about folders and tables in
Amazon S3 and what happens when a crawler runs.

Synchronizing Amazon S3 fails because you
don't have the necessary permissions
In Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud 2020.11 and newer and Collibra Data Governance
Center 5.7.7 and newer, Collibra checks the permissions of the AWS user when you
synchronize Amazon S3. Synchronizing Amazon S3 fails if the AWS user does not have
the necessary permissions.

A dialog box shows the following message:

Could not get/delete Glue database for S3 File System <name-of-
Amazon-S3-file-system>, please make sure you have all the neces-
sary permissions.

You must grant the AWS programmatic user the following permissions to synchronize
Amazon S3 :

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [

{
"Sid": "VisualEditor0",
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [

"glue:GetCrawler",
"glue:GetCrawlers",
"glue:DeleteDatabase",
"glue:GetTables",
"glue:DeleteCrawler",
"glue:StopCrawler",
"s3:ListBucket",
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"glue:GetDatabases",
"glue:CreateCrawler",
"glue:GetDatabase",
"iam:PassRole",
"glue:StartCrawler",
"glue:BatchDeleteTable",
"s3:GetBucketLocation"

],
"Resource": "*"

}
]

}

For more information about AWS requirements, see the Amazon S3 file system section.

Glue Crawler fails with an Internal Service
Exception error message
This is an AWS Glue crawler error. For possible steps to resolve the issue, see the AWS
documentation.

Where do I find the Request ID for AWS
troubleshooting?
When an S3 synchronization fails, you can find a detailed error message, including the
Request ID, in the S3 synchronization results.
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Tip Share the Request ID with AWS support to understand why the specific
request is failing in AWS. This is typically useful to troubleshoot IAM permission
issues in your AWS environment.
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Working with Tableau
Tableau is business intelligence software that helps people see and understand their data.
Integrating Tableau in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud enables you to see metadata from
Tableau Server and Tableau Online in CollibraData Catalog.

In this section, we describe how you can ingest Tableau metadata in Collibra Data Catalog
and synchronize the metadata via the Data Catalog user interface.

Note We have made available a new Tableau integration method that entails use
of the lineage harvester, a standalone Java application. The following is true of the
new integration method:

l It is a cloud-only feature.
l It requires a license for Collibra Data Lineage.
l The new Tableau operating model is only available in Collibra versions
2021.10 and newer.

Important The two Tableau integration methods—Tableau integration via the Data
Catalog UI and the new integration method via lineage harvester—coexist, and you
are free to use the method of your choosing.

The following table shows the features specific to the two integration methods.

Feature Integration via
Data Catalog UI

Integration via the lin-
eage harvester

Catalog ingestion

Technical lineage

Automatic stitching
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Feature Integration via
Data Catalog UI

Integration via the lin-
eage harvester

Embedded data source connectivity

Custom SQL parsing

On-prem credential storage

Ingestion via Explorer role (with the
Data Management Add-On)

About the Tableau integration 281

Register a Tableau server 291

Connect to Tableau 293

About synchronizing Tableau 295

Delete a Tableau site from Collibra 335

Tableau stitching 336

Tableau provisioning 351

Troubleshooting 355

About the Tableau integration
Tableau integration means registering Tableau as a system in Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud and ingesting, or synchronizing, the Tableau metadata. After synchronization,
metadata from Tableau Server or Tableau Online are represented in Collibra by specific
asset and domain types, retaining their original names.

Tableau ingestion
The table below shows the steps required for ingesting Tableau metadata.
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Step What? Description

1 Register Tableau
as a system.

Creates an initial structure of a community, BI Catalog
domain and Tableau Server asset in the selected parent
community.

2 Connect to
Tableau Server or
Tableau Online.

Connects to Tableau server or Tableau Online.

3 Synchronize
Tableau Server or
Tableau Online.

Ingests the metadata from Tableau.

4 Stitch Tableau
logical data layer
and physical data
layer.

Optionally, stitch Tableau assets to assets of registered
data sources in Data Catalog.

Authentication
Data Catalog uses Tableau's REST API to get metadata information and follows Tableau's
requirements regarding authentication methods. As a consequence, you need a Tableau
user with access to the relevant Tableau sites.

For more information, see the Tableau documentation.

Password encryption
Collibra's integration of Tableau does not use a separate encryption services, but reuses
the Collibra DGC core service encryption method. This method uses the
AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding transformation to encrypt your passwords when you connect to
Tableau.

Limitations
Collibra does not support the following Tableau features:
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l Gziped encoding in REST results from Tableau.
l Tableau data sources that are created using Custom SQL.
l Tableau data sources that are created using Multiple tables union.

Supported Tableau Server versions
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud supports the following Tableau Server versions:

l 10.4
l 10.5
l 2018.x
l 2019.x
l 2020.1
l 2020.2
l 2020.3
l 2020.4
l 2021.1
l 2021.2
l 2021.3
l 2021.4

Note Depending on your Tableau version, Data Catalog uses different APIs to
integrate Tableau. You need different Tableau permissions according to the
Tableau version that you want to integrate.

Tableau terminology
Before you start using Tableau to ingest data, read more about the Tableau terminology
and how it maps with the Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud terminology.
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Tableau
term

Description Collibra equivalent

Site A site is a stand-alone collection of
content, such as projects, workbooks and
users. Each site has its own URL and its
own set of users.

Subcommunity and Tableau
Site asset

Project A project organizes related content
resources. Content resources are
workbooks, views and data sources.

Tableau Project asset

Workbook A workbook is a collection of views. Tableau Workbook asset

View A view is a way to represent data. Tableau View asset

Story A story contains a sequence of work-
sheets or dashboards that work together
to convey information.

Tableau Story asset

Dashboard A dashboard is a collection of views from
multiple worksheets.

Tableau Dashboard asset

Worksheet A worksheet contains a single view,
along with shelves, legends, and the
Data pane.

Tableau Worksheet asset

Tableau data
sources

Tableau Data Sources consist of
metadata that describe the connection
information, information about how to
access or refresh the data and
customizations.

Tableau Data Source asset

Dimension Dimensions contain qualitative values
(such as names, dates, or geographical
data).

Tableau Report Attribute
asset
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Tableau
term

Description Collibra equivalent

Measure Measures contain numeric, quantitative
values that you can measure.

Tableau Report Attribute
asset

Tableau data
attribute

Tableau Data Attributes define a property
of a Tableau data entity.

Column asset

Tableau data
entity

Tableau Data Entities are an abstraction
of the physical implementation of
database tables, used for Tableau report
creation.

Schema asset and Table
asset

Tableau data
model

Tableau Data Models are an abstraction
for the physical implementation of
databases, schemas, files, etc., used for
Tableau report creation.

Database asset

Tableau asset and domain types
The Tableau integration of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud uses a specific subset of asset
types and domain types. All of these come out of the box with your software.

The following table contains the asset an domain types that are used for the Tableau
integration. Above each asset type you can see the parent asset types in the
breadcrumbs.
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Asset type Description Domain
type

Business Asset 
Business
Dimension 
BI Folder
Tableau Project

Collection of Tableau workbooks and data
sources.

BI Catalog

Business Asset 
Business
Dimension 
BI Folder
Tableau Site

Collection of content (workbooks, data sources,
users, …) that's walled off from any other content
on that instance of Tableau Server.

BI Catalog

Business Asset 
Report  BI Report 
Tableau View 

Tableau Dashboard

A collection of several worksheets and
supporting information, shown on a single
screen, so that you can simultaneously compare
and monitor a variety of data.

BI Catalog

Business Asset 
Report  BI Report 
Tableau View 

Tableau Worksheet

A worksheet is a single sheet on which you can
build views of your data.

BI Catalog

Business Asset 
Report  BI Report 

Tableau Workbook

Collection of sheets. A sheet can be a
worksheet, a dashboard or a story.

BI Catalog
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Asset type Description Domain
type

Data Asset  Data
Element  Data
Attribute  BI Data
Attribute 
Tableau Data Attribute

A specification that defines a property of a
Tableau data entity.

Examples: CustomerBirthDate,
EmployeeFirstName.

BI Catalog

Data Asset  Data
Element  Report
Attribute  BI
Report Attribute 
Tableau Report Attrib-
ute

An atomic unit of data that represents a Tableau
report.

Examples: ExpenseAmount, RiskAmount

BI Catalog

Data Asset  Data
Structure  Data
Entity  BI Data
Entity 
Tableau Data Entity

An abstraction from the physical implementation
of database tables, used for Tableau report
creation.

BI Catalog

Data Asset  Data
Structure  Data
Model  BI Data
Model 
Tableau Data Model

An abstraction from the physical implementation
of database, schema, file, etc., used for Tableau
report creation.

BI Catalog

Technology Asset 
Server  BI

Server 
Tableau Server

A visual analytics platform for creating
interactive dashboards and rich visualisations

BI Catalog
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Asset type Description Domain
type

Technology Asset 
System  BI

Data Source 
Tableau Data Source

The link between Tableau and an external
system. A Tableau data source contains the
information to connect to external data, table
names, the table relationships, and any
customizations that you make.

BI Catalog

Note The BI Data Catalog domain type was formerly known as the Tableau Data
Catalog domain type.

Tableau business logic
Tableau business users work with Tableau projects, workbooks and worksheets to make
business decisions. Collibra's Tableau integration offers business users several
advantages:

l Easily find certified Tableau content.
l Shop for Tableau reports.
l Trace Tableau data to its source.
l Find where content is stored in Tableau.

Tableau asset pages
Tableau metadata is represented by assets of various types. Depending on the Tableau
asset type, the asset page shows different information ingested from Tableau. You can
find a specific Tableau asset page using Data Catalog search or via the Data Catalog BI
domains in which you ingested the Tableau metadata.

Details

Asset pages show attributes and relations to other assets. This information is
synchronized from Tableau. However, you can add additional characteristics, tags or
comments.
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If you want access to one or more Tableau assets, you can add them to your Data Basket
and check out the Data Basket. You can request access to assets of the following types:

l Tableau Workbook
l Tableau Worksheet
l Tableau Dashboard
l Tableau Story

Example The following Tableau Worksheet asset shows in which Tableau
Dashboard and Tableau Story it is used and which Tableau Report Attribute it uses.
This asset and the related reports are certified, indicating that the data is considered
reliable.

Diagrams

Diagrams is a feature to show and interact with assets based on their relations in an easy-
to-read diagram. The diagram helps you to quickly see how assets are related. As such,
the diagram can show a high-level presentation of a Tableau Workbook. If the Tableau
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assets are stitched to registered assets in Data Catalog, you can also see the stitching
results in the diagram. This enables you, for example, to see:

l In which Tableau Project the Tableau Workbook is stored.
l In which Tableau Site the Tableau Project is stored.
l Which Tableau Data Source is the source of the Tableau Report Attributes in the
Tableau Workbook.

l Which Table assets are the source for the Tableau Data Source asset via stitching.

Example The following diagram shows the Customer Sales Insights Tableau
Workbook, which is stored in the Internet Sales Insights Tableau Project. The
Tableau Workbook contains Tableau Report Attributes that have the
CustomerSalesReporting Tableau Data Source as source. This Tableau Data
Source is stitched to the CustomerSalesReporting Table asset in the SQL Server
Cloud data source.

Report views
The Tableau integration feature enables you to find all ingested Tableau Workbook assets
and children of this asset type in a single location.

In the Reports tab page in Data Catalog you can see an overview of all BI Report assets
and their children. Optionally, you can create a view with a filter to only show Tableau
assets. This is useful if you quickly want to find a specific report or if you want to know
which reports are certified.
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Register a Tableau server
Before you can synchronize Tableau, you have to register a Tableau server to create an
initial structure of a community, meaning a BI Catalog domain and a Tableau Server asset
in a selected parent community in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a global role that has the Manage all resources global permission.
l You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Tableau community
you create when you register a Tableau server:

o Asset: add
o Attribute: add
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o Domain: add
o Attachment: add

l You have enabled the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console and in Tableau if
you use Tableau 2020.2 or newer.

Steps
1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

3. In the Create dialog box, click Register system.
4. In the Register system dialog box, click Tableau Server.
5. In the Register Tableau server dialog box, enter the required information.

Field Description

Community The name of the parent community in which the initial Tableau
structure will be created.

Tableau
server name

The name of the Tableau server.

The name that you fill in here will be the name of the
subcommunity, the domain in this subcommunity and the
Tableau Server asset.

Description A description to provide extra information about the Tableau
server.

This content is used as the description of the Tableau Server
asset.

Owner The owner of the data in the created community.

By default, your user is selected.

6. Click Register.
» A Tableau Server asset is created.
» A Tableau Catalog domain is created.
» The configuration page of the Tableau Server asset is automatically opened.
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What's next?
You can now connect to Tableau Server or Tableau Online.

Connect to Tableau
To retrieve data from Tableau, you have to connect to Tableau via a Tableau Server asset
in your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment.

Tip You have to register the Tableau Server asset before you can connect to it.

You can edit the connection settings at any time, for example, if you want to use another
user than the one you originally used.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered Tableau.
l If you connect to Tableau Online, you have a Tableau user with at least Viewer
rights.

l If you connect to Tableau Server, you have a Tableau user with access to at least
one site.

l You have the necessary Tableau permissions.

Steps
1. Open a Tableau Server asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.
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3. In the Connection details section, click Edit connection details.
4. Enter the required information.

Field Description Requi-
red

On-
premises |
Online

The Tableau product that you use.

Yes

Tableau
URL or
endpoint

The URL of your Tableau Server or Tableau Online.

Example http://my-tableau.collibra.com
Yes

Site ID The ID of a Tableau site.

o If you don't enter a site ID, your Tableau user must have
access to the Default site.

o If you enter a site ID, your Tableau user must have
access to that site.

Note If you connect to Tableau Server, the site ID
does not determine which sites you can synchronize
from that server. It is used to validate the permissions
of the Tableau user. Eeven if you enter one site ID,
you can still synchronize the other sites from Tableau
Server.

Tip
You can find the site ID in the URL of the Tableau
site. The site ID is the string between /site/ and
/projects/.

In the following URL, the site ID is collibra.

https://example.collibra.online.tableau.
com/#/site/collibra/projects

No

for
Table
au
Serve
r

Yes
for
Table
au
Online
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Field Description Requi-
red

Token
Name/Use-
rname

For Tableau Online with multi-factor authentication, the Per-
sonal Access Token (PAT) name of the Tableau user. Other-
wise, the username of the Tableau user.

Yes

Token
Secret/Pas-
sword

For Tableau Online with multi-factor authentication, the Per-
sonal Access Token secret of the Tableau user. Otherwise,
the password of the Tableau user.

Yes

5. Click Save.
» The connection is verified. If successful, you can see the list of available sites in
Tableau.

What's next?
You can now synchronize one or more sites.

About synchronizing Tableau
Synchronizing Tableau is the process of ingesting metadata from a selected Tableau
Server or Tableau Online and making the data available in Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud.

In this section, you can find the relevant actions and permissions to successfully
synchronize Tableau.

For complete information on synchronizing Tableau, see the Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud User Guide.

Synchronizing Tableau
Synchronizing Tableau is the process of ingesting metadata from a selected Tableau
Server or Tableau Online and making the data available in Collibra Data Intelligence
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Cloud.

Synchronization includes the following actions:

l For each Tableau site, a subcommunity is created in the community that was created
during the registration of Tableau Server or Tableau Online.

l For each Tableau project, a Tableau Catalog domain is created in the community.
l In each Catalog BI domain, a Tableau Site asset is created, with the same name as
the site.

l In each Catalog BI domain, the relevant assets are created, depending on the
Tableau user's permissions.

Note
l Relations that were created between Tableau assets and other assets via a
relation type in the Tableau operating model, are deleted after
synchronization.

l Currently, we only support published Tableau data sources with an extract or
a live connection. For more information, see the Tableau documentation.

Example
The following image shows an example structure after synchronizing Tableau.
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Starting synchronization
You can synchronize manually, or you can automate the process by adding a
synchronization schedule via a cron expression.

You can only synchronize one Tableau Server asset at a time. If a synchronization job is in
progress and a second one is triggered (manually or automatically), it will be queued.

If a synchronization job is running and a new synchronization of the same Tableau Server
asset is triggered (manually or automatically), the running synchronization continues and
the new synchronization request is ignored.

Note If you have stitched Tableau's logical data layer to Data Catalog physical data
layer, you have to restitch to make sure that all relations are up-to-date.

Synchronization errors
In the following situations, nothing is synchronized and no subcommunities, domains or
assets are created:

l If the job fails to start due to connection problems.
l If the job fails in the middle of the procedure.
l If the job is canceled.

For more information about Tableau synchronization issues, see the troubleshooting
section.

Warning If you upgrade to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously
synchronized an older Tableau version via the REST API and XML mapping, you
have to prepare the migration procedure to prevent losing manually added relations,
attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.

Limitations and considerations
Collibra does not support the following Tableau features:

l Gziped encoding in REST results from Tableau.
l Tableau data sources that are created using Custom SQL.
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l Tableau data sources that are created using Multiple tables union.

Collibra does support Tableau data sources that are created using:

l Cross-database joins
l Multiple tables join
l Relationships
l Single table

For more information, see the Tableau documentation.

Naming convention
When you synchronize Tableau, Collibra follows a strict naming convention for the names
of the new assets. Each asset has a display name and full name. The full name represents
the asset path from asset to the database in which it is located. You can freely edit the
display name. However, you should never edit the full name, because Data Catalog may
need it to synchronize and stitch data sources. This can cause unexpected results and
break the synchronization process.

Warning Editing full name of the Tableau Server or Tableau Online assets may
lead to errors during the synchronization process.

Synchronized Tableau data
Synchronizing Tableau data means ingesting metadata from Tableau to your Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud environment. The metadata is represented as assets of specific types
and their characteristics.
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Note
l The assets have the same names as their counterparts in Tableau.
l Some asset types are only created if the Tableau user specified in the
connection settings has specific permissions.

l There might be differences between the hierarchy of assets in Data Catalog
and in Tableau. For example, Tableau, shows the relation from a parent
project to a child project. In Data Catalog, this relation does not exist. Instead,
all projects are shown on the Tableau Site asset page and the hierarchy of
projects is shown in the Full name of the Tableau Project asset and the name
of its domain.

l If the Tableau data has tags, they are also added to the corresponding assets
in Collibra with the prefix Tableau_.

l Relations that were created between Tableau assets and other assets via a
relation type in the Tableau operating model, are deleted after
synchronization.

Tableau operating model
The following image shows the relations between Tableau asset types and the cardinality
of the relation types in the assets' assignment.

Synchronized metadata per asset type
This table shows the metadata for each Tableau asset type.
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Asset type Synchronized metadata

Tableau Server l URL
l Server hosts / is hosted in Business Dimension

Tableau Site l URL: The link to the data in Tableau
l Original name: The name of the data as used in Tableau
l BI Folder assembles / Is assembled in BI Folder
l Server hosts / is hosted in Business Dimension

Tableau Project l Description
l Original name: The name of the project in Tableau
l Business Dimension groups / grouped into Report
l Business Dimension source is / source of System
l BI Folder assembles / is assembled in BI Folder
l Business Asset groups / is grouped by Business Asset
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Asset type Synchronized metadata

Tableau Work-
book

l Certified
l Original name: The name of the workbook in Tableau.
l Report image: The image of the report.

Note
o Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog.
Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every
time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from
Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the
Troubleshooting section.

o You can also exclude images from synchronization in the
Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the
Tableau Server asset.

l Document size
l Document creation date
l Document modification date
l Report groups / is grouped into Report
l Report is grouped in / groups Business Dimension
l Report related to / is impacted by Business Asset
l Report Attribute contained in / contains in Report
l Technology Asset is source for / sourced from Business Asset
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Asset type Synchronized metadata

Tableau View l URL: The link to the data in Tableau
l Certified
l Original name: The name of the view in Tableau.
l Report image: The image of the report

Note
o Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog.
Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every
time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from
Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the
Troubleshooting section.

o You can also exclude images from synchronization in the
Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the
Tableau Server asset.

l Visits count: The number of times that the view has been visited in
Tableau

l Document creation date
l Document modification date
l Visible on server
l Tags
l Report groups /is grouped into Report
l Report relates / is impacted by Business Asset

Note Assets of this type are only created if the Tableau user
does not have the Download/Save As permission on the
workbook.
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Asset type Synchronized metadata

Tableau Story l URL: The link to the data in Tableau
l Certified
l Original name: The name of story in Tableau.
l Report image: The image of the report.

Note
o Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog.
Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every
time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from
Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the
Troubleshooting section.

o You can also exclude images from synchronization in the
Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the
Tableau Server asset.

l Visits count: The number of times that the view has been visited in
Tableau.

l Document creation date
l Document modification date
l Visible on server
l Tags
l Report groups /is grouped into Report
l Report related to / is impacted by Business Asset
l Report uses / used in Report

Note Assets of this type are only created if the Tableau user
has the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.
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Asset type Synchronized metadata

Tableau
Dashboard

l URL: The link to the data in Tableau
l Certified
l Original name: The name of story in Tableau.
l Report image: The image of the report.

Note
o Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog.
Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every
time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from
Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the
Troubleshooting section.

o You can also exclude images from synchronization in the
Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the
Tableau Server asset.

l Visits count: The number of times that the view has been visited in
Tableau.

l Document creation date
l Document modification date
l Visible on server
l Tags
l Report groups /is grouped into Report
l Report related to / is impacted by Business Asset
l Report uses / used in Report

Note Assets of this type are only created if the Tableau user
has the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.
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Asset type Synchronized metadata

Tableau
Worksheet

l URL: The link to the data in Tableau
l Certified
l Original name: The name of the data as used in Tableau
l Report image: The image of the report.

Note
o Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog.
Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every
time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from
Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the
Troubleshooting section.

o You can also exclude images from synchronization in the
Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the
Tableau Server asset.

l Visits count: The number of times that the view has been visited in
Tableau.

l Document creation date
l Document modification date
l Visible on server
l Tags
l Report uses / used in Report Attribute
l Report groups / is grouped into Report
l Report related to / impacted by Business Asset

Note Assets of this type are only created if the Tableau user
has the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.
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Asset type Synchronized metadata

Tableau Report
Attribute

l Description
l Original Name: The name of the attribute as used in Tableau
l Technical Data Type
l Role in Report
l Calculation Rule: Formula used in measure
l Report Attribute contained in / contains in Report
l Report Attribute is source for / is target of Report Attribute
l Report Attribute sourced from / is source of Data Attribute
l Report uses / used in Report Attribute

Note
l Assets of this type are only created if the Tableau user has
the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.

l These are only the report attributes that are used in Tableau
Worksheet of the Tableau Workbook.

Tableau Data
Attribute

l Original Name: The name of the attribute as used in Tableau
l Technical Data Type: The Data Type of a data asset as it is
declared by the data source.

l Report Attribute sourced from / is source of Data Attribute

Note Assets of this type are only created if the Tableau user
has the Download/Save As permission on the data source.

Tableau Data
Entity

l Data Entity contains / is part of Data Attribute
l Data Entity is part of / contains Data Model

Note Assets of this type are only created if the Tableau user
has the Download/Save As permission on the data source.
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Asset type Synchronized metadata

Tableau Data
Model

l Data Source Type
l Location
l Data Entity is part of / contains Data Model
l System implements / is implemented in Data Model

Note Assets of this type are only created if the Tableau user
has the Download/Save As permission on the data source.

Tableau Data
Source (Pub-
lished only)

l Certified
l Original name: The name of the data as used in Tableau
l Document creation date
l Document modification date
l Business Dimension sources / is source of System
l System implements / is implemented in Data Model
l Technology Asset implements /is implemented in Data Asset

Note Currently, we only support published data sources with
an extract or a live connection. For more information, see the
Tableau documentation.

Examples of synchronized metadata
The following image shows an example structure after synchronizing Tableau.
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The following image shows an example of a diagram of a Tableau server.
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Tableau permissions and ingestion results
When you synchronize Tableau, you need certain permissions to access the data in
Tableau. The extent of your permissions dictates the scope of the ingestion results

The following table shows the minimum role and permissions requirements for successful
synchronization and the scope of the ingestion results in Data Catalog.

Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

Older
than
2020.2

Viewer View View View Tableau
Workbooks
and Tableau
Data Sources
are not
parsed.

Resulting
asset types:

l Tableau
Server

l Tableau
Site

l Tableau
Project

l Tableau
Data
Source

l Tableau
Workbook

l Tableau
View
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

Older
than
2020.2

Explorer

Note If
your
Tableau
version
is older
than
2018.1,
the
Tableau
site role
is
Interacto
r.

View View View, Down-
load/Save As

Tableau Data
Sources are
parsed.

Resulting
asset types:

l Tableau
Server

l Tableau
Site

l Tableau
Project

l Tableau
Workbook

l Tableau
View

l Tableau
Data
Source

l Tableau
Data
Model

l Tableau
Data Entity

l Tableau
Data Attrib-
ute
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

Older
than
2020.2

Explorer

Note If
your
Tableau
version
is older
than
2018.1,
the
Tableau
site role
is
Interacto
r.

View View, Down-
load/Save As

View Tableau
Report
Attributes are
synchronized
and Tableau
Workbooks
are parsed.

Resulting
asset types:

l Tableau
Server

l Tableau
Site

l Tableau
Project

l Tableau
Data
Source

l Tableau
Workbook

l Tableau
Story

l Tableau
Dashboard

l Tableau
Worksheet
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

Older
than
2020.2

Explorer

Note If
your
Tableau
version
is older
than
2018.1,
the
Tableau
site role
is
Interacto
r.

View View, Down-
load/Save As

View, Down-
load/Save As

Tableau
Report
Attributes are
synchronized,
and Tableau
Data Sources
and Tableau
Workbooks
are parsed.

Resulting
asset types:

l Tableau
Server

l Tableau
Site

l Tableau
Project

l Tableau
Data
Source

l Tableau
Data
Model

l Tableau
Data Entity

l Tableau
Data Attrib-
ute

l Tableau
Workbook

l Tableau
Story
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

l Tableau
Dashboard

l Tableau
Worksheet
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

2020.2
and
newer

Viewer or
Explorer

View View View If you enabled
the metadata
API, Data
Catalog
creates new
assets
according to
your content
in Tableau
without
accessing
metadata in
Tableau
databases
and tables.

Resulting
asset types:

l Tableau
Server

l Tableau
Site

l Tableau
Project

l Tableau
Data
Source

l Tableau
Workbook

l Tableau
Story

l Tableau
Dashboard
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

l Tableau
Worksheet

If you did not
enable the
Tableau
metadata
API, Tableau
reports and
data sources
are ingested
into Catalog,
but with a
limited scope.

Resulting
asset types:

l Tableau
Server

l Tableau
Site

l Tableau
Project

l Tableau
Data
Source

l Tableau
Workbook

l Tableau
View
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

2020.2
and
newer

Tableau Server
Administrator
or Site
Administrator

View View View If the
metadata
API is
enabled, Data
Catalog
creates new
assets
according to
your content
in Tableau
using
metadata in
Tableau
databases
and tables.

Resulting
asset types:

l Tableau
Server

l Tableau
Site

l Tableau
Project

l Tableau
Data
Source

l Tableau
Report
Attribute

l Tableau
Data
Model
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

l Tableau
Data Entity

l Tableau
Data Attrib-
ute

l Tableau
Workbook

l Tableau
Story

l Tableau
Dashboard

l Tableau
Worksheet

If you did not
enable the
Tableau
metadata
API, Tableau
reports and
data sources
are ingested
into Catalog,
but with a
limited scope.

Resulting
asset types:

l Tableau
Server

l Tableau
Site

l Tableau
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Tableau
version

Tableau site
role

Minimum required permissions Result in Data
CatalogProject Workbook Data Source

Project
l Tableau
Data
Source

l Tableau
Workbook

l Tableau
View

Warning We do not support a full ingestion of Tableau Server or Tableau Online
version 2020.2 or newer if the metadata API is disabled. If you try to synchronize a
Tableau Server or Tableau Online asset after a Tableau upgrade to 2020.2 or newer
without the metadata API, the synchronization result in Data Catalog will fail. This
prevents data loss of manually added relations and attributes.

Tip For more information about Tableau permissions, site roles and licenses, see
the Tableau Online Help.

Tableau data structure

You can only synchronize Tableau elements if the Tableau user specified in the
connection settings has permissions to access them. If you have permissions to access a
Tableau element, but not its parent elements, the parent elements are skipped when
synchronizing Tableau and do not appear in Data Catalog.

This happens in the following situations:

l The Tableau user has permissions to access a Tableau workbook, but not its parent,
the Tableau project.

l The Tableau user has permissions to access a Tableau view, but not its parent, the
Tableau workbook.
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l The Tableau user has permissions to access a Tableau view, but not its parent, the
Tableau project.

Metadata API
If you register a Tableau Server or Tableau Online version 2020.2 or newer, Data Catalog
requires the metadata API to synchronize Tableau assets.

Tableau metadata consists of information about Tableau content and assets. Data Catalog
creates GraphQL queries to collect metadata from Tableau Online or Tableau Server. If
the metadata API is enabled in Tableau and in Collibra Console, Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud uses this metadata to create new assets in Data Catalog.

Upgrading Tableau to 2020.2 or newer
If you have previously ingested and synchronized a version of Tableau older than 2020.2
and have since upgraded to version 2020.2 or newer, you have to enable the metadata
API in Tableau and in Collibra Console. If you synchronize using the metadata API, Data
Catalog removes all Tableau assets created via XML mapping and creates new ones
using the metadata API. This means that all manually added relations, attributes, tags,
comments and stitching results will be lost.

Tip We highly recommend to contact your Collibra Customer Success Manager
before you synchronize a Tableau Server or Tableau Online asset after upgrading
to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer.

Parsing Tableau metadata
Parsing Tableau metadata is an automated procedure that allows the metadata to be
captured and identified in Data Catalog at a more granular level. Typically, the result is that
you have more assets of different types in Data Catalog, which leads to more complete
information and better lineage diagrams.

Parsing takes place automatically during Tableau synchronization, depending on the
Tableau permissions of the Tableau user who launched the synchronization process.
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Parsing Tableau workbooks

Without parsing, Tableau Workbooks contain Tableau Views, without further details.
However, if your Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission for the Workbook,
the Tableau workbook is parsed. As a consequence, there is no Tableau View asset, but
there is at least one Worksheet asset, and, if they exist on Tableau: Tableau Story assets
and Tableau Dashboard assets.

Without Parsing With Parsing

l Tableau Workbook
l Tableau View

l Tableau Workbook
l Tableau Story
l Tableau Dashboard
l Tableau Worksheet

Parsing Tableau Data Source

Without parsing, Tableau Data Sources do not contain further information about the data
source. However, if your Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission for the Data
Source , the Tableau Data Source is parsed. As a consequence, there is at least one
Tableau Data Model asset and one or more Tableau Data Entity assets and Tableau Data
Attribute assets. These assets are required for Tableau stitching.

Without parsing With parsing

l Tableau Data Source l Tableau Data Source
o Tableau Data Model
o Tableau Data Entity
o Tableau Data Attribute

Working with Tableau APIs
When you register or synchronize a Tableau Server, Data Catalog uses the Tableau APIs
to ingest the Tableau metadata. Data Catalog uses different APIs depending on your
version of Tableau. This happens automatically and should have little impact on the
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resulting assets. However, if you synchronize Tableau 2020.2 or newer, you must perform
a few extra actions.

Tableau versions
The following table shows which APIs Data Catalog uses to register or synchronize a
Tableau Server.

Tableau versions using the REST API
and XML parsing

Tableau versions using the REST API in
combination with the GraphQL metadata
API

l 10.4
l 10.5
l 2018.x
l 2019.x
l 2020.1

l 2020.2
l 2020. 3
l 2020.4

Warning If you upgrade to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously
synchronized an older Tableau version via the REST API and XML mapping, you
have to prepare the migration procedure to prevent losing manually added relations,
attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.

Differences between the metadata API and XML parsing via
REST API
The following table shows the differences and similarities between the metadata API and
the REST API with XML parsing.
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Part of
synchronization
process

REST API and XML parsing Metadata API

API Data Catalog connects to
Tableau via the REST API and
uses custom parsing
mechanisms. The result is
XML data.

Data Catalog connects to
Tableau via the REST API and
the metadata API. The result is
GraphQL data.

Note We highly
recommend that you
synchronize Tableau
after working hours. This
is necessary to make
sure that no Tableau
data is added, changed,
renamed or deleted on
Tableau's side during the
synchronization process.
If there are any
inconsistencies between
the Tableau data
collected via the REST
API and Tableau data
collected via the
GraphQL metadata API,
the corresponding
Tableau assets are not
synchronized in Data
Catalog.
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Part of
synchronization
process

REST API and XML parsing Metadata API

Settings You don't need change any
settings to start Tableau
synchronization.

You have to enable the Tableau
metadata API in Collibra
Console before you can ingest
or synchronize.

Note Also make sure
that the Tableau
metadata API is enabled
in Tableau.

Relevant asset
types

The resulting Tableau assets that are created after registering or
synchronizing a Tableau Server are similar and mainly depend on

the permissions of your Tableau user.

Performance Performance results are similar.

Collibra Data
Intelligence
Cloudpermissions

The required permissions are the same: a resource role with the
Configure external system resource permission.

Stitching Stitching works the same.

Migration procedure
When you synchronize a Tableau Server for the first time after you upgraded to Tableau
2020.2 or newer, Data Catalog tries to match your Tableau assets that were previously
ingested via the Tableau REST API in Data Catalog to their counterparts in Tableau. If the
asset names match, Data Catalog changes the full name of the Tableau assets without
removing manually added data and stitching results.

To make sure Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud is able to match your Tableau assets in
Data Catalog to their counterparts in Tableau, you must prepare the migration procedure.
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Tip We highly recommend that you create a backup of your Collibra environment
before synchronizing a Tableau Server asset after you upgraded to Tableau 2020.2
or newer. We also recommend that you synchronize the first time after working
hours.

Prepare migration after upgrading to Tableau
2020.2 or newer
If you upgraded to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously synchronized an older
version via XML mapping, Data Catalog changes the full names of your Tableau assets to
match them to their counterparts in Tableau. This is necessary to prevent losing manually
added relations, attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.

You only have to follow these steps once after your upgrade to Tableau 2020.2 or newer.
After that, you can follow the default synchronization process.

Note Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud can only migrate your assets if:

l All Tableau Report Attribute assets have the same name as their counterparts
in Tableau.

l Each Tableau Report Attribute asset name is unique within the same Tableau
workbook.

Tip If you never manually changed the name of the assets in Data Catalog, they
should automatically be the same as their counterparts in Tableau.

Prerequisites
l You have registered Tableau.
l You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a resource role with the Asset > Update resource permission.
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.
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l You have previously ingested Tableau 2020.1 or older and have since upgraded to
Tableau 2020.2 or newer.

l Your Tableau user has the right permissions to synchronize Tableau 2020.2 or
newer.

l You have enabled the Tableau metadata API in Tableau.

Steps

1. Match the names of all Tableau Report Attributes assets of a Tableau Workbook with
their counterparts in Tableau.
a. Open a Tableau Report Attribute asset page.
b. In the resource toolbar, click Edit.

» The Edit <asset name> dialog box appears.
c. Change the name of the asset to the exact name used in Tableau.
d. Click Save.

Tip We highly recommend that you also match the display names of Tableau
Data Attribute assets, Tableau Data Entity assets and Tableau Data Model
assets. While Data Catalog automatically tries to match these assets to their
counterparts in Tableau based on the Tableau Report Attribute asset, making
sure the Tableau assets have the same name helps to prevent issues. Unless
you manually changed their names in Data Catalog, the names should already
be the same as their counterparts in Tableau.

2. Optionally, create a backup of your Collibra environment.

Note We highly recommend that you create a backup before you synchronize
a Tableau Server to prevent losing data in Data Catalog if something goes
wrong during the migration process.

3. Enable the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console.
4. Synchronize a Tableau Server asset after working hours.

Note We highly recommend that you synchronize the first time after
upgrading to Tableau 2020.2 or newer after working hours. This is necessary
to make sure that no Tableau data is added, changed, renamed or deleted on
Tableau's side during the synchronization process.
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a. Open a Tableau Server asset page.
b. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

c. In the Tableau sites section, do the following:
i. Select one or more sites.
ii. Enable or disable report images as required for each site.

Note Images are never downloaded or stored in Data Catalog.
Depending on the Report image setting, Data Catalog either
ignores images completely or stores a link to the image on Tableau
and loads that image when you open the relevant asset page.

d. In the Tableau sites section, click Synchronize now.
» The synchronization job appears in the Activities list as a bulk synchronization.
» The full names of the Tableau assets are updated to include the GraphQL ID.
» The log files show a summary of the migration process.

Example

"Summary of tableau xml to graphql data migration for
site with id <Tableau-site-ID> and name <Tableau-site-
name> executed on server"

The log files also show how many Tableau assets were found in Data Catalog and
how many were migrated to match their counterparts in Tableau.

Example

"Found 50 existing xml assets to migrate.";
"Migrated 48 assets.";

If some Tableau assets could not be migrated, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud
recreates the Tableau asset so that it matches in Tableau. The log file shows how
many and which assets were recreated in Data Catalog.
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Example

"It was impossible to migrate 2 assets. These assets
were re-created based on graphql data.";

List of assets that were not migrated:
ID: xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxx, Fullname: Tableau-

migration > tableaumigration.xxxxx > [tableau-
migration-asset-name-1] (Tableau Report Attribute).",

ID: xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxx, Fullname: Tableau-
migration > tableaumigration.xxxxx > [tableau-
migration-asset-name-2] (Tableau Report Attribute)."

Synchronize Tableau site manually
You can manually start a synchronization job of a Tableau Server asset. This can be
useful if you don't want to wait for the scheduled job to synchronize your Tableau sites.

Warning You can choose which sites to synchronize after successfully connecting
to Tableau. Select the same or more sites when you synchronize again. If you only
synchronize some of the Tableau sites, Data Catalog deletes all other Tableau sites
and their content from Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Tip You can also add a synchronization schedule to synchronize automatically.

Prerequisites
l You have registered Tableau.
l You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Tableau community
you create when you register a Tableau server:
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o Asset: add
o Attribute: add
o Domain: add
o Attachment: add

l If you want to stitch Tableau's logical data layer to Data Catalog's physical data
layer, the Tableau user must have the Download/Save As permission on the data
source.

l You have enabled the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console and in Tableau if
you use Tableau 2020.2 or newer.

Warning If you upgrade to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously
synchronized an older Tableau version via the REST API and XML mapping, you
have to prepare the migration procedure to prevent losing manually added relations,
attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.

Steps

1. Open a Tableau Server asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Tableau sites section, do the following:
a. Select one or more sites.
b. Enable or disable report images as required for each site.

Note Images are never downloaded or stored in Data Catalog.
Depending on the Report image setting, Data Catalog either ignores
images completely or stores a link to the image on Tableau and loads
that image when you open the relevant asset page.

4. In the Tableau sites section, click Synchronize now.
» The synchronization job appears in the Activities list as a bulk synchronization.
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Note We highly recommend that you synchronize a Tableau Server version
2020.02 and newer after working hours. This is necessary to make sure that
no Tableau data is added, changed, renamed or deleted on Tableau's side
during the synchronization process. If there are any inconsistencies between
the Tableau data collected via the REST API and Tableau data collected via
the GraphQL metadata API, the corresponding Tableau assets are not
synchronized in Data Catalog.

Tip If your Tableau synchronization fails, go to the troubleshooting section to find a
solution.

What's next?
When the synchronization finishes, the resulting assets, including their attributes and rela-
tions, are created, edited or deleted in the selected domain(s) and in the Data Sources
page of Data Catalog.
If you have stitched Tableau's logical data layer to Data Catalog's physical data layer, you
have to restitch to make sure that all relations are up to date.

Add a Tableau synchronization schedule
To keep the content of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud synchronized with your Tableau
Server or Tableau online, you can synchronize manually or create a schedule to
automatically do this with a fixed interval.
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Note
l You can only create one synchronization schedule.
l If you have stitched Tableau's logical data layer to Data Catalog physical data
layer, you have to restitch after each synchronization to make sure that all
relations are up to date.

l We highly recommend that you synchronize a Tableau Server version
2020.02 and newer after working hours. This is necessary to make sure that
no Tableau data is added, changed, renamed or deleted on Tableau's side
during the synchronization process. If there are any inconsistencies between
the Tableau data collected via the REST API and Tableau data collected via
the GraphQL metadata API, the corresponding Tableau assets are not
synchronized in Data Catalog.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Tableau community
you create when you register a Tableau server:

o Asset: add
o Attribute: add
o Domain: add
o Attachment: add

l You have registered Tableau.
l You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
l You have enabled the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console and in Tableau if
you use Tableau 2020.2 or newer.

Warning If you upgrade to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously
synchronized an older Tableau version via the REST API and XML mapping, you
have to prepare the migration procedure to prevent losing manually added relations,
attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.
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Steps

1. Open a Tableau Server asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Synchronization schedule section, click Add Schedule.
4. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Repeat The interval when you want to synchronize the schemas auto-
matically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expres-
sion.

Cron The Quartz Cron expression that determines when the
synchronization takes place.

This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the
Repeat field.

Every The day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for
example Sunday.

This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.

Every first The day of the month on which you want to synchronize the
schemas , for example Tuesday.

This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.

At The time at which you want to synchronize the schemas
automatically, for example 14:00.

This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly
in the Repeat field.

Time zone The time zone for the schedule.

5. Click Save.
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Tip If your Tableau synchronization fails, go to the troubleshooting section to find a
solution.

Edit a Tableau synchronization schedule
You can edit the synchronization schedule of a Tableau Server asset. For example, you
can do this if you think the synchronization job runs too often or not often enough.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered Tableau.
l You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
l You have added a synchronization schedule.

Steps

1. Open a Tableau Server asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Synchronization schedule section, click Edit Schedule.
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4. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Repeat The interval when you want to synchronize the schemas auto-
matically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expres-
sion.

Cron The Quartz Cron expression that determines when the
synchronization takes place.

This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the
Repeat field.

Every The day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for
example Sunday.

This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.

Every first The day of the month on which you want to synchronize the
schemas , for example Tuesday.

This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.

At The time at which you want to synchronize the schemas
automatically, for example 14:00.

This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly
in the Repeat field.

Time zone The time zone for the schedule.

5. Click Save.

Remove a Tableau synchronization schedule
You can remove a synchronization schedule from a Tableau Server asset to stop
automatically synchronizing Tableau.
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Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have registered Tableau.
l You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
l You have added a synchronization schedule.

Steps

1. Open a Tableau Server asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Synchronization schedule section, click Remove Schedule.

Delete a Tableau site from Collibra
You can delete a Tableau site and all of its contents from the Tableau site synchronization.
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud then deletes the community related to the Tableau site,
including the domains and assets that it contains.

Note The Tableau sites section on a Tableau Server asset page shows all sites
that exist in Tableau. If you want to remove Tableau sites from this list, you must
remove them in Tableau.

Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
l You have registered Tableau.
l You have synchronized Tableau at least once.
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Steps
1. Open a Tableau Server asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Configuration.

3. In the Tableau sites section, clear the sites that you want to delete from Data Cata-
log.

Tip Only select the Tableau sites that you would like to keep. If you want to
delete all Tableau sites from Data Catalog, clear all checkboxes.

4. In the Tableau sites section, click Synchronize now.
» The Synchronize Tableau server dialog box appears.

5. Click Synchronize and delete.
» The synchronization job appears in the Activities list as a bulk synchronization.
After the synchronization, the cleared sites are deleted.

What's next?
If you deleted the wrong Tableau site or you want to reintroduce it, you can select that
Tableau site and synchronize it again.

Tableau stitching
Stitching is a process that creates relations between assets representing the same data
source: the data source of a Tableau report and the Data Catalog database. This allows
you to clearly represent the lineage from the data source to the Tableau reports where it is
used. As a consequence, you can easily perform impact analyses. For example, you can
quickly see which reports will be affected if you refresh a table of your database, or which
reports will be impacted if you drop one column from the table.
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About Tableau stitching
Before you can perform stitching, you have to ingest a Tableau report —including its data
source— and register that data source separately in Data Catalog. The same data is then
represented by Tableau assets as well as by regular Data Catalog assets such as
Schema, Table and Column assets. Tableau stitching is based on the matching of the full
name of Tableau Data Attribute assets and Column assets of registered data sources in
Data Catalog. Follow the steps in the table below to enable Collibra Data Intelligence
Cloud to automatically create relations between Tableau assets and assets of a registered
data source in Data Catalog.

Note
l You can only perform stitching if the Tableau report is based on a database.
Stitching Tableau reports based on files such as CSV is not supported.

l Tableau stitching is based on full names and is case-sensitive. As a
consequence, we recommend that you do not manually edit any asset names
of data sources or Tableau assets. See the Tableau naming convention for
more information.

Tableau stitching steps
To use Tableau stitching, you have to prepare the assets representing the data source in
Tableau's logical data layer and in Data Catalog's physical data layer:

Step What Simplified instructions

1 Prepare the
Tableau logical
data layer.

1. Register Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
2. Connect to Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
3. Synchronize Tableau sites.

2 Prepare the phys-
ical data layer.

1. Register a database as data source.
2. Create a Database asset with the same name as the

data source.
3. Create a relation between the Database asset and the

Schema asset using the Technology Asset has /
belongs to Schema relation type.
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Step What Simplified instructions

3 Stitch Tableau
logical data layer
and physical data
layer.

1. On the Tableau Data Model asset page, click Stitch
with data source.

4 View stitching res-
ults.

1. Open the asset page of the Tableau Server asset.
2. In the tab pane, click Diagram.

3. In the Explore drop-down list, select Data Catalog
Lineage 5.7.

Note
l If there were changes in Tableau or the data source, you have to do the
following:
a. Synchronize Tableau. This can be done manually or automatically, by

means of a synchronization schedule.
b. Refresh the schema of your data source. This can be done manually or

automatically, by scheduling it during data source registration.
c. Restitch Tableau's logical data layer or Data Catalog's physical data

layer. This has to be done manually.
l You can also remove stitching.

Data layers

Tableau's logical data layer

We call the data source in Tableau the logical data layer, because it consists of Tableau
metadata, rather than the physical data. It is created when you synchronize a Tableau
server. It contains Tableau report metadata, including the data source.
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Note
l You can combine different data sources in one Tableau data source by using
different methods, for example, Join or Union.

l If you combine physical data sources in the Tableau data source with the Join
method, the Tableau logical data layer is created in Data Catalog. For more
information about the Join method, see Join Your Data.

l If you combine physical data sources in the Tableau data source with other
methods, for example, Union, the Tableau logical data layer is not created in
Data Catalog.

Data Catalog's physical data layer

We call the data source in Data Catalog the physical data layer, which contains the
physical tables and columns. It is created when you register a database as a data source.
It contains the physical data of the data source.

Stitching results

Each element is represented twice in Collibra: once in Tableau's logical data layer and
once in Data Catalog's physical data layer.

The corresponding assets are linked by relations:

l A relation of the type "Technology Asset source system for / source system Data
Asset" type between the Database asset and the Tableau Data Model asset.

l Relations of the type "Data Element targets / sources Data Element" type between
the Column assets and the Data Attribute assets, based on the full names of the
assets.
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Number Data
Catalog's
physical
data layer

Tableau's
logical data
layer

Description

1 Database
(DB)

Tableau
Data Model
(TDM)

An abstraction from the physical
implementation of database, schema, file, etc.,
used for Tableau report creation.

2 Schema
(SCM) and
Table
(TBL)

Tableau
Data Entity
(TDE)

An abstraction from the physical
implementation of database tables, used for
Tableau report creation.

3 Column
(COL)

Tableau
Data
Attribute
(TDA)

A specification that defines a property of a
Tableau data entity. Examples:
CustomerBirthDate, EmployeeFirstName.

Naming convention
When you ingest a data source in Tableau, Tableau automatically creates names for the
data source, data model, data elements and data attributes. When you create the logical
data layer by synchronizing Tableau, Data Catalog uses the names in Tableau to create
the corresponding Tableau assets. As a result, in Data Catalog, Tableau assets have as a
full name the same name as the original data source names in Tableau.
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When you create the physical data layer by registering the data source directly in Data
Catalog, you enter the names of the Schema and Database assets manually. To make
stitching work, we highly recommend to use the same name as the original data source to
which the Tableau assets correspond as well:

l The name of the Schema asset should match a part of the Tableau Data Entity
asset's full name. For example, database-name > schema-name.

l The name of the Database asset should match a part of the Tableau Data Model
asset's full name.

The full name of the asset should match the asset path from the asset to the database it
belongs to. For example, the full name of a Column asset would be
database>schema>table>column name.

Warning Editing full name of the Tableau Server or Tableau Online assets may
lead to errors during the synchronization process.

Prepare the Tableau logical data layer
Before you can perform stitching, you have to prepare Tableau's logical data layer and
Data Catalog's physical data layer. In this section, we describe how to prepare the logical
data layer.

Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l The Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the data source.

Steps

1. Register Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
2. Connect to Tableau Server or Tableau Online.
3. Synchronize Tableau sites.

» After synchronization, the assets of the following asset types are created in Data
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Catalog:
o Tableau Data Model
o Tableau Data Entity
o Tableau Data Attribute

What's next?
If you haven't done so yet, prepare the Data Catalog physical data layer.

After both the logical data layer and the physical data layer are created, you can stitch
them.

Prepare the Data Catalog physical data layer for
Tableau stitching
Before you can perform stitching, you have to prepare Tableau's logical data layer and
Data Catalog's physical data layer. In this section, we describe how to prepare the physical
data layer.

Prerequisites
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Schema community:
o Asset: add
o Attribute: add
o Domain: add
o Attachment: add

Steps

1. Register a database as data source.
» After registration, the assets of the following asset types are created in Data Cata-
log:

o Schema
o Table
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o Column
2. Create a Database asset.

Tip We strongly recommend to use the name as your original data source, so
that the name of the Database asset matches Tableau's naming convention.

1. Open Catalog.
2. In the main menu, click the Create ( ) button.

3. Click the Assets tab.

4. Click Database.
» The Create Asset dialog box appears.

5. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Type The asset type of the asset that you are creating, in this case
Database.

Domain The domain to which the new asset will belong. You can only
create a asset type in any domain of a domain type that is
assigned to a Database asset type.
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Field Description

Name The name of the Database asset. This has to match the
name of the Tableau Data Model.

Tip
You can create multiple assets in one go.
To do this, press Enter after typing a value and then
type the next. Depending on the settings, asset names
may have to be unique in their domain. If you type a
name that already exists, it will appear in strike-
through style.

6. Click Create.
» A message at the top-right of your screen confirms that one or more assets
are created.

3. Create a relation between the Database asset and the Schema asset using the Tech-
nology Asset has / belongs to Schema relation type.
a. In the tab pane, click Add Characteristic.

» The Add a characteristic dialog box appears.
b. Click Relations.
c. Search for and click has schema.

» The Add has schema dialog box appears.
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d. Enter the required information.

Option Description

Assets The name of the schema.

Filter
suggested
assets by
organization

Option to filter the suggestions based on selected
communities and domains.

If this option is selected, the organization tree appears. You
can then filter and select domains and communities.

Start date Optionally enter the date on which the relation between the
assets becomes applicable. Leave this field empty to create
a permanent relation.

End date Optionally enter the date on which the relation between the
assets is no longer applicable. Leave this field empty to cre-
ate a permanent relation.

e. Click Save.
4. Check that the following relations are created for all Column assets that you want to

stitch to Tableau assets:
o Schema contains / is part of Table
o Column is part of / contains Table

What's next?
If you haven't done so yet, prepare the Tableau logical data layer.

After both the logical data layer and the physical data layer are prepared, you can stitch
them.
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Supported data sources for Tableau stitching
You can stitch Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data layer for
several data sources. The following table contains the packaged data sources and the
driver versions that have been tested for Tableau stitching. We cannot guarantee that
stitching works as expected for other data sources or versions.

Data source Tested versions for Tableau stitching

Amazon Redshift 1.0.124969

HP Vertica 7.1.1-0

IBM DB2 This data source is not supported by Tableau.

MySQL Tableau stitching is not possible because this data source has no
schema.

Oracle 11.2.0.4.0

PostgreSQL 9.5.1

Microsoft SQL
Server

2014 (12.0.4422.0)

Snowflake Snowflake editions supported by Tableau

Note Currently, we only support published Tableau data sources with an extract or
a live connection. For more information, see the Tableau documentation.
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Stitch the Tableau logical data layer and the Data
Catalog physical data layer
You can stitch Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data layer to
represent the lineage from the data source to the Tableau reports.

Prerequisites
l You have prepared Tableau's logical data layer.
l You have prepared Data Catalog's physical data layer.

Steps

1. Open the Tableau Data Model asset page.

Tip You can use the Search to quickly find the relevant asset.

2. In the upper-right corner, click Stitch.
» The Stitch with data source dialog box appears.
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3. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Data Source The Database asset that you want to stitch to this Data Model
asset.

Filter
suggested
assets by
organization

Option to filter the suggestions based on selected communities
and domains.

If this option is selected, the organization tree appears. You can
then filter and select domains and communities.

4. Click Stitch.

Note
If a relation exists between the Tableau Data Model and the corresponding
Database asset, of the "Technology Asset source system for / source system Data
Asset" type, stitching happens immediately after clicking Stitch, without showing the
dialog box.

This occurs if you created the relation manually, or if you restitch.

What's next?
Stitching is performed, creating relations between assets of Data Catalog's physical data
layer and those of Tableau's logical data layer.

More precisely, these relations are created:

l A relation of the type "Technology Asset source system for / source system Data
Asset" type between the Database asset and the Tableau Data Model asset.
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l Relations of the type "Data Element targets / sources Data Element" type between
the Column assets and the Data Attribute assets, based on the full names of the
assets.

Tip You can view the stitching result as a diagram.

Restitch the Tableau logical data layer and the
Data Catalog physical data layer
After you completed stitching, there might be changes in Tableau or in the data source.
For example, Tableau may have a new report and the data source may have a new
column. To make sure that the lineage diagrams are also updated, you can restitch the
data layers.

Prerequisites
l You have previously stitched Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's phys-
ical data layer.

l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have a resource role with the Attribute > Add resource permission.

Steps

1. Ensure that Tableau's logical data layer is synchronized.
2. Ensure that Data Catalog's physical data layer is refreshed.
3. Open the Tableau Data Model asset page.

Tip You can use the Search to quickly find the relevant asset.

4. In the upper-right corner, click Stitch.
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View stitching results
When stitching is complete, you can view the end-to-end lineage between the database
and the Tableau report.

Prerequisites
l You have prepared Tableau's logical data layer.
l You have prepared Data Catalog's physical data layer.
l You have stitched the logical data layer and the physical data layer.

Steps

1. Open the Tableau Server asset page.
2. In the tab pane, click Diagram.

3. In the view selector, select Data Catalog Lineage 5.7.

Example

Remove stitching between the Tableau logical
data layer and the Data Catalog physical data
layer
You can remove stitching to remove the relations between the logical data layer in Tableau
and the physical data layer in Data Catalog.
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More precisely, the following relations are removed:

l A relation of the type "Technology Asset source system for / source system Data
Asset" type between the Database asset and the Tableau Data Model asset.

l Relations of the type "Data Element targets / sources Data Element" type between
the Column assets and the Data Attribute assets, based on the full names of the
assets.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission,
for example Owner.

l You have a resource role with the Attribute > Remove resource permission.
l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have stitched Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data
layer.

Steps

1. Open the Tableau Data Model asset page.

Tip You can use the Search to quickly find the relevant asset.

2. Click Actions → Remove stitching.

Tip If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of
Actions.

Tableau provisioning
With Data Catalog, you can create data sets and convert them to the Tableau format. This
enables you to use Collibra-managed data in Tableau.
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The Tableau provisioning file
A Tableau provisioning file is a packaged data source file with the extension TDSX. The
packaged data source file is a ZIP file that contains a data source file and any local file
data sources. You can import it in Tableau to, for example, analyze the data. It has the
extension TDSX.

You can create a Tableau provisioning file from any data set in Data Catalog.

The file contains the following information:

l A TDS file: This is an XML file that contains the data source definition.
l The actual ingested files, if the data set contains data from Excel or CSV data
sources.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<datasource xmlns:user-
r="http://www.tableausoftware.com/xml/user"
formatted-name="<name of your data set>" inline="true" ver-
sion="10.0">

<connection class="federated">
<named-connections>

<named-connection caption="public" name="<connection-ID>">
<connection authentication="username-password" class-

s="<data-source-type>" dbname="<database-ID>" port="" schem-
a="public" server="<hostname:port>"/>

</named-connection>
</named-connections>
<relation connection="<relation-ID>" name="<name-of-rela-

tion>" table="[public].[<name-of-relation>]" type="table"/>
</connection>

</datasource>

Required JDBC driver information for Tableau
provisioning
To create a Tableau provisioning file from a data set, the JDBC driver of its data source
needs the following properties:
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Data source Required connection properties

Amazon
Redshift

l host
l port
l database
l schema

HP Vertica l host
l port
l database
l schema

MySQL l host
l port
l database

Oracle l host
l port
l database
l schema

PostgreSQL l host
l port
l database
l schema

SQL Server l host
l port
l database
l schema

For more information, see the JDBC configuration details of the various databases.

Create Tableau provisioning file
In Data Catalog, you can create Tableau provisioning files from data sets.
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Tip If your data set's origin is a relational database, you need the credentials to
connect to that database. Make sure the JDBC driver has all the required
information in the correct format before you create the provisioning file.

Prerequisites
l You have a resource role with the Access data resource permission, for example
Data Analyst Level 2.

l You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog
Author.

l You have enabled Tableau provisioning in Collibra Console.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
2. In the submenu, click Data Sets
3. Click the data set that you want to use in Tableau.
4. Above the table, to the right, click Actions → Access Tableau source (beta).

» The Tableau provisioning file in TDSX format is downloaded.

Tip If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of
Actions.
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What's next?
You can now import the TDSX file in Tableau.

Troubleshooting
The following table contains the most common issues that you can encounter while
ingesting or synchronizing Tableau.

Issue Solution

Tableau images are not fetched
correctly

Synchronizing Tableau data means ingesting
metadata from Tableau to your Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud environment. The metadata is
represented as assets of specific types and their
characteristics. Images such as report thumbnails
are not downloaded and stored in Data Catalog.
Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image.
Every time you open the asset page, the image is
fetched from Tableau.

Images are not fetched correctly if there is a
problem with this link. A common issue is caused by
the base URL parameter, which is part of the link. If
the base URL is not set correctly in Collibra
Console, the links to the Tableau images are
broken.

To fix this issue, edit the base URL in Collibra
Console.
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Issue Solution

When you synchronize a Tableau
Server 2020.2, some Tableau
data is skipped.

In most cases, this occurs when people are actively
using Tableau while Data Catalog is synchronizing
the Tableau Server. The technical reason is that the
APIs collect Tableau data at different times. If users
make changes in Tableau, the data that is collected
by the APIs may be inconsistent. When that
happens, the corresponding assets are not
synchronized in Data Catalog.

We highly recommend that you synchronize
Tableau after working hours. This reduces the
chance that Tableau data is added, changed,
renamed or deleted on Tableau's side during the
synchronization process.

Tableau synchronization fails with
error message Duplicate key.

The Tableau synchronization fails with the
Duplicate key error when you have multiple
views with the same name in the same workbook.

To solve this problem, we highly recommend to give
each view in Tableau a unique name before you
synchronize the Tableau Server in Data Catalog.
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Catalog workflows
To keep the information flows that are shipped with the Catalog product configurable, a
part of the functionality is achieved through workflows. You can configure the packaged
workflows, but they are designed to work together: if you decide to change one of the
workflows, verify the other Catalog workflows, since they may depend on one another.

Tip For more information about workflows, see the Collibra Developer portal.

Name Description

Assign Owner
To Data Set

This process automates adding owners to data sets.

This workflow is automatically triggered when a new Data Set asset
is created.

Cancel Process This process notifies the concerned users of a workflow cancellation.

Escalation
Process

This process is the default mechanism for the escalation of user
tasks in workflows.

Post Data
Ingestion
Workflow

This process facilitates assigning the Owner and Technical Steward
for newly ingested Schema assets.

This workflow is automatically triggered when a new Schema asset
is created and after a data source is registered.

Propose New
Business Asset

This process facilitates the creation of new Business Assets in the
Data Governance Council community.

Propose New
Data Asset

This process facilitates the creation of new Data Assets in the Data
Governance Council community.
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Name Description

Propose New
Technology
Asset

The Propose New Technology Asset workflow allows you to create a
new Technology asset in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. By
default, the asset is added to the Data Governance
Council community, in the New Applications domain.

Request Assets
Access

The Request Assets Access workflow allows you to request access
to assets that are referenced in your shopping cart. All data owners
have to approve the request before you can access the assets.

More information

The workflow calculates the name of the asset by combining the
creation date with a sequential number for that day, for example
2019-09-30 #1 and sets the asset characteristics according to the
data submitted through the start form. The user who started the
workflow receives the Requester role. The user with an Owner role
approves the request for each data set and the Owner or Technical
Steward provides access to the data set elements.

Note
This workflow replaces the Request Data Sets Access
workflow.

If you restore a 5.4.x backup or older, the Requests Data Sets
Access will overwrite the packaged Request Assets Access
workflow. You have to deploy the Requests Assets Access
workflow again and apply all possible customizations to the
new workflow.

You can also manually request access to data sets access to data
sets and reports.

Simple Approval The Simple Approval workflow is a single-step process that allows
you to approve an asset in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.
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Name Description

Voting Sub-
Process

The Voting Sub-Process is a workflow that can be called by other
workflows when users need to vote. It is used within other packaged
workflows such as the Approval Process, the Simple Approval or the
Issue Management workflow.

You can use this sub-process in new custom workflows. The result is
a true or false boolean that is provided to the parent workflow.
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Catalog Troubleshooting
If you are experiencing general issues with the Data Catalog feature, consult the articles in
this section.

If you have issues with ingesting a BI source or with Collibra Data Lineage, please visit
their individual troubleshooting sections:

l Tableau troubleshooting
l Power BI troubleshooting
l Looker troubleshooting
l Collibra Data Lineage troubleshooting

What's the difference between Data Catalog
and Collibra Connect?
Data Catalog and Collibra Connect have many overlapping features. Which of them is
more suited for your situation, depends on a number of factors.

In a nutshell, you use Data Catalog for ingesting metadata from popular database types
via a predefined ingestion logic, which is ideal for business users. You can then see the
metadata in the form of assets and characteristics. You use Collibra Connect to read and
write metadata in any API-supported system and provide the metadata to Collibra Data
Intelligence Cloud. Collibra Connect has more flexibility with regard to ingestion, but
requires technical skills.
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Data Catalog Collibra Connect

Definition The Collibra Data Catalog is an
application that helps the
business data analyst to discover,
describe, assemble and govern
data sets, in order to improve
trust in analytics based on those
data sets.

Collibra Connect is an integration
platform that enables integrations
between Collibra and other third-
party products, such as
Informatica, Salesforce.com and
JIRA.

Purpose Data Catalog can ingest and
represent metadata of specific
data sources as assets and
characteristics, including
diagrams.

Collibra Connect is meant as an
advanced interface between
Collibra and data sources of any
third-party vendors.

Processes l Metadata ingestion
l Profiling and data type detec-
tion

l Read only

l Bidirectional synchronization
of metadata

l No profiling
l Read and write

Integrations l JDBC-supported databases
such as PostgreSQL and IBM
DB2.

l File-based databases in Excel
and CSV.

l External systems such as
Tableau and Amazon S3.

Any system with:

l API support
l Structured metadata format
such as XML and JSON

Ingestion Predefined metamodel and
ingestion logic

Flexible and configurable
metamodel and ingestion logic

Usability l Usable via Collibra
l Business user friendly

l Configuration via IDE
l Requires development skills to
set up
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Data Catalog Collibra Connect

More
information

l The Data Catalog: What it is,
Why you Need it, and How to
Make it Successful

l The Data Catalog section of
the Collibra user guide.

l Introduction to Collibra Con-
nect

l The Collibra Connect user
guide.

How to enable logging for data ingestion
If you want to troubleshoot issues with data ingestion, you have to enable logging for data
ingestion. By default, logging for data ingestion is disabled because your data can be
exposed.

For more information, see Environment log settings for DGC services and Environment log
settings for Repository services.

Warning If you have investigated the data ingestion issue, don't forget to revert all
the changes from this section.

Steps
1. Open the Data Governance Center logging settings.

a. Open Collibra Console.
» Collibra Console opens with the Infrastructure page.

b. In the tab pane, click the Data Governance Center service of the environment
whose log settings you need.

c. Click Logs.
d. Above the table, to the right, click Settings.

2. Click Add logger.
» The Add logger dialog box appears.
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3. Enter the required information.

Field Description

Logger
name

The name of the logger.

Enter one of the following:

o com.collibra.dgc.catalog.service.schema.impl
o com.collibra.dgc.catalog.service.impl
o com.collibra.jobserver.client
o com.collibra.dgc.catalog.service.datausage.impl
o com.collibra.catalog.core.service.datausage.impl
o com.collibra.catalog.core.service.schema.impl
o com.-

collibra.catalog.core.service.schema.impl.ingestion
o com.-

collibra.catalog.core.service.schema.impl.profiling
o com.collibra.catalog.core.service.schema.impl.report
o com.collibra.catalog.core.schema.impl
o com.collibra.catalog.core.schema.impl.ingestion
o com.collibra.catalog.core.schema.impl.profiling
o com.collibra.catalog.core.schema.impl.report

Logger
level

The amount of log entries you want in the logs.

Select DEBUG.

4. Click Add logger.
5. Repeat this until you have added all the loggers.

The Jobserver logs are out of memory
When the Jobserver log files are out of memory, the logs that are created during ingestion
or profiling are deleted immediately after they are created.
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Solution
1. Stop the environment for which you want to update the memory settings.
1. Open a terminal session on the server that hosts the jobserver.
2. Open the file /opt/collibra/spark-defaults.conf and do the following.

a. Add the following line to the configuration file:

spark.driver.maxResultSize = 1536m

b. Save and close the file.
3. Open the /opt/collibra/spark-jobserver/conf/log4j-server.properties file and do the

following.
a. In the Root logger option section, update the properties to match this sec-

tion:

# Root logger option
log4j.rootLogger=INFO,LOGFILE
log4j.appender.LOGFILE=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender
log4j.appender.LOGFILE.File=${LOG_DIR}/spark-job-server.log
log4j.ap-
pender.LOGFILE.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
log4j.appender.LOGFILE.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{yyyy-MM-
dd HH:mm:ss.SSS} %-5p [%t] %c{3} - %m%n
log4j.appender.LOGFILE.maxFileSize=100MB
log4j.appender.LOGFILE.maxBackupIndex=30
log4j.logger.org.apache.spark=WARN
log4j.logger.spark.jobserver.context=WARN
log4j.logger.akka=WARN
log4j.logger.com.collibra.jobserver.job=DEBUG
log4j.logger.com.collibra.catalog.profilers=DEBUG
log4j.-
log-
ger.com.collibra.catalog.profilers.Pass1TableProfiler$=INFO
log4j.logger.com.collibra.catalog.ingestion=DEBUG
log4j.logger.com.collibra.jdbc=DEBUG

b. Save and close the file.
4. Start the environment again.

Ingestion out-of-memory error
When you upload a JDBC driver larger than 50 MB or when you have uploaded multiple
JDBC drivers, you may encounter an out-of-memory error. Due to this problem, the
jobserver does not release the memory needed to store the driver in memory.
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Resolution
To solve this problem, you have to increase the memory of the Jobserver application, for
example, increase it to 3 GB.

1. Stop the environment for which you want to update the memory settings.
2. Open a terminal session on the server that hosts the jobserver.
3. Open the file <drive>/collibra/spark-jobserver/conf/jobserver.conf for editing.
4. Look up the parameter driver-memory.
5. Edit the parameter value, for example, 3G, corresponding with 3 GB.

The default value is 2G.
6. Save and close the file.
7. Open the file <drive>/collibra_data/spark-jobserver/config/server.json for editing.
8. Look up the parameter jobserverMemory.
9. Edit the parameter value, for example, 2048M, corresponding with 2 GB.

The default value is 1024M.
10. Save and close the file.
11. Start the environment again.

Missing schema name during data ingestion
If you ingest a data source with a new JDBC driver, you can receive an error "No schema
has been specified".

Note In the stacktrace you can see a "CollibraIllegalArgumentException"
message.

Solution
Make sure that you defined a schema property for the new JDBC driver.
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Different versions for Collibra and Jobserver
You can install the services of a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment on multiple
nodes. If you do so, make sure that you use the same installer on all the nodes. This also
applies to upgrading an environment.

If your environment has different versions for the Data Governance Center and Jobserver
services, the following errors will occur when you run an ingestion.

l Spark Context's logs
[2017-11-07 07:27:15,608] WARN nalRequestDataDeserializer []

[akka://JobServer/user/jobManager-c7-8eec-de0c02029808] - Pack-

age com.collibra.jobserver.dto.catalog.ingestion, different ver-

sion detected: client uses version 1.2.4-SNAPSHOT, server uses

version 1.2.2-SNAPSHOT
l Collibra logs
20:21:43.407 [Procedure Manager] WARN c.c.j.c.i.s.StateDeseri-

alizer - Package com.collibra.jobserver.dto.catalog.profiling,

different version detected: client uses version 1.1.10, server

uses version 1.1.8

Solution
Install all the Collibra services with the same installer.

Resolve schema refresh conflicts via
Jobserver

Note This information only applies to Jobserver. For information on how Edge
handles differences between the original schema and the updated schema, see
About synchronizing schemas.

If you refresh a schema via Jobserver, the ingestion process detects differences between
the original schema, already in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, and the updated schema.
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If columns or tables have been added to or removed from the schema, the process will
create or delete the corresponding Column and Table assets in Collibra. However, the
ingestion process results in a refresh conflict if one or more columns or tables were added
and others were removed. If that happens, it adds a Refresh conflict attribute to all added
and removed columns or tables. You have to resolve these conflicts before you can
refresh the schema again. If you do not resolve the refresh conflicts, any future attempts to
refresh the data source will fail.

To see if there are any conflicts after a refresh, you have to add the Refresh Conflict field
to the Data Sources view of the schemas.

You may come across the following scenarios:

l A column is deleted from the schema and another one is added to the schema:
a. You have to manually delete the column asset.
b. You have to remove the Refresh conflict attribute from the added column

asset.

l A column is renamed in the schema:
a. You have to remove the column asset with the updated column name.
b. You have to rename the original column name to the newly ingested column

name and delete the Refresh Conflict attribute.
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l A column is deleted from the schema: this is automatically detected by the refresh
operation. No further action is required of you.

l A column is added to the schema: this is automatically detected by the refresh oper-
ation. No further action is required of you.

l A table is renamed in the schema:
a. You have to manually delete the renamed new table and all the columns con-

tained in the table.
b. You have to manually rename the existing old table and all the columns con-

tained in the table.

l A table is deleted from the schema and another table is added to the schema:
a. You have to manually delete the deleted table and all the columns in the table.
b. You have to manually delete the Refresh Conflict attribute for the added table.
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Resolve a schema refresh conflict when columns
are added and deleted at the same time
If you refresh a schema, the ingestion process will detect conflicts if the data source has
the following changes:

l A column has been removed.
l A column has been added.

In the following example, the ingested schema has a column age and in the updated
schema, the column age is removed and a column birthday is added.

To resolve such a refresh conflict, follow these steps:

1. Look up the data source with the search function or as follows:
a. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
b. In the submenu, click Data Sources.
c. Optionally, add the Refresh Conflict column to the table.
d. In the table, expand the relevant schema and table to find the columns with

refresh conflicts.
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2. Select the column that is removed from the data source. In this example it is the age
column.
If necessary, select all column assets that are removed from the data source.

3. Above the table click Delete.

4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the column.
5. Click the name of the added column name.

» The column asset page appear.
6. In the Refresh Conflict section of the column asset page, hover over the message

and click on the right-hand side.

7. Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the attribute.
8. Click the browser's Back button to return to the Data Sources view of the table.

You can also click on the breadcrumb, as shown in the following image, to open the
table asset page of the ingested schema.'
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9. Repeat steps 5 to 8 for all other added columns.

Resolve a schema refresh conflict for a renamed
column
If you refresh a schema where the data source contains a column that has been renamed,
the ingestion process will detect a conflict. In the following example, the ingested schema
contains a column age, and in the updated schema, the column name has become
current_age.

To resolve a refresh conflict due to a column rename, follow these steps:

1. Look up the new column with the search function or as follows:
a. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
b. In the submenu, click Data Sources.
c. Optionally, add the Refresh Conflict column to the table.
d. In the table, expand the relevant schema and table to find the columns with

refresh conflicts.
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2. Select the updated column name and click Delete above the table.
If necessary, select all column assets that are removed from the data source.

3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the column asset(s).
4. Click the name of the original column name.

» The column asset page appears.
5. In the resource toolbar, click Actions > Edit.

» The Edit <asset name> dialog box appears.
6. Change the name to the new ingested name.

7. Click Save.
8. Refresh the page.
9. Leave the column asset page open.
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10. In the Refresh Conflict section of the column asset page, hover over the message
and click on the right-hand side.

11. Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the attribute.
12. Click the browser's Back button to return to the Data Sources view of the schema.

You can also click on the breadcrumb, as shown in the following image, to open the
table asset page of the ingested schema.

13. If necessary, repeat steps 4 to 12 for other renamed column assets.

What's next?
You can now safely refresh the schema with the new data source; however, keep in mind
this may take some time.

Resolve a schema refresh conflict for a renamed
table
If you refresh a schema where the data source contains a table that has been renamed,
the ingestion process detects a conflict.
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In the following example, the original schema Refresh contains the table firsttable. This
table has been renamed to firsttable2. After refreshing the schema, refresh conflicts
appear, as shown in the following image:

You have to manually resolve the conflicts before you continue. It is not possible to refresh
a schema when there are conflicts.

Note You have to add the Refresh Conflict column to the table if it is not there
already.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
» The Catalog Home appears

2. In the submenu, click Data Sources.
3. Expand the tables to see all the columns that are contained in them.
4. Select the renamed table and all its contained columns, in this example, firsttable2.
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5. Above the table, click Delete.

6. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
7. Hover over the original table, in this example, firsttable, and click to the right of

the table name.
8. Change the name to the new ingested table name, in this example, firsttable2, and

click to apply the change.

9. Hover over a column contained in the table you just renamed and click to the right

of the column name.
10. Rename the column by replacing the table part of the name with that of the renamed

table and click to apply the change.

The column name is a concatenation of the table name and the original column
name and so you just have to replace the table part of the name with the new table
name. For example, to rename the column name firsttable > column1 to firsttable2
> column1, you just have to change firsttable to firsttable2 so that the column name
becomes firsttable2 > column1.

11. Repeat this action for all the columns in the renamed table.
Now, you only see the new ingested table, firsttable2, and the columns contained in
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the table.

12. Click the name of the renamed table.
» The table asset page appears.

13. In the Refresh Conflict section, hover over the refresh conflict message and click

on the right-hand side.

14. Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the Refresh Conflict attribute.

What's next?
You can now safely refresh the schema with the data source.

Resolve a schema refresh conflict when tables
are added and deleted at the same time
When you refresh a schema, the ingestion process detects conflicts if the data source has
the following changes at the same time:

l A table has been removed.
l A table has been added.

In the following example, the original schema Postgre contains the table Employee and
the table CompanyList. A new table Schools has been added to the schema and the table
CompanyList has been deleted. After refreshing the schema, refresh conflicts appear for
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the added table and the deleted table, as shown in the following image:

You have to manually resolve the conflicts before you continue. It is not possible to refresh
a schema when there are conflicts.

Note You have to add the Refresh Conflict column to the table if it is not there
already.

Steps

1. In the main menu, click , then Catalog.

» The Catalog Home opens.
» The Catalog Home appears.

2. In the submenu, click Data Sources.
3. Select the deleted table and all its contained columns, in this example,

CompanyList.

4. Above the table, click Delete.
5. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
6. Click the name of the added table, in this example, Schools.

» The table asset page appears.
7. In the Refresh Conflictsection, hover over the refresh conflict message and click

on the right-hand side.
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8. Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the Refresh Conflict attribute.

What's next?
You can now safely refresh the schema with the data source.

Advanced data type detection is slow
Advanced data type (ADT) detection is the process that compares each value in the
database with each pattern in the ADT definition list.

The following non-exhaustive list contains the factors that affect the detection time:

l The higher the number of ADTs in Catalog, the longer the detection time.
l The higher the number of patterns in each ADT, the longer the detection time.
For example, a text ADT can contain one or more regular expressions. The more reg-
ular expressions that you add to this ADT, the longer the detection time will take.

Tip As a general rule, try to limit both the number of ADTs and the number of
patterns per ADT.

Jobserver troubleshooting
This is a list of known issues in versions older than Collibra 2022.07.
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Problem Solution

One or more of the following error
messages appear:

l context JS-<context ID> not

found in the Jobserver node in DGC
logs.

l manager_start - /op-

t/collibra/spark-job-

server/bin/manager_start.sh:

line 73: <process id> killed in
the Jobserver server logs.

l Spark context logs are interrupted dur-
ing Spark processing.

l It is not possible to allocate

enough memory in the Spark process
or other process on the same machine.

If the Spark context crashes or is
unresponsive, it can be related to a
memory shortage. Make sure that you
have enough memory.

l In 5.7, a Jobserver node should have
64GB RAM, 16 CPUs and 500GB SSD.

l In 5.7.1, the Spark context process
configuration for each Jobserver
requires you to change the lower the
heap memory to 40GB and replace the -
XX:+UseG1GC option by -
XX:+UseParallelGC.

An ingestion job keeps on running due to
lingering Spark Context.

Restart the Jobserver, then restart
Collibra.

Communication failure occurs between
Jobserver and Spark Context when
profiling large tables.

The following relevant parameters can be
edited in the Jobserver configuration file to
decrease the chance that this problem
occurs:

l acceptable-heartbeat-pause

should be 600s.
l heartbeat-interval should be 300s.
l threshold should be 12.0

Jobserver jobs
To ingest data in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, you have to register a data source.
During the ingestion, you can include to run a data profiling, data sampling and to detect
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advanced data types in the data.

The DGC service is responsible for the ingestions, the Jobserver is responsible for the
data profiling, data sampling and advanced data type detection.

The following table shows how many jobs it takes to complete a task. The jobs are
executed sequentially.

Task Number of jobs

Data profiling 4 jobs per table

Data sampling 2 jobs per table

Advanced data type detection 1 job per table

Data ingestion 0 job

If you have to troubleshoot Jobserver jobs, you need the following log files when you
create a diagnostic file.

l Collibra logs
l Jobserver logs: You have to enable the ingestion and profiling logs.
l Spark logs: You have enable to the Spark logs. When you create a diagnostic file,
these are included with the Jobserver logs.
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	 Catalog submenu pagesThe following table describes each of the submenu items of the Data Catalog application.PageDescriptionData Catalog HomeThe landing page when you click the Data Catalog tab. This page is designed to help you quickly and easily find Data Catalog-related assets.ReportsAll report assets. Data SetsAll data sets shown as a set of tiles or as a table, with their name, description and, if there are any, connections to existing assets in Collibra.Data SourcesData sources that are used for data source registrations.Data DictionaryAll data assets in Collibra.Technology AssetsAll technology assets in Collibra.MetricsContains a variety of statistics related to how the assets of the Catalog are used.Access RequestsThe history of your access requests and their status.Advanced Data TypesAll advanced data types, which are used during a data source registration.Data Catalog asset pagesThe asset pages in Data Catalog provide information about assets. The information depends on the asset type and the asset type's assignment.Catalog experience settingCatalog experience is a setting that improves the user experience of the Data Catalog asset pages. The improvements include: Custom tabs that correspond to the page you are working on.A streamlined title bar showing general information.Quicker and easier navigation that requires less scrolling.The Catalog experience setting is enabled by default. If required, you can disable it.When you use Edge, Catalog experience has to be enabled.Page layoutFor more information on the Data Catalog asset pages, see the online version of this guide.Data Catalog HomeThe Collibra Data Catalog Home is the landing page when you click the Data Catalog tab. This page is designed to help you quickly and easily find Data Catalog-related assets.You need the Data Catalog global role or Data Catalog Author role to view Data Catalog Home.The page is organized into five groupings, or sections, of assets and a Data Catalog-specific search field, as described in the following image and table.The Data sets you might like section is enabled and disabled via Collibra Console. By default, it is enabled (shown) on the page. The other four sections are always shown and cannot be disabled. However, for any of the five sections, if there is no relevant data, nothing is shown on the page, including the section header. Element nameDescriptionSearch fieldA Data Catalog-specific search field that you can use to find any asset in CollibraData Catalog, for example assets of asset types Data Set, Schema, Table, Column, Tableau Workbook and Tableau View.This search field works in the same manner as does the global search field, but it uses a default 'Data Catalog' filter. Data Catalog Data Sets you might likeShows up to four data sets you might be interested in, as determined by the recommender, which takes into account your data sets and the data sets of similar users.The Show more button enables you to view up to eight data sets on this page.Recently viewedShows the four most recently viewed Data Catalog-related assets.This section uses the Recent widget functionality.The Show more button enables you to view the eight most recently viewed assets.ReportsShows the four most recently created assets of asset type Report and its child asset types.Clicking the asset name takes you to the asset page. Clicking View all reports takes you to the Catalog reports page.Data sourcesShows the four most recently created assets of asset type Table.Clicking the asset name takes you to the asset page. Clicking View all data sources takes you to the Data Sources page.Data setsShows the four most recently created assets of asset type Data Set.Clicking the asset name takes you to the asset page. Clicking View all data sets takes you to the Data Sets overview page.Recommenders The recommenders aim to suggest relevant business assets and data sets. Recommenders have to train regularly to update the recommendations. By default, this is done every night. Recommendations can be calculated on the basis of several algorithms. These algorithms also calculate an error margin for each recommendation, and eventually only the algorithm with the lowest error margin provides the recommendations.You can edit the settings of the recommenders and matchers to optimize the recommendations.The recommender uses statistical information. Therefore, your recommendations will be empty or less useful if your company just started using Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.Recommendation of data sets to usersDescriptionThe data set recommender recommends data sets to users, based on the data sets of similar users.If you use some of the same data sets as some other users, you are probably also interested in data sets that they use but you don't. The recommendations are shown on Data Catalog Home.ExampleStrategyThe data set recommender compares the data sets used by the users to find relevant data sets. It roughly follows these steps:See which data sets you are currently using.Look for other users that also use your data sets.See which data sets those users use, but you don't.Recommend up to 9 of those data sets to you.If the recommender does not have enough data, for example if you just started using Collibra, it only considers 3 parameters: CertifiedQualityPopularity (number of views of the data set asset page)Recommendation of business assets to data setsDescriptionThe asset recommender recommends business assets to data sets, based on business assets it is related to.If two data sets have relations to the same business assets, business assets related to only one of the two data sets may be relevant to the other data set as well.ExampleStrategyThe asset recommender uses the relation data set related to business asset set to find relevant assets. It roughly follows these steps:See which business assets are related to the current data set.Look for other data sets related to those business assets.See whether those data sets are also related to other business assets.Recommend those business assets on the data set page and in the Add related to dialog box.If the recommender does not have enough data, for example if you just started using Collibra, it does not give you any recommendations.Recommendation of business assets to column assetsBusiness assets are recommended to column assets based on the search engine in Collibra. The recommendations are shown in the section of data asset represented by business asset relation.ExampleRecommendation of business assets to Tableau workbook assets and Tableau view assetsBusiness assets are recommended to Tableau workbook assets and Tableau view assets based on the search engine in Collibra. The recommendations are shown in the section of report related to business asset relation.MatchersThe matchers aim to suggest assets and data sets that might be interesting for you.Matchers find similar data sets and schemas based on the name and the attributes.You can edit the settings of the recommenders and matchers to optimize the recommendations.The matcher uses statistical information. Therefore, your recommendations will be empty or less useful if your company just started using Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.Data set matcherThe data set matcher looks at the names and attributes of the column assets that a data set contains. It shows similar data sets on the data set asset page.Schema matcherThe schema matcher is currently not used in Collibra.Data Catalog SearchThe Data Catalog Home page has a Data Catalog-specific search field that you can use to find assets in Data Catalog. When you launch a search from Data Catalog, the search page is the regular Collibra search page, but with the Catalog search filter applied. You need the Data Catalog global role or Data Catalog Author role to view the Data Catalog search page and use the Data Catalog Search.In the search input field, you can type any text and press Enter or click Search to launch the search.The search finds resources that contain a word that begins with your search text. For example, if you type ca, the search results could contain 'California' and 'Lewis Carroll', but not 'Meercat'.You can also use wildcards and symbols to search, see Wildcards and symbols for searching.Catalog reportsThe Reports page is a view that shows: All Report assets.All packaged or manually created child asset types of Report, for example BI Report, Tableau View, and Looker Query.Report viewsYou can view the assets in table or tile display mode, and can perform all the same actions you can for any other table or set of tiles.Reports in tile display modeIn tile display mode, you can do the following:Click an asset name to open the relevant asset page. Click anywhere else in the tile to select one or more assets. The list of available actions appears in the action toolbar.Reports in table display modeIn table display mode, you can do the following:Click an asset name to open the relevant asset page.Click anywhere else in the tile to select one or more assets. The list of available actions appears in the action toolbar.Edit cells in the table.FiltersThe default All reports view does not contain a filter, so it shows all Report assets. Some of the other packaged views do contain a filter. For example the Certified reports view only shows reports that are certified. You can also create your own filter and, if necessary, save the filtered view as a new view. For example, you can create separate views for Report assets belonging to a specific source, for example Tableau, Looker or Power BI.Data Catalog Data SetsA data set is a logical, handpicked collection of data elements that can come from multiple data sources. For example, Customer Contact information. Data sets allow users to quickly know which data to use for a specific purpose and request access to it.The Catalog Data Sets overview page displays existing data sets in a table or as tiles. The page displays the name of the data set, its description, its certification status, and, if there are any, connections to existing business assets in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.Data Sets overview pageThe Data Sets overview page contains the data sets that are available in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. You can view the data sets in table display mode or tile display mode.Tile display mode Click a data set title to open its details. Click anywhere in the tile except for the title to select the data set. The list of actions that you can perform is displayed.Table display modeClick a name of the data set to open its details.Select one or more data sets. The list of actions that you can perform is displayed.The Sample Data tab shows the first 100 columns of data. If you have more than 100 columns, they are not shown.Data Set asset pageThe Data Set asset page is basically the same as any asset page in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud with the following differences: The Data Set asset page has a special attribute, namely Certified. That attribute indicates whether a data set is certified or not. There are no restrictions for certifying a data set, except the ones your organization chooses. You decide when a data set can or has to be certified. For more information about how to do this, see Certify a data set.It contains suggestions for related Business Assets, based on the asset recommender.It contains a Data Profiling and Sample data section which contains respectively a data profile and sample data, if available.You can perform the following actions on this page:Create a viewFilter dataSort Catalog submenu pagesRequest access to data sets and reportsDelete data setsCreating data setsIn this section you can learn how to create a data set and how to add data to it.Create a data setYou create data sets to add data to them.StepsIn the main menu, click the Create () button.The Create dialog box appears.In the Create dialog box, click the Asset tab.Click Data Set.In the Domain field, select the domain to which you want to add one or more data sets.In the Name field, type the name of the data set, press Enter to add other data set names.Click Create.Add data to a data set from an asset pageWhen you come across an asset that you want to add to a data set, you can add that asset from that asset page.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.    You have a resource role with the Attribute > Add resource permission.  StepsNavigate to an asset page of a schema, table or column asset.In the upper-right corner, click Add to Data Set.Enter the required information in the Add data to data set dialog box.Existing data set:Select the data set.Click Add to data set.New data set:Type a name in the Data set name field.Type a description in the Data set description field.Click Create & Add data.Add data to a data set from the Data Sources or Data Dictionary pageYou can add data to a data set from the Data Sources or Data Dictionary page.PrerequisitesFor Data Dictionary: You have a global role with the Data Dictionary global permission, for example Data Dictionary.     You have a resource role with the Attribute > Add resource permission.  Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Data Sources or Data Dictionary.If necessary, filter the list of data assets.Select the check boxes of the data assets you want to add to a specific data set.Some data assets are nested. If you select the top one, all its children are added as well.Keep in mind that you can only add schemas, tables and columns.Above the table, click Add to Data Set.Enter the required information in the Add data to data set dialog box.Click Add to data set.A notification in the upper-right corner lets you know how many assets you have added to the data set.Certify a data setYou can approve, endorse or guarantee the contents of a data set.StepsNavigate to the asset page of a data set that you want to certify.Find the Certified characteristic and double-click the line of text below it.Click in the field that is displayed.Click True.Click Save.You can design a workflow to take care of the certification of a data set.Delete data setsIf you no longer need a certain data set, you can delete it from the repository.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Data SetsSearch for the data sets that you want to delete.You can use the Filter pane or sort your data sets.In table mode, select the check boxes of the data sets that you want to delete.In tile mode, hold the SHIFT key to select multiple data sets.Click Delete.Click Yes to confirm.Requesting access to dataYou can request access to data by adding the relevant data sets or reports to your Data Basket and checking out your Data Basket. Adding data sets or reports to the Data BasketYou can add data sets or reports to the Data Basket by clicking Add to Data Basket. This button appears:When you've selected one or more data sets or reports in Catalog.On Data Set asset pages and Report asset pages.When you click Add to Data Basket:A Data Usage asset is created. All of the data sets and reports you selected are shown in the Data Basket.Data Usage assetThe Data Usage asset is created in the Data Usages domain. The name of the Data Usage asset is USER_BASKET_ followed by the UUID of the user.The Data Usages domain is a hidden domain in the Business Analysts Community. This means it doesn't appear in the Collibra Browser, which helps to avoid it being inadvertently deleted. To view the Data Usages domain, go to the Access Requests page and click the name of a Data Usage asset. The Data Usages domain appears in the breadcrumb, on the Data Usage asset page.The Data Usage asset page shows all of the important information related to the access request, including:The data sets or reports to which access is requested.The purpose for requesting access to the data.The access start date and end date.Data BasketThe Data Basket is a view that shows all of the data sets or reports you've selected and to which you want access.To access the Data Basket, click . You can remove data sets and reports from the Data Basket by clicking on the relevant tiles, and then clicking Remove from data basket.Checking out your Data BasketWhen you're ready to check out, click Checkout Data Basket. This starts the packaged Request Data Sets Access workflow, by which your request is approved or rejected.When you check out the Data Basket, the Data Usage asset is renamed in the format YYYY-MM-DD #X, where X is a sequential number, for example 2019-12-16 #3.All your access requests are shown in Catalog, on the Access Requests page.Request access to data sets and reportsTo use the data referred to in data sets or reports, you need to request access to it.StepsAdd assets to your basket by doing one of the following: SearchingIn Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, search for the data set or report you need and click its name.The asset page of the data set or report opens.Click Add to Data Basket.Navigating    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Data Sets or Reports.If necessary, search for the data sets or reports that you want to access.Select the check boxes of the data sets or reports that you want to access.Above the tiles, click Add to Data BasketA message at the upper-right indicates that the assets have been added to your basket.Open your basket by clicking on the main menu bar.Review your basket.To remove unnecessary assets, select them and click Remove from data basket.Click Checkout Data Basket.A dialog box appears.Enter the required information and click Submit.If the Add Purpose to the Data Usage dialog box appears, start typing and select the Purpose asset that describes the business use for which you are requesting access to the data sets or reports, and then click Submit.This dialog box only appears if Collibra Data Privacy is installed.What's next?A workflow starts to approve the request and to grant you access to the data.A Data Usage asset is created in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. You can view all your requests and their current status on the Access Requests page. For more information, see Requesting access to data.Data Sources pageThe Data Sources page is a view that shows all the data sources (in other words, all assets of asset type Data Assets) that were used in the creation of Data Catalog Data Sets.You can view the assets in table display mode or tile display mode.Data sources in table display modeWith hierarchies enabled, you can expand the assets to consult the structure of the data sources.Click an asset name to open the relevant asset page.Select one or more assets. The list of actions that you can perform is then displayed.Data sources in tile display mode Click an asset name to open the relevant asset page.Click anywhere else in the tile to select the asset. The list of actions that you can perform is then displayed.Data Dictionary pageThe Data Dictionary page is a view that shows all assets of every data asset type in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You can view the assets in table display mode or tile display mode.On this page, you can perform the following actions:Create a viewFilter assetsSort assets by name, description and asset typeDelete assetsMove assetsAdd assets to a data setStart an asset workflow from an asset table, for assetsTechnology Assets pageThe Technology Assets page is a view that shows all assets of every technology asset type in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You can view the assets in table display mode or tile display mode.On this page, you can perform the following actions:Create views.Filter assets.Sort assets by name, description and asset type.Delete assets.Move assets to another domain.Access Requests pageIf you have requested access to one or more data sets, the Access Requests page allows you to view the status of your requests.When you request access to a data set:an asset of the Data Usage type is created in the Data Usages domain in your community. the request Assets Access workflow is started.The names of your requests are automatically generated with the date of your request. You can click the request name to open the asset page, which shows all the information relative to your request.If you've requested access to many data sets, you can sort on any of the columns on the Access Requests page, to help you find a specific access request.Advanced data typesWhen you profile data when registering a data source, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud can detect some basic data types, such as numbers and text. Besides these basic data types, you can create your own advanced data types.In this section, you learn how to work with advanced data types.Data type detectionWhen you run a data profiling when registering a data source, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud tries to detect the data type of each column.Collibra tries to match the fields of each column with every data type. Collibra remembers the matches for each field, also if a field has multiple matches.Collibra calculates the matching percentage of how many fields of the column match the same data type.Collibra verifies the matching percentage against the data type detection threshold. You can define the data type detection threshold in Collibra Console, see the Collibra Installation and Configuration Guide.Collibra assigns the data type with the highest matching percentage to the source column, provided that the matching percentage exceeds the threshold.Out of the box, there are several base data types such as integer, text and boolean. With each data profiling, these base data types are evaluated. If your data source contains special data types such as social security numbers or international bank account numbers, you can define them as advanced data types. In the data source registration wizard, you can then choose to also evaluate the data on these advanced data types.Keep in mind that detecting advanced data types significantly increases the data profiling job execution time.Advanced data type management prerequisitesTo manage advanced data types, you need the following prerequisites:Catalog roleAdvanced Data Type global permissionCreate an advanced data typeIf the basic data types, such as numbers and text, are not specific enough, you can create your own advanced data types.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.        You have a global role with the Advanced Data Type > Add global permission.      Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Advanced Data Types.Above the table, to the right, click Add Advanced Data Type.In the Add Advanced Data Type dialog box, fill in the new data type properties. OptionDescriptionNameThe name of the advanced data type. The name has to be unique, including the basic data types.DescriptionThe description of the advanced data type.Base data typeThe data type used as basis for the advanced data type:TextGeographicalTrue/FalseDateTimeDate and TimeWhole NumberDecimal NumberArrayN/AExamplesBase data typeField namePatternsTextEmail address[a-z0-9]+[_a-z0-9\.-]*[a-z0-9]+@[a-z0-9-]+(\.[a-z0-9-]+)*(\.[a-z]{2,4})TextIP address\b(?:(?:2(?:[0-4][0-9]|5[0-5])|[0-1]?[0-9]?[0-9])\.){3}(?:(?:2([0-4][0-9]|5[0-5])|[0-1]?[0-9]?[0-9]))\bDateCustom Dateyyyy-MM-ddTimeCustom TimeHH mmDate and TimeCustom Date and TimeMM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ssTrue/FalseBoolean (French)  true: vrai, v  false: faux, f Advanced data type (variable field name)The field name depends on the selected base data type.Base data typeField nameDescriptionTextRegular expressionsList of regular expressions.For more information about regular expressions, see regular-expressions.info. GeographicalRegular expressionsList of regular expressions.For more information about regular expressions, see regular-expressions.info.DateDate pattern List of date patterns using the DateTimeFormatter format. See the official Java documentation.TimeTime patternList of time patterns using the DateTimeFormatter format. See the official Java documentation.Date and TimeDate and Time pattern List of date and time patterns using the DateTimeFormatter format. See the official Java documentation.Whole NumberNumeric formatLocale for the format of whole numbers.Decimal NumberNumeric formatLocale for the format of decimal numbers.True/FalseTrue valuesFalse valuesList of values that are accepted as True value.List of values that are accepted as False value.Array or N/A Not applicable for advanced data type detection.Click Save.Edit an advanced data typeIf an existing advanced data type is incorrect, you can edit it.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.        You have a global role with the Advanced Data Type > Update global permission.       Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Advanced Data Types.In the row of the data type that you want to edit, click .The Edit Advanced Data Type dialog box appears.Enter the required information.OptionDescriptionNameThe name of the advanced data type. The name has to be unique, including the basic data types.DescriptionThe description of the advanced data type.Base data typeThe data type used as basis for the advanced data type:TextGeographicalTrue/FalseDateTimeDate and TimeWhole NumberDecimal NumberArrayN/AExamplesBase data typeField namePatternsTextEmail address[a-z0-9]+[_a-z0-9\.-]*[a-z0-9]+@[a-z0-9-]+(\.[a-z0-9-]+)*(\.[a-z]{2,4})TextIP address\b(?:(?:2(?:[0-4][0-9]|5[0-5])|[0-1]?[0-9]?[0-9])\.){3}(?:(?:2([0-4][0-9]|5[0-5])|[0-1]?[0-9]?[0-9]))\bDateCustom Dateyyyy-MM-ddTimeCustom TimeHH mmDate and TimeCustom Date and TimeMM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ssTrue/FalseBoolean (French)  true: vrai, v  false: faux, f Advanced data type (variable field name)The field name depends on the selected base data type.Base data typeField nameDescriptionTextRegular expressionsList of regular expressions.For more information about regular expressions, see regular-expressions.info. GeographicalRegular expressionsList of regular expressions.For more information about regular expressions, see regular-expressions.info.DateDate pattern List of date patterns using the DateTimeFormatter format. See the official Java documentation.TimeTime patternList of time patterns using the DateTimeFormatter format. See the official Java documentation.Date and TimeDate and Time pattern List of date and time patterns using the DateTimeFormatter format. See the official Java documentation.Whole NumberNumeric formatLocale for the format of whole numbers.Decimal NumberNumeric formatLocale for the format of decimal numbers.True/FalseTrue valuesFalse valuesList of values that are accepted as True value.List of values that are accepted as False value.Array or N/A Not applicable for advanced data type detection.You cannot change the base data type.Click Save.Delete one or more advanced data typesIf you no longer use an advanced data type, you can delete it.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.    You have a global role with the Advanced Data Type > Remove global permission.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Advanced Data Types.Single advanced data typeIn the row of the data type that you want to delete, click .In the Delete advanced data type dialog box, click Delete advanced data type.Multiple advanced data typesSelect the check boxes in front of the advanced data types that you want to delete.In the action toolbar, click Delete.You can select all the visible assets at once by clicking the check box next to the Name column header.In the Delete (x) advanced data type(s) dialog box, click Delete (x) advanced data type(s).The data type attributes that contain the deleted advanced data type are reset to the base data type that was used for the advanced data type.Sort Catalog submenu pagesYou can reorder the data on Catalog pages, such as Reports, Data Sets, Data Sources and so on.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.Click any of the items in the submenu, for example Data Sets.Sort your data:Table display modeTile display mode (if available)Click any column header to sort the data based on that column. Click again to toggle between ascending and descending order.Click the Sort by arrow to sort ascending or descending, and click the drop-down list to select on which field you want to sort.
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	 Register a data sourceRegistering a data source makes metadata from that source available in Collibra to create data sets that can then be used for creating reports and analyzing data. Optionally, Collibra can perform data profilingdata profiling on the registered data and extract sample datasample data from it.If you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-premises Jobserver, they must have the same installer version. You can find the installer version of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom of the sign-in window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0About registering a data source Registering a data source via Jobserver Registering a data source via Edge About registering a data sourceBy registering a data source, you connect a data source to Collibra. With this, you can make metadata of the data source available in Collibra.You can register a data source via Jobserver or via Edge.When you enable registering a data source via Edge, you can choose to register a data source using Edge or using Jobserver.Differences between registering a data source via Jobserver or via EdgeThe following table shows the differences between registering a data source via Jobserver or via Edge.Part of processRegister a data source via JobserverRegister a data source via EdgePermissionsThe required permissions to register a data source via Jobserver or via Edge are the same except for the following permission:You need a resource role with the following resource permissions on the Schema community:Asset > addAttribute > addDomain > addAttachment > addThe required permissions to register a data source via Edge or via Jobserver are the same except for the following permission:You need a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global permission.Registering a data sourceWhen you register a data source via Jobserver, you have to enter all database connection properties in the Register data source dialog box.Before you register a data source via Edge, you have to enable data source registration via Edge. You also create JDBC connections to your data source and Edge capabilities with a JDBC Catalog JDBC ingestion capability template. When you register a data source in Data Catalog, you can then select which database you want to add to the JDBC connection.Refreshing or synchronizingAfter registering a data source, a Schema asset is created. On the Configuration tab page of the Schema asset page, you can refresh a data source.After registering a data source, a Database asset is created. The Database asset has a relation of the type Technology asset groups / is grouped by Technology asset to the System asset that was selected when registering the data source. On the Configuration tab page of the Database asset page, you can synchronize one or many schemas.Profiling optionsAt the end of the registering process, you can select profiling options to create profiling and sample data. The profiling data is automatically created after the refresh process.You have to enable profiling and classification via Edge. After registering a data source, you can select profiling options to create profiling data and data classes on a Database asset page. The metadata is profiled and classified automatically or manually after synchronizing a schema.Difference between registering a data source and importing dataWhen you register a data source, Data Catalog reads and processes metadata of data sources that are not governed in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. Collibra will create assets of the relevant types, such as Database, Table and Column.You register a data source that contains your financial data in a SAP HANA database. Afterwards, you can use the Collibra to manage the data, for example manage access control through data sets and use traceability to see your data lineage.When you import data, you create or edit assets or complex relations, with their characteristics, from a view. Collibra will create assets of the type specified in the imported XLSX or CSV file.You import an XLSX file containing the most common business terms of your company. You can use Collibra to approve the terms and link them to more technical assets.Naming conventionWhen you register a data source, Collibra follows a strict naming convention for the names of the new assets. Each asset has a display name and full name. You can freely edit the display name. However, you should never edit the full name, because Data Catalog may need it to refresh data sources. Editing the full name may cause unexpected results and break the synchronization process.Editing the full name of the Database and Schema assets may lead to errors during the refresh process.Supported data sources for data source registrationCollibra Data Intelligence Cloud supports several databases to register as a data source. Depending on your data source, you can use Collibra-provided Catalog connector, or your own JDBC driver.Your own JDBC driversFor certain data sources, you can use your own JDBC driver. The following table contains the packaged data sources and versions that have been tested.Data sourceTested versionsSupport for profiling and sample dataJDBC driver versionAmazon Redshift1.0Yesv. 1.1.13.1013Cloudera Hive5.10 - 5.14NoApache driver v. 1.2.1Hortonworks Hive2.5, 2.6NoApache driver v. 1.2.1HP Vertica7.0Yesv. 07.01.0200IBM DB210.5Yesv. 4.9.78MySQL5.6, 5.7Yesv. 5.1.38Oracle11g, 12cYesv. 12cPostgreSQL9.4, 9.5Yesv. 9.4.1207Microsoft SQL Server2014, 2016Yesv. 5.1.38Only Microsoft drivers and drivers available via Collibra Marketplace are supported.Teradata15.0, 16.20.07.01YesNo driver testedSnowflake  We cannot guarantee that other data sources or driver versions work correctly. If you use a generic JDBC driver or an unsupported version, data ingestion, data profiling and sample data may not work as expected.Authentication and permissionsBoth ingestion and profiling (including sampling and advanced data type detection) rely on JDBC drivers to operate. Those drivers authenticate to the data sources as a user registered in that data source with specific permissions attached to the user profile in the data source.To ingest a database without profiling, Data Catalog requires read access to the database metadata: description of schema, tables, columns, including some more complex properties such as the primary and foreign keys.However, if you enable one or more profiling options, Data Catalog also requires the permission to read the full table. Which permissions are required exactly depends on the data source type, version and configuration. Additionally, they can also differ according to the provider and version of the JDBC driver. Most of the queries required to retrieve the information above are hidden by the driver. As a consequence, Collibra cannot give a exhaustive list.Collibrasupports several authentication methods, including credentials, NTLM, CyberArk and Kerberos. If you are using a certified Collibra-provided driver on the Collibra Marketplace, you can also authenticate using Windows Authentication.If you need more detailed information, we recommend to contact your JDBC driver provider.Configuration assetsWhen you register a database or system as a data source, you enter connection properties and other options. To store the configuration and connection properties, Data Catalog creates a special kind of asset, often called the configuration asset. Some of these assets show parts of the configuration on a dedicated Configuration tab page.This list contains the most widely used configuration assets: Schema assets, if you register a data source using JobserverDatabase assets, if you register a data source using Edge.S3 File System assetsTableau Server assetsWorking with configuration assetsEven though you can import or export configuration assets with the import functionality or create them via the global create button, they would not contain any configuration. This means that, if you create a configuration asset in that way, you must also create the configuration and add it to the configuration asset. However, this is not possible for all configuration assets. For example, you cannot configure an S3 File System asset after creation. The only way to configure an S3 File System asset is by connecting to Amazon S3 and synchronizing its content. We highly recommend that you do not create configuration assets by importing them or via the global create button. Instead, use the appropriate procedure, such as registering a data source or registering a system.  If you delete a configuration asset, you also delete its configuration. Register your data source or system again to create a new configuration asset or contact support for more information.Quartz Cron syntaxCron is a software utility that specifies commands to run on a given schedule. This schedule is defined by a Cron pattern, which has a specific syntax that will be described in this section.For example, you can refresh the schema of a data source or synchronize Tableau or Amazon S3 metadata outside office hours to reduce the impact of these actions on the performance of your environment.By default, you use Spring Cron expressions to schedule Collibra Console back-ups.If you create an invalid Cron pattern, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud stops responding.The Cron pattern consists of six or seven space-separated fields:<second> <minute> <hour> <day of the month> <month> <day of the week> <year>PositionFieldMandatoryAllowed valuesAllowed special charactersExamples1secondYes0-59, - * /10: at the 10th second.*/10: every 10 seconds.2minuteYes0-59, - * /30: at the 30th minute. */15: every 15 minutes.5/10: every 10 minutes starting at the 5th minute after the hour 3hourYes0-23, - * /10: at 10 o'clock. 8-10: at 8,9 and 10 AM.6,18: at 6 AM and at 6 PM.4day of the monthYes1-31, - * ? / L W3: on the 3rd day of the month. 1-4: every first four days of the month.1,15: the first day of the month and the 15th day of the month.L: on the last day of the month.L-3: on the third-to-last day of the month.15W: on the nearest weekday to the 15th of the month. If the 15th is a Saturday, then the trigger will be on the 14th, if the 15th is a Sunday, then the trigger will be on the 16th.              If the 1st day of the month is a Saturday, then 1W corresponds to the 3rd day of the month, since the month is specified in the 5th value of the Cron expression.LW: on the last weekday of the month.5monthYes1-12 or JAN-DEC, - * /12: in December. 1-3: every first three months of the year.JUL,AUG: every July and August.The names of the months are not case-sensitive.6day of the weekYes1-7 or SUN-SAT, - * ? / L #TUE: every Tuesday.2-6: every weekday, Monday to Friday.              MON,WED,FRI: every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.L: on Saturday, the 7th day of the week.2L: at the last Monday of the month.              6#3: on the 3rd Friday of the month.              The names of the days are not case-sensitive.7yearNoempty, 1970-2099, - * /<empty>: if your schedule doesn't require a year, you can leave this value empty.2021: in 2021. 2021-2025: in the years 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024 and 2025.2021,2022,2025: in the years 2021, 2022 and 2025.Special charactersCharacterDescription*Used to select all values within a field.* in the minute field corresponds with every minute.?Used to specify something in one of the two fields in which the character is allowed, but not the other, mainly used for days of the week. If you want your trigger to fire on a particular day of the month, for example the 10th, but don't care what day of the week that happens to be, you could put 10 in the day-of-month field, and ? in the day of the week field.-Used to specify ranges. 10-12 in the hour field means “the hours 10, 11 and 12”.,Used to specify additional values. MON,WED,FRI in the day-of-week field means “the days Monday, Wednesday, and Friday”./Used to specify increments. 0/15 in the seconds field means “the seconds 0, 15, 30, and 45”. And 5/15 in the seconds field means “the seconds 5, 20, 35, and 50. You can also leave out the number before /, which is equivalent to having 0 before / . 1/3 in the day-of-month field means “fire every 3 days starting on the first day of the month”.LHas different meaning in each of the two fields in which it is allowed. The value L in the day-of-month field means “the last day of the month” - day 31 for January, day 28 for February on non-leap years. You can also specify an offset from the last day of the month, such as “L-3” which would mean the third-to-last day of the calendar month. If you use L in the day-of-week field by itself, it means “7” or “SAT”. But if used in the day-of-week field after another value, it means “the last xxx day of the month” - for example “6L” means “the last Friday of the month”. When using the L option, it is important not to specify lists, or ranges of values, because you may get unexpected results.WUsed to specify the weekday (Monday-Friday) nearest the given day. 15W in the value for the day-of-month field, means the nearest weekday to the 15th of the month: If the 15th is a Saturday, the trigger will fire on Friday the 14th. If the 15th is a Sunday, the trigger will fire on Monday the 16th. If the 15th is a Tuesday, then it will fire on Tuesday the 15th. However if you specify 1W as the value for day-of-month, and the 1st is a Saturday, the trigger will fire on Monday the 3rd, as it will not ‘jump’ over the boundary of a month’s days. The ‘W’ character can only be specified when the value in the day-of-month field specifies a single day, not a range or list of days.The 'L' and 'W' characters can also be combined in the day-of-month field to yield 'LW', which translates to *last weekday of the month*.#Used to specify “the nth” XXX day of the month. 6#3 in the day-of-week field means “the third Friday of the month” (day 6 = Friday and “#3” = the 3rd one in the month). Other examples: 2#1 is the first Monday of the month and 4#5 is the fifth Wednesday of the month. Note that if you specify #5 and there is not 5 of the given day-of-week in the month, then no firing will occur that month.0 0 * ? * * * = the top of every hour of every day.        */10 * * * * ? = every ten seconds.        0 0 8-10 * * ? 2020 = 8, 9 and 10 o'clock of every day during the year 2020.        0 0 6,19 ? * * = 6:00 AM and 7:00 PM every day.        0 0/30 8-10 ? * * = 8:00, 8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00 and 10:30 every day.        0 0 9-17 * * MON-FRI = on the hour nine-to-five weekdays.0 0 0 25 12 ? = every Christmas Day at midnight, no matter what day of the week it is.0 15 10 ? * 6L 2022-2025 = 10:15 AM on every Friday of every month during the years 2022, 2023, 2024 and 2025.0 30 11 ? * 6#2 = 11:30 AM on the second Friday of every month.Quartz Cron only supports a value in either the 4th or the 6th position, but not in both. At the same time, both positions cannot be empty.Foreign key ingestionA foreign key, in relational databases, is a field in one table that refers to the primary key of another table. A primary key is a column or combination of columns, to uniquely identify table records.The table with the primary key is referred to as the referenced table or parent table.The table with the foreign key is referred to as the child table.Ingesting foreign keysIn Data Catalog, a foreign key is ingested as an asset of the Foreign key type. See Foreign Key asset page.The Foreign key asset creates relations between columns of different tables. It consists of foreign key mappings between the parent and child table. In the following example, you see an overview of the tables, columns and a foreign key:food: Schema that consists of two tables:food_types: Table with the columns food_name, food_code and food_type.fastfood: Table with the columns main_food_code, company_name and main_food_type.fastfood_fk: Foreign key asset consists of one or more foreign key mappings.mapping 1 (marked with blue arrows): Constrains the column main_food_code from the child table.References the column food_code from the parent table.mapping 2:Constrains the column main_food_type from the child table.References the column food_type from the parent table.Registering a data source via JobserverBy registering a data source via Jobserver, you connect a data source to Collibra. With this, you can make metadata of the data source available in Collibra. During the data source registration process, you create a Schema asset. Via this asset, you can refresh the metadata of the data source.You can also register a data source via Edge.Data source ingestion stepsThe following table shows the steps required for data source ingestion.StepWhat?Description1Register a data sourceRegistering a data source creates a connection between your data source and Collibra. It makes metadata of the data source available in Collibra.You can register a data source using a Collibra-provided driver or your own driver.2IngestionAfter registering a data source, Collibra creates a Physical Data Dictionary domain and new assets of the type Schema, Table and Column, corresponding to the data in your data source.3Refresh a data sourceRefreshing the schema of a registered data source updates the metadata of the data source in Collibra. You typically do this when the data in a registered data source has been updated.You can do this manually or automatically at fixed intervals.Profiling data optionsWhen you register your data source, you can choose profiling options for the registered data.OptionDescriptionStore Data Profile           Option to perform data profiling on the registered data. Detect advanced data types            Option to detect advanced data types in the data source. Store Sample Data            Option to extract sample data from the registered data. Tables excluded from registrationDatabase tables that will not be ingested.If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press Enter after typing a value and then type the next.You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all start with act_, you can enter act_*.The table names are case sensitive.You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the schema.The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE, VIEW,...After registering a data sourceWhen the registration is complete:A message at the top right tells you that data source registration is complete. A domain and Schema asset are immediately created and an ingestion job is started.You can immediately add the registered data source to a data set by clicking the corresponding link in the confirmation message.The ingestion job creates assets that represent the metadata of the data source.      Table assets that are created after ingestion have an attribute type called Table Type that defines the type of table that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE, VIEW,...A workflow to assign a technical steward to the new domain is started. This is a simple packaged workflow that you can edit to fit your organization's needs. When you have assigned a technical steward, that technical steward has to set the security classification and indicate whether the data elements contain personally identifiable information (PII).Register a data source using a Collibra-provided driverYou can register a database as a data source using one of the JDBC drivers provided by Collibra Marketplace.You can also do this with your own JDBC driver.    This operation should only be executed by your database administrator.      The Collibra-provided drivers have been tested with Collibra Data Governance Center version 5.7.5. In older versions, you might encounter unexpected behavior. Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the main menu, click the Create () button.The Create dialog box appears.In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use a Collibra provided driver).If there is no JDBC driver available, add and configure the driver of your preference.In the Register data source dialog box, enter the required information.FieldDescriptionProcess onThe jobserver used for ingesting.Schema nameThis name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.Schema descriptionThe description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema asset.Data ownerThe owner of the registered data in Collibra.Click Next.Enter the database connection properties.OptionDescriptionJDBC driver versionThe JDBC driver to connect to your database.Connect viaThe jobserver used for ingesting.<Configuration properties>The connection properties as defined in your JDBC driver.For more information on the connection details of supported data sources, see JDBC connection details.Store credentialsSelect this option to store the credentials to access the database. With a schema refresh, you can clear this option again.UsernameUsername to access the database.This field is ignored if your data source uses Cyberark, Kerberos or NTLM.PasswordCorresponding password to access the database.This field is ignored if your data source uses Cyberark, Kerberos or NTLM.Schedule data refreshEnable or disable a schedule to automatically refresh the data registration.Cron patternSchedule of the data refresh as a Cron pattern.If you create an invalid Cron pattern, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud stops responding.Time zoneThe time zone of the database.If Collibra DGC cannot connect to the database, you cannot continue the data source registration wizard.Click Next.    Select the data profiling options.OptionDescriptionStore Data Profile           Option to perform data profiling on the registered data. Detect advanced data types            Option to detect advanced data types in the data source. Store Sample Data            Option to extract sample data from the registered data. Tables excluded from registrationDatabase tables that will not be ingested.If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press Enter after typing a value and then type the next.You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all start with act_, you can enter act_*.The table names are case sensitive.You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the schema.The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE, VIEW,...Click Create.What's next?The data source is registered and the data is automatically ingested. The ingestion of data is executed in a job. You can see this job in the list of activities.Click the Result button to open the data profiling results.If the database contains foreign keys, they will be registered as new assets of the Foreign Key asset type. Assets of this type contain the complex relation, which is the link between all column assets that are part of the foreign key definition.However, the complex relation is not created if a column is part of a table that is added to the list of Tables excluded from registration.If you exclude a table during the schema refresh, the corresponding table, column assets and foreign key mapping will be deleted.Manage Collibra-provided JDBC driversTo register a database as a data source you need a JDBC driver. You can use one of the JDBC drivers provided by Collibra Marketplace.This allows you to do the following:Edit an existing JDBC driver.Install a new JDBC driver for a data source type that has an existing JDBC driver, for example Oracle12c.Install a new JDBC driver for a data source type that doesn't have a JDBC driver yet, for example Amazon EMR.You can also do this with your own JDBC drivers.    This operation should only be executed by your database administrator.      The Collibra-provided drivers have been tested with Collibra Data Governance Center version 5.7.5. In older versions, you might encounter unexpected behavior. Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the main menu, click the Create () button.The Create dialog box appears.In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use a Collibra provided driver).If a JDBC driver is already installed for your data source, do the following:Enter the schema properties.FieldDescriptionSchema nameThis name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.Schema descriptionThe description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema asset.Data ownerThe owner of the registered data in Collibra.Click Next.In the JDBC driver version field, click manage drivers....Do one of the following:Click Add JDBC Driver if you want to create a new JDBC driver.Click if you want to edit an existing JDBC driver.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionJDBC Driver Version NameThe name of the JDBC driver. UploadButton to upload the relevant files for the data source.If you downloaded the JDBC driver from Collibra Marketplace, make sure to unzip the downloaded ZIP file before uploading it to Collibra Data Governance Center.The JDBC driver has to be in JAR format.Driver filesThis table contains a list of uploaded files.You can remove a driver file by clicking .Click Next.Configure the JDBC connection.For more information on the connection details of supported data sources, see JDBC connection details.Click Create.What's next?You can now complete the data source registration wizard for Collibra-provided JDBC drivers.Register a data source using your own driverYou can register a database as a data source using one of your own drivers.You can also do this with a Collibra-provided JDBC driver.    This operation should only be executed by your database administrator.  Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have set up the JDBC driver of your source data, for example MySQL. You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.If you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-premises Jobserver, both must have the same installer version. You can find the installer version of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom of the sign-in window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0You have a resource role with the following resource permissions on the Schema community:Asset > addAttribute > addDomain > addAttachment > addYou have the permissions to retrieve the metadata of the following database components through the JDBC Driver Database Metadata methods:SchemasTablesColumnsPrimary keysForeign keysFor the list of supported databases and versions, consult the Databases supported versions section.For the JDBC connection details of the various databases, consult the JDBC connection details section.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the main menu, click the Create () button.The Create dialog box appears.In the Register data source dialog box, click the type of your data source.If there is no JDBC driver available, add and configure the driver of your preference.In the Register data source dialog box, enter the required information.FieldDescriptionProcess onThe jobserver used for ingesting.Schema nameThis name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.Schema descriptionThe description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema asset.Data ownerThe owner of the registered data in Collibra.Click Next.Enter the database connection properties.OptionDescriptionJDBC driver versionThe JDBC driver to connect to your database.Connect viaThe jobserver used for ingesting.DatabaseName of the database. This field is not available for all data sources.HostHostname to access the database.PortPort to access the database.<Configuration properties>The connection properties as defined in your JDBC driver.For more information on the connection details of supported data sources, see JDBC connection details.If you want to use Kerberos authentication, you also need the following connection properties.LabelDescriptionPrincipalThe Kerberos principal identity.Kerberos realmThe Kerberos realm name.Login context nameThe login context name that is used as the index to the configuration.Jaas file nameThe name of the Jaas file.Kerberos configuration fileThe configuration file containing specific properties for Kerberos authentication.If you want to use NTLM authentication, you also need the following connection properties. LabelDescriptionSecurityThe security that enables the authenticationAuthentication schemeThe used authentication scheme, which is NTLM.If you want to use CyberArk authentication, you need the following connection properties. LabelDescriptionKeystore fileThe name of the keystore file. The keystore must contain the client key and client certificate or certificate chain.If defaultTruststore is set to false, the keystore has to contain the trusted CA certificate needed to validate the server certificate offered by CyberArk.The value must have the following format: file://<keystore-file name.jks>.file://cyberark-keystore.jksKeystore passwordThe password required to open the keystore.Default truststoreThe indication of the default truststore. The default value is set to False.False: The certificate is validated through the keystoreFile property.True: The certificate is validated through the default truststore from the Java JRE. This is recommended when CyberArk is set up to offer a server certificate that can be validated by a public CA (certification authority).CyberArk addressThe host and port number through which the CyberArk server is accessible. The format of the address is hostname:port.my.cyberark.com:5502CyberArk application IDThe application ID as defined in CyberArk.This ID should be provided by your network or system administrator.CyberArk queryThe CyberArk query.This query should be provided by your network or system administrator.Store credentialsSelect this option to store the credentials to access the database. With a schema refresh, you can clear this option again.UsernameUsername to access the database.This field is ignored if your data source uses any authentication method other than credentials.PasswordCorresponding password to access the database.This field is ignored if your data source uses any authentication method other than credentials.Schedule data refreshEnable or disable a schedule to automatically refresh the data registration.Cron patternSchedule of the data refresh as a Quartz Cron pattern.If you create an invalid Cron pattern, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud stops responding.Time zoneThe time zone of the database.If Collibra cannot connect to the database, you cannot continue the data source registration wizard.Click Next.    Select the data profiling options.OptionDescriptionStore Data Profile           Option to perform data profiling on the registered data. Detect advanced data types            Option to detect advanced data types in the data source. Store Sample Data            Option to extract sample data from the registered data. Tables excluded from registrationDatabase tables that will not be ingested.If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press Enter after typing a value and then type the next.You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all start with act_, you can enter act_*.The table names are case sensitive.You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the schema.The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE, VIEW,...Click Create.What's next?The data source is registered and the data is automatically ingested. The ingestion of data is executed in a job. You can see this job in the list of activities.Click the Result button to open the data profiling results.If the database contains foreign keys, they will be registered as new assets of the Foreign Key asset type. Assets of this type contain the complex relation, which is the link between all column assets that are part of the foreign key definition.However, the complex relation is not created if a column is part of a table that is added to the list of Tables excluded from registration.If you exclude a table during the schema refresh, the corresponding table, column assets and foreign key mapping will be deleted.Register an Excel file as data sourceIf you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-premises Jobserver, they must have the same installer version. You can find the installer version of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom of the sign-in window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0PrerequisitesYou have downloaded an Excel file. You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have a resource role with the following resource permissions:Asset > addAttribute > addDomain > addAttachment > addSteps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.Or open any asset of the type Schema, Data Set, Table, Column or Tableau Server.In the main menu, click the Create () button.The Create dialog box appears.In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use your own driver).The Register data source (use your own driver) dialog box appears.In the Register data source dialog box, click Excel.Enter the data source configuration.FieldDescriptionProcess onThe jobserver used for ingesting.Schema nameThis name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.Schema descriptionThe description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema asset.Data ownerThe owner of the registered data in Collibra.Click Next.    Select the data profiling options.OptionDescriptionStore Data Profile           Option to perform data profiling on the registered data. Detect advanced data types            Option to detect advanced data types in the data source. Store Sample Data            Option to extract sample data from the registered data. Tables excluded from registrationDatabase tables that will not be ingested.If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press Enter after typing a value and then type the next.You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all start with act_, you can enter act_*.The table names are case sensitive.You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the schema.The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE, VIEW,...Click Create.What's next?The data source is registered and the data is automatically ingested. The ingestion of data is executed in a job. You can see this job in the list of activities.Click the Result button to open the data profiling results.If you have selected the option to perform data profiling and/or extract sample data, you can go to the schema page to verify if this process has completed in the Synchronization Status field. Refresh the schema page until the Synchronization Status field has disappeared.Note that there Collibra may have resolved some small issues:Use caseBehaviorMissing column nameIf the file is missing a column name, a default name will be given, _c + index.The index is the column position in the file starting with 0. For example, _c4 corresponds with the fifth column in the file.Duplicate column nameIf the file has duplicate column names, the column names will be appended with an index.The index is the column position in the file, starting with 0.For example, mycol1 and mycol3 are columns 2 and 4 in the file, each with the column name mycol.Empty sheetIf the Excel file has empty sheets, they are not registered.Register a CSV file as data sourceIf you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-premises Jobserver, they must have the same installer version. You can find the installer version of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom of the sign-in window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0PrerequisitesYou have downloaded a CSV file. You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have a resource role with the following resource permissions: Asset > addAttribute > addDomain > addAttachment > addSteps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.Or open any asset of the type Schema, Data Set, Table, Column or Tableau Server.In the main menu, click the Create () button.The Create dialog box appears.In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use your own driver).The Register data source (use your own driver) dialog box appears.In the Register data source dialog box, click Csv.Enter the data source configuration.FieldDescriptionProcess onThe jobserver used for ingesting.Schema nameThis name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.Schema descriptionThe description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema asset.Data ownerThe owner of the registered data in Collibra.Click Next.    Select the data profiling options.OptionDescriptionStore Data Profile           Option to perform data profiling on the registered data. Detect advanced data types            Option to detect advanced data types in the data source. Store Sample Data            Option to extract sample data from the registered data. Tables excluded from registrationDatabase tables that will not be ingested.If required, you can exclude multiple tables. To do this, press Enter after typing a value and then type the next.You can use an asterisk (*) as wildcard to select multiple tables. For example, if you want to exclude the tables that all start with act_, you can enter act_*.The table names are case sensitive.You can add or remove tables from this list by refreshing the schema.The Table assets that are created after ingestion have an attribute typecalled Table Type that defines the type of table that is declared in the data source. For example, TABLE, VIEW,...Click Create.What's next?The data source is registered and the data is automatically ingested. The ingestion of data is executed in a job. You can see this job in the list of activities.Click the Result button to open the data profiling results.Empty rows in the CSV file are ignored. As a consequence, they do not count towards the row count or missing value count.You can define the format of empty values by configuring the data profiling behavior. However, if a field is empty in the CSV file, it will be considered empty even if it does not match the format defined in the configuration.If you selected the option to perform data profiling and/or extract sample data, you can verify that the process was completed in the Synchronization Status field on the schema asset page. Refresh the schema page until the Synchronization Status field disappears.Note that there Collibra may have resolved some small issues:Use caseBehaviorMissing column nameIf the file is missing a column name, a default name will be given, _c + index.The index is the column position in the file starting with 0. For example, _c4 corresponds with the fifth column in the file.Duplicate column nameIf the file has duplicate column names, the column names will be appended with an index.The index is the column position in the file, starting with 0.For example, mycol1 and mycol3 are columns 2 and 4 in the file, each with the column name mycol.Empty sheetIf the Excel file has empty sheets, they are not registered.Manage your own JDBC drivers To register a database as a data source you need a JDBC driver. You can use one of your own JDBC drivers. For more information, see Supported data sources for data source registration.This allows you to do the following:Edit an existing JDBC driver.Install a new JDBC driver for a data source type that has an existing JDBC driver, for example Oracle12c.Install a new JDBC driver for a data source type that doesn't have a JDBC driver yet, for example Amazon EMR.You can also do this with a Collibra-provided JDBC driver that you download from Collibra Marketplace.    This operation should only be executed by your database administrator.  Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.      You have downloaded the JDBC driver of your choice as an archive file (for example, ZIP or JAR).              You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have a resource role with the following resource permissions on the Schema community:Asset > addAttribute > addDomain > addAttachment > addSteps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the main menu, click the Create () button.The Create dialog box appears.In the Create dialog box, click Register data source (use your own driver).In the Register data source dialog box, click the type of your data source.If a JDBC driver is already installed for your data source:Enter the schema properties.FieldDescriptionSchema nameThis name is used in Collibra as schema asset and must therefore be unique.Schema descriptionThe description of the schema. This is used as description of the schema asset.Data ownerThe owner of the registered data in Collibra.Click Next.In the JDBC driver version field, click manage drivers....Do one of the following:Click Add JDBC Driver if you want to create a new JDBC driver.Click if you want to edit an existing JDBC driver.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionJDBC Driver Version NameThe name of the JDBC driver. UploadButton to upload the relevant files for the data source. The JDBC driver should be in JAR or ZIP format with a valid Java archive structure.For authentication with CyberArk, you also need to upload a keystore file in JKS format.When you click the button, an Open dialog box appears. By default, the dialog box filters on JAR, ZIP and CONF files. However, you can change the filter to show all files.For Hortonworks Hive with Kerberos authentication, you need two files: jaas.conf and krb5.conf.Driver filesThis table contains a list of uploaded files.You can remove a driver file by clicking .Click Next.Configure the JDBC connection. For more information on the connection details of supported data sources, see JDBC connection details of your own drivers.Click Create.What's next?You can now complete the data source registration wizard.JDBC connection details of your own driversIn this section, you will see the connection details needed to register a data source or manage your own JDBC driver.About the Connection properties table:The Label column is the value that will appear in the connection details dialog box of the Data Source Registration wizard.The Property column contains the parameters in which the user input will be saved.Amazon RedshiftLabelPropertyMandatoryHostnamehostYesPortportYesDatabasedatabaseYesSchemaschemaYesCloudera HiveLabelPropertyMandatoryURL (hostname:port)hostYesPrincipalprincipalYesSchemaschemaYesHortonworks HiveLabelPropertyMandatoryURL (hostname:port)hostYesSchemaschemaYesHP VerticaLabelPropertyMandatoryHostnamehostYesPortportYesDatabasedatabaseYesSchemaschemaYesIBM DB2LabelPropertyMandatoryHostnamehostYesPortportYesDatabasedatabaseYesSchemaschemaYesMapR HiveLabelPropertyMandatoryURL (hostname:port)hostYesSchemaschemaYesMicrosoft SQL ServerLabelPropertyMandatoryHostnamehostYesPortportYesDatabasedatabaseNameYesSchemaschemaYesMySQLLabelPropertyMandatoryHostnamehostYesPortportYesDatabasedatabaseYesOracle DBLabelPropertyMandatoryHostnamehostYesPortportYesSIDsidYesSchemaschemaYesPostgreSQLLabelPropertyMandatoryHostnamehostYesPortportYesDatabasedatabaseYesSchemaschemaYesTeradataLabelPropertyMandatoryHostnamehostYesPortportYesDatabasedatabaseYesSchemaschemaYesAuthentication methodsCertain authentication methods require additional connection properties.NTLMIf you want to use NTLM authentication, you also need the following connection properties. LabelPropertyMandatorySecurityintegratedSecurity must be value True.YesAuthentication schemeauthenticationScheme must be value NTLM.YesKerberosIf you want to use Kerberos authentication, you also need the following connection properties.LabelPropertyMandatoryPrincipalprincipalYesKerberos realmrealmYesLogin context nameloginContextNameYou can find the value for this property in the jaas.conf file.YesJaas file namecom.collibra.jobserver.dto.catalog.JdbcConnection.jaasConfigYesKerberos configuration filecom.collibra.jobserver.dto.catalog.JdbcConnection.krbConfigYesCyberarkIf you want to use CyberArk authentication, you need the following connection properties. If you use one of the CyberArk connection properties, Data Catalog automatically uses CyberArk authentication.LabelPropertyMandatoryKeystore filekeystoreFileYesKeystore passwordkeystorePassYesDefault truststoredefaultTruststoreNoCyberArk addresscyberarkAddressYesCyberArk application IDcyberarkAppIdYesCyberArk querycyberarkQueryYesAuthenticationIf you register a database as data source or manage a JDBC driver, you can use various authentication methods to access your data source.CyberArk authenticationCyberArk is middleware to manage authentication and is used to provide access to various data sources. You can use CyberArk to let Data Catalog access and ingest data sources with username and password authentication. You can only authenticate to data sources using username and password authentication.Setting up CyberArk authenticationYou set up CyberArk authentication when you register your data source or manage your JDBC driver. When you register your data source or manage your JDBC driver, you only provide the username, the password you need to authenticate to the data source is stored in CyberArk and is retrieved by the Jobserver. When you ingest a data source using CyberArk authentication, the Jobserver uses certificate-based mutual authentication to authenticate to CyberArk. The connection to CyberArk is only supported over HTTPS.To authenticate via CyberArk, you have to enable CCP WebService in CyberArk and keep the default name AIMWebService unchanged. You also have to provide your own CyberArk certificates via a JKS keystore that you upload to Collibra when you register your data source or manage your JDBC driver. The JKS keystore contains the CyberArk client certificates, the private key and, if required, a server certificate.Authentication workflowStepAction1The Jobserver requests credentials from CyberArk through a certificate-based mutual authentication.2CyberArk provides the Jobserver with a username and password.3The Jobserver uses these credentials to authenticate to a data source.ConfigurationIf you want to use CyberArk authentication, you need the following connection properties. If you use one of the CyberArk connection properties, Data Catalog automatically uses CyberArk authentication.LabelPropertyDescriptionMandatoryKeystore filekeystoreFileThe name of the keystore file. The keystore must contain the client key and client certificate or certificate chain.If defaultTruststore is set to false, the keystore has to contain the trusted CA certificate needed to validate the server certificate offered by CyberArk.The value must have the following format: file://<keystore-file name.jks>.file://cyberark-keystore.jksYesKeystore passwordkeystorePassThe password required to open the keystore.YesDefault truststoredefaultTruststoreThe indication of the default truststore. The default value is set to False.False: The certificate is validated through the keystoreFile property.True: The certificate is validated through the default truststore from the Java JRE. This is recommended when CyberArk is set up to offer a server certificate that can be validated by a public CA (certification authority).NoCyberArk addresscyberarkAddressThe host and port number through which the CyberArk server is accessible. The format of the address is hostname:port.my.cyberark.com:5502YesCyberArk application IDcyberarkAppIdThe application ID as defined in CyberArk.This ID should be provided by your network or system administrator.YesCyberArk querycyberarkQueryThe CyberArk query.This query should be provided by your network or system administrator.YesNTLM authenticationNTLM is an authentication protocol used on networks that include systems running the Windows operating system and on stand-alone systems. It uses a challenge-response authentication to connect to the Microsoft SQL Server data source. For more information, see the Microsoft NTLM user guide.If you have a Microsoft SQL Server data source that uses NTLM authentication, you have to set up specific connection properties when you register the data source or manage the JDBC driver.Authentication workflowWhen you ingest a Microsoft SQL Server data source using NTLM authentication, the Jobserver connects to the server to request access. The server then sends a challenge for the Jobserver to encrypt and send back. The domain controller validates that response and gives the Jobserver access to the data source.StepAction1The Jobserver requests access to the Microsoft SQL Server data source.2The server sends a challenge message to the Jobserver to identify the Jobserver.3The Jobserver sends a response back to the server.4The server sends the challenge and response message to the domain controller.5The active directory on the domain controller validates the challenge and response message and sends the result to the server.6The server gives the Jobserver permission to access the data source.ConfigurationIf you want to use NTLM authentication, you also need the following connection properties. LabelPropertyDescriptionMandatorySecurityintegratedSecurity must be value True.The security that enables the authenticationYesAuthentication schemeauthenticationScheme must be value NTLM.The used authentication scheme, which is NTLM.YesKerberos authenticationYou can use Kerberos authentication for registering a Hive data source, for example Cloudera Hive, Hortonworks Hive or MapR Hive.Authentication type We only support Kerberos username and password authentication, not keytab. Ensure that you configure this in the jaas.conf file by setting the useKeyTab option to false.In the following jaas.conf example, Client is the value of the loginContextName field when you configure the Kerberos connection configuration.Client { com.sun.security.auth.module.Krb5LoginModule required useKeyTab=false useTicketCache=true; };If there are multiple entries in this configuration file, ask the database administrator or network administrator which one to use. For more information about the Jaas login configuration file, see the Java documentation.Example krb5.confThe following is an example configuration file of Kerberos.[libdefaults] renew_lifetime = 7d forwardable = true default_realm = MY.REALM ticket_lifetime = 24h dns_lookup_realm = false dns_lookup_kdc = false default_ccache_name = /tmp/krb5cc_%{uid} [logging] default = FILE:/var/log/krb5kdc.log admin_server = FILE:/var/log/kadmind.log kdc = FILE:/var/log/krb5kdc.log [realms] MY.REALM = {  kdc = <kdc.my.realm>  admin_server = <kadmin.my.realm> }Enable debug for Kerberos authentication issuesIf an error occurs during the Kerberos authentication, you can enable debugging to track the root cause of the error.To enable debugging for the Kerberos authentication:On the server that hosts the Jobserver service, open the file context_jvm.conf in <drive>/collibra/spark-jobserver/conf for editing.Is the following parameter present in the file: -Dsun.security.krb5.debugYes: Set its value to true.No: Add the following line to the file: -Dsun.security.krb5.debug=true Save and close the file.Restart the Jobserver service.The default log file in which to look for Kerberos authentication issues is <drive>/collibra_data/logs/context_<context-name>/spark-job-server.log.In general, you list the context_<context-name> directories and pick the most recent one.After resolving the authentication issues, set the parameter to false.Cancel a data ingestion jobIf you are the one that started the data ingestion job, you can cancel it while the data ingestion job is still running. PrerequisitesYou have registered a data source.You have started the ingestion job.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Show more.Your profile page opens on the Activities tab page.Click next to the ingestion job to cancel it.Click next to the ingestion job to cancel it.When the job is finished, the icon changes into a icon. You can't cancel the ingestion job anymore.The data ingestion job is canceled.About refreshing a schemaRefreshing a schema is the process of updating the metadata of a registered data source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You can refresh a schema manually or automatically at fixed intervals. This is particularly useful if the content of the data source changes regularly.In this section, you can find the relevant actions to successfully refresh a schema.Refresh the schema of a registered data sourceYou can refresh a schema of registered data to update the data and the profiling. It can also be useful to do this to change data types to force the profiling to use the correct type.You can also refresh the schema automatically via a schedule.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have set up the JDBC driver of your source data, for example MySQL. You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.If you are using a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment with an on-premises Jobserver, both must have the same installer version. You can find the installer version of your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment at the bottom of the sign-in window of its Collibra Console, for example 5.7.13-0You have a resource role with the following resource permissions on the Schema community:Asset > addAttribute > addDomain > addAttachment > addYou have the permissions to retrieve the metadata of the following database components through the JDBC Driver Database Metadata methods:SchemasTablesColumnsPrimary keysForeign keysFor the list of supported databases and versions, see Databases supported versions.For the JDBC connection details of the various databases, see JDBC connection details.StepsOpen the Schema asset.    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Data Dictionary and select the All Schemas view.Click the schema that you want to refresh.You can also use the Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud search function to look up your schema.In the view bar, to the right, click Actions → Refresh.The Refresh Schema dialog box appears.If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of Actions.Enter the required information.This dialog box varies with the data source:Relational databaseIf you exclude a table during the schema refresh, you will delete the corresponding table, column assets and the foreign key mapping (complex relation).If you clear the Store credentials option, the credentials are no longer stored.CSV fileExcel fileThis step may take some time.Click Save & Refresh.The refresh of the schema starts, you can follow the refresh job in the list of activities.What's next?The representation of the schema is updated: Data Catalog creates, edits and deletes assets as needed.This can lead to refresh conflicts. See Resolve schema refresh conflicts via Jobserver.If you had deleted assets manually, Data Catalog usually doesn’t create them again if you refresh the schema. However, if the assets are required to represent the schema structure, Data Catalog can create them again. You ingested a schema that contains a table and three columns. In Data Catalog, this is represented by a Schema asset, a Table asset and three Column assets.Additionally, the following relations are created between the relevant assets:Schema contains/is part of TableTable contains/is part of ColumnIn the actual data source, the columns are physically inside the table. However, in Data Catalog, they are separate assets linked by relations. As a consequence, you can delete the Table asset without deleting the Column assets. If you did that, Data Catalog creates the Table asset again if you refresh the schema, because the Table asset is needed for the relations to the Column assets.If the data source has new values and you selected the checkboxes to store sample data and data profile information, new sample data is generated and all profiling information is updated.If you did not select the Store Sample Data checkbox, any previously gathered sample data is removed. If you did not select the Store Data Profile checkbox, any previously gathered data profiling information is removed.Data types or categorical attributes that you changed manually are not updated when you refresh the schema.If you change the data type back to the original value assigned by the profiler, Data Catalog can update it if you refresh the schema.If you use this schema of the data source for Tableau stitching, you have to restitch after each schema refresh to make sure that all relations are up to date.Schedule a schema refreshYou can refresh a schema manually, but you can also create a schedule to refresh a schema on a regular basis.You can only create a refresh schedule for schemas of databases that are registered as a data source, not from CSV or Excel files. You can schedule the refresh during the data source registration process or afterwards via the Schema asset.To enable a scheduled schema refresh, you have to save the credentials in the configuration of a data source registration.The refresh schedule uses Quartz Cron expressions.If you use the schema for Tableau stitching, you have to restitch after each schema refresh to make sure that all relations are up-to-date.PrerequisitesYou have registered a data source. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Schema community: Asset: addAttribute: addDomain: addAttachment: addThese permissions are always necessary when registering a data source.Schedule the refresh during the data source registration processYou can create the refresh schedule when you register a data source.When you register a Snowflake data source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, you can create a refresh schedule by selecting Schedule data refresh. You can then enter the CRON pattern 0 0 12?*WED to refresh every Wednesday at 12:00:00 PM.Schedule the refresh via the Schema assetYou can create the refresh schedule when you refresh the schema of a registered data source via the Schema asset.Open the Schema asset.    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Data Dictionary and select the All Schemas view.Click the schema that you want to refresh.You can also use the Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud search function to look up your schema.In the view bar, to the right, click Actions → Refresh.The Refresh Schema dialog box appears.If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of Actions.In the Login information section, check Store credentials and enter the username and password you use to access your data source.      Your credentials are used to automatically connect to your data source and refresh the metadata in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.Select Schedule data refresh.Enter the required information.OptionDescriptionCron patternSchedule of the data refresh as a Quartz Cron pattern.If you create an invalid Cron pattern, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud stops responding.Time zoneThe time zone of the database.Click Save.When you refresh a schema of a registered data source, you can create a refresh schedule by selecting Schedule data refresh. You can then enter the CRON pattern 0 0 12?*WED to refresh every Wednesday at 12:00:00 PM.Registering a data source via EdgeRegistering a data source via Edge makes metadata from the data source available in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You can also register a data source via Jobserver.StepsThe following table shows the steps required for registering a data source via Edge.StepWhat?DescriptionResults0PrerequisitesEnsure the following settings are enabled:Database registration via Edge to allow registering a data source via Edge.Database profiling via Edge to allow profiling and classification via Edge.Catalog experience to have access to the Configuration tab page in the Database asset.You must have created and installed an Edge site with JDBC connections and capabilities. If the JDBC connections and capabilities are not configured yet, a message on the Register content page shows No data available and you cannot continue registering a data source.When you create a data source, the Register content page shows a list of available JDBC connections that you can use to register your database.1Register a data sourceRegistering a data source creates the structure for the metadata in Collibra.A Physical Data Dictionary domain containing a Database asset is created. A list of available schemas is created on the Configuration tab page of the Database asset.2Configure the synchronization of your data sourceMaking a selection of schemas and tables that you want to ingest.When you select a schema to ingest, you can set the table rules to:Include and exclude tables of the schema.Specify the target domain in which to create assets.Exclude database views.The information on the Configuration tab page of the Database asset is filled in.3Synchronize one or more schemas manuallyAdd a synchronization schedule to synchronize automaticallySynchronizing the schema of a registered data source to make the metadata available in Collibra.Schema, Table, Column and Foreign Keys assets are created in the specified domain.4If needed, profile and classify the synchronized data.Data profiling creates a summary of a data source that is registered with Data Catalog and determines the data type of columns in the data source. The summary mainly contains statistics and graphics to give the user an idea what the registered data is about. Classification analyzes and predicts the content of registered data sources based on a subset of the data itself, helping you to easily gain insights on what kinds of data you have and where it resides.The Table and Column assets contain profiling information and the Columns are classified.After registering a data source via EdgeWhen the registration is complete:A message at the top right tells you that the database registration is complete. A domain and a Database asset are immediately created.A workflow to assign a technical steward to the new domain is started. This is a simple out-of-the-box workflow that you can edit to fit your organization's needs. When you have assigned a technical steward, that technical steward has to set the security classification and indicate whether the data elements contain personally identifiable information (PII).If you registered a database without schemas, a new Schema asset is automatically created with the same name as the database or with a name as defined in the Edge capability.You can synchronize schemas in the database, including all tables, columns, views and foreign keys. Collibra creates assets in the selected target domains.The synchronization jobs of all schemas run in parallel.Collibra creates reports:during the synchronization, to show the progress of the synchronization job.after synchronizing, to show the synchronization logs for each synchronized schema.The created assets receive a unique full name based on the following naming convention: [asset parent full name]>[asset name]Asset typeNaming conventionExampleDatabaseedgeConnectionName>jdbccatalogwhere jdbccatalog is the name retrieved from the JDBC catalog property.Posgresql xs-gxsQ>posgresqlsmallSchemaedgeConnectionName>jdbccatalog>schemaNamePosgresql xs-gxsQ>posgresqlsmall>publicTableedgeConnectionName>jdbccatalog>schemaName>tableNamePosgresql xs-gxsQ>posgresqlsmall>public>ConditionDatabase viewedgeConnectionName>jdbccatalog>schemaName>viewNamePosgresql xs-gxsQ>posgresqlsmall>public>PriorConditionsColumnedgeConnectionName>jdbccatalog>schemaName>tableName>columnName(column)edgeConnectionName>jdbccatalog>schemaName>viewName>columnName(column)Posgresql xs-gxsQ>posgresqlsmall>public>Condition>period.end(column)Foreign keyedgeConnectionName>jdbccatalog>schemaName>foreignKeyName(foreign key)Posgresql xs-gxsQ>posgresqlsmall>public>con.id(foreign key)You can view the full name of an asset by editing the asset.Register a data source via EdgeBefore you can synchronize your data source, you have to register the data source to create an initial structure in a selected community in Data Catalog.PrerequisitesYou have enabled data source registration via Edge. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global permission.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.You have set up the required capability and JDBC connections in Edge.You made sure that the Catalog experience setting is enabled.You have created a System asset.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the main menu, click the Create () button.In the Register with Edge section of the Create dialog box, click Register a data source.The Register content page opens.You can register multiple databases via the same JDBC connection. If a database is already registered, the name of the Database asset is shown in the Data sources column.In the row of the data source that you want to register, click Add. The Add Database page opens.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionCommunityThe name of the parent community in which the assets will be created.SystemThe name of the System asset.After you registered the database, a relation of the type Technology Asset groups / is grouped by technology Asset is created between the System asset and the Database asset.Database nameThe name of the database in the data source to which you created a JDBC connection. The drop-down menu automatically shows which databases exist in your data source. You can refresh the list by clicking next to the drop-down menu.The name will also be the name of the Database asset that is created as result of registering a data source via Edge.DescriptionA description of the data source.OwnerThe owner of the data in the created community.By default, the current user is selected.Click Register.A Physical Data Dictionary domain containing a Database asset is created.A relation of the type Technology asset groups / is grouped by Technology asset is created between the Database asset and the System asset.The Database asset page opens.A list of available schemas in the database is generated.We highly recommend to not remove the relation between the Database asset and the System asset.What's next?You can now configure the synchronization of your data source then synchronize the metadata.Register content and Add Database pagesWhen you register a data source via Edge, you first choose the JDBC connection, and then add a database. You perform these steps on different pages:a Register content pagea Add Database pageRegister content pageThe Register content page shows the data sources that are connected to Data Catalog via Edge. From this page, you can register the data sources to create assets that represent the content of these data sources.ColumnDescriptionConnection nameThe name of the connection to the data source.DescriptionThe description of the connection to the data source.TypeThe type of connection. For example, JDBCData sourcesThe name of the database that is already registered in Data Catalog. If the column is empty, the connection doesn't have a database yet.If you click the name of the asset, you are automatically redirected to the Database asset page. If the name of the asset is grayed out, you don't have permission to go to the asset's page.<Action button>An Add button. Click this button to add a connection to a database and register the data source.All added databases are listed in the data sources column.Add Database pageIn the Add Database page you can select a community, a System asset, the database from your data source that you want to register and the owner of the data.FieldDescriptionCommunityThe name of the parent community in which the assets will be created.SystemThe name of the System asset.After you registered the database, a relation of the type Technology Asset groups / is grouped by technology Asset is created between the System asset and the Database asset.Database nameThe name of the database in the data source to which you created a JDBC connection. The drop-down menu automatically shows which databases exist in your data source. You can refresh the list by clicking next to the drop-down menu.The name will also be the name of the Database asset that is created as result of registering a data source via Edge.DescriptionA description of the data source.OwnerThe owner of the data in the created community.By default, the current user is selected.Synchronizing a schemaSynchronizing schemas is the process of updating the metadata of a registered data source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You can synchronize a schema manually or automatically at fixed intervals:Synchronize manually if you want to test the synchronization of your data source or if you want to synchronize immediately.Synchronize automatically if the content of the data source changes regularly.In this section, you can find the relevant actions to successfully synchronize a schema in a registered database.About synchronizing schemasSynchronizing schemas is the process of updating the metadata of a registered data source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You can synchronize a schema manually or automatically at fixed intervals:Synchronize manually if you want to test the synchronization of your data source or if you want to synchronize immediately.Synchronize automatically if the content of the data source changes regularly.Synchronization processAfter you registered a data source via Edge, Data Catalog connects to your Edge site to create a list of schemas from the registered database. You can see the schema list on the Configuration tab page of the Database asset page.You can synchronize all schemas that have a table rule. During the synchronization process, the Edge site connects to your data source again and ingests all schemas, tables and columns according to the table rules. Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud also detects whether there are changes since the last synchronization of a schema. Edge resolves the possible conflicts in the following way: Change in data sourceResult in CollibraRequired actionA table, column or foreign key has been added to the schema.Collibra creates the assets.No action is required of you.A table, column or foreign key has been removed from the schema.The existing asset receives the Missing from source status.If it concerns a table, also the related Column assets receive the Missing from source status.If needed, you can manually delete the assets.A column or foreign key has been renamed.Collibra creates an asset with the new name. The existing asset receives the Missing from source status.If needed, you can apply any manual changes you made to the original asset, to the new asset. And then remove the assets that are no longer applicable.A table has been renamed.Collibra creates a Table asset with the new name. Collibra also creates new Column assets for the new Table asset. The existing Table and related Column assets receive the Missing from source status.If needed, you can apply any manual changes you made to the original assets, to the new assets. And then remove the assets that are no longer applicable.Assets with the Missing from source status don't block the synchronization process. In the asset diagram, assets with the Missing from source status are shown by default. If you don't want to see these assets, apply a filter to the diagram view to only display assets with valid statuses.If a schema is synchronized, you can see a check symbol () beside the schema name. If the synchronization of a schema failed, an exclamation mark () is shown instead. You can also see the synchronization status in the Activities list.Table rulesThe table rule determines which tables of a schema you synchronize in Data Catalog. Only schemas that have a table rule can be synchronized. If a schema has a table rule, you can see a table icon () beside the schema name.The following table shows fields of table rules:Table rule fieldDescriptionIncludeA comma-separated list of the names of the tables you want to synchronize. You can use * as a wildcard.The default value is *.Out of all tables in a schema, you only want to synchronize a table with the name CUSTOMERS and all tables with a name that start with ORDER. In the Include field, you enter the following: CUSTOMERS, ORDER*.ExcludeA comma-separated list of the names of the tables you do not want to synchronize. You can use this table rule to do the following:Synchronize all tables in a schema except the ones defined in the Exclude field. Synchronize only tables as defined in the Include field, with the exception of tables that are listed in the Exclude field.You want to synchronize all tables in a schema, except a table with the name ADDRESS and all tables with a name that start with PHONE. In the Include field, you enter the following: *, and in the Exclude field, you enter the following: ADDRESS, PHONE*. Target domainThe Physical Data Dictionary domain in which the schema is synchronized.The default value is Schema domain: the metadata is placed in a domain located in the same community as the domain of your Database asset. If that domain doesn't exist yet, Data Catalog creates it.You can select any other Physical Data Dictionary domain for which you have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission.OptionsAdditional options to specify which type of tables you want to synchronize.Skip database viewsA checkbox to exclude database views from the synchronization process. If selected, no assets of the type Database view are created.You can also use the table rules to include or exclude specific database views.Configure the synchronization of a data sourceAfter you registered your data source via Edge, you configure the synchronization of your data source by means of table rules to determine which schemas and tables are ingested and how they are ingested. After this, you can synchronize them.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global permission.You have registered your database via Edge.StepsOpen a Database asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Metadata extraction tab page, select a schema.You can search for a schema in the drop-down list or use the filter to show only schemas with or without table rules.If required, create or edit the table rule:Do one of the following:To create a new table rule, click Add table rule.To edit an existing table rule, click Edit in the upper right corner.Enter the required information.Table rule fieldDescriptionIncludeA comma-separated list of the names of the tables you want to synchronize. You can use * as a wildcard.The default value is *.Out of all tables in a schema, you only want to synchronize a table with the name CUSTOMERS and all tables with a name that start with ORDER. In the Include field, you enter the following: CUSTOMERS, ORDER*.ExcludeA comma-separated list of the names of the tables you do not want to synchronize. You can use this table rule to do the following:Synchronize all tables in a schema except the ones defined in the Exclude field. Synchronize only tables as defined in the Include field, with the exception of tables that are listed in the Exclude field.You want to synchronize all tables in a schema, except a table with the name ADDRESS and all tables with a name that start with PHONE. In the Include field, you enter the following: *, and in the Exclude field, you enter the following: ADDRESS, PHONE*. Target domainThe Physical Data Dictionary domain in which the schema is synchronized.The default value is Schema domain: the metadata is placed in a domain located in the same community as the domain of your Database asset. If that domain doesn't exist yet, Data Catalog creates it.You can select any other Physical Data Dictionary domain for which you have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission.OptionsAdditional options to specify which type of tables you want to synchronize.Skip database viewsA checkbox to exclude database views from the synchronization process. If selected, no assets of the type Database view are created.You can also use the table rules to include or exclude specific database views.Click Save.A table icon () appears next to the schema name in the schema list.If required, delete a table rule:Click Edit in the upper right corner.In the upper-right corner, click  → Delete.You can only synchronize schemas that have table rules.What's next?You can now synchronize the schemas to ingest the metadata into Collibra.Manually synchronize metadataTo keep the content of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud synchronized with the schemas in the registered data source, you can synchronize manually or create a synchronization schedule to automatically do this with a fixed interval. Synchronizing manually can be useful if you want to test your data source, or if you want to synchronize immediately.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global permission.You have the permissions to retrieve the metadata of the following database components through the JDBC Driver Database Metadata methods:SchemasTablesColumnsPrimary keysForeign keysYou have registered your data source via Edge.You have configured the synchronization of your data source.StepsOpen a Database asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Metadata extraction tab page, do one of the following:To synchronize all schemas with a table rule, click Synchronize metadata.To synchronize a specific schema in the database:Select the schema.At the right of the schema name, click → Synchronize.The synchronization job starts.The tables, columns, foreign keys and optionally views from the relevant schemas are ingested based on the configured table rules. See About synchronizing schemas.What's nextIf required, you can profile and classify the synchronized data..Add or edit a synchronization scheduleTo keep the content of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud synchronized with the schemas in the registered data source, you can synchronize manually or add a schedule to automatically do this at fixed intervals.You can only add one synchronization schedule for all schemas of a datasource. All schemas with table rules will be synchronized at the specified intervals.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global permission.You have the permissions to retrieve the metadata of the following database components through the JDBC Driver Database Metadata methods:SchemasTablesColumnsPrimary keysForeign keysYou have registered your database.You have configured the synchronization of your data source.StepsOpen a Database asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Synchronization schedule section of the Metadata extraction tab page, click Add schedule to add a new schedule, or to edit an existing schedule.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionRepeatThe interval when you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expression.CronThe Quartz Cron expression that determines when the synchronization takes place.This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the Repeat field.EveryThe day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for example Sunday.This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.Every firstThe day of the month on which you want to synchronize the schemas , for example Tuesday.This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.AtThe time at which you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example 14:00.This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly in the Repeat field.Time zoneThe time zone for the schedule.Click Save.All schemas with table rules are synchronized according to the synchronization schedule.Remove a synchronization scheduleYou can remove a synchronization schedule from a Database asset to stop automatically synchronizing the schemas.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global permission.You have registered your database.You have configured the synchronization of your data source.StepsOpen a Database asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Synchronization schedule section of the Metadata extraction tab page, click .The Remove scheduling dialog box appears.Click Remove.
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	 Sample dataSample data is a set of representative, random data collected from a registered data source and shown in Data Catalog. This sample data is also used for data classification via the Data Classification Platform.Sample data when using JobserverWhen working via Jobserver, you can create sample data by:registering a data source and choosing to store sample data.importing sample data via the Catalog API.You can find the sample data by opening a table of the registered data source and clicking Sample data in the tab pane.To delete sample data, refresh the related schema without storing the sample data. This action will remove all previously stored sample data of all tables in the schema.Sample data when using EdgeWhen working via Edge, sample data isn't stored in Data Catalog and isn't visible.Edge doesn’t send any samples to Collibra. Edge capabilities such as profiling and classification, collect sample data on the Edge site itself, which is installed in your environment, and only send the results to Data Catalog. For more information, see Configure the profiling and classification options via Edge.
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	 Quality extractionThe quality extraction functionality allows you to ingest Data Quality user-defined rules, metrics, and dimensions into Collibra Data Catalog for registered data sources by using the DQ Connector Edge capability.You can use this functionality only if you have the same data sources registered in Collibra Data Quality and you have Edge enabled in your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.About DQ ConnectorThe native DQ Connector brings Data Quality into your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. The DQ Connector is an Edge capability template that helps you integrate your Data Quality user-defined rules, metrics, and dimensions into Collibra Data Catalog.To extract data quality statistics from CollibraData Quality both Data Catalog and Data Quality must ingest the same data source.DQ Connector requirementsCollibra Data Intelligence Cloud 2021.07 or newer.EdgeCollibra Data Quality 2.15 or newer.Existent data quality statistics for the selected data source.DQ Connector configurationConnect to a Data Quality source:Create a Data Quality Edge site.Connect to your Data Quality source.Add ingestion capabilities to your Data Quality connection.Configure destinations for Data Quality assets.Add Data Quality characteristics to assets.Add a DQ Connector capability.Register Data Quality Edge connections in Data Catalog:Create a Data Catalog System Asset.Register the Data Quality data source in Data Catalog.Connect to a Data Quality sourceBecause the DQ Connector is an Edge capability, you must be able to ingest data via Edge. For information about enabling and configuring Edge, see the Edge Configuration guide.Create a Data Quality Edge siteCreate an Edge site with the following properties:FieldDescriptionNameThe name of the Edge site, for example Collibra-DQ-Edge. Do not use spaces or special characters.This field is mandatory and the name must be globally unique.DescriptionThe description of the Edge site. We recommend to put at least basic location information of the Edge site.This field is mandatory.Install the Data Quality Edge siteFollow the instructions for your environment to Install an Edge site.This process automatically creates an Edge user, which you use later in the setup process.Connect to your Data Quality sourceCreate a connection for each CollibraData Quality data source you want to synchronize.SectionPropertyValueConnection settingsNameThe same name as the Collibra Data Quality connection name. DescriptionThe description of the JDBC connection. This field is also visible when you register content. Connection provider The connection provider, which determines the available connection parameters. Same as Collibra Data Quality.Connection parametersExample for Username / Password JDBC driveUsernameThe same username as the Collibra Data Quality connection username. PasswordThe same password as the Collibra Data Quality connection password. Driver class nameThe same driver name as the Collibra Data Quality connection driver name. Driver JarThe same driver JAR file as from Collibra Data Quality. Connection stringThe same URL as the Collibra Data Quality connection URL.Add ingestion capabilities to your Data Quality connectionYou must add a Catalog JDBC ingestion Edge capability template for each connection you have created to extract and process data for your data source.FieldDescriptionRequiredCapabilityThis section contains the general information about the capability.NameThe name of the Edge capability. Yes          DescriptionThe description of the Edge capability. No          Capability templateThe capability template, which determines the next available sections.Select the Catalog JDBC ingestion capability template to register a data source. Yes          ConnectionThis section contains information to connect to the data source.JDBC connectionThe connection to the data source. Yes          JDBC data source typeThe data source type of the data source that you want to ingest. Yes          Supports schemasA text field where you have to enter True to enable database registration of data sources that have no schema. If the data source has schemas, you can ignore this field.If the data source does not have a schema, Data Catalog creates a Schema asset with the same name as the full name of the database. No          OthersThis section can contain additional capability properties.Adding additional properties can have a significant impact on your Edge site. Only add or update them together with Collibra Support.Click Add property to add a property.The possible properties are: Show propertiesNameDescriptionTypeEncryptionValueingest-schema-garbage-collectorThe garbage collector that is used by the capability. The default garbage collector is -XX:+UseParallelGC.For information about other possibilities, see AZUL documentation.TextNot encrypted (plain text)For example: -XX:+UseSerialGCingest-schema-requests-cpuThe minimum amount of CPU computing power requested by the capability.The amount is expressed in milliCPU.TextNot encrypted (plain text) For example: 100ingest-schema-limits-cpuThe maximum amount of CPU computing power requested by the capability.The amount is expressed in milliCPU.TextNot encrypted (plain text)For example: 950ingest-schema-requests-memoryThe minimum amount of memory requested by the capability.The amount is expressed in mebibytes (Mi).If you add this property, you also need to add the properties: ingest-schema-limits-memory and ingest-schema-jvm-max-memory.TextNot encrypted (plain text)For example: 128ingest-schema-limits-memoryThe maximum amount of memory requested by the capability.The amount is expressed in mebibytes (Mi).If you add this property, you also need to add the properties: ingest-schema-requests-memory and ingest-schema-jvm-max-memory.TextNot encrypted (plain text)For example: 384ingest-schema-jvm-max-memoryThe maximum amount of memory that can be used by the Java virtual machine (jvm). The amount is expressed in mebibytes (Mi).Make sure this amount is lower than the ingest-schema.limits-memory amount.If you add this property, you also need to add the properties: ingest-schema-requests-memory and ingest-schema-limits-memory.TextNot encrypted (plain text) For example: 256No validation is performed on the values you add. No          GeneralThis section contains general information about logging.This section only applies to JDBC capabilities.DebugAn option to automatically send Edge infrastructure log files to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. By default, this option is set to false.We highly recommend to only send Edge infrastructure log files to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud when you have issues with Edge. If you set it to true, it will automatically revert to false after 24h. No          Log levelAn option to determine the verbosity level of Catalog connector log files. By default, this option is set to No logging. No          Configure destinations for Data Quality assetsData Quality rules, metrics and dimensions require their own domains in Data Catalog. If you don't have existing domains for data quality or wish to use new ones for the quality extraction purpose, create a domain for each type of data quality asset:Rules: Rulebook DomainMetrics: Business Asset DomainDimensions: Business Asset DomainAssign permissions for Data Quality domainsEdge must have the correct resource permissions to manage assets inside the dedicated Data Quality domains. For each dedicated domain, assign the Technical Steward role to the Edge user.The Edge user is automatically created when you install the Edge site.Add Data Quality characteristics to assetsTo show Data Quality statistics for your data source, assign the following characteristic types to the Table and Column asset types:Asset typeCharacteristic typeTablegoverned by Governance AssetColumnis governed by Data Quality RuleAdd a DQ Connector capabilityThe DQ Connector facilitates the communication with Collibra Data Quality. Add a DQ Connector capability to your Data Quality Edge site:FieldDescriptionRequiredCapabilityThis section contains the general information about the capability.NameThe name of the Edge capability. Yes          DescriptionThe description of the Edge capability. No          Capability templateThe capability template, which determines the next available sections.Select the DQ Connector capability template to ingest Data Quality user-defined rules, metrics, and dimensions into Collibra Data Catalog.Data Quality is only available in beta. Please create a support ticket to get access. Yes          DQThis section contains information about the Collibra Data Quality connection.Base URLYour Collibra Data Quality URL Yes          UsernameThe Collibra Data Quality username for this connection. Yes          PasswordThe Collibra Data Quality password for this connection. Yes          Encryption optionsSelect the type of encryption to use.Default: To be encrypted by Edge management server.Issuer of the JWTIf you have selected Encrypted with public key, enter your JWT issuer. No          Collibra metadata modelThis section contains information about where to ingest Data Quality assets.DQ Rules domain idThe UUID of the Rulebook Domain for the ingested Data Quality rules. Yes          DQ Metrics domain idThe UUID of the Business Asset Domain for the ingested Data Quality metrics. Yes          DQ Dimensions domain idThe UUID of the Business Asset Domain for the ingested Data Quality dimensions. Yes          Default DQ Dimension nameThe default Data Quality Dimension, for example Accuracy, Completeness, Consistency and so on.Default: Completeness. Yes          DQ Metric classified by DQ Dimension relation type idThe UUID of the Data Quality Metric classified by / classifies Data Quality Dimension relation. If left unspecified, this relation will not be added. No          Assets are imported in batches of this sizeThe batch size of the ingestion.Default: 5000. Yes          GeneralThis section contains general information about logging.This section only applies to JDBC capabilities.DebugAn option to automatically send Edge infrastructure log files to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. By default, this option is set to false.We highly recommend to only send Edge infrastructure log files to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud when you have issues with Edge. If you set it to true, it will automatically revert to false after 24h. No          Log levelAn option to determine the verbosity level of Catalog connector log files. By default, this option is set to No logging. No          Next stepsRegister a Data Quality source in Data Catalog.Register a Data Quality source in Data CatalogTo make the Data Quality metadata available in Collibra Data Catalog, you must register the data source for each Collibra Data Quality data source you want to synchronize.Create a Data Catalog System AssetAs a prerequisite to registering a data source in Data Catalog, you must create a System asset for each connected data source with the following properties:FieldValueTypeSystemDomainThe domain to which the new assets will belong. You can only create a asset type in any domain of a domain type that is assigned to a selected asset type.NameThe same name as the CollibraData Quality connection name.Register the Data Quality data source in Data CatalogRegister each Data Quality source in Data Catalog.Next stepsExtract Data Quality metadata.Extract Data Quality metadataAfter you completed the DQ Connector configuration, you can start ingesting Data Quality metadata.PrerequisitesYou have configured the metadata extraction properties for the data source.StepsOpen a Database asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Quality extraction section, do one of the following:To select schemas for data quality synchronization:Click Edit.The Data quality column becomes editable.Select whether to synchronize the available schemas.Click Save.To synchronize the selected schemas:Select the schema name to see its configuration.Click Synchronize.The synchronization job is started for the selected schemas.
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	 Data profilingAbout data profiling Profiling and classification via Edge Using push down sampling or partial scan Data anonymization via Jobserver Data profiling of a table Data profiling of a column Data profiling charts Data profiling information Data profiling results Modify the column data type of registered data About data profilingData profiling creates a summary of a data source that is registered with Data Catalog and determines the data type of columns in the data source. The summary mainly contains statistics and graphics to give the user an idea what the registered data is about. You can create profiling data by: Registering a data source and choosing to create profiling data.Importing profiling data via the Catalog API.You can find the profiling information on the asset page of a table or a column, by clicking Data Profiling.Profiling processYou can profile data via Edge or via Jobserver.Profiling via JobserverWhen you register a data source via Jobserver, Data Catalog triggers the ingestion process. By default, the complete data set is transferred to the Jobserver, which then creates sample data based on your data source. Jobserver then profiles the sample data and sends the result to Data Catalog. You can enable the Anonymize data option to hash or remove profiling information that can be considered sensitive.Profiling via EdgeWhen you registered a data source via Edge and you have created a profiling capability, you can profile and classify the metadata via the Database asset page of the registered data source. You install an Edge site close to your data source and create the necessary JDBC connections and capabilities to ingest the data source and to profile and classify its metadata. After synchronizing the schemas of the registered database, you can profile and classify the data. The profiling results are automatically anonymized.Differences between profiling via Jobserver or via EdgeThe following table shows the differences between profiling via Jobserver or via Edge.Part of processProfiling via JobserverProfiling via EdgeData sizeThere is a limit on the size of the data that is used to calculate profiling statistics. By default, this is 10 GB.There is no data size limit. The Edge site calculates the profiling statistics while reading the data.ConnectivityJobserver requires an HTTP proxy to support reverse connectivity.Collibra connects to an Edge site. The Edge site is installed in the customer's environment, close to the data source. The Edge site communicates to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud and other 3rd party systems using an HTTPS connection.Register a data sourceWhen registering a data source via Jobserver, options are available to profile the data and create sample data.You can only profile the data after you registered a data source and synchronized one or more schemas. You can start the profiling process via the Configuration tab page on a Database asset page.Deleting data profiling informationTo delete data profiling information for a schema, refresh the schema without storing the data profile. See Refresh the schema of a registered data source.Once data profiling information is available, you can only delete it by deleting the assets. Profiling sampleTo create a data profile, Data Catalog uses a representative sample of the data. This profiling sample data is not the same as the sample data available in Sample data. Creating a profiling sample via JobserverIf you register a data source via Jobserver, the profiling sample is created when you register the data source.If you use Jobserver without push down sampling, the complete data set is transferred to the Jobserver, which then creates the profiling sample based on your data source. The sample size is determined by the Table profiling data size setting in Collibra Console or the Services Configuration section of the Collibra settings. By default, the size is 10 GB.If you use Jobserver with push down sampling (also called partial scan), the data source itself creates the profiling sample and sends it to Data Catalog. The data source creates the sample from randomly selected data and transfers it to the Jobserver. If the cache storage is reached, the process stops. Because the data source already created the sample randomly, the omitted data can be ignored without lowering the representativeness of the sample.Push down sampling is only available for some data sources. To verify if your data source allows push down sampling, see Collibra-provided JDBC drivers. Creating a profiling sample via EdgeEdge profiles and classifies the data on the Edge site itself and only sends the profiling results and classification suggestions to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.If you use full scan via Edge, all the rows in a table are scanned for profiling, without limit. If you use partial scan, the data source itself creates the profiling sample from randomly selected data and sends it to Data Catalog. Partial scan is only available for some data sources. To verify if your data source allows partial scan, see Collibra-provided JDBC drivers. For more information, see Configure the profiling and classification options via Edge.Profiling and classification via EdgeAbout profiling and classification via EdgeProfiling and classification via Edge is a functionality offered by Collibra for Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud users. The functionality combines both data profiling and data classification in one process. Data profiling creates a summary of a data source that is registered with Data Catalog and determines the data type of columns in the data source. The summary mainly contains statistics and graphics to give the user an idea what the registered data is about. Automatic Data Classification tries to define the data class of a column. You can accept or reject the suggested data class of each column or add your own new classes. Automatic Data Classification can suggest multiple data classes for a column. If the suggestion is accurate, you can accept multiple data classes for the column.Edge profiles and classifies the data on the Edge site itself and only sends the profiling results and classification suggestions to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. As a result, Data Catalog has access to synchronized metadata, profiling results (that are automatically anonymized for columns of type Text and Geo), and classification suggestions, and does not have access to the actual data from your data source.Profiling and classification flow in EdgeStepDescriptionCreate an Edge site with a JDBC connection, a JDBC ingestion capability and a JDBC profiling capability.Ensure you have defined the profiling and classification settings.Register a data source via Edge.Synchronize one or more schemas.Configure the profiling and classification options for the synchronized schemas. Profile and classify.The Edge site will initiate the profiling and classification process and send the results to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. You can trigger the profiling and classification job manually, based on a schedule or trigger it after synchronizing a schema.LimitationsProfiling via Edge has the following limitations:Advanced data types are not supported.Not all data sources are certified for Edge.Automatic Data Classification via Edge has the following limitations:Automatic Data Classification via Edge is only available for customers using Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.Currently, data classification on Edge does not retrain the classification model to improve future classification predictions.Out-of-the-box, automatic data classification can predict several data classes. You can also create user-defined data classes. Currently, these user-defined data classes are not taken into account by the automatic classification process. You need to assign user-defined data classes manually. English is the only supported language, but Automatic Data Classification can run on data in other Latin alphabet-based languages as well.Automatic Data Classification needs profiling data to predict the data classes. Data classification is performed automatically after the profiling process on an Edge site. That means that you can only classify columns of data sources registered in Data Catalog via an Edge site that has the JDBC profiling capability. Profiling and classification settingsThe following settings in the Services Configuration section of the Collibra settings or in Collibra Console are relevant when you want to profile and classify via Edge. SettingSectionDescriptionDatabase registration via EdgeRegister data sourceAn option to enable database registration via Edge. True: Register a data source via Edge. False: Register a data source via Jobserver only.Enabling data source registration via Edge does not prevent you from registering a data source via Jobserver as well.Anonymize dataData profilingThis setting is not relevant. In Edge, data on Edge is automatically anonymized for columns of data type Text and Geo.Database profiling via EdgeData profilingAn option to enable profiling and classifying synchronized metadata via Edge instead of Jobserver. True: Profiling and classify via Edge. False: Profile via Jobserver and classify via the Data Classification Platform.You can only enable Database profiling via Edge if you also enabled Database registration via Edge.Enable Data ClassificationCloud Data Classification configurationEnsure the Enable data classification option in Cloud Data Classification configuration is set to false.If the Enable data classification option in Cloud Data Classification Configuration is set to true, the Classify button is available on Column and Table asset pages. This button allows you to classify data via the Data Classification Platform, However, when using profiling and classification via Edge, you no longer need the Data Classification Platform.Configure the profiling and classification options via EdgeThrough the profiling and classification options, you can determine: whether you want to start the profiling and classification process automatically after each synchronization.the default profiling behavior for the schemas, such as whether the profiling is based on all data or on a random subset of the data.whether specific schemas do not use the default behavior but instead have their own behavior .which schemas you want to profile and classify.PrerequisitesYou have created a support ticket to request access to Edge and have created and installed an Edge site.Your Edge site has a global role with the following global permissions: Data Catalog and Register Profiling Information.Your Edge site has a JDBC profiling capability.You have enabled data source registration via Edge.You have enabled profiling and classification via Edge.You have registered a data source via Edge.You have synchronized one or more schemas of the registered database.StepsOpen a Database asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.Click the Profiling and classification tab.The Profiling and classification options open.Only the synchronized schemas are available in the list.In the Default profiling and classification rule section, click Edit.Enter the required information.OptionDescriptionAutomatically run when a metadata extraction is synchronizedEnable to automatically create a data profile and classify columns every time the synchronization process of one or more schemas finishes.This may take a long time. You can also add a schedule to profile and classify at regular intervals.Don't profile unless specified in the schema-specific rulesSelect if you don't want to define a default profiling behavior for the schemas.Use this option if you only want to profile and classify some of the schemas. If you select this option, Collibra only profiles and classifies the schemas for which a specific profiling and classification rule has been defined.Full scanSelect to, by default, profile the schemas based on all data.Partial scanSelect to, by default, profile schemas based on a subset of the data. If you select this option, the Maximum number of rows field becomes available. You can enter the maximum number of rows that you want to use for profiling. By default, the maximum number of rows is 20 000.This option is only available for some data sources.Click Save.If you want to define a specific profiling and classification rule for a schema:In the Schema profiling and classification rules section, select the schema.The schema-specific information opens.Do one of the following:To create a new table rule, click Add table rule.To edit an existing table rule, click Edit .Enter the required information.OptionDescriptionFull scanSelect to profile the schema based on all data.Partial scanSelect to profile the schema based on a subset of the data. If you select this option, the Number of rows scanned (max) field becomes available. You can enter the maximum number of rows that you want to use for profiling and classification. By default, the maximum number of rows is 20 000.This option is only available for some data sources.Click Save.What's next?You can now profile and classify the data manually, automatically or add a schedule.Profile and classify data via EdgeAfter you have configured the profiling and classification options, you can start the profiling and classification process for the schemas in the data source.Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud only has access to synchronized metadata, profiling results (that are automatically anonymized for columns with data type Text or Geo), and classification suggestions, not to the actual data from your data source.PrerequisitesYou have created a support ticket to request access to Edge and have created and installed an Edge site.Your Edge site has a global role with the following global permissions: Data Catalog and Register Profiling Information.Your Edge site has a JDBC profiling capability.You have enabled data source registration via Edge.You have enabled profiling and classification via Edge.You have registered a data source via Edge.You have synchronized one or more schemas of a registered database.You have configured the profiling and classification options.Manually profile and classifyAutomatically profile and classify after each synchronizationProfile and classify based on a scheduleManually profile and classifyOpen the Database asset page of a registered database.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.Click the Profiling and classification tab.The Profiling and classification options open.Only the synchronized schemas are available in the list.If you only want to profile and classify one or more schemas, ensure the default profiling and classification option is set to Don't profile unless specified in the schema-specific rules, and that you have only defined a specific rule for the relevant schemas.On the Profiling and classification tab page, click Run profiling and classification.Data Catalog triggers the Edge site to start a profiling and classification job.Depending on your profiling and classification options, the Edge site profiles and classifies all or some schemas, based on all synchronized metadata or on a sample.Automatically profile and classify after each synchronizationOpen the Database asset page of a registered database.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.Click the Profiling and classification tab.The Profiling and classification options open.Only the synchronized schemas are available in the list.In the Default profiling and classification rule section, click Edit.Select Automatically run when a metadata extraction is synchronized.Synchronize one or more schemas.When the schemas are synchronized, Data Catalog automatically triggers the Edge site to start a profiling and classification job. Depending on your profiling and classification options, the Edge site profiles and classifies all or some schemas, based on all synchronized metadata or on a sample.Profile and classify based on a scheduleOpen the Database asset page of a registered database.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.Click the Profiling and classification tab.The Profiling and classification options open.Only the synchronized schemas are available in the list.In Synchronization schedule, click Add Schedule to add a new schedule, or to edit an existing schedule.The Edit schedule dialog box appears.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionRepeatThe interval when you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expression.CronThe Quartz Cron expression that determines when the synchronization takes place.This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the Repeat field.EveryThe day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for example Sunday.This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.Every firstThe day of the month on which you want to synchronize the schemas , for example Tuesday.This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.AtThe time at which you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example 14:00.This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly in the Repeat field.Time zoneThe time zone for the schedule.Click Save.The profiling and classification job starts according to the schedule.Depending on your profiling and classification options, the Edge site profiles and classifies all or some schemas, based on all synchronized metadata or on a sample.What's next?The Edge site completes the profiling and classification process and sends the results to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. You can see the profiling and classification job in the list of activities. You can find the profiling information and charts on the Data Profiling tab page of Table and Column asset pages.You can find the suggested data classes and provide feedback on them via the Database, Schema and Table asset pages.In the Configuration of the Database asset page, if a schema is profiled and classified, you see a check symbol () next to the schema name. If the profiling or classification of a schema failed, an exclamation mark () is shown. Using push down sampling or partial scanPush down sampling means that the task of creating the data sample is delegated to the data source itself. In Edge, push down sampling is called partial scan.The data source creates the sample from randomly selected data and transfers it to the Jobserver or the Edge site in one fetching process. If the cache storage is reached nonetheless, the fetching process can be stopped. Because the data source already created the sample randomly, the omitted data can be ignored without lowering the representativeness of the sample.Push down sampling can be done using dynamic SQL query, if the data source supports data sampling. For an overview, see Overview of Collibra-provided JDBC drivers.Push down sampling drastically increases the performance of sampling.Enable push down samplingVia JobserverVia EdgePush down sampling is not used by default. To use push down sampling, do the following:StepWhenDescription1Manage the driver Add the pushDownSampling connection property.2Register your data sourceFollow the usual steps to register a data source, but include the following options:Enter a value for the pushDownSampling connection property.The value must be between 100 and 1 000 000. Your data source creates the sample of that amount of rows. If the size of the amount of rows exceeds the limit of the cache storage (Collibra recommends 10 to 20 GB), the amount of rows is reduced.If you typed a value that is bigger than the amount of rows in the data source, the entire data source is used as a sample. Select Store Data Profile and, optionally, Store Sample Data to profile via Jobserver.Push down sampling is performed via the Partial scan option. To use partial scan, do the following:StepWhenDescription1Register and synchronize a data source via Edge.Follow the usual steps to register and synchronize a data source via Edge.2Profile and classify synchronized metadata.Click the Profiling and classification tab in a Database asset's Configuration tab page, and do one of the following: To use partial scan for all schemas:In the Default profiling and classification rule section, click Edit.Select Partial scan.Enter the maximum number of rows that you want to use for profiling.Click Save.Profile and classify. To use partial scan for a specific schema only: In the Schema profiling and classification rules section, select the schema.Do one of the following:To create a new table rule, click Add table rule.To edit an existing table rule, click Edit .Select Partial scan.Enter the maximum number of rows that you want to use for profiling.Click Save.Profile and classify.Data anonymization via JobserverIf you profile and classify via Edge,data in columns with data type Text or Geo is automatically anonymized before it is sent to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.To ensure that sensitive data is not stored in the cloud, you can enable the Anonymize data option in Collibra Console. With this option enabled, Collibra anonymizes the content of columns with data of the type Text and Geo immediately at the end of the profiling process. As a result, data samples and the values that are shown in the data distribution charts are replaced by a random hash value for columns that contain these data types. Attributes that could contain sensitive data, like attributes of the type Mode or Percentiles, are no longer calculated for columns with data type Text or Geo.Identical values in a column get the same hash value so that you can still recognize the values as identical.Collibra detects the data type of a column during profiling and only anonymizes the data if the data type attribute is Text or Geo. However, if Collibra detects a data type that does not correctly correspond with the actual data type, some data may not have been anonymized or has been wrongfully anonymized. To solve this, you can manually modify the column's data type and profile again. You enabled the Anonymize data option in Collibra Console and profiled a column that has data type Text. If you go to the Summary or Data Profiling tab, all textual and geographical data has been removed or replaced by hashed values: Jobserver does not automatically anonymize your data. To ensure that your sensitive data is not stored in the cloud, you must enable the Anonymize data option in Collibra Console. This option is by default disabled.Currently, if you enable the data anonymization process you can no longer use automatic data classification via the Data Classification platform. However, you can still classify and anonymize profiling results if you use Edge.Data profiling of a tableThe Data Profiling section of a registered table displays the properties of each registered column. The following list contains the default displayed columns in this table:NameData TypeRow CountEmpty Values CountNumber of distinct valuesChartFor more information about these columns and columns that you can add, see Data profiling information.You can customize the table by clicking on the Display options icon (). For example, to add more columns, click → Fields and then click Select fields.Data profiling of a columnIn the Data Profiling tab of a Column asset, you can see the details of the column.The details are grouped in some fixed sections:SectionContentMetadataContains the metadata of the column, such as data type, column name and so on.CountsContains basic content information, such as number of rows and number of distinct values.Basic StatisticsContains the basic statistics of the data, such as minimum and maximum value.Depending on the column's data type, you can find extra sections:SectionContentQuantilesContains the descriptive statistics of the data. This section is only available if the data type is numerical.Categorical DataContains the values of the different categories. If there are too many values, only the first 50 and last 50 values are displayed.ChartDisplays the statistics in a graphical way. The chart type varies per data type:bar chart: textual datadata distribution: numerical data and date and time dataSee also Data profiling charts.You can anonymize columns with data type Text or Geo.If you use Jobserver to register a data source, you can enable the Anonymize data feature in Collibra Console. If you use Edge to register a data source, these columns are automatically anonymized. Data profiling chartsThe data profiling process provides a view on the registered data by means of bar charts, distribution data and histograms.In each chart, you can zoom in by selecting the area of your preference. Click the Reset zoom button to return to the original chart view.Bar chartA bar chart is created when the data type is text. It displays the most and least frequent values of a column along with their number of occurrences.Data distributionThe data distribution chart is created when the data type is numerical. It displays how the data is distributed.In this chart, you can add extra information such as the mean, standard deviation and so on, by selecting the option at the right of the graph.Data profiling informationIf you create a data profile of registered data, data profiling information is generated.The shown information depends on the profile options that you selected when you registered the data source and the profiling method, either via Jobserver or via Edge, that you used.ColumnProfiling option (Jobserver)Supported by EdgeStatistics          DescriptionOriginal NameNoNoN/AColumn name of the registered table.Data TypeStore Data ProfileIf you want to have Advanced Data Type detected, select Detect advanced data typesYesN/AData type of the column. This type is detected by the profiling process. This can differ from the Technical Data Type value. For example, if a database has a column with text as data type, and the column contains only integer values, the profiling process will set the Whole Number data type instead of text.If you enable the Anonymize data option in Collibra Console, Collibra anonymizes data in Column assets that have data type Text and Geo.If the profiling process has detected a wrong data type, you can update it afterwards.Row CountStore Data ProfileYesExactThe number of rows in the source.Empty Values CountStore Data ProfileYesExactThe number of rows that are empty. Number of distinct valuesStore Data ProfileYesExact or approximate depending on column cardinalityThe number of unique values in the column.ChartStore Data ProfileYesDepending on chart typeThis column displays whether a chart was generated ()or not (no icon available). If you hover over the icon, you see a preview of the chart.The chart type varies per data type. There are three charts available:Frequency chartHistogram that shows distributionProbability distribution curveFrequencyStore Data ProfileYesExact or approximate depending on column cardinalityA bar chart showing frequency data.Distribution - HistogramStore Data ProfileYesApproximateA histogram showing the representation of the distribution of numerical data.Distribution - Probability distribution curveStore Data ProfileYesApproximateA curve showing the representation of the probability distribution of numerical data.Technical Data TypeNoNoN/AData type of the column as defined in the source. This value can differ from the Data Type value.Descriptive statistics (decile, percentile, quartiles)Store Data ProfileYesApproximateThe value of the calculated statistic of the registered data.Categorical DataStore Data ProfileYesExact or approximate depending on column cardinalityIndication whether the data in the column is categorical or not. For example, if 100 000 rows are registered and there are only five distinct values, then the data is considered to be categorical.CategoriesStore Data ProfileYesExact or approximate depending on column cardinalityList of detected categories. This column has only values if the data is categorical.Char octet LengthNoNoN/AMaximum number of bytes in a character type's column.Column PositionNoNoN/AThe index of the column in the source table.Is Auto IncrementedNoNoN/AIndication whether the data in the column is auto-incremented or not.Is GeneratedNoNoN/AIndication whether the data in the column is generated or not.Is NullableNoNoN/AIndication whether the column can store NULL values or not.Is Primary KeyNoNoN/AIndication whether the column is a primary key or not.Maximum Text LengthStore Data ProfileYesExactThe length of the longest text value in the column, including white spaces. Maximum ValueStore Data ProfileYesExactThe maximum value in the column.MeanStore Data ProfileYesExactThe mean of all the values in the column, excluding empty rows.MedianStore Data ProfileYesExactThe median value of the column.Minimum Text LengthStore Data ProfileYesExactThe length of the shortest text value in the column.Minimum ValueStore Data ProfileYesExactThe minimum value in the column.ModeStore Data ProfileYesExact or approximate depending on column cardinalityThe value with the highest frequency for categorical data.Number Of Fractional DigitsNoNoN/AThe number of fractional digits.Original Column NameNoNoN/AThe column name as defined in the source.Primary Key NameNoNoN/AThe name of the primary key composed by the column.SizeNoNoN/AThe size of the column in the table. Standard DeviationStore Data ProfileYesExactThe statistical standard deviation of numeric values.VarianceStore Data ProfileYesExactThe statistical variance of numeric values.SampleStore Sample DataNoN/AA random sample of the data set that represents the entire data set.Data profiling resultsWhen you registered a data source via Jobserver, and you click the Result button of a data source registration activity, the Data Profiling Results dialog box opens. A data source registration activity can be:Creating schema from JDBCCreating schema from file Updating JDBC schemaUpdating Excel schemaUpdating CSV schemaThe Data Profiling Results dialog box contains the following information:ItemDescriptionSchemaName of the schema as added to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.StatusStatus of the data source registration job.Start timeDate and time when the data source registration job has started.End timeDate and time when the data source registration job has completed.DurationElapsed time of the data source registration job.Ingestion DetailsSummary of the job, including error messages and the list of tables and columns that have been ingested.Profiling DetailsThe number of tables that have been correctly profiled.Modify the column data type of registered dataWhen Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud creates a data profile of registered data, it detects the data type of each column. It's possible that Collibra detects a data type that does not correctly correspond with the actual data type, for example the Text data type is detected for a column, but the actual data in the column are dates.For more information about the data type detection, see Data type detection.You can update the data type of each column to ensure that the data is properly managed in Collibra.If you use the Jobserver to register a data source and you have enabled the Anonymize data option in Collibra Console, Collibra detects the data type of a column during profiling and only anonymizes the data if the data type attribute is Text or Geo. Other data types are not anonymized. If you use Edge to register a data source, your data is automatically anonymized.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.    You have a resource role with the Attribute > Update resource permission.StepsThere are two ways to modify a column's data type:In the data sources table.On the Column's asset page.In the data sources table    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Data Sources.Add the Data Type column to the table.Expand the schema and table to see the columns.Double-click in the Data Type column and choose the correct data type.Click to apply the change.On the Column asset pageLook up the column via the Search function.If you don't know the exact name of the column name, you can find it via Data Catalog → Data Dictionary and select the All Schemas view. Then click the schema that contains the column and click the column whose data type you want to update.    In the tab pane, click   Data Profiling.  In the Metadata section, double-click the value of the Data Type parameter.Select the correct type from the list.Click Save.When you refresh the schema, this change is not overridden.
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	 Automatic Data ClassificationWhen you register a data source in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, the process doesn’t stop at ingestion. In order to unlock the full potential of Collibra, the data needs to be contextualized: it needs to be classified and connected to other nodes in the Data Intelligence knowledge graph. Automatic Data Classification adds context to your data.In the following sections, you will learn more about Collibra's Automatic Data Classification feature.About Automatic Data Classification Required permissions for Automatic Data Classification Packaged data classes for Automatic Data Classification Calculation components for Automatic Data Classification Automatic Data Classification via the Data Classification Platform Feedback on Automatic Data Classification Create a user-defined data class About Automatic Data ClassificationIn Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, Automatic Data Classification is a feature that analyzes and predicts the content of registered data sources based on a subset of the data itself, helping you to easily gain insights on what kinds of data you have and where it resides. In other words, data classification automatically (with no human input) assigns “class” values to individual columns of data to identify what kind of data is contained in that column. Examples of different data classes are “name”, “address”, “phone number” and “web browser”.Why automatic data classification?When you have ingested data in Data Catalog, the data classification process automatically identifies data structures within the data. As such, it takes less time to learn what kind of data you have ingested. You can provide feedback by accepting or rejecting the suggested data classes. As a self-learning platform, the Data Classification Platform learns from the feedback, to improve the quality of future predictions.Data classification via the Data Classification Platform versus via EdgeThe following table shows the differences between classification via the Data Classification Platform or via Edge.Part of processClassification via the Data Classification PlatformClassification via EdgeAvailabilityYou have enabled Data Classification in Collibra Console.Data classification is a part of the profiling capability of an Edge site. If you have access to Edge, profiling and classification are available.Sample dataThe Data Classification platform requires sample data that needs to be stored in your Collibra environment.Data classification via Edge classifies data on the Edge site. Sample data is no longer stored in Collibra cloud.AnonymizationThe Data Classification platform uses profiling and sample data to classify. As a result, you cannot classify your data when it is anonymized.Profiling and classification are performed via an Edge site in the customer's environment. The data is anonymized before it is sent to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.Automatic or manual start of the data classificationData classification must be manually triggered from every table, schema or database.Data classification is automatically triggered after the profiling process on an Edge site.RetrainingThe Data Classification Platform stores your classification selections, along with the associated sample data. This allows to retrain the classification model to improve future classification predictions.Currently, data classification via Edge does not retrain the classification model.This means that: Your feedback is only stored and is not used for improving classification.The classification process does not take user-defined classes into account. However, you can create them and assign them manually. Required permissions for Automatic Data ClassificationThe following table shows the required roles and permissions to use the Automatic Data Classification feature.ActionGlobal RoleGlobal PermissionResource Permission (*)Required for classification viaClassify columnCatalog CatalogColumn asset type's attributes (Asset > Attribute): Add Remove UpdateColumn asset type's data (Asset > Data): View SamplesData Classification PlatformClassify tableCatalogCatalogTable asset type's attributes (Asset > Attribute):AddRemoveUpdateAnd the resource permissions to classify a column.Data Classification PlatformAccept or reject a classificationCatalogCatalogColumn asset type's attributes (Asset > Attribute):UpdateColumn asset type's data (Asset > Data):View SamplesData Classification PlatformandEdgeAdd a user-defined classificationCatalogCatalog > Advanced Data Type:AddColumn asset type's attributes (Asset > Attribute):AddUpdateData Classification PlatformandEdge(*) As a user, you need a role that has the resource permission.Packaged data classes for Automatic Data ClassificationThe following table shows the data classes that can be detected for columns by the Automatic Data Classification feature.This list can evolve over time. When you create a user-defined data class and the number of data samples exceeds a certain threshold, we will add this data class to our system. Data Class shown in Collibra Data Intelligence CloudContentExamplesCityCitiesNew YorkLos AngelesChicagoHoustonCountryCountriesBelgiumLesothoDominicaNigeriaCountry codeCountries (short/code)USAwsCAFGINCredit card numberCredit card number56022230688932461234-1234-1234-1234 3711-123456-123454123 5123 6123 7123Currency codeCurrency codezarARSGBPkesDateDate (only)24 January 200411/21/197407-Nov-198211-08-22 Date timeDatetime2018-08-29 20:25:25.02018-02-05 11:27:10.5622017-10-10 05:34:16.2162017-07-20 09:03:24.0 Education level Education (level) Doctoratepost-secondaryDoctoralUpper Secondary School Email Emailpdawidas@storify.com                bmcentagartcf@china.com.cn                vgooms6x@barnesandnoble.com                dclatworthy9e@prweb.com              Employment statusEmployment statusFreelanceemployed part timeoffice holderHomemaker Ethnicity RaceHispanicLatinoWhiteAsianFilepathFilepathE:\x9xOL\VB2ER_2E\F:LI\r_dWjux_\/u_2/tIk4q2/TwaYgn08A/GU/dfp/z2vHk5iOW/Ael/M_wUmxr/BaG_8xxK_m/o1dq4luQ7A/z/kCQXGu.binFirst nameFirst NameNatashaMananRobWojciechFull nameFull name (name + last name)lukas yangLukas, YangAmelia, DaltonDickens, CharlesGenderGenderMMalewomanFIBANIBAN - International Bank Account NumberFO07 4910 6564 9863 03FR29 5218 3745 58B7 GH7N FYGZ Q50PS74 TSHR P22C D1DE 5OEB CRUG JRFW WMK66 115I FYVV SOVS Y00Internet domainWeb/internet domainslashdot.org                usa.gov                time.com                illinois.edu              IP addressIP address80.206.17.1083a6c:bb28:701a:5aaa:825c:4112:51ea:fadf255.139.66.168241.65.195.63ISBNISBN - International Standard Book Number (numeric commercial book identifier)717393709-4106115687-7740540459-6839089904-3LanguageLanguageDeccanKazakhZuluGreekLanguage codeLanguage codeyorHAUCEPSLast nameSurnames / last nameBurkeLenaghanBalmoriBalogMAC AddressMAC address4E-A0-23-78-53-50DE:D3:44:A7:7E:13a4-53-08-93-70-a483:4f-ca:43:93:32 Marital statusMarital statusunmarriedMarriednot-in-familyother-relativeMonthMonthMarSeptemberJanuaryDecember NDC Code FDA NDC code - Food and Drug Administration's National Drug Code55154-587668927-349158118-062355154-3939OccupationOccupationproofertransit coach operatorforging machine tendersports workerPersonal EmailEmailf0ETKExihcHK@comcast.fr,Ffz0Asl0To@comcast.com.brjVgNF9v.ranIu@msn.comu.L79@verizon.netPhone numberPhone number532-555-0185+1 212 555 3000829-394-8017973-491-8723ReligionReligionBuddhistConfucianProtestant AnabaptistProtestant AdventistRouting Number (ABA)Routing Number058327451675702815805759224305532637 SSN SSN - Social security number559-03-4491284-34-1408499-81-8467576-17-9443Street addressAddress (first line)Street + number4 Orinda Way61 Broadway Time Time8:52 AM7:36 PM06:5217:08:15TitleHonorificHonorableRev.MrMsUK Drivers License NumberDrivers LicenseENArq262033Xj32333ABzPt058106IA18871wklrS604032zb31785smeeI761300Rc02703UK National Health Service (NHS) NumberHealth Service375 251 3810537 649 5407784 382 2399534 293 9797URLURLwww.sohu.com                http://www.googleweblight.com                https://twitter.com                ftp://mydomena.org/folder1                http://www.goolgle.com/search?query=my+query              US Adoption Taxpayer Identification Number (ATIN)Tax Identifier944-93-7219930-93-3562942-93-6471932-93-3182US Drivers License NumberDrivers LicenseQP080580FW5060999229Xm939887D70kQF62641US Employer IDEmployer41-050693991-067522343-294238277-4827140US Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN)Tax Identifier915-78-5757937-83-1696929-75-9337966-88-3886US License Plate NumberLicense Plate0HB86090qM64280VS08640lq7470US StateUS StatesIllinoisIndianaIowaKansasUS State codeUS state codeilWIutMTUUIDGUID/UUID0ee585a5-6bd3-4fde-9383-827095ed08f300000000-0000-0000-0000-0000000311080a4281c9-0b6c-4095-b1b6-d8b417cfa952ffe27556-7c0d-4007-95c4-306633af3f14Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)Vehicle                 4JGDF7DE1EA269698              WDAPF3CC1B9465179WDBAB33A8EA076439Web browserWeb browserMozillaNetscapeChromeWeekdayWeekdayWednesdayFriWedTueCalculation components for Automatic Data ClassificationThe following components are used to calculate data classes via Data Classification Platform or Edge:ComponentPurposeNeural networkA machine learning tool that is continuously trained to identify linguistic patterns. Training data has been collected to have an initial set of patterns.Regex matcherA wide range of regular expressions to identify matching patterns. When the matched types in a column exceeds a certain threshold, the result is used in the final calculation of the data class.Dictionary searchThe classification is based on a dictionary attack. Multiple data classes only have a limited number of possible values, for example countries, country codes, currencies and days of week. These are all stored in a dictionary. The sample data is matched against these dictionaries.AggregatorThe aggregator gathers the responses from the neural network, regex matcher and dictionary search and creates a final response based on underlying algorithms.How does retraining work?Currently, data classification on Edge does not retrain the classification model to improve future classification predictions.In Data Classification Platform, the calculations are all based on the data samples received by the Data Classification Platform. Every time you accept a predicted data class, the sample data used to calculate that data class is added to the Data Classification Platform, to improve future data class predictions. See also Feedback on Automatic Data Classification.Assume you have a single column, C, containing sample data [a,b,c,d]. You classify this column, and the classification algorithm returns class x with confidence 70%.If you accept this class, then future columns containing the values [a,b,c,d] will be slightly more likely to be classified as x. In the future, a column with the same sample data may be classified as x with confidence 71%. The same can be said for a rejection of the above classification, with future results returning a confidence of, for example, 65%.In reality, changes will be more discrete and take more than one accepted or rejected data class to become effective.Automatic Data Classification via the Data Classification PlatformWhen you register a data source, you can store a data profile and sample data. This is required if you want to classify columns in the data set. The Data Classification Platform predicts the data classes of selected columns and sends them back to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, where you confirm or reject the suggested data classes. The Data Classification Platform uses your feedback to retrain the platform and improve future data classifications.If you want to use the Data Classification Platform, request it via your Collibra contact or create a support ticket. See also Data Classification Platform set-up.LimitationsAutomatic data classification via the Data Classification Platform is a cloud service. Only if your on-premises environment can reach the cloud service, you can use data classification.Out-of-the-box, automatic data classification can predict several data classes. However, you can also create user-defined data classes to increase its prediction quality.The only supported language for data classes is English.Automatic Data Classification needs sample data and profiling data to be able to predict the data classes. You can create sample data and profiling data by registering a data source and choosing to create sample data and profiling data or by importing the data via the Catalog API.Automatic Data Classification only works for columns of data sources that are registered in Data Catalog with sample data and profiling data.Automatic data classification flow via Data Classification PlatformIn the following schema, you can see the different steps of an automatic data classification flow.StepDescriptionYou select the columns that you want to classify and send their sample and profiling data to the Data Classification Platform. See Classify columns in a tableThe Data Classification Platform predicts the data classes of the columns.The Data Classification Platform sends the data classes to Collibra.              You provide feedback by accepting or rejecting the predicted data class of each column or by adding your own new classes. The Data Classification Platform can predict multiple data classes for one column. If the prediction is accurate, you can accept multiple data classes for one column.            Your data class selections are sent to the Data Classification Platform . The Data Classification Platform stores your selections, along with the associated sample data, to retrain the classification model and improve future classification predictions.Data Classification Platform set-upIf you want to start using the Data Classification Platform, request it via your Collibra contact or create a support ticket. RequirementsYou can only use automatic data classification if you comply with the following requirements.Data Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.This will give you access to the improved Schema asset page.You are using profiling data within Data Catalog.Be aware that after you accept the predicted data classes, all sample data and profiling data is stored on the Data Classification Platform.LocationWe highly recommend to use a Data Classification Platform running in the same region as your Collibra environment. Currently, Collibra can provide Collibra Data Governance Center environments in Amazon AWS® regions in the following locations:United StatesEuropean UnionUnited KingdomCanadaAustraliaClassify columns in a tableBy classifying columns in a table, Collibra's Automatic Data Classification platform predicts their data structures, after which, you can accept or reject the prediction.You can classify columns via a:Database asset pageSchema asset pageTable asset pageYou can also use the physical data connector to manually select a data class for individual columns.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have created a support ticket via Zendesk to access to the Automatic Data Classification platform.You have configured Automatic Data Classification for the DGC service.You have the correct permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source, including these options:Store Data ProfileStore Sample DataData Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.This will give you access to the improved Schema asset page.Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.Via the Database asset pageOpen the Database asset that contains the tables and columns in the schema you want to classify.     In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the subpages, click Technology Assets.Filter on the Database asset type.Open the relevant database, and then click Actions → Classify.You can follow the status of the classification in Activities.Open the database asset with the classified columns.Add the Data Classification column to the table.      In the Data Classification column, you find the suggested data classes.Hover over the classification percentages and accept () or reject () the suggested data class.Accepting the classification leaves the classification in the list.Rejecting the classification removes the result from the data classification list.Via the Schema asset pageOpen the Schema asset that contains the tables and columns that you want to classify.     In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the subpages, click Data Sources.Click the relevant schema.Click the Tables tab.Select one or more tables from the schema.To classify all columns in the table, click Actions → Classify.To classify one or more specific columns, select the columns, then click Actions → Classify.You can follow the status of the classification job in Activities.Open the Table asset with the classified columns.Add the Data Classification column to the table.      In the Data Classification column, you find the suggested data classes.Hover over the classification percentages and accept () or reject () the suggested data class.Via the Table asset pageOpen a Table asset that has columns you want to classify. On the Table asset page, do one of the following:To classify all columns in the table, click Actions → Classify in the upper right corner.To classify specific columns in the table, select the columns and click Actions → Classify in the upper right corner.You can follow the status of the classification job in Activities.Open the relevant table, and then add the Data Classification column to the table.      In the Data Classification column, you find the suggested data classes.Hover over the classification percentages and accept () or reject () the suggested data class.Feedback on Automatic Data ClassificationEach time Collibra predicts data classes for a column, you get the opportunity to send feedback by accepting or rejecting the data class, or by adding a user-defined data class. To improve future predictions, it is really important to send this feedback.When using Edge, the feedback and user-defined classes are only stored, and not used to retrain the classification model.Sending feedbackSending feedback is the act of accepting or rejecting the data classes that are predicted.Reject data class: The data class is removed from the column.The Data Classification Platform classification model no longer uses the sample data.Accept data class: The data class is added to the column.The sample data is permanently added to the Data Classification Platform classification model to improve future data class predictions. For the Data Classification Platform, accepting a data class is more valuable than rejecting, but in general, we recommend that you always send feedback for every prediction. Without your feedback, the classification model cannot be retrained.Creating user-defined classesWhen columns cannot be classified, you can create your own data classes. Avoid duplications. Always check the list of proposed classes before creating a new data class.Avoid vague data classes.Avoid mixed data classes and accept the best applicable one.The Data Classification Platform uses this new information to retrain the platform and improve the predictions in the future.Create a user-defined data classIf the Automatic Data Classification process cannot detect a data class for a column, you can classify the column yourself. If you are using the Data Classification Platform, your new data class will be sent to the Data Classification Platform to improve its future predictive capabilities.If you are using Edge, the user-defined classes are only stored. You can use them to manually assign the data class to a column. The user-defined classes are not used to retrain the classification model. See About profiling and classification via Edge.      PrerequisitesYou have configured Automatic Data Classification for the DGC service. You have the correct permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source via Jobserver or via Edge.When you use Jobserver, ensure to:Store Data Profile.Store Sample Data. The more sample data, the better the data class predictions.For Jobserver to improve Automatic Data Classification, all sample data and profiling data is stored in the Collibra cloud repository.Data Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.This will give you access to the improved Schema asset page.Create a user-defined data class via the Table asset pageFind the table that contains the columns to classify.At the bottom of the Columns section, click See all.If not yet available, add the Data Classification column to the table.In the Data Classification column of the row that you want to classify, click .Click the Select field.The list with existing data classes appears.In the Select field, enter the new data class name and press Enter.Data classes are case-sensitive and can contain spaces.You can add more data classes if applicable but avoid it as much as possible.Press Escape and click .The new data class is automatically accepted.Create a user-defined data class via the Column asset pageFind the column you want to classify.    In the tab pane, click   Data Profiling.  In the Data classification section, click .Enter the new data class name and press Enter.Data classes are case-sensitive and can contain spaces.You can add more data classes if applicable but avoid it as much as possible.Click Save.The new data class is automatically accepted.Create a user-defined data class via Guided StewardshipSee Add data classes.
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	 Data Classification DashboardThe Data Classification Dashboard shows all of the data classes available in your environment.You can use the Data Classification Dashboard to:See information about data classes.Add, merge, and delete data classes.Link data classes to data concepts and data attributes.About the Data Classification dashboard View data class information Data Class side pane Add data classes Merge data classes Edit data classes Delete a data class Connect data classes to data layers About the Data Classification dashboardThe Data Classification Dashboard shows the list of data classes in your Collibra environment and gives you more control and visibility on them. When you make changes via the Data Classification Dashboard, feedback is automatically sent to the Data Classification platform.You access the dashboard via the Data Classification subpage in the Stewardship application.No.NameDescriptionMerge buttonA button to merge multiple data classes.Delete buttonA button to delete one or more data classes.Add buttonA button to manually add a new data class.Table menu ()The table menu contains buttons to manage the columns shown.Table with packaged and manually created data classesA table that shows all the data classes that exist in your environment. You can also view details about each data class.Data ClassificationThe data class name.You can manually add, merge, edit or remove the data classesColumn CountThe number of columns classified as the associated data class.Data ConceptThe name of the associated Data Concept assets.It connects the data class to your business asset model. Data AttributeThe name of the associated Data Attribute assets.It connects the data class to your logical data model.Created ByThe name of the user who created the class. If the data class is a packaged data class, the user is the System User.Created OnThe date the data class was created.Last Modified ByThe name of the user who made the last change.Last Modified OnThe date the data class was last changed.User DefinedIndicates if the data class was automatically or manually created.Side paneA side pane that gives you a clear overview of the data class information of the selected data class. View data class informationYou can view data class information on the Classification Dashboard PrerequisitesYou have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Stewardship. In the submenu, click Data Classification.Click on a row.   The data class information appears in the side pane.Data Class side paneThe Data Class side pane gives you a clear overview of related data class information. When you click the row of a data class in the Data Classification Dashboard, the data class information appears in the side pane.In the side pane, you find the following information:AttributeDescriptionData class nameThe name of the selected data class. You can edit the name by clicking .Data ConceptsThe list of data concepts that are associated with the data class. This section is only shown if there are associated data concepts.Data AttributesThe list of data attributes that are associated with the data class. This section is only shown if there are associated data attributes.<Data class> ColumnsThe list of columns that are classified with the selected data class. When there are too many columns to show, you can follow a See all link. This opens a search results page with all corresponding columns.This section is only shown if there are columns with the selected data class.Add data classesCollibra contains a large number of packaged data classes, but if a certain data class is not available, you can add your own. Data classes that were defined manually are user-defined data classes.You can also create new data classes from a Table or Column asset.PrerequisitesYou have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Stewardship. In the submenu, click Data Classification.The table with all data classes is shown.Above the table to the right, click Add.Enter the name of a data class and press Enter.The name of the data class is case-sensitive and it can contain spaces.You can enter multiple data classes.Click Create.The classes are added. If you are using Jobserver, the classes are automatically sent to the Data Classification Platform.Optionally you can link the new classes to a Data Concept or Data Attribute asset.In the Data Concept column, click . Click in the Select field.The list with existing Data Concept assets appears.Select one or more Data Concept assets from the drop-down list and click .Do the same in the Data Attribute column.Merge data classesYou can merge two or more data classes via the Data Classification Dashboard. For example, if you have the data classes Email, E-mail and email address, then it is recommended to merge them into the packaged data class Email.Not only will it keep your data classes list clean, but it will give better results when Collibra performs data classification on ingested data.You cannot merge two or more packaged data classes, but you can merge user-defined data classes in a packaged data class. Packaged data classes appear in the Created By column as System User.PrerequisitesYou have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Stewardship. In the submenu, click Data Classification.Select the checkboxes next to the data classes you want to merge.Above the table, click Merge.Select the data class you want to merge the selected data classes into.You cannot merge packaged data classes and you can also not merge a packaged data class into a user-defined data class.The data class attributes Columns Count, Data Concept and Data Attributes are also merged. You can update the list of Data Concepts and Data Attributes after the merge.Click Merge.Edit data classesYou can edit the name of a data class via the Data Classification Dashboard side pane.PrerequisitesYou have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Stewardship. In the submenu, click Data Classification.The table with all data classes is shown.Click in the row of the data class that you want to edit. The data class information appears in the side pane.In the side pane, click next to the data class name.Enter a new name.Click Save.      The name of the data class is updated.Delete a data classYou can delete a data class from the Data Classification Dashboard if it has become obsolete. Note that this is an irreversible action.PrerequisitesYou have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Stewardship. In the submenu, click Data Classification.Select the checkboxes next to the data classes you want to delete.You cannot delete packaged data classes. These data classes appear in the Created By column as System User or in the User Defined column with .Above the table, click Delete.Click Delete Data Classification.Connect data classes to data layersYou can use the Classification Dashboard to connect data classes to the logical and conceptual data layers.PrerequisitesYou have configured Automatic Data Classification in Collibra Console.You have the necessary permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Stewardship. In the submenu, click Data Classification.In the Data Concept or Data Attribute column, click . Click in the Select field.The list with existing Data Concept or Data Attribute assets is shown.Click . The Classification Dashboard creates a relationship between the data class and the logical and conceptual data layers. Column assets that have this data class will be connected to these data layers via their mutual relationship to the data class. Direct relationships between physical and logical information can then be created via Collibra workflows or other methods.
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	 Guided StewardshipGuided Stewardship is a set of features designed to help Data Stewards simplify the process of creating connections between physical data assets and their associated logical and conceptual assets. By establishing reliable and fully-connected data structures within your Collibra environment, you can trace relationships across all layers of representation and understand your data in a more complete way.Guided Data Stewardship operating model Guided Data Stewardship diagram views Guided Data Stewardship operating modelThe Guided Data Stewardship operating model defines the structure of the information in Catalog. For this reason, the Guided Data Stewardship operating model is sometimes also referred to as the Data Catalog operating model.Three data layersThe operating model consists of three data layers, representing the three different structural data layers that exist in typical organizations:The conceptual data layer represents the overarching structure of objects and elements in your data landscape.The logical data layer represents the context-dependent data structures in your organization.The physical data layer represents the actual data in your data environment.The following image shows a complete view of the Data Catalog operating model. It identifies all of the relevant asset types, per data layer, and the relationships that bind them together in the Collibra Data Governance Center.Database and System assets are Technology assets that represent the highest level over physical data and logical data organization.Conceptual data layerThe conceptual data layer is the highest level of organization in the Data Catalog operating model. It represents the overarching structure of objects and elements within an organization’s data landscape. It is where you define concepts, such as Customer and Product and their component fields, without direct reference to system-specific implementations. Organization of the conceptual data layer is based on many-to-many relationships, which makes the conceptual data layer more concise and flexible than tree-like arrangements that rely strictly on one-to-one and one-to-many relationships.The conceptual data layer consists of the following asset types:Line of BusinessData DomainData ConceptLine of Business asset typeThe Line of Business asset type is the highest level of abstraction in the conceptual data layer. Also known as business unit or business area, it represents a specific area of business in an organization.Finance, Sales, Retail, Investment ManagementKey relation typeLine of Business assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionData Domain assetsLine of Business groups / is grouped by Data DomainMany-to-many relation, whereby:A Line of Business asset can group many Data Domain assets.A Data Domain asset can be grouped by many Line of Business assets.Data Domain asset typeData domains, also known as data categories or subject areas, are high-level, theoretical representations of your data. They represent the structure of concepts in data environments and contain all the different nuances of corresponding business terms.Customer, Employee, User, Order, ProductKey relation typesData Domain assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionLine of Business assetsBusiness Asset groups / is grouped by Business AssetMany-to-many relation, whereby:A Line of Business asset can group many Data Domain assets.A Data Domain asset can be grouped by many Line of Business assets.Data Concept assetsBusiness Asset groups / is grouped by Business AssetMany-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Domain asset can group many Data Concept assets.A Data Concept asset can be grouped by many Data Domain assets.Other Data Domain assetsData Domain has subtype / is subtype of Data DomainOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Domain asset can have many subtype Data Domain assets.A Data Domain asset can be the subtype of only one Data Domain asset.Data Concept asset type A Data Concept asset is a high-level theoretical representation of your data and describes one aspect of one or more Data Domains. These assets represent the most common concepts that are used to organize database content. They allow users to define a context-independent representation of the structure of an organization's data.They are the most granular level of context-independent structure users can establish within the conceptual data layer, and are comparable to Columns in the physical data layer.Address, Name, ID number, Phone number, Price, YearKey relation typesData Concept assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionData Domain assetsBusiness Asset groups / grouped by Business AssetMany-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Concept asset can be grouped by many Data Domain assets.A Data Domain asset can group many Data Concept assets.Other Data Concept assetsBusiness Asset groups / grouped by Business AssetMany-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Concept asset can group, or be grouped by, many Data Concept assets.Data Attribute assetsBusiness Dimension classifies / is classified by AssetMany-to-one relation, whereby:A Data Concept asset can classify many Data Attribute assets.A Data Attribute asset can be classified by only one Data Concept asset.Organization based on many-to-many relationsThe conceptual data layer is organized such that the relationships between Lines of Business and Data Domain assets, and between Data Domain and Data Concept assets, are many-to-many relationships. This graph-based approach, based on many-to-many relationships, makes the conceptual data layer more concise and flexible.In this example, we've identified three lines of business, each of which groups both the Customer data domain and Product data domain. In turn, each data domain groups several data concepts, some of which are grouped by both data domains.Both data domains group the Name and ID Number data concepts. This is conceivable because Name and ID Number, as Data Concept assets, are abstract representations of these two concepts, rather than specific implementations of them, which are described in the logical data layer and implemented by System assets.In this way, information stored in the conceptual data layer is kept to a minimum and the Data Domain and Data Concept assets are referred to as often as necessary.In summary, Line of Business, Data Concept and Data Domain assets are independent assets that do not, by nature, encapsulate or organize the structure of other assets. The Name and ID Number Data Concept assets exist independently of the Data Domain assets that group them. A Customer can have a Name and a Product can have a Name, but you need only one Data Concept asset to encapsulate the idea of “name”.Conceptual data layer versus the Business GlossaryThis section examines the differences and relation between the conceptual data layer and the Collibra Business Glossary.Business terms: context-dependent representations of business conceptsIn short, the Business Glossary is a system that helps organizations govern their business terms.Let's consider the business term Customer, within a multinational consumer goods organization that deals with different consumer groups in different cultural contexts. This organization uses business terms to create a shared understanding of Customer, across different geographical regions. Its offices around the world create their own business terms to encapsulate the specific cultural complexity of a customer, in their own way. Its various business units also have their own definitions, to address different operational, legal and compliance demands.Business terms are a flexible tool that account for complex business and organizational structures. Anything can be represented by a business term, including the nuanced representations specific to different languages, cultures and branches of business.Data, on the other hand, can be more explicitly defined and grouped. While there may be several ways to describe Customer, based on cultural and geographic nuance, when we consider data, a customer can be uniquely identified, defined and grouped. This is where the conceptual data layer comes in. The conceptual data layer: context-independent representation of the structure of dataA data domain is a container for other data domains and data concepts that encompass associated terminology and definitions that an organization intends to govern. Customer Master Data, Product Master Data, Reference DataWhile business terms represent Customer in the context of a specific language, culture or branch of business, a customer data domain represents the structure of Customer in a data environment, and encapsulates all of the different nuances of the business term. By abstracting the idea of Customer in a data domain, one can start to consider how customers can be represented by physical data. The same applies to data concepts, such as Year, Date, Address, and Name. While there may be many business terms that represent Year, across different teams and geographies, the data concept encapsulates all of them and creates a layer of abstraction that allows you to define high-level data structures.Logical data layerThe logical data layer defines data structures within an organization's systems, whereas the conceptual data layer represents context-independent data structures within an organization. The Data Entity-Data Attribute structure is closely related to the Data Domain-Data Concept structure of the conceptual data layer. The main difference between the two is that the conceptual data layer is context-independent, whereas the logical data layer describes the structure in an individual System.The logical data layer consists of the following asset types:Data ModelData EntityData AttributeThe logical data layer can be visualized as a tree-like structure, starting with a high-level System and Data Model assets, and branching out with implementation-specific Data Entity and Data Attribute assets.Although the System asset type is a Technology Asset, it adds higher-level structure to the logical data layer and is considered part of the logical data layer.Data Model asset typeThe Data Model asset is the highest level of organizational structure in the logical data layer, and defines the specific structure of data in a System. Key relation typesData Model assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionSystem assetsSystem implements / is implemented in Data ModelOne-to-one relation, whereby:A System asset can implement only one Data Model asset.A Data Model asset can be implemented in only one System asset.The one-to-one nature of this relationship is what makes Data Models – and, therefore, the entire logical data layer – context-dependent, as opposed to the context-independent conceptual data layer.Data Entity assetsData Model contains / is contained in Data EntityOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Model asset can contain many Data Entity assets.A Data Entity asset can be contained in only one Data Model asset.Data Entity asset typeData Entity assets are the logical data layer and correlate to Data Domain assets of the conceptual data layer. Data Entity assets can be thought of as system-specific implementations of Data Domain assets.Key relation typesData Entity assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionData Model assetsData Entity is part of / contains Data ModelOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Entity asset can be contained in only one Data Model asset.A Data Model asset can contain multiple Data Entity assets.Data Domain assetsData Domain (Business Dimension) classifies / is classified by Data Entity (Asset)Many-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Domain asset can classify many Data Entity assets.A Data Entity asset can be classified by many Data Domain assets.Data Attribute assetsData Entity contains / is part of Data AttributeOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Entity asset can contain many Data Attribute assets.A Data Attribute asset can be contained in only one Data Entity asset.Data Attribute asset typeData Attribute assets are the logical data layer and correlate to Data Concept assets of the conceptual data layer. They can be thought of as system-specific implementations of Data Concept assets. Key relation typesData Attribute assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionData Entity assetsData Entity contains / is part of Data AttributeOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Entity asset can contain many Data Attribute assets.A Data Attribute asset can be contained by only one Data Entity asset.Data Concept assetsData Concept classifies / is classified by Data AttributeOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Concept asset can classify many Data Attribute assets.A Data Attribute asset can be classified by only one Data Concept asset.Physical data layerThe physical data layer represents the actual data – the schemas, tables and columns – in an organization's systems.The physical data layer consists of the following asset types:SchemaTableColumnAlthough the Database asset type is a Technology Asset, it is considered part of the physical data layer.The Schema, Table and Column assets in a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment are almost never created manually; rather, they are automatically created via the Data Catalog ingestion process, when registering a data source.Schema asset typeA Schema is the highest level of physical structure in a Database. It defines, in a formal language, the structure of the tables and columns in the database.Key relation typesSchema assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionDatabase assetsDatabase has / belongs to SchemaOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Database asset can have many Schema assets.A Schema asset can belong to only one Database asset.Table assetsSchema contains / is part of TableOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Schema assert can contain many Table assets.A Table asset can be part of only one Schema asset.Table asset typeTable assets represent the physical tables in a data environment.Key relation typesTables assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionSchema assetsTable is part of / contains SchemaOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Table asset can be a part of only one Schema asset.A Schema asset can contain many Table assets.Column assets Table contains / is part of ColumnOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Table asset can contain many Column assets.A Column asset can be a part of only one Table asset.Column asset typeColumn assets represent the physical columns in a data environment. It is the lowest level of definition in the physical data layer.Key relation typesColumn assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionTable assetsColumn is part of / contains TableOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Column asset can be a part of only one Table asset.A Table asset can contain many Column assets.Data Attribute assetsData Attribute represents / represented by ColumnOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Data Attribute asset can represent many Column assets.A Column asset can be represented by only one Data Attribute asset.Technology AssetsTwo Technology Assets are included in the Data Catalog operating system:System, which is part of the logical data layer.Database, which is part of the physical data layer.Database asset typeDatabase assets represent the physical databases in your data environment. They are the highest level of physical data organization in a data environment. Database assets should have specific names, and implement specific technologies, such as PostgreSQL.Key relation typesDatabase assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionSystem assetsSystem groups / is grouped by DatabaseOne-to-many relation, whereby:A System asset can group many Database assets.A Database asset can be grouped by only one System asset.Schema assetsDatabase has / belongs to SchemaOne-to-many relation, whereby:A Database asset can have many Schema assets.A Schema asset can belong to only one Database asset.System asset typeSystem assets represent executable software that an organization uses to automate business functions that help run the business smoothly and efficiently. Systems can be any commercially available or privately developed software that is running in your environment. CRM, ERP and EDW softwareKey relation typesSystem assets are:Related to...Via the relation type...DescriptionData Model assetsSystem implements / is implemented in Data ModelOne-to-one relation, whereby:A System asset can implement only one Data Model asset.A Data Model asset can be implemented by only one System asset.Database assetsSystem groups / is grouped by DatabaseOne-to-many relation, whereby:A System asset can group many Database assets.A Database asset can be grouped by only one System asset.Guided Data Stewardship diagram viewsFor assets in the Guided Data Stewardship operating model, there are two packaged diagram views: Guided Data Stewardship and Guided Data Stewardship - Data Concept. These diagram views show the relation types that bind assets, as established through the Physical Data Connector.Guided Data Stewardship viewThe Guided Data Stewardship view is the default diagram view designed to help you visualize direct and indirect relations across the entire data environment. For the logical data layer, this view shows the relation types that bind the Data Model, Data Entity, and Data Attribute assets. For the conceptual data layer, it shows the Line of Business and Data Domain assets.Guided Data Stewardship- Data Concept viewThe Guided Data Stewardship - Data Concept view is the default diagram view for Data Concept assets only. This diagram view shows the logical and physical data associated with a Data Concept.For more information, see Diagram views.
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	 Physical Data ConnectorThe Physical Data Connector shows a high-level overview of database information on which you can filter. You can use the Physical Data Connector to:        Connect the Data Catalog physical data layer to the logical data layer.              Manually classify columns.About the Physical Data Connector Manually classify columns Connect physical data to logical data       About the Physical Data ConnectorThe Physical Data Connector shows a table with a high-level overview of database information. The table has a tree-like structure that enables you to drill down to the column level of a database. It shows the connection between the physical data layer and the logical data layer and enables you to find Data Attribute assets that relate to individual Column assets.You access the Physical Data Connector via the Physical Data Connector subpage on the Stewardship tab.No.NameDescription1Drop-downA drop-down list to filter on a specific database.2Table menuThe table menu contains buttons for actions you can perform on the table.A button to manage the columns shown.3Table with database informationA table that shows the content of the registered database and the connections between the physical data layer and logical data layer.NameThe name of the asset and the icon of the asset type.If you click on the asset, the asset page opens. To sort assets alphabetically, click on the column header.Data ClassificationThe data class of an asset.You can manually add, edit or remove the data class of a Column asset. You can also approve or reject suggested classesData AttributeThe Data Attribute asset linked to the Column asset via relation type Data Attribute represents / represented by Column.When you filter on a Data Domain or Data Entity, the other drop-down lists dynamically update to only show content that relates to your filter. You can select the Apply filter to all columns in the same table checkbox to use the same filters to link a Data Attribute to other Column assets in the same table. The physical data connector enables you to quickly connect Data Attribute assets to Column assets. However, you can also connect the physical data layer to the logical data layer via Data Catalog's asset pages by adding a relation of the type Data Attribute represents / represented by Column.ContextThe context of the data.This field is read-only and is filled with the Data Domain asset and Data Entity asset related to the Data Attribute asset, if a relation exists.Physical Data Connector relation typesThe Physical Data Connector enables you to easily connect the physical data layer to the logical data layer by filtering on the conceptual data layer.The Physical Data Connector uses the following relation types to connect assets from the different data layers:        Business Dimension (Data Domain) classifies / is classified by Asset (Data Entity)              Business Asset (Data Domain) groups / grouped by Business Asset (Data Concept) Data Domain has subtype / is subtype of Data Domain        Business Dimension (Data Concept) classifies Asset (Data Attribute)              Data Entity contains Data Attribute              Data Attribute represents Column      Manually classify columnsThe Physical Data Connector enables you to manually add, edit or remove a data class of a Column asset. This is useful, for example, if Automatic Data Classification missed some data classes.You can also automatically classify all columns in a table using Automatic Data Classification.PrerequisitesYou have configured Automatic Data Classification for the DGC service.You have the correct permissions to classify tables and columns.You have registered a data source.Data Catalog experience is enabled in the DGC service configuration.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Stewardship. In the submenu, click Physical Data Connector.In the drop-down list, filter on a database.The table shows all ingested schemas in the database. You can use the asset tree to drill down to the column level of the database.In the asset tree, find the Column asset that you want to classify.In the Data Classification column, click . Click in the Select field.The list with existing data classes appears.In the Select field, use the drop-down list to find a data class or enter a new data class name and press Enter.Data classes are case-sensitive.You can add more data classes if applicable, but avoid it as much as possible.If you created a new data class, it is automatically sent to the Data Classification Platform.We recommend that you only add one data class to a column.Click .      The data class is automatically accepted ().Connect physical data to logical dataYou can use the Physical Data Connector to easily connect a Column asset to a Data Attribute asset via the relation type Data Attribute represents / represented by Column. A Column asset represents the lowest level of the physical data layer, while a Data Attribute asset represents the lowest level of the logical data layer.You can also add a relation of the type Data Attribute represents / represented by Column via a Data Attribute's or Column's asset page.PrerequisitesYou have registered a data source.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then Stewardship. In the submenu, click Physical Data Connector.In the drop-down list, filter on a database.The table shows all ingested schemas in the database. You can use the asset tree to drill down to the column level of the database.In the asset tree, find the Column asset that you want to link to a Data Attribute asset.In the Data Attribute column, click .      A Data Attribute drop-down list with two filters appears.Link a Data Attribute asset to the Column asset based on the Data Domain and Data Entity filter.Optionally, select a Data Domain asset and Data Entity asset that are related to the Data Attribute.      When you filter on a Data Domain asset or Data Entity asset, the other drop-down lists are dynamically updated to only show content related to your filter.If you want to use the same filters to find Data Attribute assets for other Column assets in the same table, select the Apply filter to all columns in the same table checkbox.Select the correct Data Attribute asset in the drop-down list.You can only select one Data Attribute asset. The Data Attribute asset must exist in your Collibra environment.Click to accept the Data Attribute asset.The Data Attribute asset is now linked to the Column asset via the relation type Data Attribute represents / represented by Column. This relation is also shown on the asset pages of the Column and Data Attribute assets.If there is a Data Domain asset and Data Entity asset that is related to the Data Attribute asset, they are shown in the Context column. If you used the filters in the Data Attribute column, the same assets as your filters are shown in the Context column.If you click to delete a Data Attribute asset in the physical data connector overview, you also delete the relation between the Column asset and the Data Attribute asset from the respective asset pages.
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	 Working with Amazon S3Amazon S3 is an online object storage service hosted by Amazon. For more information about Amazon S3, see the Amazon S3 documentation.In Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, you can synchronize with Amazon S3 in multiple ways. Synchronization methodAdvantages and disadvantagesMore informationS3 file system integrationThe resulting assets represent the folder structure by means of S3 Bucket, Directory, File, Table and Column assets. You can’t profile and classify columns and tables.Amazon S3 file system integrationCatalog connectorYou can profile and classify the columns and tables in your S3 buckets. The folder structure of your S3 bucket isn't represented in Data Catalog.JobserverEdgeRegister an Amazon S3 data source using the AWS Glue Catalog connectorSee Register and Synchronze an Amazon S3 file system via EdgeAbout the Amazon S3 file system integrationThe Amazon S3 file system integration allows registration of Amazon S3 as a data source in Collibra and synchronization of data in Amazon S3. After synchronization, the files and directories of Amazon S3 are represented in Collibra by specific asset types, retaining the original names. Only some file types are fully supported.You can restrict the AWS regions to which CollibraData Catalog is allowed to connect. This step is recommended for efficient synchronization.When you use this method, you cannot profile or classify data. See Working with Amazon S3.Amazon S3 integration workflowStepWhat?Description1Register an Amazon S3 file system as a data sourceCreates an initial structure of a Storage Catalog domain and S3 File System asset in the selected parent community.2Connect to Amazon S3Sets up the connection to Amazon S3.3Create crawlers Creates crawlers to find and ingest the data of Amazon S3.4Synchronize Amazon S3          Runs the crawlers to ingest the data of Amazon S3.Password encryptionCollibra's integration of Amazon S3 does not use a separate encryption services, but reuses the Collibra DGC core service encryption method. This method uses the AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding transformation to encrypt your passwords when you connect to Amazon S3.Required Amazon Web ServicesCollibra relies on AWS Glue and AWS Identity and Access Management to ingest and synchronize data.AWS GlueAWS Glue is an Amazon cloud service to perform extract-transform-load (ETL) processes on data, stored in data sources such as Amazon S3. AWS Glue has the following components:Glue crawlers: Glue crawlers analyze and describe a wide range of data sources such as Amazon S3 or MySQL. However, Data Catalog only uses them for the Amazon S3 file system integration.Glue database: Glue crawlers store their results in a database in the form of tables and columns. Both the tables and columns in the Glue database contain metadata that describes the content of Amazon S3. Data Catalog reads those databases for data ingestion. The name of the created Glue database is collibra_catalog_<S3 File System-ID>_<Domain-ID>.ETL processes: The ETL processes can extract data from a data source, process that data, for example, categorize and clean it and produce output. This component is currently not used by Data Catalog. Though you need an AWS account, you do not have to work in AWS Glue directly, because Collibra does everything for you. For more information about AWS Glue, see the AWS Glue documentation.Collibra only uses AWS Glue to ingest data from Amazon S3. All other features, such as crawling other data sources or ETL processes are not integrated.AWS Identity and Access ManagementCollibra uses the AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) service to manage access to Amazon S3 and AWS Glue. Similar to AWS Glue, you need an AWS account to use the IAM service, but after setting up the required users and roles, you do not have to work directly with IAM. For more information about IAM, see the IAM documentation.You need two things in IAM:An AWS programmatic user to access Amazon S3 and AWS Glue. An IAM role for the crawlers.Programmatic userCollibra needs programmatic access to Amazon S3 and AWS Glue by means of a user. The following policies and permissions are required:Policies:AWSGlueServiceRole (AWS managed policy) pass_role (inline policy) You can use the following JSON content:{  Version: 2012-10-17,  Statement:   [    {      Sid: VisualEditor0,      Effect: Allow,      Action: iam:PassRole,      Resource: *    }  ] }        Permissions: In Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud 2020.11 and newer and Collibra Data Governance Center 5.7.7 and newer, the programmatic user needs the following permissions:{  Version: 2012-10-17,  Statement: [    {      Sid: VisualEditor0,      Effect: Allow,      Action: [        glue:GetCrawler,        glue:GetCrawlers,        glue:DeleteDatabase,        glue:GetTables,        glue:DeleteCrawler,        glue:StopCrawler,        s3:ListBucket,        glue:GetDatabases,        glue:CreateCrawler,        glue:GetDatabase,        iam:PassRole,        glue:StartCrawler,        glue:BatchDeleteTable,        s3:GetBucketLocation      ],      Resource: *    }  ] }For more information about creating a user with programmatic access, see the IAM documentation.IAM roleAWS Glue Crawlers need an IAM role, to allow the crawlers to execute an operation on your behalf. The pass_role permission policy of the programmatic user is used to assign this role to the crawler. You need at least the following parameters:Trusted entities: glue.amazonaws.comPolicies:AmazonS3ReadOnlyAccess (AWS managed policy, required when you need to access a private S3 bucket.)AWSGlueServiceRole (AWS managed policy)You can provide more restrictive permissions to the IAM role, if dictated by your security requirements. Your AWS subject matter expert can create the appropriate permission set using the steps in the IAM documentation. We recommend that you test a crawler with an IAM role that has these permissions in the AWS console, to ensure that it is successful before you use the IAM role in Collibra.You can also use the IAM role for role-based access control, to authenticate to Amazon AWS without manually entering a user ID and secret access key.Amazon S3 asset and domain typesThe Amazon S3 file system integration of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud uses a specific subset of asset types. All of these come out of the box with your software.Asset typeDescriptionDomain typeData Asset Data Element ColumnAn atomic unit of data that can be stored in a database table.Examples: FST_NM, EMPIDPhysical Data DictionaryStorage CatalogData Asset Data Structure TableAn implementation of data entities in columns and rows, in a given database system. It is the basic structure of a relational database.Examples: Account_tbl, CUST_ADDRPhysical Data DictionaryStorage CatalogData Asset Data Structure Table Database ViewA Database View is a virtual table based on the result-set of an SQL statement.Physical Data DictionaryStorage CatalogTechnology Asset File ContainerAn asset type that represents Cloud File Container.Storage CatalogTechnology Asset DomainTechnology Asset File Container Directory          A collection of data that is treated by a computer as a unit, for the purposes of input and output.Examples: businessGlossary.xls, dataDictionary05220.csv, datacatalogv25.txtStorage CatalogTechnology Asset DomainTechnology Asset File Container S3 BucketAn asset type that represents an Amazon S3 Bucket, which is a logical unit of storage containing Amazon S3 Objects.Storage CatalogTechnology Asset File GroupA collection of physical files which together represent a single logical file.Storage CatalogTechnology Asset System File StorageAn asset type that represents a Cloud File Storage bucket.Storage CatalogTechnology Asset System File Storage S3 File SystemAmazon S3 (Simple Storage Service) file system abstraction.Storage CatalogAmazon S3 supported file typesAmazon S3 can contain a wide range of objects in different file types. However, not all file types are fully supported due to limitations of AWS Glue.The following list shows the file types that are supported by Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. Note that other file types may work properly as well. For an exhaustive list of supported file types, see the AWS Glue documentation.AVROORCPARQUETJSONBSONXMLIONCOMBINED_APPACHEAPACHELINUX_KERNELRUBY_LOGGERSQUIDREDISMONLOGREDISLOGCSVZIPTARRARGZJARRegister an Amazon S3 file systemYou can register an Amazon S3 file system in Data Catalog.The newly created S3 file system does not automatically connect to Amazon S3. You connect manually in the S3 File System asset that is created during the registration of the S3 file system.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a role with the following resource permissions on the S3 community you create when you registered an Amazon S3 file system: Asset: addAttribute: addDomain: addAttachment: addSteps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the main menu, click the Create () button.The Create dialog box appears.In the Create dialog box, click Register system.The Register system page appears.In the Register system page, click Amazon S3.The Register Amazon S3 file system dialog box appears.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionCommunityThe parent community in which the initial Amazon S3 structure will be created.File system nameThe name for the S3 file system asset.DescriptionThe description to provide extra information about the file system.This is used as the Description attribute of the S3 File System asset.OwnerThe owner name of the data in the created community.Click Register.An S3 File System asset is created.An Storage Catalog domain is created with the same name as the S3 File System asset.The configuration page of the S3 File System asset is automatically opened.What's next?You can now connect to Amazon S3.Connect to Amazon S3To retrieve data from Amazon S3, you have to connect via an S3 File System asset. You always have to do that after registering a new Amazon S3 File System. You can also edit the settings afterwards, for example, if you want to use another Jobserver than the one you originally selected.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.Steps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Connection details section, click Edit connection details.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionConnect viaThe Jobserver used for synchronizing.Access key IDThe access key ID of the programmatic AWS user.Secret access keyThe secret access key of the programmatic AWS user.IAM roleThe IAM role to be assigned to the crawlers.Click Save.What's next?You can now create crawlers.Connect a file system asset to Amazon S3 via EdgeTo retrieve data from Amazon S3, you have to connect via an S3 File System asset. You always have to do that after registering a new Amazon S3 File System. You can also edit the settings, for example, if you want to use another capability than the one you originally selected or if you want to switch to Jobserver.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have an Edge capability with the S3 synchronization capability template.You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have a global role with the View Edge connections and capabilities global permission.You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.Steps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Connection details section, click Edit connection details.In the right corner, select Edge.Select an Edge capability.Click Save.What's next?You can now create crawlers.Configure role-based Amazon S3 access controlWhen you register an Amazon S3 file system, you can authenticate to Amazon S3 based on an IAM role. As a result, you can connect to Amazon S3 without an access key ID and secret access key.PrerequisitesYou have access to the AWS IAM console.You have access to the Amazon EC2 console.You have an Amazon EC2 instance.StepsIn AWS Identity and Access Management, do the following:Create a new IAM role or select an existing IAM role.Attach the following policies to the IAM role:AWSGlueServiceRole (AWS managed policy) pass_role (inline policy) You can use the following JSON content:{ Version: 2012-10-17, Statement: [ {  Sid: VisualEditor0,  Effect: Allow,  Action: iam:PassRole,  Resource: * } ] }In the Amazon EC2 console, attach the IAM role to the Amazon EC2 instance.Install the Jobserver service on the Amazon EC2 instance node.More informationIf the credentials in the Amazon EC2 instance can't be used to authenticate, you can create a credentials file and save it in the user_home/.aws/ folder. The credentials file should look like this:[default] aws_access_key_id = <access key ID> aws_secret_access_key = <secret access key>For more information, see the AWS developer guide.Do not use a credentials file unless absolutely necessary.What's next?You can now connect to Amazon S3 via the jobserver service on the Amazon EC2 instance node.Restrict AWS regionsYou can restrict the AWS regions to which CollibraData Catalog is allowed to connect to synchronize Amazon S3.When there is no restriction, the S3 integration will make requests to all possible AWS regions, which could result in long synchronization times.Depending on your environment, you have to follow this procedure either in the Services Configuration section of the Collibra settings or in Collibra Console. This topic shows the procedure in Collibra Console. If your Settings page has a Configuration tab, you can follow this procedure in that tab page. For more information, see the online documentation.PrerequisitesYou have the ADMIN or SUPER role in Collibra Console.You have the SUPER role in Collibra Console.You have the ADMIN or SUPER role in Collibra Console.StepsOpen the DGC service settings for editing:Open Collibra Console.Collibra Console opens with the Infrastructure page.In the tab pane, expand an environment to show its services.    In the tab pane, click   the Data Governance Center service of that environment.Click Configuration.Click Edit configuration.Open the DGC service settings for editing:Open Collibra Console.Collibra Console opens with the Infrastructure page.In the tab pane, expand an environment to show its services.    In the tab pane, click   the Data Governance Center service of that environment.Click Configuration.Click Edit configuration.In the Register data source section, enter the required information:SettingDescriptionAWS regions restrictionA list of AWS regions Data Catalog is allowed to connect to. For example, eu-west-3 and us-east-2. For a list of all AWS locations, see the AWS documentation.If you want to allow Collibra to make a connection to any AWS region, leave the field empty.Click the green Save all button.CrawlersA crawler is an automated script that ingests data from Amazon S3 to Data Catalog. You can create, edit and delete crawlers in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. When you synchronize Amazon S3, the crawlers are created in AWS Glue and executed. Each crawler crawls a location in Amazon S3 based on its include path. You can make an S3 bucket accessible for crawlers from the same or other AWS accounts than the account in which the S3 bucket is located. The results are stored in one AWS Glue database per domain assigned to one or more crawlers. Those databases are ingested in Data Catalog in the form of assets, attributes and relations. The databases are stored in AWS Glue until the next synchronization. At that moment, they are deleted and re-created. The crawlers in AWS Glue are deleted immediately after as the synchronization is finished.By default, AWS Glue allows up to 25 crawlers per account. For more information, see the AWS Glue documentation. This has consequences for Collibra:If you created crawlers in AWS Glue directly, Collibra can create less crawlers for synchronization.Because Collibra creates the crawlers in AWS Glue during synchronization, you should avoid having 25 or more crawlers in one S3 File System asset. You can synchronize several S3 File System assets simultaneously, but if the total number of crawlers exceeds the maximum amount in AWS Glue, synchronization will fail. Since Collibra deletes the crawlers from AWS Glue after synchronization, it is safer to synchronize each S3 File System asset at a unique time.Crawlers in AWS Glue can crawl multiple buckets, but in Collibra, each crawler can only crawl a single bucket.Create a crawlerYou can create a crawler for an S3 File System asset in Data Catalog.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.  Steps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Crawlers section, click Create crawler.The Create crawler dialog box appears.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionDomainThe domain in which the assets of the S3 file system are created. More information about linking domains to crawlers:A specific Storage Catalog domain is created automatically when the S3 File System asset is created. That domain is selected by default. However, you can manually create a new Storage Catalog domain and select it.If multiple crawlers point to the same domain, then all assets are created in the same domain.If multiple crawlers point to different domains, then all assets are created in their respective domains.If multiple crawlers from the same S3 File System asset overlap and point to different domains, then overlapping assets are created in each domain.If multiple crawlers from the same S3 File System asset overlap and point to the same domain, then overlapping assets are created once in that domain.If crawlers from multiple S3 File System assets overlap and point to different domains, then overlapping assets are created in each domain.If crawlers from multiple S3 File System assets overlap and point to the same domain, then overlapping assets are created once in the domain and the S3 Bucket asset has a relation to both S3 File System assets.NameThe name of the crawler in Collibra.More information about crawler names:You cannot use the same name for two crawlers in the same S3 File System asset.The name of the corresponding crawler in AWS Glue will contain this name. Its name will follow the following convention: collibra_catalog_<s3fs asset id>_<name_of_the_crawler_in_Collibra>.The crawler name must be compliant with the AWS Glue limitations:              It has to match the single-line string pattern: [\u0020-\uD7FF\uE000-\uFFFD\uD800\uDC00-\uDBFF\uDFFF\t]*.The length should be between 1 and 255 bytes long, including the fixed prefix that Collibra adds. That means that you can use roughly 65 characters, depending on the characters that were used.This restriction is imposed by Amazon S3, which allows up to 255 bytes, including the prefix added by Collibra. If you enter too many characters and exceed the byte limit, synchronization fails.Include pathThe case-sensitive path to a directory of a bucket in Amazon S3. All objects and subdirectories of this path are crawled. For more information and examples, see the AWS Glue documentation.Exclude patternsGlob pattern that represents the objects that are in the include path, but that you want to exclude.For more information and examples, see the AWS Glue documentation.Add patternButton to add additional exclude patterns.Click Create.What's next?You can now synchronize Amazon S3 manually or define a synchronization schedule.Edit a crawlerYou can edit a crawler of an S3 File System asset in Data Catalog. For example, you can do this if you want to edit the exclude pattern.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.  You have created one or more crawlers.Steps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration. In the Crawlers section, in the row of the crawler that you want to edit, click .The Edit crawler window appears.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionDomainThe domain in which the assets of the S3 file system are created. More information about linking domains to crawlers:A specific Storage Catalog domain is created automatically when the S3 File System asset is created. That domain is selected by default. However, you can manually create a new Storage Catalog domain and select it.If multiple crawlers point to the same domain, then all assets are created in the same domain.If multiple crawlers point to different domains, then all assets are created in their respective domains.If multiple crawlers from the same S3 File System asset overlap and point to different domains, then overlapping assets are created in each domain.If multiple crawlers from the same S3 File System asset overlap and point to the same domain, then overlapping assets are created once in that domain.If crawlers from multiple S3 File System assets overlap and point to different domains, then overlapping assets are created in each domain.If crawlers from multiple S3 File System assets overlap and point to the same domain, then overlapping assets are created once in the domain and the S3 Bucket asset has a relation to both S3 File System assets.NameThe name of the crawler in Collibra.More information about crawler names:You cannot use the same name for two crawlers in the same S3 File System asset.The name of the corresponding crawler in AWS Glue will contain this name. Its name will follow the following convention: collibra_catalog_<s3fs asset id>_<name_of_the_crawler_in_Collibra>.The crawler name must be compliant with the AWS Glue limitations:              It has to match the single-line string pattern: [\u0020-\uD7FF\uE000-\uFFFD\uD800\uDC00-\uDBFF\uDFFF\t]*.The length should be between 1 and 255 bytes long, including the fixed prefix that Collibra adds. That means that you can use roughly 65 characters, depending on the characters that were used.This restriction is imposed by Amazon S3, which allows up to 255 bytes, including the prefix added by Collibra. If you enter too many characters and exceed the byte limit, synchronization fails.Include pathThe case-sensitive path to a directory of a bucket in Amazon S3. All objects and subdirectories of this path are crawled. For more information and examples, see the AWS Glue documentation.Exclude patternsGlob pattern that represents the objects that are in the include path, but that you want to exclude.For more information and examples, see the AWS Glue documentation.Add patternButton to add additional exclude patterns.Click Save.Delete a crawlerYou can delete a crawler from an S3 File System asset.If you delete an S3 File System asset that contains one or more crawlers, the crawlers are also deleted.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.  You have created one or more crawlers.Steps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Crawlers section, in the row of the crawler that you want to delete, click .The Delete Crawler confirmation message appears.Click Delete crawler.Cross-account crawlingYou can make an S3 bucket accessible for crawlers from other AWS accounts than the account in which the S3 bucket is located. To access the external S3 bucket, the programmatic user and the IAM crawling role must be defined in the AWS main account. PolicyA policy must be attached to the external S3 bucket to allow:the AWS Glue crawler to access and perform S3 actions on an external S3 bucket from another AWS account.Data Catalogto execute the S3 GetBucketLocation API on an external S3 bucket via the programmatic user.You can use the following JSON content:{ Version: 2012-10-17, Statement: [  {    Sid: collibra-jobserver-access,    Effect: Allow,    Principal: {      AWS: arn:aws:iam::<enter_id>:role/collibra-jobserver-s3-role    },    Action: s3:*,    Resource: [      arn:aws:s3:::crawler-name,      arn:aws:s3:::crawler-name/*    ]  },  {    Sid: collibra-jobserver-access,    Effect: Allow,    Principal: {      AWS: arn:aws:iam::<enter_id>:user/collibra-jobserver    },    Action: s3:getBucketLocation,    Resource: [      arn:aws:s3:::*    ]  } ] }About synchronizing Amazon S3Synchronizing Amazon S3 is the process of ingesting metadata from a selected Amazon S3 repository and making the data available in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. When you synchronize Amazon S3, the content of your Amazon S3 repository is analyzed and represented in Collibra by means of assets and their characteristics. Technically, the synchronization happens in several steps:Collibra creates crawlers in AWS Glue, based on the crawlers defined in Collibra.If AWS Glue contains databases with metadata from a previous synchronization, the databases are deleted.Each AWS Glue crawler crawls a location in Amazon S3 based on its include path. For each domain assigned to one or more crawlers, AWS Glue creates a database with the crawling results.Collibra ingests those databases and creates assets, attributes and relations as required to match the metadata.The AWS Glue crawlers are deleted.Starting the synchronizationYou can synchronize manually, or you can automate it by adding a synchronization schedule by means of a cron expression.You can only synchronize one S3 File System at a time. If a synchronization job is in progress and a second one is triggered, manually or automatically, it will be queued.If a synchronization job is still running and a new synchronization of the same S3 File System is triggered (manually or automatically), the running synchronization will continue and the new synchronization request is ignored.Synchronization resultsAfter synchronization, the resulting assets are in the domain that was specified in the crawler. Do not move the assets to another domain. Doing so may lead to errors during future synchronizations. This is a known limitation.By default, the assets are shown in a plain list, but you can enable a multi-path hierarchy to show it in a tree structure. For the best result, we recommend that you use the following relations:S3 Bucket contains DirectoryDirectory contains DirectoryDirectory contains FileDirectory contains File GroupFile contains TableFile Group contains TableTable contains ColumnThe following images shows the resulting hierarchical table.In case of a partial synchronization caused by a temporary communication issue, the status of the assets that cannot be synchronized is set to Missing from source. During the next fully successful synchronization, the assets are removed or their previous status is restored, depending on their actual status in the source system.Naming conventionSynchronizing Amazon S3 relies on a naming convention to match assets during the synchronization process. We highly recommend that you not change the S3 File System asset's full name.Editing full name of the S3 File System assets may lead to errors during the synchronization process.Synchronize Amazon S3 manuallyYou can manually start a synchronization job of an S3 File System asset. This can be useful if you want to test your crawlers, or if you want to synchronize immediately.You can also add a synchronization schedule to synchronize automatically.PrerequisitesYou have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.  You have created one or more crawlers. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission on the community or domain that contains the S3 File System, for example Owner.You have a role with the following resource permissions on the S3 community you created when you registered an Amazon S3 file system: Asset: addAttribute: addDomain: addAttachment: addSteps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Crawlers section, click Synchronize now.A notification indicates synchronization has started.The synchronization job appears in the Activities list as a bulk synchronization.    When the synchronization finishes, the resulting assets, including their attributes and relations, are created, edited or deleted in the selected domain(s) and in the Data Sources page of Data Catalog.  The Synchronization schedule section displays the time of the last synchronization.In case of a partial synchronization caused by a temporary communication issue, the status of the assets that cannot be synchronized is set to Missing from source. During the next fully successful synchronization, the assets are removed or their previous status is restored, depending on their actual status in the source system.What's next?You can view a summary of the results from the Activities list.You can view the assets in their domain. Add an S3 synchronization scheduleTo keep the content of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud synchronized with your Amazon S3 File System, you can synchronize manually or create a schedule to automatically do this with a fixed interval.You can only create one synchronization schedule.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission on the community or domain that contains the S3 File System, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.  You have created one or more crawlers.You have a role with the following resource permissions on the S3 community you created when you registered an Amazon S3 file system: Asset: addAttribute: addDomain: addAttachment: addSteps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Synchronization schedule section, click Add Schedule.  Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionRepeatThe interval when you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expression.CronThe Quartz Cron expression that determines when the synchronization takes place.This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the Repeat field.EveryThe day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for example Sunday.This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.Every firstThe day of the month on which you want to synchronize the schemas , for example Tuesday.This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.AtThe time at which you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example 14:00.This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly in the Repeat field.Time zoneThe time zone for the schedule.Click Save.Edit an S3 synchronization scheduleYou can edit the synchronization schedule of an Amazon S3 File System asset. For example, you can do this if you think the synchronization job runs too often or not often enough.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission on the community or domain that contains the S3 File System, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.  You have created one or more crawlers.You have added a synchronization schedule.Steps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Synchronization schedule section, click Edit Schedule.  Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionRepeatThe interval when you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expression.CronThe Quartz Cron expression that determines when the synchronization takes place.This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the Repeat field.EveryThe day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for example Sunday.This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.Every firstThe day of the month on which you want to synchronize the schemas , for example Tuesday.This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.AtThe time at which you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example 14:00.This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly in the Repeat field.Time zoneThe time zone for the schedule.Click Save.Remove an S3 synchronization scheduleYou can remove a synchronization schedule from an Amazon S3 File System asset to stop automatically synchronizing Amazon S3.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission on the community or domain that contains the S3 File System, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered an Amazon S3 file system.You have a programmatic AWS user and IAM role with the required permissions.You have configured one or more Jobservers in Collibra Console. If there is no available Jobserver, the Register data source actions will be grayed out in the global create menu of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You have connected an S3 File System asset to Amazon S3.  You have created one or more crawlers.You have added a synchronization schedule.Steps    Open an S3 File System asset page.      In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Synchronization schedule section, click Remove Schedule.  View the summary of an Amazon S3 synchronizationAfter you synchronized Amazon S3, you can view the summary of the results. This shows the impact of the synchronization on the assets in Collibra Data Intelligence CloudStepsOpen the Activities list.In the row containing the S3 synchronization job, click Result.The S3 synchronization results dialog box appears.The Ingestion Details section contains information about the total number of resources that were added, modified or removed as a result of the synchronization.In case of an error, the Ingestion Details section contains additional information about the error.The Job ID is useful when troubleshooting your synchronization process with Collibra Support.Delete an S3 File System asset from CollibraYou can delete an S3 File System asset from Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. The crawlers of the S3 File System asset are deleted.The assets that were created by synchronizing are not deleted.PrerequisitesYou have registered an Amazon S3 file system. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Asset > Remove resource permission.Steps    Open an S3 File System asset page.         In the view toolbar, click Actions → Delete.The Delete Confirmation dialog box appears.If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of Actions.Click Delete S3 File System.Troubleshooting for the S3 file system integrationMessage Could not add/change/delete crawler '<crawler name>' for S3 File System '<asset name>'.You can find more information about the actual problem in the Jobserver logs. The problem is usually described in the AWS SDK error message.CauseDescriptionSolutionIncorrect or too limited IAM permissions for the programmatic user defined in the connection details.While connecting, the verification process only checks that the user can log in, but it doesn't verify permissions. Any further operation may therefore fail if the IAM permissions are wrong or too limited.This also applies to the AWS regions. Collibra checks the credentials in the default region, based on the region AWS SDK. Because the IAM service is global, that is sufficient in most cases. However, it is possible to put constraints on specific regions, including the AWS SDK default region.Edit the IAM permissions or connect to Amazon S3 with another IAM user or role.Maximum number of crawlers in AWS Glue reached.When you synchronize Amazon S3, Collibra creates crawlers in AWS Glue and executes them. After synchronization, they are deleted.By default, each AWS Glue account can only store 25 crawlers. This number can be reached easily, especially if the customer uses AWS Glue apart from Collibra.Delete one or more crawlers.Create an advanced crawler by tweaking the include path and the exclude patterns.Create additional S3 File System assets and divide the required crawlers between the assets. Then synchronize them at different times.Synchronize different S3 File Systems at different times.Ask Amazon support to increase that number.For more information, see the AWS Glue documentation.Bucket does not existTypo in a bucket name - bucket doesn't exist.Edit the crawler's include path to correct the bucket name.No permission to access the bucket in Amazon S3. This includes buckets that exist but belong to different accounts.Request permission or delete the relevant crawler.Unsupported AWS region.S3 ingestion in Collibra Data Catalog relies on AWS Glue to analyze S3 buckets. However, AWS Glue is currently not supported in all AWS regions, which may lead to failing crawling creation. The log will display an UnknownHostException. This is a built-in limitation of AWS Glue. For the list of supported regions for AWS Glue, see the AWS documentation.Incorrect AWS region.AWS regions can be restricted so that S3 ingestion and synchronization in Collibra Data Catalog can only be performed in the regions your AWS account has access to. You will get an error message when:A user with a European account tries to perform S3 ingestion in AWS region Canada.A user with a European account tries to synchronize S3 buckets for AWS regions Europe and Canada.A user with a Chinese and Canadian account tries to synchronize buckets for AWS regions Ireland and Canada.This is a security measure. The AWS regions to which Collibra Data Catalog is allowed to connect can be restricted via Collibra Console.[2018-08-03 13:50:38,347] INFO .agent.SprayRoutesProvider [] [] - output: (500 Internal Server Error,{messageCode:s3_bucketDoesntExist,messageArguments:[qsdgqsbqfdscs]})Message Value not allowed. The connection details of the S3 File System are incorrect.CauseDescriptionSolutionThe credentials for the AWS user are incorrect.This message appears when the credentials for the AWS user are incorrect. The access key ID and/or secret access key are wrong. Pay attention that they do not contain trailing spaces.Your AWS account doesn't have access to an AWS region where the S3 bucket is located.This message appears when you add an AWS region in Collibra Console to which your AWS account doesn't have access and then try to ingest an S3 file system. Make sure that you have access to the AWS region where the S3 bucket is located.Glue Crawler failed and AWS logs show an Internal server errorWhen checking the logs in Jobserver you may notice that one or more crawlers failed in AWS Glue. In that case, you need to open the AWS console and check the crawlers list in AWS Glue. Because crawlers are deleted from AWS Glue after ingestion, you will have to manually re-create the crawlers and run them again before proceeding. The failing crawler has a red exclamation mark and the Failed status. You can check the logs for more information.Sometimes, the logged message just shows an Internal server error. The only way to get more information is to contact the Amazon helpdesk. However, we noticed such errors often happen in the following situationsThe number of files to crawl is very large (> 100k)There is a series of very small files to crawl (>100). In both cases, the problem is caused by AWS Glue. All Amazon services are protected against DDoS attacks and they throw throttling exceptions when too many operations are done in a specific time frame. Unfortunately this limit also applies between Amazon services. In this specific case, the AWS Glue database service is denying requests from the AWS Glue crawler service, which causes the crawling process to abort. Because this is an inherent Amazon limitation, Collibra cannot fix this problem. A possible work-around is to use more S3 File System assets with more restricted include paths.No assets created after synchronization job is completedThis is usually because AWS Glue didn't find any suitable files to process. A typical problem is a typo in the include path or exclude patterns. AWS Glue does not fail when an include path points to a directory that doesn't exist. Also, always verify there are no leading or trailing spaces in those fields.Only part of the expected files or file groups were ingestedJobs in Collibra can only succeed or fail. It's possible that some of the crawlers are correctly defined while others contain errors, such as a typo in an include path or an unsupported AWS region. In that case, the activity is marked as successful, though part of it didn't succeed. Currently, the only way to confirm this is to read the log files of Collibra and the Jobserver.When you start synchronization, the crawlers are created in AWS Glue. Once the crawlers are created, they are executed. If Collibra cannot create one or more crawlers, synchronization fails immediately. If the crawlers are created successfully, but fail later, synchronization only fails if all crawlers fail.File size (or other property) is not filled for file xxx.yyyAWS Glue only provides the file size for known file types (called classifiers in the AWS Glue terminology). Files that are classified as Unknown are registered but won't have any property associated. For the list of built-in classifiers, see the AWS Glue documentation.A file is wrongly considered as a File GroupAWS Glue preferably considers a directory as a data set when possible. This leads to a File Group being created in Data Catalog. There are multiple cases where it considers (possibly wrongly) one or more files as a File Group. Unfortunately, those rules are not clearly defined in AWS Glue documentation. Collibra noticed that AWS Glue considers a directory as a data set in the following cases:A directory only contains one file that belongs to a known classifier (file type).All files contained in a directory (including sub-directories) expose a similar schema (for example, all CSV files with columns of text type)The only work-around that Collibra found, is to experiment with include paths and exclude patterns of the crawlers. For example, if a crawler wrongly takes a directory with subdirectories as a single File Group, the official work-around is to add crawlers with the subdirectories as include paths. Unfortunately, this work-around requires a lot of manual work and is limited by the number of crawlers in AWS Glue (25 by default - can be expanded on request).My table name has a strange hash-code at the endAWS Glue appends a hash code to differentiate two different files of the same name but different directories, for example, csv_boolean_csv_fe8de80c6f9a2b31463801aa2778a427. This name, including the hash code, is actually transferred to Data Catalog.Synchronizing an S3 File System fails with a relationMaxLimitReachedTarget message in logsThis error comes from a broken relation in the assets tree. An asset created by S3 ingestion gets more than one parent asset. For example, a File asset has more thanone parent directory or a Directory asset has more than one parent directory.This typically happens when a user moves S3 assets to a different domain and then starts a synchronization. In that case, the ingestion jobs try to recreate the missing assets in the original domain while old relations are still present. This can lead to an inconsistency in the relation tree. We strongly recommend that you never move assets created by S3 ingestion to another domain.You work in domain called Amazon, which contains a Directory asset called Main. The Main Directory asset has a child asset of the File type, called Names.You move the Main Directory asset to another domain called Local. When you synchronize again, Data Catalog first recreates the Main Directory asset in the Amazon domain and then it updates the Names File asset.As a consequence, the Names File has 2 parent directories, which is a relation cardinality error.Partial ingestion or update of assetsIt is possible to store a very large number of files in S3 buckets, hence leading to a large number of assets, attributes and relations to ingest into Data Catalog. To optimize memory and speed, the ingestion process is not transactional as a whole. It works with small transactional batches. If ingestion fails and aborts after some batches are already executed, it is possible that the ingested data is incomplete (if it is the first synchronization) or only partly updated (if it is not the first synchronization). In this case, it's advised to fix the problem and re-synchronise as soon as possible.Synchronization fails when a directory contains a file and a directory with the same name (known issue)In Amazon S3, you can use periods (.) in the name of a directory. As a consequence, you can give the directory a name that is identical to a file name, for example, Collibra.txt. However, if this happens, ingestion fails. This is a known issue.JSON ingestion shows partial value in technical data type attributes (known issue)For security reasons, all values that contain information between < and > characters are automatically trimmed by Collibra. However, if JSON is ingested by AWS Glue, the technical data type attribute contains those characters to represent the JSON structure. As a consequence, the value is trimmed and thus invalid. In future releases of Collibra, several attribute types will be changed to the plain text kind to avoid this issue.Error message The AWS Access Key Id you provided does not exist in our records though credentials are acceptedA user may be able to store S3 credentials in the S3 File System asset, though he cannot synchronize Amazon S3, create, edit or delete crawlers. The following message appears:The AWS Access Key Id you provided does not exist in our records. (Service: Amazon S3; Status Code: 403; Error Code: InvalidAccessKeyId; ...This may be caused by insufficient permissions on AWS Glue services. For more information, see About the Amazon S3 file system integration.Some of the folders and files in Amazon S3 are not visible in CollibraYou may notice that the content of your Amazon S3 does not always match the content in Collibra. Some folders from Amazon S3 may not appear in Collibra and some files are merged or split into different assets. This is not a bug in Collibra. When you synchronize Amazon S3, you create and execute crawlers in AWS Glue. Those crawlers create a table with metadata. That table is ingested in Collibra and is the basis for the relevant assets.However, the crawlers in AWS Glue have some specific behavior to deal with partitioned tables. When the majority of schemas at a folder level are similar, the AWS Glue crawler creates partitions of a table instead of separate tables. Based on that information, the assets in Collibra are created.See the AWS Glue documentation for more information about folders and tables in Amazon S3 and what happens when a crawler runs.Synchronizing Amazon S3 fails because you don't have the necessary permissionsIn Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud 2020.11 and newer and Collibra Data Governance Center 5.7.7 and newer, Collibra checks the permissions of the AWS user when you synchronize Amazon S3. Synchronizing Amazon S3 fails if the AWS user does not have the necessary permissions. A dialog box shows the following message:Could not get/delete Glue database for S3 File System <name-of-Amazon-S3-file-system>, please make sure you have all the necessary permissions.You must grant the AWS programmatic user the following permissions to synchronize Amazon S3 :{  Version: 2012-10-17,  Statement: [    {      Sid: VisualEditor0,      Effect: Allow,      Action: [        glue:GetCrawler,        glue:GetCrawlers,        glue:DeleteDatabase,        glue:GetTables,        glue:DeleteCrawler,        glue:StopCrawler,        s3:ListBucket,        glue:GetDatabases,        glue:CreateCrawler,        glue:GetDatabase,        iam:PassRole,        glue:StartCrawler,        glue:BatchDeleteTable,        s3:GetBucketLocation      ],      Resource: *    }  ] }For more information about AWS requirements, see the Amazon S3 file system section.Glue Crawler fails with an Internal Service Exception error messageThis is an AWS Glue crawler error. For possible steps to resolve the issue, see the AWS documentation.Where do I find the Request ID for AWS troubleshooting?When an S3 synchronization fails, you can find a detailed error message, including the Request ID, in the S3 synchronization results.Share the Request ID with AWS support to understand why the specific request is failing in AWS. This is typically useful to troubleshoot IAM permission issues in your AWS environment.
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	 Working with Tableau Tableau is business intelligence software that helps people see and understand their data. Integrating Tableau in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud enables you to see metadata from Tableau Server and Tableau Online in CollibraData Catalog.In this section, we describe how you can ingest Tableau metadata in Collibra Data Catalog and synchronize the metadata via the Data Catalog user interface.We have made available a new Tableau integration method that entails use of the lineage harvester, a standalone Java application. The following is true of the new integration method: It is a cloud-only feature.It requires a license for Collibra Data Lineage.The new Tableau operating model is only available in Collibra versions 2021.10 and newer.The two Tableau integration methods—Tableau integration via the Data Catalog UI and the new integration method via lineage harvester—coexist, and you are free to use the method of your choosing.The following table shows the features specific to the two integration methods.FeatureIntegration via Data Catalog UIIntegration via the lineage harvesterCatalog ingestionTechnical lineage Automatic stitching Embedded data source connectivity Custom SQL parsing On-prem credential storage Ingestion via Explorer role (with the Data Management Add-On) About the Tableau integration Register a Tableau server Connect to Tableau About synchronizing Tableau Delete a Tableau site from Collibra Tableau stitching Tableau provisioning Troubleshooting About the Tableau integrationTableau integration means registering Tableau as a system in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud and ingesting, or synchronizing, the Tableau metadata. After synchronization, metadata from Tableau Server or Tableau Online are represented in Collibra by specific asset and domain types, retaining their original names.Tableau ingestionThe table below shows the steps required for ingesting Tableau metadata.StepWhat?Description1Register Tableau as a system.Creates an initial structure of a community, BI Catalog domain and Tableau Server asset in the selected parent community.2Connect to Tableau Server or Tableau Online.Connects to Tableau server or Tableau Online.3Synchronize Tableau Server or Tableau Online.Ingests the metadata from Tableau.4Stitch Tableau logical data layer and physical data layer.Optionally, stitch Tableau assets to assets of registered data sources in Data Catalog.AuthenticationData Catalog uses Tableau's REST API to get metadata information and follows Tableau's requirements regarding authentication methods. As a consequence, you need a Tableau user with access to the relevant Tableau sites.For more information, see the Tableau documentation.Password encryptionCollibra's integration of Tableau does not use a separate encryption services, but reuses the Collibra DGC core service encryption method. This method uses the AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding transformation to encrypt your passwords when you connect to Tableau.LimitationsCollibra does not support the following Tableau features:Gziped encoding in REST results from Tableau.Tableau data sources that are created using Custom SQL.Tableau data sources that are created using Multiple tables union.Supported Tableau Server versionsCollibra Data Intelligence Cloud supports the following Tableau Server versions:10.410.52018.x2019.x2020.12020.22020.32020.42021.12021.22021.32021.4Depending on your Tableau version, Data Catalog uses different APIs to integrate Tableau. You need different Tableau permissions according to the Tableau version that you want to integrate.Tableau terminology Before you start using Tableau to ingest data, read more about the Tableau terminology and how it maps with the Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud terminology.Tableau termDescriptionCollibra equivalentSiteA site is a stand-alone collection of content, such as projects, workbooks and users. Each site has its own URL and its own set of users.Subcommunity and Tableau Site assetProjectA project organizes related content resources. Content resources are workbooks, views and data sources.Tableau Project assetWorkbookA workbook is a collection of views.Tableau Workbook assetViewA view is a way to represent data.Tableau View assetStoryA story contains a sequence of worksheets or dashboards that work together to convey information.Tableau Story assetDashboardA dashboard is a collection of views from multiple worksheets.Tableau Dashboard assetWorksheetA worksheet contains a single view, along with shelves, legends, and the Data pane.Tableau Worksheet assetTableau data sourcesTableau Data Sources consist of metadata that describe the connection information, information about how to access or refresh the data and customizations.Tableau Data Source assetDimensionDimensions contain qualitative values (such as names, dates, or geographical data).Tableau Report Attribute assetMeasureMeasures contain numeric, quantitative values that you can measure.Tableau Report Attribute assetTableau data attributeTableau Data Attributes define a property of a Tableau data entity.Column assetTableau data entityTableau Data Entities are an abstraction of the physical implementation of database tables, used for Tableau report creation.Schema asset and Table assetTableau data modelTableau Data Models are an abstraction for the physical implementation of databases, schemas, files, etc., used for Tableau report creation.Database assetTableau asset and domain typesThe Tableau integration of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud uses a specific subset of asset types and domain types. All of these come out of the box with your software.The following table contains the asset an domain types that are used for the Tableau integration. Above each asset type you can see the parent asset types in the breadcrumbs.Asset typeDescriptionDomain typeBusiness Asset Business Dimension BI Folder Tableau ProjectCollection of Tableau workbooks and data sources.BI CatalogBusiness Asset Business Dimension BI Folder Tableau SiteCollection of content (workbooks, data sources, users, …) that's walled off from any other content on that instance of Tableau Server.BI CatalogBusiness Asset Report BI Report Tableau View Tableau DashboardA collection of several worksheets and supporting information, shown on a single screen, so that you can simultaneously compare and monitor a variety of data.BI CatalogBusiness Asset Report BI Report Tableau View Tableau WorksheetA worksheet is a single sheet on which you can build views of your data.BI CatalogBusiness Asset Report BI Report Tableau WorkbookCollection of sheets. A sheet can be a worksheet, a dashboard or a story.BI CatalogData Asset Data Element Data Attribute BI Data Attribute Tableau Data AttributeA specification that defines a property of a Tableau data entity.Examples: CustomerBirthDate, EmployeeFirstName.BI CatalogData Asset Data Element Report Attribute BI Report Attribute Tableau Report AttributeAn atomic unit of data that represents a Tableau report.Examples: ExpenseAmount, RiskAmountBI CatalogData Asset Data Structure Data Entity BI Data Entity Tableau Data EntityAn abstraction from the physical implementation of database tables, used for Tableau report creation.BI CatalogData Asset Data Structure Data Model BI Data Model Tableau Data ModelAn abstraction from the physical implementation of database, schema, file, etc., used for Tableau report creation.BI CatalogTechnology Asset Server BI Server Tableau ServerA visual analytics platform for creating interactive dashboards and rich visualisationsBI CatalogTechnology Asset System BI Data Source Tableau Data SourceThe link between Tableau and an external system. A Tableau data source contains the information to connect to external data, table names, the table relationships, and any customizations that you make.BI CatalogThe BI Data Catalog domain type was formerly known as the Tableau Data Catalog domain type. Tableau business logicTableau business users work with Tableau projects, workbooks and worksheets to make business decisions. Collibra's Tableau integration offers business users several advantages:Easily find certified Tableau content.Shop for Tableau reports.Trace Tableau data to its source.Find where content is stored in Tableau.Tableau asset pagesTableau metadata is represented by assets of various types. Depending on the Tableau asset type, the asset page shows different information ingested from Tableau. You can find a specific Tableau asset page using Data Catalog search or via the Data Catalog BI domains in which you ingested the Tableau metadata.DetailsAsset pages show attributes and relations to other assets. This information is synchronized from Tableau. However, you can add additional characteristics, tags or comments.If you want access to one or more Tableau assets, you can add them to your Data Basket and check out the Data Basket. You can request access to assets of the following types:Tableau WorkbookTableau WorksheetTableau DashboardTableau StoryThe following Tableau Worksheet asset shows in which Tableau Dashboard and Tableau Story it is used and which Tableau Report Attribute it uses. This asset and the related reports are certified, indicating that the data is considered reliable.       DiagramsDiagrams is a feature to show and interact with assets based on their relations in an easy-to-read diagram. The diagram helps you to quickly see how assets are related. As such, the diagram can show a high-level presentation of a Tableau Workbook. If the Tableau assets are stitched to registered assets in Data Catalog, you can also see the stitching results in the diagram. This enables you, for example, to see:In which Tableau Project the Tableau Workbook is stored.In which Tableau Site the Tableau Project is stored.Which Tableau Data Source is the source of the Tableau Report Attributes in the Tableau Workbook.Which Table assets are the source for the Tableau Data Source asset via stitching.The following diagram shows the Customer Sales Insights Tableau Workbook, which is stored in the Internet Sales Insights Tableau Project. The Tableau Workbook contains Tableau Report Attributes that have the CustomerSalesReporting Tableau Data Source as source. This Tableau Data Source is stitched to the CustomerSalesReporting Table asset in the SQL Server Cloud data source.Report viewsThe Tableau integration feature enables you to find all ingested Tableau Workbook assets and children of this asset type in a single location.In the Reports tab page in Data Catalog you can see an overview of all BI Report assets and their children. Optionally, you can create a view with a filter to only show Tableau assets. This is useful if you quickly want to find a specific report or if you want to know which reports are certified.Register a Tableau serverBefore you can synchronize Tableau, you have to register a Tableau server to create an initial structure of a community, meaning a BI Catalog domain and a Tableau Server asset in a selected parent community in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a global role that has the Manage all resources global permission.You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Tableau community you create when you register a Tableau server: Asset: addAttribute: addDomain: addAttachment: addYou have enabled the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console and in Tableau if you use Tableau 2020.2 or newer.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the main menu, click the Create () button.In the Create dialog box, click Register system.In the Register system dialog box, click Tableau Server.In the Register Tableau server dialog box, enter the required information.FieldDescriptionCommunityThe name of the parent community in which the initial Tableau structure will be created.Tableau server nameThe name of the Tableau server. The name that you fill in here will be the name of the subcommunity, the domain in this subcommunity and the Tableau Server asset.DescriptionA description to provide extra information about the Tableau server.This content is used as the description of the Tableau Server asset.OwnerThe owner of the data in the created community.By default, your user is selected.Click Register.A Tableau Server asset is created.A Tableau Catalog domain is created.The configuration page of the Tableau Server asset is automatically opened.What's next?You can now connect to Tableau Server or Tableau Online.Connect to TableauTo retrieve data from Tableau, you have to connect to Tableau via a Tableau Server asset in your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment. You have to register the Tableau Server asset before you can connect to it. You can edit the connection settings at any time, for example, if you want to use another user than the one you originally used.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered Tableau.If you connect to Tableau Online, you have a Tableau user with at least Viewer rights.If you connect to Tableau Server, you have a Tableau user with access to at least one site.You have the necessary Tableau permissions.StepsOpen a Tableau Server asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Connection details section, click Edit connection details.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionRequiredOn-premises | OnlineThe Tableau product that you use. Yes Tableau URL or endpointThe URL of your Tableau Server or Tableau Online.http://my-tableau.collibra.com Yes          Site IDThe ID of a Tableau site.If you don't enter a site ID, your Tableau user must have access to the Default site.If you enter a site ID, your Tableau user must have access to that site.If you connect to Tableau Server, the site ID does not determine which sites you can synchronize from that server. It is used to validate the permissions of the Tableau user. Eeven if you enter one site ID, you can still synchronize the other sites from Tableau Server.You can find the site ID in the URL of the Tableau site. The site ID is the string between /site/ and /projects/.In the following URL, the site ID is collibra.https://example.collibra.online.tableau.com/#/site/collibra/projects No for Tableau Server Yes for Tableau OnlineToken Name/UsernameFor Tableau Online with multi-factor authentication, the Personal Access Token (PAT) name of the Tableau user. Otherwise, the username of the Tableau user. Yes          Token Secret/PasswordFor Tableau Online with multi-factor authentication, the Personal Access Token secret of the Tableau user. Otherwise, the password of the Tableau user. Yes          Click Save.The connection is verified. If successful, you can see the list of available sites in Tableau.What's next?You can now synchronize one or more sites.About synchronizing TableauSynchronizing Tableau is the process of ingesting metadata from a selected Tableau Server or Tableau Online and making the data available in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.In this section, you can find the relevant actions and permissions to successfully synchronize Tableau.For complete information on synchronizing Tableau, see the Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud User Guide.Synchronizing TableauSynchronizing Tableau is the process of ingesting metadata from a selected Tableau Server or Tableau Online and making the data available in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. Synchronization includes the following actions:For each Tableau site, a subcommunity is created in the community that was created during the registration of Tableau Server or Tableau Online.For each Tableau project, a Tableau Catalog domain is created in the community.In each Catalog BI domain, a Tableau Site asset is created, with the same name as the site.In each Catalog BI domain, the relevant assets are created, depending on the Tableau user's permissions. Relations that were created between Tableau assets and other assets via a relation type in the Tableau operating model, are deleted after synchronization.Currently, we only support published Tableau data sources with an extract or a live connection. For more information, see the Tableau documentation.The following image shows an example structure after synchronizing Tableau.Starting synchronizationYou can synchronize manually, or you can automate the process by adding a synchronization schedule via a cron expression.You can only synchronize one Tableau Server asset at a time. If a synchronization job is in progress and a second one is triggered (manually or automatically), it will be queued.If a synchronization job is running and a new synchronization of the same Tableau Server asset is triggered (manually or automatically), the running synchronization continues and the new synchronization request is ignored.If you have stitched Tableau's logical data layer to Data Catalog physical data layer, you have to restitch to make sure that all relations are up-to-date.Synchronization errorsIn the following situations, nothing is synchronized and no subcommunities, domains or assets are created:If the job fails to start due to connection problems.If the job fails in the middle of the procedure.If the job is canceled.For more information about Tableau synchronization issues, see the troubleshooting section.If you upgrade to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously synchronized an older Tableau version via the REST API and XML mapping, you have to prepare the migration procedure to prevent losing manually added relations, attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.Limitations and considerationsCollibra does not support the following Tableau features:Gziped encoding in REST results from Tableau.Tableau data sources that are created using Custom SQL.Tableau data sources that are created using Multiple tables union.Collibra does support Tableau data sources that are created using:Cross-database joinsMultiple tables joinRelationshipsSingle tableFor more information, see the Tableau documentation.Naming conventionWhen you synchronize Tableau, Collibra follows a strict naming convention for the names of the new assets. Each asset has a display name and full name. The full name represents the asset path from asset to the database in which it is located. You can freely edit the display name. However, you should never edit the full name, because Data Catalog may need it to synchronize and stitch data sources. This can cause unexpected results and break the synchronization process.Editing full name of the Tableau Server or Tableau Online assets may lead to errors during the synchronization process.Synchronized Tableau dataSynchronizing Tableau data means ingesting metadata from Tableau to your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment. The metadata is represented as assets of specific types and their characteristics.The assets have the same names as their counterparts in Tableau.Some asset types are only created if the Tableau user specified in the connection settings has specific permissions.There might be differences between the hierarchy of assets in Data Catalog and in Tableau. For example, Tableau, shows the relation from a parent project to a child project. In Data Catalog, this relation does not exist. Instead, all projects are shown on the Tableau Site asset page and the hierarchy of projects is shown in the Full name of the Tableau Project asset and the name of its domain.If the Tableau data has tags, they are also added to the corresponding assets in Collibra with the prefix Tableau_.Relations that were created between Tableau assets and other assets via a relation type in the Tableau operating model, are deleted after synchronization.Tableau operating modelThe following image shows the relations between Tableau asset types and the cardinality of the relation types in the assets' assignment.Synchronized metadata per asset typeThis table shows the metadata for each Tableau asset type.Asset typeSynchronized metadataTableau ServerURLServer hosts / is hosted in Business DimensionTableau SiteURL: The link to the data in TableauOriginal name: The name of the data as used in TableauBI Folder assembles / Is assembled in BI Folder                Server hosts / is hosted in Business Dimension              Tableau ProjectDescriptionOriginal name: The name of the project in TableauBusiness Dimension groups / grouped into ReportBusiness Dimension source is / source of SystemBI Folder assembles / is assembled in BI FolderBusiness Asset groups / is grouped by Business AssetTableau WorkbookCertifiedOriginal name: The name of the workbook in Tableau.Report image: The image of the report. Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog. Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the Troubleshooting section.You can also exclude images from synchronization in the Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the Tableau Server asset.Document sizeDocument creation dateDocument modification dateReport groups / is grouped into ReportReport is grouped in / groups Business DimensionReport related to / is impacted by Business AssetReport Attribute contained in / contains in ReportTechnology Asset is source for / sourced from Business AssetTableau ViewURL: The link to the data in TableauCertified                             Original name: The name of the view in Tableau.                              Report image: The image of the reportImages are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog. Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the Troubleshooting section.You can also exclude images from synchronization in the Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the Tableau Server asset.                Visits count: The number of times that the view has been visited in Tableau                Document creation date                              Document modification dateVisible on serverTagsReport groups /is grouped into ReportReport relates / is impacted by Business AssetAssets of this type are only created if the Tableau user does not have the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.Tableau StoryURL: The link to the data in TableauCertifiedOriginal name: The name of story in Tableau.Report image: The image of the report.              Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog. Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the Troubleshooting section.You can also exclude images from synchronization in the Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the Tableau Server asset.Visits count: The number of times that the view has been visited in Tableau.Document creation dateDocument modification dateVisible on serverTagsReport groups /is grouped into ReportReport related to / is impacted by Business AssetReport uses / used in ReportAssets of this type are only created if the Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.Tableau DashboardURL: The link to the data in TableauCertifiedOriginal name: The name of story in Tableau.Report image: The image of the report.              Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog. Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the Troubleshooting section.You can also exclude images from synchronization in the Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the Tableau Server asset.Visits count: The number of times that the view has been visited in Tableau.Document creation dateDocument modification dateVisible on serverTagsReport groups /is grouped into ReportReport related to / is impacted by Business AssetReport uses / used in ReportAssets of this type are only created if the Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.Tableau WorksheetURL: The link to the data in TableauCertifiedOriginal name: The name of the data as used in Tableau              Report image: The image of the report. Images are not downloaded or stored in Data Catalog. Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from Tableau. If the images do not render correctly, see the Troubleshooting section.You can also exclude images from synchronization in the Tableau sites section on the Configuration page of the Tableau Server asset.Visits count: The number of times that the view has been visited in Tableau.Document creation dateDocument modification dateVisible on serverTagsReport uses / used in Report AttributeReport groups / is grouped into ReportReport related to / impacted by Business AssetAssets of this type are only created if the Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.Tableau Report AttributeDescriptionOriginal Name: The name of the attribute as used in TableauTechnical Data TypeRole in ReportCalculation Rule: Formula used in measureReport Attribute contained in / contains in ReportReport Attribute is source for / is target of Report AttributeReport Attribute sourced from / is source of Data AttributeReport uses / used in Report AttributeAssets of this type are only created if the Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the workbook.These are only the report attributes that are used in Tableau Worksheet of the Tableau Workbook.Tableau Data Attribute                                  Original Name: The name of the attribute as used in Tableau                              Technical Data Type: The Data Type of a data asset as it is declared by the data source.Report Attribute sourced from / is source of Data AttributeAssets of this type are only created if the Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the data source.Tableau Data EntityData Entity contains / is part of Data AttributeData Entity is part of / contains Data ModelAssets of this type are only created if the Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the data source.Tableau Data ModelData Source TypeLocationData Entity is part of / contains Data ModelSystem implements / is implemented in Data ModelAssets of this type are only created if the Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the data source.Tableau Data Source (Published only)CertifiedOriginal name: The name of the data as used in TableauDocument creation dateDocument modification dateBusiness Dimension sources / is source of SystemSystem implements / is implemented in Data ModelTechnology Asset implements /is implemented in Data AssetCurrently, we only support published data sources with an extract or a live connection. For more information, see the Tableau documentation.Examples of synchronized metadataThe following image shows an example structure after synchronizing Tableau.The following image shows an example of a diagram of a Tableau server.Tableau permissions and ingestion resultsWhen you synchronize Tableau, you need certain permissions to access the data in Tableau. The extent of your permissions dictates the scope of the ingestion resultsThe following table shows the minimum role and permissions requirements for successful synchronization and the scope of the ingestion results in Data Catalog.Tableau versionTableau site roleMinimum required permissionsResult in Data CatalogProjectWorkbookData SourceOlder than 2020.2ViewerViewViewViewTableau Workbooks and Tableau Data Sources are not parsed.                 Resulting asset types:Tableau ServerTableau SiteTableau ProjectTableau Data SourceTableau WorkbookTableau View Older than 2020.2ExplorerIf your Tableau version is older than 2018.1, the Tableau site role is Interactor.ViewViewView, Download/Save AsTableau Data Sources are parsed.                 Resulting asset types:Tableau ServerTableau SiteTableau ProjectTableau WorkbookTableau View                   Tableau Data SourceTableau Data ModelTableau Data EntityTableau Data AttributeOlder than 2020.2ExplorerIf your Tableau version is older than 2018.1, the Tableau site role is Interactor.ViewView, Download/Save AsViewTableau Report Attributes are synchronized and Tableau Workbooks are parsed.                 Resulting asset types:Tableau ServerTableau SiteTableau ProjectTableau Data SourceTableau WorkbookTableau StoryTableau DashboardTableau WorksheetOlder than 2020.2ExplorerIf your Tableau version is older than 2018.1, the Tableau site role is Interactor.ViewView, Download/Save AsView, Download/Save As Tableau Report Attributes are synchronized, and Tableau Data Sources and Tableau Workbooks are parsed.                 Resulting asset types:Tableau ServerTableau SiteTableau ProjectTableau Data SourceTableau Data ModelTableau Data EntityTableau Data AttributeTableau WorkbookTableau StoryTableau DashboardTableau Worksheet2020.2 and newerViewer or ExplorerViewViewViewIf you enabled the metadata API, Data Catalog creates new assets according to your content in Tableau without accessing metadata in Tableau databases and tables.                 Resulting asset types:Tableau ServerTableau SiteTableau ProjectTableau Data SourceTableau WorkbookTableau StoryTableau DashboardTableau Worksheet If you did not enable the Tableau metadata API, Tableau reports and data sources are ingested into Catalog, but with a limited scope.                 Resulting asset types:Tableau ServerTableau SiteTableau ProjectTableau Data SourceTableau WorkbookTableau View 2020.2 and newerTableau Server Administrator or Site AdministratorViewViewViewIf the metadata API is enabled, Data Catalog creates new assets according to your content in Tableau using metadata in Tableau databases and tables.                 Resulting asset types:Tableau ServerTableau SiteTableau ProjectTableau Data SourceTableau Report AttributeTableau Data ModelTableau Data EntityTableau Data AttributeTableau WorkbookTableau StoryTableau DashboardTableau WorksheetIf you did not enable the Tableau metadata API, Tableau reports and data sources are ingested into Catalog, but with a limited scope.                 Resulting asset types:Tableau ServerTableau SiteTableau ProjectTableau Data SourceTableau WorkbookTableau ViewWe do not support a full ingestion of Tableau Server or Tableau Online version 2020.2 or newer if the metadata API is disabled. If you try to synchronize a Tableau Server or Tableau Online asset after a Tableau upgrade to 2020.2 or newer without the metadata API, the synchronization result in Data Catalog will fail. This prevents data loss of manually added relations and attributes.For more information about Tableau permissions, site roles and licenses, see the Tableau Online Help.Tableau data structureYou can only synchronize Tableau elements if the Tableau user specified in the connection settings has permissions to access them. If you have permissions to access a Tableau element, but not its parent elements, the parent elements are skipped when synchronizing Tableau and do not appear in Data Catalog.This happens in the following situations:The Tableau user has permissions to access a Tableau workbook, but not its parent, the Tableau project.The Tableau user has permissions to access a Tableau view, but not its parent, the Tableau workbook.The Tableau user has permissions to access a Tableau view, but not its parent, the Tableau project.Metadata APIIf you register a Tableau Server or Tableau Online version 2020.2 or newer, Data Catalog requires the metadata API to synchronize Tableau assets.Tableau metadata consists of information about Tableau content and assets. Data Catalog creates GraphQL queries to collect metadata from Tableau Online or Tableau Server. If the metadata API is enabled in Tableau and in Collibra Console, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud uses this metadata to create new assets in Data Catalog.Upgrading Tableau to 2020.2 or newerIf you have previously ingested and synchronized a version of Tableau older than 2020.2 and have since upgraded to version 2020.2 or newer, you have to enable the metadata API in Tableau and in Collibra Console. If you synchronize using the metadata API, Data Catalog removes all Tableau assets created via XML mapping and creates new ones using the metadata API. This means that all manually added relations, attributes, tags, comments and stitching results will be lost.We highly recommend to contact your Collibra Customer Success Manager before you synchronize a Tableau Server or Tableau Online asset after upgrading to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer.Parsing Tableau metadataParsing Tableau metadata is an automated procedure that allows the metadata to be captured and identified in Data Catalog at a more granular level. Typically, the result is that you have more assets of different types in Data Catalog, which leads to more complete information and better lineage diagrams.Parsing takes place automatically during Tableau synchronization, depending on the Tableau permissions of the Tableau user who launched the synchronization process.Parsing Tableau workbooksWithout parsing, Tableau Workbooks contain Tableau Views, without further details. However, if your Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission for the Workbook, the Tableau workbook is parsed. As a consequence, there is no Tableau View asset, but there is at least one Worksheet asset, and, if they exist on Tableau: Tableau Story assets and Tableau Dashboard assets.Without ParsingWith ParsingTableau WorkbookTableau ViewTableau WorkbookTableau StoryTableau DashboardTableau WorksheetParsing Tableau Data SourceWithout parsing, Tableau Data Sources do not contain further information about the data source. However, if your Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission for the Data Source , the Tableau Data Source is parsed. As a consequence, there is at least one Tableau Data Model asset and one or more Tableau Data Entity assets and Tableau Data Attribute assets. These assets are required for Tableau stitching.Without parsingWith parsingTableau Data SourceTableau Data SourceTableau Data ModelTableau Data EntityTableau Data AttributeWorking with Tableau APIs When you register or synchronize a Tableau Server, Data Catalog uses the Tableau APIs to ingest the Tableau metadata. Data Catalog uses different APIs depending on your version of Tableau. This happens automatically and should have little impact on the resulting assets. However, if you synchronize Tableau 2020.2 or newer, you must perform a few extra actions.Tableau versionsThe following table shows which APIs Data Catalog uses to register or synchronize a Tableau Server.Tableau versions using the REST API and XML parsingTableau versions using the REST API in combination with the GraphQL metadata API10.410.52018.x2019.x2020.1                2020.2 2020. 32020.4            If you upgrade to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously synchronized an older Tableau version via the REST API and XML mapping, you have to prepare the migration procedure to prevent losing manually added relations, attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.Differences between the metadata API and XML parsing via REST APIThe following table shows the differences and similarities between the metadata API and the REST API with XML parsing.Part of synchronization processREST API and XML parsingMetadata APIAPIData Catalog connects to Tableau via the REST API and uses custom parsing mechanisms. The result is XML data.Data Catalog connects to Tableau via the REST API and the metadata API. The result is GraphQL data.We highly recommend that you synchronize Tableau after working hours. This is necessary to make sure that no Tableau data is added, changed, renamed or deleted on Tableau's side during the synchronization process. If there are any inconsistencies between the Tableau data collected via the REST API and Tableau data collected via the GraphQL metadata API, the corresponding Tableau assets are not synchronized in Data Catalog.SettingsYou don't need change any settings to start Tableau synchronization.You have to enable the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console before you can ingest or synchronize.Also make sure that the Tableau metadata API is enabled in Tableau.Relevant asset typesThe resulting Tableau assets that are created after registering or synchronizing a Tableau Server are similar and mainly depend on the permissions of your Tableau user.PerformancePerformance results are similar.Collibra Data Intelligence CloudpermissionsThe required permissions are the same: a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission.StitchingStitching works the same.Migration procedureWhen you synchronize a Tableau Server for the first time after you upgraded to Tableau 2020.2 or newer, Data Catalog tries to match your Tableau assets that were previously ingested via the Tableau REST API in Data Catalog to their counterparts in Tableau. If the asset names match, Data Catalog changes the full name of the Tableau assets without removing manually added data and stitching results.To make sure Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud is able to match your Tableau assets in Data Catalog to their counterparts in Tableau, you must prepare the migration procedure.We highly recommend that you create a backup of your Collibra environment before synchronizing a Tableau Server asset after you upgraded to Tableau 2020.2 or newer. We also recommend that you synchronize the first time after working hours.Prepare migration after upgrading to Tableau 2020.2 or newerIf you upgraded to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously synchronized an older version via XML mapping, Data Catalog changes the full names of your Tableau assets to match them to their counterparts in Tableau. This is necessary to prevent losing manually added relations, attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.You only have to follow these steps once after your upgrade to Tableau 2020.2 or newer. After that, you can follow the default synchronization process.Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud can only migrate your assets if: All Tableau Report Attribute assets have the same name as their counterparts in Tableau.Each Tableau Report Attribute asset name is unique within the same Tableau workbook.If you never manually changed the name of the assets in Data Catalog, they should automatically be the same as their counterparts in Tableau.PrerequisitesYou have registered Tableau.You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.You have a resource role with the Asset > Update resource permission. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have previously ingested Tableau 2020.1 or older and have since upgraded to Tableau 2020.2 or newer.Your Tableau user has the right permissions to synchronize Tableau 2020.2 or newer.You have enabled the Tableau metadata API in Tableau.StepsMatch the names of all Tableau Report Attributes assets of a Tableau Workbook with their counterparts in Tableau. Open a Tableau Report Attribute asset page.In the resource toolbar, click Edit.The Edit <asset name> dialog box appears.Change the name of the asset to the exact name used in Tableau.Click Save.We highly recommend that you also match the display names of Tableau Data Attribute assets, Tableau Data Entity assets and Tableau Data Model assets. While Data Catalog automatically tries to match these assets to their counterparts in Tableau based on the Tableau Report Attribute asset, making sure the Tableau assets have the same name helps to prevent issues. Unless you manually changed their names in Data Catalog, the names should already be the same as their counterparts in Tableau.Optionally, create a backup of your Collibra environment.We highly recommend that you create a backup before you synchronize a Tableau Server to prevent losing data in Data Catalog if something goes wrong during the migration process.Enable the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console.Synchronize a Tableau Server asset after working hours. We highly recommend that you synchronize the first time after upgrading to Tableau 2020.2 or newer after working hours. This is necessary to make sure that no Tableau data is added, changed, renamed or deleted on Tableau's side during the synchronization process.Open a Tableau Server asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Tableau sites section, do the following:Select one or more sites.Enable or disable report images as required for each site.Images are never downloaded or stored in Data Catalog. Depending on the Report image setting, Data Catalog either ignores images completely or stores a link to the image on Tableau and loads that image when you open the relevant asset page.In the Tableau sites section, click Synchronize now.The synchronization job appears in the Activities list as a bulk synchronization.The full names of the Tableau assets are updated to include the GraphQL ID.The log files show a summary of the migration process.Summary of tableau xml to graphql data migration for site with id <Tableau-site-ID> and name <Tableau-site-name> executed on serverThe log files also show how many Tableau assets were found in Data Catalog and how many were migrated to match their counterparts in Tableau. Found 50 existing xml assets to migrate.; Migrated 48 assets.;If some Tableau assets could not be migrated, Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud recreates the Tableau asset so that it matches in Tableau. The log file shows how many and which assets were recreated in Data Catalog. It was impossible to migrate 2 assets. These assets were re-created based on graphql data.; List of assets that were not migrated: ID: xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxx, Fullname: Tableau-migration > tableaumigration.xxxxx > [tableau-migration-asset-name-1] (Tableau Report Attribute)., ID: xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxx, Fullname: Tableau-migration > tableaumigration.xxxxx > [tableau-migration-asset-name-2] (Tableau Report Attribute).Synchronize Tableau site manuallyYou can manually start a synchronization job of a Tableau Server asset. This can be useful if you don't want to wait for the scheduled job to synchronize your Tableau sites.You can choose which sites to synchronize after successfully connecting to Tableau. Select the same or more sites when you synchronize again. If you only synchronize some of the Tableau sites, Data Catalog deletes all other Tableau sites and their content from Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.You can also add a synchronization schedule to synchronize automatically.PrerequisitesYou have registered Tableau.You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Tableau community you create when you register a Tableau server: Asset: addAttribute: addDomain: addAttachment: addIf you want to stitch Tableau's logical data layer to Data Catalog's physical data layer, the Tableau user must have the Download/Save As permission on the data source.You have enabled the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console and in Tableau if you use Tableau 2020.2 or newer.If you upgrade to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously synchronized an older Tableau version via the REST API and XML mapping, you have to prepare the migration procedure to prevent losing manually added relations, attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.StepsOpen a Tableau Server asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Tableau sites section, do the following:Select one or more sites.Enable or disable report images as required for each site.Images are never downloaded or stored in Data Catalog. Depending on the Report image setting, Data Catalog either ignores images completely or stores a link to the image on Tableau and loads that image when you open the relevant asset page.In the Tableau sites section, click Synchronize now.The synchronization job appears in the Activities list as a bulk synchronization.We highly recommend that you synchronize a Tableau Server version 2020.02 and newer after working hours. This is necessary to make sure that no Tableau data is added, changed, renamed or deleted on Tableau's side during the synchronization process. If there are any inconsistencies between the Tableau data collected via the REST API and Tableau data collected via the GraphQL metadata API, the corresponding Tableau assets are not synchronized in Data Catalog.If your Tableau synchronization fails, go to the troubleshooting section to find a solution.What's next?    When the synchronization finishes, the resulting assets, including their attributes and relations, are created, edited or deleted in the selected domain(s) and in the Data Sources page of Data Catalog.  If you have stitched Tableau's logical data layer to Data Catalog's physical data layer, you have to restitch to make sure that all relations are up to date.Add a Tableau synchronization scheduleTo keep the content of Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud synchronized with your Tableau Server or Tableau online, you can synchronize manually or create a schedule to automatically do this with a fixed interval.You can only create one synchronization schedule.If you have stitched Tableau's logical data layer to Data Catalog physical data layer, you have to restitch after each synchronization to make sure that all relations are up to date.We highly recommend that you synchronize a Tableau Server version 2020.02 and newer after working hours. This is necessary to make sure that no Tableau data is added, changed, renamed or deleted on Tableau's side during the synchronization process. If there are any inconsistencies between the Tableau data collected via the REST API and Tableau data collected via the GraphQL metadata API, the corresponding Tableau assets are not synchronized in Data Catalog.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Tableau community you create when you register a Tableau server: Asset: addAttribute: addDomain: addAttachment: addYou have registered Tableau.You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.You have enabled the Tableau metadata API in Collibra Console and in Tableau if you use Tableau 2020.2 or newer.If you upgrade to Tableau version 2020.2 or newer, but previously synchronized an older Tableau version via the REST API and XML mapping, you have to prepare the migration procedure to prevent losing manually added relations, attributes, tags, comments and stitching results.StepsOpen a Tableau Server asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Synchronization schedule section, click Add Schedule.  Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionRepeatThe interval when you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expression.CronThe Quartz Cron expression that determines when the synchronization takes place.This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the Repeat field.EveryThe day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for example Sunday.This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.Every firstThe day of the month on which you want to synchronize the schemas , for example Tuesday.This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.AtThe time at which you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example 14:00.This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly in the Repeat field.Time zoneThe time zone for the schedule.Click Save.If your Tableau synchronization fails, go to the troubleshooting section to find a solution.Edit a Tableau synchronization scheduleYou can edit the synchronization schedule of a Tableau Server asset. For example, you can do this if you think the synchronization job runs too often or not often enough.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered Tableau.You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.You have added a synchronization schedule.StepsOpen a Tableau Server asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Synchronization schedule section, click Edit Schedule.  Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionRepeatThe interval when you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example daily, weekly or based on a Cron expression.CronThe Quartz Cron expression that determines when the synchronization takes place.This field is only visible if you select Cron expression in the Repeat field.EveryThe day on which you want to synchronize the schemas, for example Sunday.This field is only visible if you select Weekly in the Repeat field.Every firstThe day of the month on which you want to synchronize the schemas , for example Tuesday.This field is only visible if you select Monthly in the Repeat field.AtThe time at which you want to synchronize the schemas automatically, for example 14:00.This field is only visible if you select Daily, Weekly or Monthly in the Repeat field.Time zoneThe time zone for the schedule.Click Save.Remove a Tableau synchronization scheduleYou can remove a synchronization schedule from a Tableau Server asset to stop automatically synchronizing Tableau.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have registered Tableau.You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.You have added a synchronization schedule.StepsOpen a Tableau Server asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Synchronization schedule section, click Remove Schedule.  Delete a Tableau site from CollibraYou can delete a Tableau site and all of its contents from the Tableau site synchronization. Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud then deletes the community related to the Tableau site, including the domains and assets that it contains.The Tableau sites section on a Tableau Server asset page shows all sites that exist in Tableau. If you want to remove Tableau sites from this list, you must remove them in Tableau.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.You have connected a Tableau Server asset to a Tableau Server or Tableau Online.You have registered Tableau.You have synchronized Tableau at least once.StepsOpen a Tableau Server asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Configuration.In the Tableau sites section, clear the sites that you want to delete from Data Catalog.      Only select the Tableau sites that you would like to keep. If you want to delete all Tableau sites from Data Catalog, clear all checkboxes.In the Tableau sites section, click Synchronize now.The Synchronize Tableau server dialog box appears. Click Synchronize and delete.              The synchronization job appears in the Activities list as a bulk synchronization. After the synchronization, the cleared sites are deleted.What's next?If you deleted the wrong Tableau site or you want to reintroduce it, you can select that Tableau site and synchronize it again.    Tableau stitchingStitching is a process that creates relations between assets representing the same data source: the data source of a Tableau report and the Data Catalog database. This allows you to clearly represent the lineage from the data source to the Tableau reports where it is used. As a consequence, you can easily perform impact analyses. For example, you can quickly see which reports will be affected if you refresh a table of your database, or which reports will be impacted if you drop one column from the table. About Tableau stitchingBefore you can perform stitching, you have to ingest a Tableau report —including its data source— and register that data source separately in Data Catalog. The same data is then represented by Tableau assets as well as by regular Data Catalog assets such as Schema, Table and Column assets. Tableau stitching is based on the matching of the full name of Tableau Data Attribute assets and Column assets of registered data sources in Data Catalog. Follow the steps in the table below to enable Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud to automatically create relations between Tableau assets and assets of a registered data source in Data Catalog.You can only perform stitching if the Tableau report is based on a database. Stitching Tableau reports based on files such as CSV is not supported.Tableau stitching is based on full names and is case-sensitive. As a consequence, we recommend that you do not manually edit any asset names of data sources or Tableau assets. See the Tableau naming convention for more information.Tableau stitching stepsTo use Tableau stitching, you have to prepare the assets representing the data source in Tableau's logical data layer and in Data Catalog's physical data layer:Step WhatSimplified instructions1Prepare the Tableau logical data layer.Register Tableau Server or Tableau Online. Connect to Tableau Server or Tableau Online.Synchronize Tableau sites.2Prepare the physical data layer.Register a database as data source.Create a Database asset with the same name as the data source.        Create a relation between the Database asset and the Schema asset using the Technology Asset has / belongs to Schema relation type.3Stitch Tableau logical data layer and physical data layer.On the Tableau Data Model asset page, click Stitch with data source.4View stitching results.Open the asset page of the Tableau Server asset.    In the tab pane, click   Diagram.In the Explore drop-down list, select Data Catalog Lineage 5.7.If there were changes in Tableau or the data source, you have to do the following:Synchronize Tableau. This can be done manually or automatically, by means of a synchronization schedule.Refresh the schema of your data source. This can be done manually or automatically, by scheduling it during data source registration.Restitch Tableau's logical data layer or Data Catalog's physical data layer. This has to be done manually.You can also remove stitching.Data layers Tableau's logical data layerWe call the data source in Tableau the logical data layer, because it consists of Tableau metadata, rather than the physical data. It is created when you synchronize a Tableau server. It contains Tableau report metadata, including the data source. You can combine different data sources in one Tableau data source by using different methods, for example, Join or Union.If you combine physical data sources in the Tableau data source with the Join method, the Tableau logical data layer is created in Data Catalog. For more information about the Join method, see Join Your Data.If you combine physical data sources in the Tableau data source with other methods, for example, Union, the Tableau logical data layer is not created in Data Catalog.Data Catalog's physical data layerWe call the data source in Data Catalog the physical data layer, which contains the physical tables and columns. It is created when you register a database as a data source. It contains the physical data of the data source.Stitching resultsEach element is represented twice in Collibra: once in Tableau's logical data layer and once in Data Catalog's physical data layer.The corresponding assets are linked by relations:A relation of the type Technology Asset source system for / source system Data Asset type between the Database asset and the Tableau Data Model asset.Relations of the type Data Element targets / sources Data Element type between the Column assets and the Data Attribute assets, based on the full names of the assets.NumberData Catalog's physical data layerTableau's logical data layerDescription1Database (DB)Tableau Data Model (TDM)An abstraction from the physical implementation of database, schema, file, etc., used for Tableau report creation.2Schema (SCM) and Table (TBL)Tableau Data Entity (TDE)An abstraction from the physical implementation of database tables, used for Tableau report creation.3Column (COL)Tableau Data Attribute (TDA)A specification that defines a property of a Tableau data entity. Examples: CustomerBirthDate, EmployeeFirstName.Naming conventionWhen you ingest a data source in Tableau, Tableau automatically creates names for the data source, data model, data elements and data attributes. When you create the logical data layer by synchronizing Tableau, Data Catalog uses the names in Tableau to create the corresponding Tableau assets. As a result, in Data Catalog, Tableau assets have as a full name the same name as the original data source names in Tableau.When you create the physical data layer by registering the data source directly in Data Catalog, you enter the names of the Schema and Database assets manually. To make stitching work, we highly recommend to use the same name as the original data source to which the Tableau assets correspond as well: The name of the Schema asset should match a part of the Tableau Data Entity asset's full name. For example, database-name > schema-name.The name of the Database asset should match a part of the Tableau Data Model asset's full name.The full name of the asset should match the asset path from the asset to the database it belongs to. For example, the full name of a Column asset would be database>schema>table>column name.Editing full name of the Tableau Server or Tableau Online assets may lead to errors during the synchronization process.Prepare the Tableau logical data layerBefore you can perform stitching, you have to prepare Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data layer. In this section, we describe how to prepare the logical data layer.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.The Tableau user has the Download/Save As permission on the data source.StepsRegister Tableau Server or Tableau Online. Connect to Tableau Server or Tableau Online.Synchronize Tableau sites.  After synchronization, the assets of the following asset types are created in Data Catalog:Tableau Data ModelTableau Data EntityTableau Data AttributeWhat's next?If you haven't done so yet, prepare the Data Catalog physical data layer.After both the logical data layer and the physical data layer are created, you can stitch them.Prepare the Data Catalog physical data layer for Tableau stitchingBefore you can perform stitching, you have to prepare Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data layer. In this section, we describe how to prepare the physical data layer.Prerequisites You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a role with the following resource permissions on the Schema community: Asset: addAttribute: addDomain: addAttachment: addStepsRegister a database as data source.After registration, the assets of the following asset types are created in Data Catalog:SchemaTableColumnCreate a Database asset.We strongly recommend to use the name as your original data source, so that the name of the Database asset matches Tableau's naming convention.Open Catalog.In the main menu, click the Create () button.Click the Assets tab.Click Database.The Create Asset dialog box appears.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionTypeThe asset type of the asset that you are creating, in this case Database.DomainThe domain to which the new asset will belong. You can only create a asset type in any domain of a domain type that is assigned to a Database asset type.NameThe name of the Database asset. This has to match the name of the Tableau Data Model.You can create multiple assets in one go. To do this, press Enter after typing a value and then type the next. Depending on the settings, asset names may have to be unique in their domain. If you type a name that already exists, it will appear in strike-through style.Click Create.A message at the top-right of your screen confirms that one or more assets are created.Create a relation between the Database asset and the Schema asset using the Technology Asset has / belongs to Schema relation type.    In the tab pane, click   Add Characteristic.The Add a characteristic dialog box appears.Click Relations.Search for and click has schema.The Add has schema dialog box appears.Enter the required information.OptionDescriptionAssetsThe name of the schema.Filter suggested assets by organizationOption to filter the suggestions based on selected communities and domains.If this option is selected, the organization tree appears. You can then filter and select domains and communities.Start dateOptionally enter the date on which the relation between the assets becomes applicable. Leave this field empty to create a permanent relation.End dateOptionally enter the date on which the relation between the assets is no longer applicable. Leave this field empty to create a permanent relation.Click Save.Check that the following relations are created for all Column assets that you want to stitch to Tableau assets:Schema contains / is part of TableColumn is part of / contains TableWhat's next?If you haven't done so yet, prepare the Tableau logical data layer.After both the logical data layer and the physical data layer are prepared, you can stitch them.Supported data sources for Tableau stitchingYou can stitch Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data layer for several data sources. The following table contains the packaged data sources and the driver versions that have been tested for Tableau stitching. We cannot guarantee that stitching works as expected for other data sources or versions.Data sourceTested versions for Tableau stitchingAmazon Redshift1.0.124969HP Vertica7.1.1-0IBM DB2This data source is not supported by Tableau.MySQLTableau stitching is not possible because this data source has no schema. Oracle11.2.0.4.0PostgreSQL9.5.1Microsoft SQL Server2014 (12.0.4422.0)SnowflakeSnowflake editions supported by TableauCurrently, we only support published Tableau data sources with an extract or a live connection. For more information, see the Tableau documentation.Stitch the Tableau logical data layer and the Data Catalog physical data layerYou can stitch Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data layer to represent the lineage from the data source to the Tableau reports.PrerequisitesYou have prepared Tableau's logical data layer.You have prepared Data Catalog's physical data layer.StepsOpen the Tableau Data Model asset page.You can use the Search to quickly find the relevant asset.In the upper-right corner, click Stitch.The Stitch with data source dialog box appears.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionData SourceThe Database asset that you want to stitch to this Data Model asset.Filter suggested assets by organizationOption to filter the suggestions based on selected communities and domains.If this option is selected, the organization tree appears. You can then filter and select domains and communities.Click Stitch.If a relation exists between the Tableau Data Model and the corresponding Database asset, of the Technology Asset source system for / source system Data Asset type, stitching happens immediately after clicking Stitch, without showing the dialog box.This occurs if you created the relation manually, or if you restitch.What's next?Stitching is performed, creating relations between assets of Data Catalog's physical data layer and those of Tableau's logical data layer. More precisely, these relations are created:A relation of the type Technology Asset source system for / source system Data Asset type between the Database asset and the Tableau Data Model asset.Relations of the type Data Element targets / sources Data Element type between the Column assets and the Data Attribute assets, based on the full names of the assets.You can view the stitching result as a diagram.Restitch the Tableau logical data layer and the Data Catalog physical data layerAfter you completed stitching, there might be changes in Tableau or in the data source. For example, Tableau may have a new report and the data source may have a new column. To make sure that the lineage diagrams are also updated, you can restitch the data layers.PrerequisitesYou have previously stitched Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data layer.You have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have a resource role with the Attribute > Add resource permission.StepsEnsure that Tableau's logical data layer is synchronized.Ensure that Data Catalog's physical data layer is refreshed.Open the Tableau Data Model asset page.You can use the Search to quickly find the relevant asset.In the upper-right corner, click Stitch.View stitching resultsWhen stitching is complete, you can view the end-to-end lineage between the database and the Tableau report.PrerequisitesYou have prepared Tableau's logical data layer.You have prepared Data Catalog's physical data layer.You have stitched the logical data layer and the physical data layer.StepsOpen the Tableau Server asset page.    In the tab pane, click   Diagram.In the view selector, select Data Catalog Lineage 5.7.Remove stitching between the Tableau logical data layer and the Data Catalog physical data layerYou can remove stitching to remove the relations between the logical data layer in Tableau and the physical data layer in Data Catalog.More precisely, the following relations are removed:A relation of the type Technology Asset source system for / source system Data Asset type between the Database asset and the Tableau Data Model asset.Relations of the type Data Element targets / sources Data Element type between the Column assets and the Data Attribute assets, based on the full names of the assets.PrerequisitesYou have a resource role with the Configure external system resource permission, for example Owner.You have a resource role with the Attribute > Remove resource permission. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have stitched Tableau's logical data layer and Data Catalog's physical data layer.StepsOpen the Tableau Data Model asset page.You can use the Search to quickly find the relevant asset.Click Actions → Remove stitching.              If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of Actions.Tableau provisioningWith Data Catalog, you can create data sets and convert them to the Tableau format. This enables you to use Collibra-managed data in Tableau.The Tableau provisioning fileA Tableau provisioning file is a packaged data source file with the extension TDSX. The packaged data source file is a ZIP file that contains a data source file and any local file data sources. You can import it in Tableau to, for example, analyze the data. It has the extension TDSX.You can create a Tableau provisioning file from any data set in Data Catalog.The file contains the following information:A TDS file: This is an XML file that contains the data source definition. The actual ingested files, if the data set contains data from Excel or CSV data sources.<?xml version=1.0 encoding=UTF-8?> <datasource xmlns:user=http://www.tableausoftware.com/xml/user formatted-name=<name of your data set> inline=true version=10.0> <connection class=federated> <named-connections> <named-connection caption=public name=<connection-ID>> <connection authentication=username-password class=<data-source-type> dbname=<database-ID> port= schema=public server=<hostname:port>/> </named-connection> </named-connections> <relation connection=<relation-ID> name=<name-of-relation> table=[public].[<name-of-relation>] type=table/> </connection> </datasource>Required JDBC driver information for Tableau provisioningTo create a Tableau provisioning file from a data set, the JDBC driver of its data source needs the following properties:Data sourceRequired connection propertiesAmazon RedshifthostportdatabaseschemaHP VerticahostportdatabaseschemaMySQLhostportdatabaseOraclehostportdatabaseschemaPostgreSQLhostportdatabaseschemaSQL ServerhostportdatabaseschemaFor more information, see the JDBC configuration details of the various databases.Create Tableau provisioning fileIn Data Catalog, you can create Tableau provisioning files from data sets. If your data set's origin is a relational database, you need the credentials to connect to that database. Make sure the JDBC driver has all the required information in the correct format before you create the provisioning file. Prerequisites        You have a resource role with the Access data resource permission, for example Data Analyst Level 2. You have a global role with the Catalog global permission, for example Catalog Author.You have enabled Tableau provisioning in Collibra Console.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.In the submenu, click Data SetsClick the data set that you want to use in Tableau.Above the table, to the right, click Actions → Access Tableau source (beta).The Tableau provisioning file in TDSX format is downloaded. If Catalog experience is disabled, the More menu is shown instead of Actions.What's next?You can now import the TDSX file in Tableau.TroubleshootingThe following table contains the most common issues that you can encounter while ingesting or synchronizing Tableau.IssueSolutionTableau images are not fetched correctlySynchronizing Tableau data means ingesting metadata from Tableau to your Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment. The metadata is represented as assets of specific types and their characteristics. Images such as report thumbnails are not downloaded and stored in Data Catalog. Instead, Data Catalog stores a link to the image. Every time you open the asset page, the image is fetched from Tableau.Images are not fetched correctly if there is a problem with this link. A common issue is caused by the base URL parameter, which is part of the link. If the base URL is not set correctly in Collibra Console, the links to the Tableau images are broken.To fix this issue, edit the base URL in Collibra Console.When you synchronize a Tableau Server 2020.2, some Tableau data is skipped. In most cases, this occurs when people are actively using Tableau while Data Catalog is synchronizing the Tableau Server. The technical reason is that the APIs collect Tableau data at different times. If users make changes in Tableau, the data that is collected by the APIs may be inconsistent. When that happens, the corresponding assets are not synchronized in Data Catalog.We highly recommend that you synchronize Tableau after working hours. This reduces the chance that Tableau data is added, changed, renamed or deleted on Tableau's side during the synchronization process. Tableau synchronization fails with error message Duplicate key.The Tableau synchronization fails with the Duplicate key error when you have multiple views with the same name in the same workbook.To solve this problem, we highly recommend to give each view in Tableau a unique name before you synchronize the Tableau Server in Data Catalog.
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	 Catalog workflowsTo keep the information flows that are shipped with the Catalog product configurable, a part of the functionality is achieved through workflows. You can configure the packaged workflows, but they are designed to work together: if you decide to change one of the workflows, verify the other Catalog workflows, since they may depend on one another.For more information about workflows, see the Collibra Developer portal.NameDescriptionAssign Owner To Data SetThis process automates adding owners to data sets.This workflow is automatically triggered when a new Data Set asset is created.Cancel ProcessThis process notifies the concerned users of a workflow cancellation.Escalation ProcessThis process is the default mechanism for the escalation of user tasks in workflows.Post Data Ingestion WorkflowThis process facilitates assigning the Owner and Technical Steward for newly ingested Schema assets.This workflow is automatically triggered when a new Schema asset is created and after a data source is registered.Propose New Business AssetThis process facilitates the creation of new Business Assets in the Data Governance Council community.Propose New Data AssetThis process facilitates the creation of new Data Assets in the Data Governance Council community.Propose New Technology AssetThe Propose New Technology Asset workflow allows you to create a new Technology asset in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. By default, the asset is added to the Data Governance Council community, in the New Applications domain.Request Assets AccessThe Request Assets Access workflow allows you to request access to assets that are referenced in your shopping cart. All data owners have to approve the request before you can access the assets.More informationThe workflow calculates the name of the asset by combining the creation date with a sequential number for that day, for example 2019-09-30 #1 and sets the asset characteristics according to the data submitted through the start form. The user who started the workflow receives the Requester role. The user with an Owner role approves the request for each data set and the Owner or Technical Steward provides access to the data set elements.This workflow replaces the Request Data Sets Access workflow.If you restore a 5.4.x backup or older, the Requests Data Sets Access will overwrite the packaged Request Assets Access workflow. You have to deploy the Requests Assets Access workflow again and apply all possible customizations to the new workflow.You can also manually request access to data sets access to data sets and reports.Simple ApprovalThe Simple Approval workflow is a single-step process that allows you to approve an asset in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.Voting Sub-ProcessThe Voting Sub-Process is a workflow that can be called by other workflows when users need to vote. It is used within other packaged workflows such as the Approval Process, the Simple Approval or the Issue Management workflow.You can use this sub-process in new custom workflows. The result is a true or false boolean that is provided to the parent workflow.
	 Catalog TroubleshootingIf you are experiencing general issues with the Data Catalog feature, consult the articles in this section.If you have issues with ingesting a BI source or with Collibra Data Lineage, please visit their individual troubleshooting sections:Tableau troubleshootingPower BI troubleshootingLooker troubleshootingCollibra Data Lineage troubleshootingWhat's the difference between Data Catalog and Collibra Connect?Data Catalog and Collibra Connect have many overlapping features. Which of them is more suited for your situation, depends on a number of factors.In a nutshell, you use Data Catalog for ingesting metadata from popular database types via a predefined ingestion logic, which is ideal for business users. You can then see the metadata in the form of assets and characteristics. You use Collibra Connect to read and write metadata in any API-supported system and provide the metadata to Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. Collibra Connect has more flexibility with regard to ingestion, but requires technical skills. Data CatalogCollibra ConnectDefinitionThe Collibra Data Catalog is an application that helps the business data analyst to discover, describe, assemble and govern data sets, in order to improve trust in analytics based on those data sets.Collibra Connect is an integration platform that enables integrations between Collibra and other third-party products, such as Informatica, Salesforce.com and JIRA.PurposeData Catalog can ingest and represent metadata of specific data sources as assets and characteristics, including diagrams.Collibra Connect is meant as an advanced interface between Collibra and data sources of any third-party vendors.ProcessesMetadata ingestion Profiling and data type detectionRead only Bidirectional synchronization of metadataNo profilingRead and writeIntegrationsJDBC-supported databases such as PostgreSQL and IBM DB2.File-based databases in Excel and CSV.External systems such as Tableau and Amazon S3.Any system with:API supportStructured metadata format such as XML and JSONIngestionPredefined metamodel and ingestion logic Flexible and configurable metamodel and ingestion logicUsabilityUsable via CollibraBusiness user friendly Configuration via IDERequires development skills to set upMore informationThe Data Catalog: What it is, Why you Need it, and How to Make it SuccessfulThe Data Catalog section of the Collibra user guide.Introduction to Collibra ConnectThe Collibra Connect user guide.How to enable logging for data ingestionIf you want to troubleshoot issues with data ingestion, you have to enable logging for data ingestion. By default, logging for data ingestion is disabled because your data can be exposed. For more information, see Environment log settings for DGC services and Environment log settings for Repository services.If you have investigated the data ingestion issue, don't forget to revert all the changes from this section.StepsOpen the Data Governance Center logging settings.Open Collibra Console.Collibra Console opens with the Infrastructure page.    In the tab pane, click   the Data Governance Center service of the environment whose log settings you need.Click Logs.Above the table, to the right, click Settings.Click Add logger.The Add logger dialog box appears.Enter the required information.FieldDescriptionLogger nameThe name of the logger.Enter one of the following:com.collibra.dgc.catalog.service.schema.implcom.collibra.dgc.catalog.service.implcom.collibra.jobserver.clientcom.collibra.dgc.catalog.service.datausage.implcom.collibra.catalog.core.service.datausage.implcom.collibra.catalog.core.service.schema.implcom.collibra.catalog.core.service.schema.impl.ingestioncom.collibra.catalog.core.service.schema.impl.profilingcom.collibra.catalog.core.service.schema.impl.reportcom.collibra.catalog.core.schema.implcom.collibra.catalog.core.schema.impl.ingestioncom.collibra.catalog.core.schema.impl.profilingcom.collibra.catalog.core.schema.impl.reportLogger levelThe amount of log entries you want in the logs.Select DEBUG.Click Add logger.Repeat this until you have added all the loggers.The Jobserver logs are out of memoryWhen the Jobserver log files are out of memory, the logs that are created during ingestion or profiling are deleted immediately after they are created.SolutionStop the environment for which you want to update the memory settings.Open a terminal session on the server that hosts the jobserver.Open the file /opt/collibra/spark-defaults.conf and do the following.Add the following line to the configuration file:      spark.driver.maxResultSize = 1536mSave and close the file.Open the /opt/collibra/spark-jobserver/conf/log4j-server.properties file and do the following.In the Root logger option section, update the properties to match this section:# Root logger option log4j.rootLogger=INFO,LOGFILE log4j.appender.LOGFILE=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender log4j.appender.LOGFILE.File=${LOG_DIR}/spark-job-server.log log4j.appender.LOGFILE.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout log4j.appender.LOGFILE.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSS} %-5p [%t] %c{3} - %m%n log4j.appender.LOGFILE.maxFileSize=100MB log4j.appender.LOGFILE.maxBackupIndex=30 log4j.logger.org.apache.spark=WARN log4j.logger.spark.jobserver.context=WARN log4j.logger.akka=WARN log4j.logger.com.collibra.jobserver.job=DEBUG log4j.logger.com.collibra.catalog.profilers=DEBUG log4j.logger.com.collibra.catalog.profilers.Pass1TableProfiler$=INFO log4j.logger.com.collibra.catalog.ingestion=DEBUG log4j.logger.com.collibra.jdbc=DEBUG Save and close the file.Start the environment again.Ingestion out-of-memory errorWhen you upload a JDBC driver larger than 50 MB or when you have uploaded multiple JDBC drivers, you may encounter an out-of-memory error. Due to this problem, the jobserver does not release the memory needed to store the driver in memory. ResolutionTo solve this problem, you have to increase the memory of the Jobserver application, for example, increase it to 3 GB.Stop the environment for which you want to update the memory settings.Open a terminal session on the server that hosts the jobserver.Open the file <drive>/collibra/spark-jobserver/conf/jobserver.conf for editing.Look up the parameter driver-memory.Edit the parameter value, for example, 3G, corresponding with 3 GB.The default value is 2G.Save and close the file.Open the file <drive>/collibra_data/spark-jobserver/config/server.json for editing.Look up the parameter jobserverMemory.Edit the parameter value, for example, 2048M, corresponding with 2 GB.The default value is 1024M.Save and close the file.Start the environment again.Missing schema name during data ingestionIf you ingest a data source with a new JDBC driver, you can receive an error No schema has been specified.In the stacktrace you can see a CollibraIllegalArgumentException message.SolutionMake sure that you defined a schema property for the new JDBC driver.Different versions for Collibra and JobserverYou can install the services of a Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud environment on multiple nodes. If you do so, make sure that you use the same installer on all the nodes. This also applies to upgrading an environment. If your environment has different versions for the Data Governance Center and Jobserver services, the following errors will occur when you run an ingestion.Spark Context's logs[2017-11-07 07:27:15,608] WARN nalRequestDataDeserializer [] [akka://JobServer/user/jobManager-c7-8eec-de0c02029808] - Package com.collibra.jobserver.dto.catalog.ingestion, different version detected: client uses version 1.2.4-SNAPSHOT, server uses version 1.2.2-SNAPSHOTCollibra logs20:21:43.407 [Procedure Manager] WARN c.c.j.c.i.s.StateDeserializer - Package com.collibra.jobserver.dto.catalog.profiling, different version detected: client uses version 1.1.10, server uses version 1.1.8SolutionInstall all the Collibra services with the same installer.Resolve schema refresh conflicts via JobserverThis information only applies to Jobserver. For information on how Edge handles differences between the original schema and the updated schema, see About synchronizing schemas.If you refresh a schema via Jobserver, the ingestion process detects differences between the original schema, already in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, and the updated schema.If columns or tables have been added to or removed from the schema, the process will create or delete the corresponding Column and Table assets in Collibra. However, the ingestion process results in a refresh conflict if one or more columns or tables were added and others were removed. If that happens, it adds a Refresh conflict attribute to all added and removed columns or tables. You have to resolve these conflicts before you can refresh the schema again. If you do not resolve the refresh conflicts, any future attempts to refresh the data source will fail.To see if there are any conflicts after a refresh, you have to add the Refresh Conflict field to the Data Sources view of the schemas.You may come across the following scenarios:   A column is deleted from the schema and another one is added to the schema: You have to manually delete the column asset. You have to remove the Refresh conflict attribute from the added column asset.A column is renamed in the schema: You have to remove the column asset with the updated column name.You have to rename the original column name to the newly ingested column name and delete the Refresh Conflict attribute.A column is deleted from the schema: this is automatically detected by the refresh operation. No further action is required of you.A column is added to the schema: this is automatically detected by the refresh operation. No further action is required of you. A table is renamed in the schema:You have to manually delete the renamed new table and all the columns contained in the table.You have to manually rename the existing old table and all the columns contained in the table.A table is deleted from the schema and another table is added to the schema:You have to manually delete the deleted table and all the columns in the table.You have to manually delete the Refresh Conflict attribute for the added table.Resolve a schema refresh conflict when columns are added and deleted at the same timeIf you refresh a schema, the ingestion process will detect conflicts if the data source has the following changes:A column has been removed. A column has been added.In the following example, the ingested schema has a column age and in the updated schema, the column age is removed and a column birthday is added.To resolve such a refresh conflict, follow these steps:Look up the data source with the search function or as follows:     In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens. In the submenu, click Data Sources.Optionally, add the Refresh Conflict column to the table.In the table, expand the relevant schema and table to find the columns with refresh conflicts.Select the column that is removed from the data source. In this example it is the age column.If necessary, select all column assets that are removed from the data source.Above the table click Delete.Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the column.Click the name of the added column name.The column asset page appear.In the Refresh Conflict section of the column asset page, hover over the message and click on the right-hand side.Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the attribute.Click the browser's Back button to return to the Data Sources view of the table.You can also click on the breadcrumb, as shown in the following image, to open the table asset page of the ingested schema.'Repeat steps 5 to 8 for all other added columns.Resolve a schema refresh conflict for a renamed columnIf you refresh a schema where the data source contains a column that has been renamed, the ingestion process will detect a conflict. In the following example, the ingested schema contains a column age, and in the updated schema, the column name has become current_age.To resolve a refresh conflict due to a column rename, follow these steps:Look up the new column with the search function or as follows:     In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens. In the submenu, click Data Sources.Optionally, add the Refresh Conflict column to the table.In the table, expand the relevant schema and table to find the columns with refresh conflicts.Select the updated column name and click Delete above the table.If necessary, select all column assets that are removed from the data source.Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the column asset(s).Click the name of the original column name.The column asset page appears.In the resource toolbar, click Actions > Edit.The Edit <asset name> dialog box appears.Change the name to the new ingested name.Click Save.Refresh the page. Leave the column asset page open.In the Refresh Conflict section of the column asset page, hover over the message and click on the right-hand side.Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the attribute.Click the browser's Back button to return to the Data Sources view of the schema.You can also click on the breadcrumb, as shown in the following image, to open the table asset page of the ingested schema.If necessary, repeat steps 4 to 12 for other renamed column assets.What's next?You can now safely refresh the schema with the new data source; however, keep in mind this may take some time.Resolve a schema refresh conflict for a renamed tableIf you refresh a schema where the data source contains a table that has been renamed, the ingestion process detects a conflict. In the following example, the original schema Refresh contains the table firsttable. This table has been renamed to firsttable2. After refreshing the schema, refresh conflicts appear, as shown in the following image: You have to manually resolve the conflicts before you continue. It is not possible to refresh a schema when there are conflicts.You have to add the Refresh Conflict column to the table if it is not there already.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens. The Catalog Home appearsIn the submenu, click Data Sources.Expand the tables to see all the columns that are contained in them. Select the renamed table and all its contained columns, in this example, firsttable2.Above the table, click Delete.Click Yes to confirm the deletion.Hover over the original table, in this example, firsttable, and click to the right of the table name. Change the name to the new ingested table name, in this example, firsttable2, and click to apply the change.Hover over a column contained in the table you just renamed and click to the right of the column name.Rename the column by replacing the table part of the name with that of the renamed table and click to apply the change. The column name is a concatenation of the table name and the original column name and so you just have to replace the table part of the name with the new table name. For example, to rename the column name firsttable > column1 to firsttable2 > column1, you just have to change firsttable to firsttable2 so that the column name becomes firsttable2 > column1.Repeat this action for all the columns in the renamed table. Now, you only see the new ingested table, firsttable2, and the columns contained in the table.Click the name of the renamed table.The table asset page appears.In the Refresh Conflict section, hover over the refresh conflict message and click on the right-hand side.Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the Refresh Conflict attribute.What's next?You can now safely refresh the schema with the data source.Resolve a schema refresh conflict when tables are added and deleted at the same timeWhen you refresh a schema, the ingestion process detects conflicts if the data source has the following changes at the same time:A table has been removed.A table has been added.In the following example, the original schema Postgre contains the table Employee and the table CompanyList. A new table Schools has been added to the schema and the table CompanyList has been deleted. After refreshing the schema, refresh conflicts appear for the added table and the deleted table, as shown in the following image: You have to manually resolve the conflicts before you continue. It is not possible to refresh a schema when there are conflicts.You have to add the Refresh Conflict column to the table if it is not there already.Steps    In the main menu, click   , then   Catalog.The Catalog Home opens.The Catalog Home appears.In the submenu, click Data Sources.Select the deleted table and all its contained columns, in this example, CompanyList.Above the table, click Delete.Click Yes to confirm the deletion.Click the name of the added table, in this example, Schools.The table asset page appears.In the Refresh Conflictsection, hover over the refresh conflict message and click on the right-hand side.Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the Refresh Conflict attribute.What's next?You can now safely refresh the schema with the data source.Advanced data type detection is slowAdvanced data type (ADT) detection is the process that compares each value in the database with each pattern in the ADT definition list.The following non-exhaustive list contains the factors that affect the detection time:The higher the number of ADTs in Catalog, the longer the detection time.The higher the number of patterns in each ADT, the longer the detection time. For example, a text ADT can contain one or more regular expressions. The more regular expressions that you add to this ADT, the longer the detection time will take.As a general rule, try to limit both the number of ADTs and the number of patterns per ADT.Jobserver troubleshootingThis is a list of known issues in versions older than Collibra 2022.07.ProblemSolutionOne or more of the following error messages appear:context JS-<context ID> not found in the Jobserver node in DGC logs.manager_start - /opt/collibra/spark-jobserver/bin/manager_start.sh: line 73: <process id> killed in the Jobserver server logs.Spark context logs are interrupted during Spark processing.It is not possible to allocate enough memory in the Spark process or other process on the same machine.If the Spark context crashes or is unresponsive, it can be related to a memory shortage. Make sure that you have enough memory.In 5.7, a Jobserver node should have 64GB RAM, 16 CPUs and 500GB SSD.In 5.7.1, the Spark context process configuration for each Jobserver requires you to change the lower the heap memory to 40GB and replace the -XX:+UseG1GC option by -XX:+UseParallelGC.An ingestion job keeps on running due to lingering Spark Context.Restart the Jobserver, then restart Collibra.Communication failure occurs between Jobserver and Spark Context when profiling large tables.The following relevant parameters can be edited in the Jobserver configuration file to decrease the chance that this problem occurs:acceptable-heartbeat-pause should be 600s.heartbeat-interval should be 300s.threshold should be 12.0Jobserver jobsTo ingest data in Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud, you have to register a data source. During the ingestion, you can include to run a data profiling, data sampling and to detect advanced data types in the data.The DGC service is responsible for the ingestions, the Jobserver is responsible for the data profiling, data sampling and advanced data type detection.The following table shows how many jobs it takes to complete a task. The jobs are executed sequentially.TaskNumber of jobsData profiling4 jobs per tableData sampling2 jobs per tableAdvanced data type detection1 job per tableData ingestion0 jobIf you have to troubleshoot Jobserver jobs, you need the following log files when you create a diagnostic file.Collibra logsJobserver logs: You have to enable the ingestion and profiling logs.Spark logs: You have enable to the Spark logs. When you create a diagnostic file, these are included with the Jobserver logs.
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